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PEEFAOE TO THE EIRSTdEDITION

I HAVE called this volume A Study in Ptiblic Finance and

notP'it6IicFinance, so as to indicate that not all of the ground

customarilycovered by treatisesnoth thewider title is brought

raider review. The volume is designed to supplement my

two other volumes, The Economics of Welfare and Industrial

Fluctuations, the three books together embodying the main

part of what I have to say on general economics.- In Parts

I. and III. I have made considerable use of material taken

from my Political Economy of War, now^out of print, and

from Part IV. of the first edition of The Economics of Welfare,

most of which was omitted from the later editions. This

material has, of course, been revised and reconsidered.

Part II., on Revenue from Taxation, with the exception of

Chapters XIV. and XVI., is, in the main, new. My thanks

are due to Mr. D. H. Robertson of Trinity College and

Mr. P. Ramsey of Icing’s College, who have very kindly read

portions of my manuscript and made valuable suggestions.

A-C. P.
September 1927.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

Ik this edition I have corrected a few errors, but have

attempted no substantial revision. For the term exhaustive

expenditure, which has led to some misunderstandings, I

have substituted real expenditure, and have endeavoured,

in Part I., Chapter III., to make the meaning assigned to

the term clear. a n -n

June 1929.
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GENERAL RELATIONS





CHAPTER I

-p-R-RTTMTOASY

§ 1. In every developed society there is some form of govern-

ment organisation, which may or may not represent the

members of the society collectively, but certainly has

coercive authority over them individually. As a rule the

government organisation is broken up into a central govern-

ment with large powers and a number of local government

authorities with limited powers. The governing authority,

whether central or lei)al,j5_endia£ad-JDih-^^^

duties,_the detailed nature of which varies in different places,

These dutie&JbreijkM'bft-eNppriditurp and, consequently,

require also the raisifig of revenue.

§ 2. In modem conditions these processes are operated

almost exclusivelythrough the medium of money. It is

true that on occasions governments make a levy of resources,

of which they have need, in kind. Thus, in most European

countries, even in peace time, the services of soldiers are

obtained by conscription , and it has happened that civihan

labour [e,.g. in Bulgaria) has been called up in the same way.

In war time commandeering is apt to be extended over a

much wider range. Buildings, motor-cars, horses, stocks of

food and so on may be forcibly taken over. During the later

years of the GreatWar theBritish Government commandeered
the whole of the wool crop and the whole of the wheat crop

of the country. Resort to methods of this kind is not, how-
ever, reaUy alternative to the use of mone3^ Conscripted

soldiers are paid money wages and the owners of com-
mandeered goods usually receive money compensation.

What happens is not an abandonment of the money instru-

3
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ment, but a supplementing of it by compulsion on the public

to sell and authoritative fixing of the price at which- sales

are to be made. Thus we may lay it down, as a practically

universal rule for modern countries, that the spending and
the raising of resources by government authorities are always

manifested in the form of spending and raising money.

§ 3. Though money is thus the universal medium of

public finance, it is not, of course, the thing in which it really

deals. The money is merely a ticket embodying command
over actual services and goods. It is these, and not the

' money that represents them, which constitute the real

object of all transactions. This is, of course, a truism.

Adam Smith set it out once and for aU 150 years ago when
he -wrote : “It would be too ridiculous to go aboutTenbusly

to prove that wealth does not consist in money or in^old’br

silver, but in what money purchases and is of value onlyTor

purchasing”. Nobody now would deny this thesis directly.

But, while the statement that money is merely the form

of public finance, and goods and services the substance, is

now, in a sense, a platitude, it is a platitude the detailed im-

plications of which are complex. Every completed act of

public finance is alike in form. £100 million are obtained

by the government from the public—for the present we

leave out of consideration the creation of new money—and

are paid over to certain other persons. This money is

purchasing power. YTien it is taken away, those persons

from whom it is taken are constrained to give up certain

things (including perhaps some leisure) which they would

have had if it had not been taken away. The government

then spends the £100 million. It is e-vident that there are

a great number of different ways in which the pro-viders of

taxes or fees or loans can modify their purchases and actmty

in order to furnish the £100 million : and a great number of

different ways in which the £100 million can be spent, and

in which the output of different sorts of things and ser-dces

can accordingly be affected. For any real understanding

of public finance, it is necessary to examine very carefully

the divergences of substance that underlie similarities in

money form. #



CHAPTER n

PEINCrPLES OE COMPENSATIOl?

§ 1. In the second section of the preceding chapter it was

shown that, though practically always, when a government

authority assumes possession of a thing or service, it makes

in return a payment of money, this circumstance is not,

incompatible with commandeering, in the sense of compulsion

upon owners to sell at a price not fixed by them, it is,

indeed, only rarely that there is need for this. The quantity

of any particular sort of thing or service that a government

requires is as a rule fairly small compared with the producing

'' power of the country in respect of that sort of thing or service;

and, therefore, if there is no great urgency, its demand can be

satisfied at a price which does not yield any abnormal profit

to anybody. There would be no point, for instance, in a

government’s commandeering the motor lonies or the

clerical labour that it needs in the ordinary course, because

it could not well pay less for the commandeered things thaii

the market price, and, for the market price, it could get

them without commandeering. There are, however, two
cases to which these considerations do not apply. The fi^t

is that of unique key things that cannot be reproduced in

the market
;

the second that of very large government
demands occurring so suddenly that new pro^tion ^not
satisfy them and resort must be had also to things already

in consumers’ hands. <

§ 2. An imaginary instance of an uniqne thing, not sus-

ceptible of reproduction, desired by a government would
be furnished if it were decided to develop a national collection

of works of art or of historic buildings, and particular works
B
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or buildings in private bands were needed for this collection.

.Actual instances are also easily found. Thus, a,government
decides to nationahse, either permanently or temporarily,

the railway system or the telephones, and, to this end, needs
to buy out, or to obtain a lease from, existing owners of

these things. Here it is confronted with a seller possessing

monopoly power, and, unless it can override him by law,

may be forced to pay a sum that will yield him a much
larger income than he has been deriving, or has hoped to

derive, from his property, so that he, in effect, levies a ransom
on the public. Again, a government, in order to facilitate

the building of a railway or the establishment of small

holdings or some other social end, has need of certain

particular pieces of land. Once more it is confronted by
monopoly, and, unless it can exercise legal compulsion, is

liable either to have a socially useful enterprise estopped or

to be mulcted of outrageous sums. In such conations

compulsory purchase at an officially fixed price is the obvious

and only solution. Closely similar considerations arise if a

government decides to nationalise permanently or tem-

porarily all property rights in coal mines or land rents or

mining royalties. Here we are not, indeed, dealing with

imique things in the hands of a single monopolistic seller,

but with a number of things in many hands. But, since

the government needs all of them, it is not in a position to

bargain in the market, and some of the sellers, unless there

is compulsion, may, therefore, be expected to stand out

successfully, just as a monopolist might do, for an unreason-

able price.

§ 3. Sudden and very large demands on the part of govem-

iments, exceedingjresent capacity for new production, are

only likely to occur in time of war. Horses, motor-cars,

stocks of certain sorts of food, or particular classes of foreign

securities, may be needed in the largest procurable quantities

all at once. So may, for a time, the services of railways and of

ships and of particular buildings. To offer the market price,

or even something a good deal better, would not call out at

once oilers to sell Irom all even ot those persons who might

be expected to make offers eventually ; and some owners
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would not sell at all for any reasonable price. In essence

tliere is not very much difference between this situation and

that discussed in the preceding section. Once more poten^al

sellers of what the government needs are in an exceptionally

strong position, and could, in tlie absence of compulsion, exjtot

terms and cause delay highly injurious to the public interest.

§ 4. We have then, in the various conditions contem-

plated above, to consider on what principles the amount, if

any, of the purchase price, or compensation money, paid for

tilings and services purchased compulsorily may properly

be deternuned. On this matter there are large differences

of opinion, and several distinctions will need to be drawn.

One general observation should, however, be made first.

There is a widespread tendency to describe failure to com-

pensate for the withdrawal of particular property rights in

terms, such as robbery, that imply that something illegal

is being done. Rut property right's are thWcMld of Itrw,

which is itself the creation of the public political authority.

It is evident, therefore, that, except where there is an over-

riding written constitution, there can be no question of

illegaliiy, whatever a sovereign public authority may choose

to do in respect of property rights hitherto enjoyed by its

citizens. A statute passed in due form by the British

Parliament taking away all property rights, or some par-

ticular property right, from aU red-haired men, or from some
particular red-haired man, might be objectionable, but
could not possibly be illegal. The use of such a term as

robberj’^, therefore, when applied to acts of sovereign public

authorities, is inappropriate. That term signifies the taking
away by force or fraud of something to which the robbed
person has a legal right. When a public authority acts in
due form it never does this : it withdraws a right which it

has itself created
; and, from the point of view of legality,

nobody can have any ground of complaint. The expro-
priation by a private person of something to which another
private person has a legal right and the withdrawal by the
public authority of that legal right are acts of entirely
different kinds. Any use of words that tends to confuse
them should he avoided.
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§ 6. Fundamental to the problem of compensation is the
Principle of equity. Tliis principle in its barest form asserts

that similar persons should be treated similarly—^by the public
powers as by anybody else. Sidgwick held that knowledge
of it is given in direjitintnition. This view implies that, if

there is a given aggregate of private good—not of good
things—available for distribution among two or more
exactly similar men, a further element of public good is

created when this private good is divided among them
equaIl3^ Now, it is held by certain ethical philosophers

that the only elements of good are states of consciousness.

If this is so, equity, which is a relation between states of

consciousness, clearly cannot be an element of good, or,

apart from its effects, have any ethical value. The issue

thus raised is an important one. For our present purpose,

however, it is not necessary to enlarge upon it. For, even

if Ridgwiek’s -vipjv that equity is itself a good be

theroj,rej,sailablemtheJLConsideration.s-adeq«atedx5-establjgh

theL.piinfiipiejpi_equity in its eegnondc-applicatiens. First,

if £1000 have to be taken from two people of equal wealth

and similar temperament, the law of diminishing utility

shows that less hurt will be caused by taking it in equal parts

from each of them than by taking it in any other proportion.

Secondly, if it is taken in any other proportion, a sense of

being unfairly treated will be created in the person who pays

the larger amount
;
and this is in itself an evil. Thirdly,

unequal treatment of different people, where no good cause

can be shown for it, breeds a sense of insecurity ah. roimd
;

for everyone feels that he may be the next victim. This

discourages people from working and saving to obtain

possession of durable things, and so indnectly strikes a

.blow at the accumulation of capital much heavier than would

be struck by the collection of an equal sum of money on some

intelligible non-arbitrary plan. It will be generally agreed that

these considerations taken together establish the principle of

equity, for the purpose of the present inquiry, on a firm basis.

^ § 6. Unfortunately, however, the principle in its barest

form, as sketched above, cannot be applied to practice,

because in rpal life no_two_p.erspns ever are exactly similar.
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Hence the principle naust be expanded, so that it declares :

“ drtEerent persons should be treated similarly unless they

are dissimilar in some rdevard respect in the abstract

nobody is likely to quarrel with tliis. But the importation

of relevance, none the less, raises difficult issues : for

have to decide what dissimilarities are, and what are not,

relevant, in the last resort this can only be done by direct

judgement applied to the detailed circumstances of particular

cases. But the task of direct judgement can be made easier

by a preliminary survey of a more general kind. To this

end it is convenient to distinguish between the commandeer-

ing of a few Individual items within a class of similar things

and the commandeering of the whole of a class oi things—

under which latter head will be included the commandeering

of a single thing if it is the sole member of a class. I shall

consider first the commandeering of particular items within

a class, and shall begin with commandeering which takes

place at a time when general conditions are stable.

§ 7. In st^e conffitions the notion of membership of a

class presents no serious difficulty. It may, no doubt, be

pointed out, for example, that there are a number of different

types of motor-car
;
and it may be asked whether a particular,

car is to be regarded as a member of the class " cars in

general ” or of the class '' cars of its own type But, since'

general conditions are supposed to be stable, so that the'

relations between the owners of different types of car are

constant, it does not matter whether this question is answered
in the one way or in the other

; and there is no need to
cavil at any classification with which common sense and
general usage present us. Without, therefore, pressing this

matter further, we may proceed to illustrate the sort of

commandeering that has now to be studied. Examples are
afforded by the expropriation of particular pieces of land
which happen to lie on the road of a proposed railway, or
which are specially fitted for small holding's (whether they
are taken over completely by the pubUc authority or are
subjected to compulsory leasing)

; or of particular borses or
stores of hay, or of particular buildings that happen to be
suitable for billeting troops. The principle of equity clearly
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requires that the owners of those particular items should
not he hit harder by government action than similar owners
of other sindlar items. They should be paid such amount
of compensation as is required to prevent.this.

§ 8. It may perhaps be suggested that this way of looking

at the matter is too simple, and that true equity requires us

to take_into account the wealth and family estate and,

perhaps, the age of the several persons affected. Tin's
,

however, is not so. These things are, indeed, highly relevant

^ to the amount of taxation that the several owners should be
made to bear. They are also relevant when what is con-

.
templated is a compassionate allowance to deal, of grace,

with hard cases to which the principle of compensation is

held to be inapplicable. But they are not relevant to the

question whether, in fact, that principle is apphcable,

whether, for instance, compensation should be paid for the

commandeering of certain people’s motor-cars or land. It

would be “unfair ” to_pay such compensation to married

men but not to bachelors,, or. .tp poor men but_npt to rich

men
;

for, as we must presume, differences in these respects

have already been taken into account in the assessment of

general taxation. To regulate compensation payments in

"the light of them would be to count the same thing twice

over—to punish a man a second time for one offence. In

hke manner, when we have to do with the expropriation of

particular items of property witliin a general class, con-

siderations connected with the character of that class as a

whole are not relevant. If it is held that the class is one on

which special burdens ought to be assessed, this sbnnld be

done by taxes affecting the whole class, not by arbitrary

blows at particular items within the class. When particular

items are expropriated, it may, indeed, be held, on grounds

connected with the nature of the class, e.g, liquor licences,

that no compensation should be paid out of general funds.

This is, however, in no way incompatible with the payment

of compensation to the owners of the particular items ;
for

this can be done out of funds raised from the owners of all

the items in the class affected, including the owners of the

expropriated items.
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§9. There stiIl,1io‘wever,remains a difficulty. Theprinciple

of compensation—^for the kind of case contemplated so far

—is established, but the amormt of compensation that wiU

put a man whose field or motor-car has been commandeered

in the same position as one whose similar field or car has not

been commandeered is not yet defined. 11 the thing com-

mandeered were seven sacks of No. 1 red winter wheat, the

payment recjuired would obviously be the market value of

this number of sacks ;
for that payment would enable the

expropriated proprietor to replace exactly what had been

taken from him, so that, except for his share in the taxes

needed to provide the compensation money, in respect of

which he staurTs on the same footing a-s everybody else, he

would not be affected at all. But a particular piece of land

or a house, or possibly even a motor-car, may have a special

valgajto the owner greater than its market value. To part

with it may involve a loss to him of what he values at £10,000,

though the market only values it at £2000. In these

circumstances what value ought to be taken as the basis

of compensation ? The principle of equity suggests : the

monetary representative of the special value of the property

right to its owner. Eor, if the market value is taken, he

is really fait harder than other people because he happens to

own this particular piece of property. This conclusion must,

however, be qualified before it can be applied to practice.

When the particular piece of land or house has a special value

tq its owner because, when associated with him, it carries

goodwill

—

e.g. a shop in the place where the owner is known
—this goodwill can, without great difficulty, be valued and
reckoned in the compensation money. But, when it has a
special value due to sentiment and so on,^o such objective

valuation is feasible, and account cannot, theretore, be taken
of it. We must content ourselves with such rough justjce
as is afforded by the payment of something, say lO’per cent,
in excess of market value as compensation for disturbance,

§ 10. When general conditions are no longer supposed
to be stable, more awkward issues have to be faced. Let us
suppose that we are dealing with something to which the
difficulty discussed in the preceding section does not apply.
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so that in normal times market value—a perfectly definite

thing—would be proper compensation to an expropriated
person. In normal times this market value would corre-

spond roughly to cost of production, and the payment of

it would, therefore, maintain the expropriated person’s

position at once as against other persons with simil.np bits of

property, as against other persons with dissimilar bits of

property, and as against himself previously. In times of

disturbance, however, this is no longer true. There are

L three things for equity to choose from ; equivalence to other

owners of similar property, equivalence to other owners-of

dissimilar property, and equivalence to the expropriated

person’s self in the past. An illustration of the difficulty

is afforded by the action of the British Government in com-

mandeering some ships, but not aU ships, from private

owners during the Great War. The owners of non-com-

mandeered ships were making enormous profits, as compared

both with themselves previously and with the owners of

most other sorts of property. Would it have been proper to

compensate the owners of commandeered ships upon terms

that enabled them also to do this ? The government in

fact paid pre-war Blue Book rates, which were designed to

put the commandeered owners into their pre-war position,

but which, in fact, since no allowance was made for the fall

in the purchasing power of monej’-, put them in a rather

worse position than this. To the plain man—apart from

the failure to take account of the change in the value of

money—this arrangement would probably commend itself

as fair. Why, he would ask, should a particular ship-owner

be compensated for not being allowed to get an unexpected

and unworked-for windfall, merely because another ship-

owner has had that piece of fortune ? If, however, instead

of a boom, there had been a great slump in the value of ships,

the plain man would not have thought it reasonable for the

government to pay for commandeered ships at pre-war

rates, which then would have stood much above the rates

currently received by other ship-onmers. And yet the

principle is exactly the same ! The plain man’s thought

seems in fact to be : arrange your compensation terms in
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times of disturbance in such tosb that the owner of com-

mandeered goods is prevented from enjoymg windfalls tHat

he would have got apart from the commandeering, butjs

not saved from suffering anti-windfallsjwhich he would have

suffered apart from it. This view lacks logical symmetry ;

but it is, none the less, the one which most students—^the

present writer among them—^will be inclined to adopt.

^11. There remains for consideration one peculiar case

also associated with times of disturbance. Suppose that an

insurrection breaks out in a particular part of the country,

and that, in order to deal with it, the government has to

commandeer motor-cars and houses there
;
or, more strongly

still, that it has to do this -because the district has been

invaded by a foreign enemy. This commandeering is merely

an incident in a larger whole
;
and the question whether

compensation should be paid for it must turn on whether^
not compensation is being_psjd for the damage that the

insurrection or invasion has_jnflicted on other propei:ty

owners in the district, If the government is unable or un-

wihing to make good that damage, it would be unreasonable'

to expect it to make good the damage caused by its own
commandeering. The same class of consideration applies

to commandeering, e.g. of surviving houses, required to meet
the distress caused by an earthquake in a town where most
of the houses have been destroyed. Apart from these special

cases we may lay it down that, for the expropriation of

particular items within a general class, compensation should
always be paid in such wise that the owners of the expro-

priated items are not subject to damage through expro-
priatipnJr.QJn_5shich the ownersjaLother- items in the class

are exempted.

§ 12. We now turn to the problem of compensation m its

application to classes of items instead of to particular items

-j
within a class. This problem in one aspect is equivalent to.^

/ the problem whether, or in what circumstances, the com -t

I

pensation to he paid to an expropriated individual inside a

I

class should be provided by taxes confined to members of
olass

,
as against taxes spread ovgrjihe wfioje narmmmity -

Under the latter plan the class, some of whose members have ^
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been expropriated, is compensated for the damage thus done
to the class as a whole : under the former plan it is not. An
instance of the latter plan is afforded by the arrangements
in connection with the commandeering of ships that have just

been discussed : an instance of the former by Mr. (now Earl)

Balfour’s Liquor Licences Act, in which a compensation fund
for expropriated licensees was obtained by a levy on licensees

who were not expropriated. We have to consider in what
conditions the one, and in what the other, of these rival

policies is called for.

§ 13. ^st, in so far as the act of expropriation of

particular items vdthin a class either itself causes, or is bound
up with a policy that causes, an increase in the value of^ther

items within that class, there is a clear case for Iftwincf

compensation money from the owners of those benefited

items. Thus, if the State commandeers a piece of land to

enable a tramway to be built to the outskirts of a town, with

the result that the surrounding land is made more valuable,

the owners of this surrounding land ought plainly to pay.

The same argument holds if neighbouring licensed houses

are benefited by the compulsory closing down of rivals.

This is the principle of betterment. In the abstract its,

equity is beyond debate. We may, however, be debarred

from applying it in practice by inability to determine with

any exactitude who have enjoyed the betterment and how

much betterment they have enjoyed.

§ 14. Secondly, when a class, some among whose members

are being expropriated, is enjoying as a whole exceptional

good fortune, there is much tD_hs_gaid for taking the com-

pensation money from the class, even though its good fortune

is not due to the expropriation policy. Thus it would seem

that the money to pay for commandeered ships during the

war might well have been obtained by a special levy on ships

that were not commandeered. An arrangement of this kind,

if it could be worked in practice, would almost certainly

commend itself to the plain man’s sense of equity; the

commandeering of some ships at pre-war rates being regarded

as a partial set-off to a windfall to ship-owners as a class,

which, even so, would have remained very large.
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§ 15. Apart from these special cases there is not in

principle any reason for throwing the burden of compensating

particular expropriated members within a class upon the

members of that class, except -when it can be sho-wn that the

class as a whole ought to be subjected to a burden larger than

it is at the time bearing under the existing system of national

and local taxes. This issue is most conveniently discussed

in^onnection -with the expropriation of classes as wholes

—

whether classes of one member or of many members ;
—^with

the expropriation, for example, of private railway companies,

telephone companies, royalty o-wners, land-owners in general,

slaye-o-wners, owners of feudal rights, o-wners of rotten

boroughs, and so on. We need not consider again here the

difficulties that arise in periods of disturbance or those con-

nected with the fact that certain things have a special value

to their present o-wners. Apartfrom these difficulties wehave
to ask ; Ought compensation to be paid in any or aU of the

above cases in such wise as to put the owners oP’ttlS~ex-

pirppriated class of things in the same position as other”o-wners,

or are there relevant peculiarities about the expropriated

class that warrant a refusal to pay full compensation, orfivp.u

to pay any compensation at all ?

§ 16. Certain property rights have a defective legal status.

Thus the holders of licences for the sale of alcohohc drinks

have no legal title to a renewal of their licences, so that to

refuse to renew is not to remove any legal right. On this

ground it may he argued that here there is no case for

compensation. Against this I answer that reasonahlp. px-

pectation is a more fundamental thing than legal right.

Thus, il from the beginning of the world every licence had
always been renewed, the absence of legal right would clearly

be a mere technicahty. It does not, of course, follow that
the compensation paid should be equal to what it would have
been if there had been a legal right

; for generally, if there
is only custom, the reasonable expectation of renewal -will be
pro tanto less. This, however, will be reflected in the market
value of the “ right ”

; and, apart from the considerations
to be set out in § 18, compensation up to this value -will,

therefore, be proper.
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§ 17. Arguments for refusing compensation are "some-
times based on the manner in which certain rights have
Originated. Such arguments have been used in regard
to~tEe”proposed nationalisation of land and of mineral
royalties. These things, it is said, ought never to Have
become subject to private property rights. Whereas other
property is the fruit of man’s labour and waiting, mineral
deposits and land are a free gift. Therefore, so runs fh'e

argument, they may properly be expropriated without com-
pensation

; they should be put back into the same legal

position that unfound gold and silver in this country hold.

Now, the question whether land and mineral deposits ought

to have been allowed to come into private hands is much
disputed. But in fact they have so come, and their present

owners have bought or inherited them in exactly'the

saihe way as other people have bought or iaEente3~otlrer

sorts of property. To expropriate them without compensa-

tion and not so to expropriate other sorts would involve

grave mequities. For suppose that, shortly before the new
laffwaspassed, one man A had exchanged with another man
B £100,000 worth of land against £100,000 worth of War
Loan. Expropriation of land alone would leave A untouched,

while taking the whole fortune of B ; though, until a moment
previously, A was, and B was not, an owner of land. The un-

fairness is gross and palpable. The argument for compensa-

tion implied in it derives its main force, of course, from the

circumstance that land is a marketable commodity. The

mere fact that a man has enjoyed an unwarranted right in

the past is not, if his right is inherently indefensible, a good

ground for continuing it. But things that have lasted a long

time are in actual life frequently transferred by sale.

general, therefore, I conclude that the origin of particular

classes of property rights in the distant past is not relevant

to the compensation issue.

§ 18. A more difficult question arises when it is claimed

that the activities associated with certain classes of property

rights, although hitherto permitted by-laW-._are_anti-socjal.

This plea is not applicable when the State is proposing to

buy up particular property rights in order to operate them
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t

itself on the lines on -whicli they are heing^ operated now

;

for this intention on the part of the State imphes that the

activities in question are not, in its view, anti-sociald

Examples are the State purchase of privately owned railways

and telephones. When, however, the State seeks, not to

transfer to itself, but to destroy, a particular class of property

right, the presumption is that it does consider the activities

associated with that right anti-social. In cases of this kind

adyocates of compensation lay stress upon the fact that the

activity attacked has_b.ifcherto heenjegal : that people have

invested money in it, trusting to the law
;
and that it is

unfair to bit them in a way that other investors in equally

legal enterprises have escaped. Opponents of compensation,

on the other hand, point out that, if compensation is paid

for the aboHtion of this class of right, an expectation of

compensation, should anti-social but leg^IaatiSities after-

wards be prohibited, is created. Therefore people are

encouraged to make anti-social investments more than they

would be either if it were certain that there would be no

compensation or if compensation were doubtful. It may,

perhaps, be thought that, with compensation aA market value,

this etfect would not follow, because market value will allow

for any uncertainty there may be. But this is a fallacy.

For to announce beforehand that, should expropriation take^

place, market value compensation wiB be paid would remove
the uncertainty, and, consequently, cause market value to be
on the basis of certainty, not uncertainty. Though, there-

fore, in an isolated case, when expropriation is decided on
for a thing in respect of which the prospects of compensation
have been uncertain, market value may be the immediately
appropriate basis, it may not be the ultimately appropriate
basis, when account is taken of the effect on the market-
values of other anti-social concerns. It should be noted that

_

' It is sometimes suggested that, when the State takes over somethingm order to operate it itself, the case for compensatioii is strengthened by
tho fact that there will be a fund out of which compensation can be paid.
There does not seem, however, to be very much m this, except from the
rmatively unimportant pomt of view* of budget technique

; for, presum-
ably, if the State decides to abolish a tiling rather than run it, this means
that It expects a larger final “ fund ” of welfare to bo furnished in that
way.
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this argument does not apply with full force to the expro-
priation of rights, which "mther (i) have become anti-social

for the moment through an external act, e.g. the right to

publish meteorological reports—^which is anti-social in_5yar

time—or (2) have only recently come to be thought anti-
social by a significant numb.er_of.people. In actual practice

the conflict between the opposing arguments has worked
out variously on different occasions. Thus, in the United

Kingdom, when the abolition of rotten boroughs was first

mooted, it was proposed to pay compensation : when it was

carried out in 1832, no compensation was paid. When
slavery was abolished in the West Indies, twenty millions

were voted by the Imperial Parliament in compensation to

the owners
;
but, when slavery was abolished in the United

States after the Civil War, there was no compensation. In

like manner no compensation was paid in the United States

to persons engaged in the liquor industry when the country

“ went dry An intermediate arrangement would be to

alleviate somewhat the burden on expropriated persons, but

not to put them in as good a position as they would have

been in if not expropriated. To this end the government

might make a compensation payment reckoned to yield some

fraction, say one-half, of the income which the expropriated

persons would have had otherwise. Alternatively it might

give substantial notice of expropriation. With 5 per cent

interest a notice of fifteen j^ears is roughly equivalent to

halving the burden.
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REAL EXPENDITTOE AND TEANSFEE EXPENDITtTEE

§ 1 {At.t. government expenditure is, on the surface, a trans-i

fer of money. But beneath the surface different things*

happen with different sorts of expenditure. Some of these

symbolise and carry with them, so to speak, a real using up

of a country’s productive resources, at the order of the'

government or of foreigners to whom the government has'

made payments, so that these are not available for employ-

ment at the order of the private citizens of the coimtry

:

others of them do notf. Moreover, the quantity of a particu-

lar sort of government expenditure (f.e. of money transfer)

may be altered without the quantity of resources that are

used up in government service being altered. '.'When no

using up of real resources at the order of the government

or of foreigners to whom it makes payments is implied in

government expenditvue, I call that expenditure transfer

expenditure. When a using-up of real resources at their

order of a market value equal to the expenditure takes place,

I call the expenditure real expenditure. On this definition,

government transfers to foreigners against no services, e.g.

indemnity payments, as well as government expenditure on
making purchases from foreigners, is real government ex-

penditure; When the market value of the resources used
up is X and the money expenditure made in return for this

using up is y, there is a real expenditure x and a transfer

expenditure (y-x). .Thus a given actual expenditure may,
according to the circumstances, comprise (1) only real ex-
penditure, or (2) only transfer expenditure, or (3) some real

expenditure plus some transfer expenditure, or (4) some real

19
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expenditure minus some transfer expenditure. This last
case, of course, eq,n only ari.se if the government, exercising

coercive powers, compels people to seU to it the services of

labour, equipment, or land for less tliaiTtheir market value)

§ 2. This terminology, it will be noticed, is not em-
barrassed, as, with a less careful definition it might have
been, by differences in legal form betv'een arrangements
which are in substance equivalent. 'Sad we made real ex-

penditure mean expenditure in reUtrn for loJiich a govern-

ment obtains control over real productive resources, em-
barrassment would have arisen. Thus, on that definition,

if the government were to hire the railway system of the

country from the proprietors, the pajunent made to them
would be real expenditure ; but, if it were to raise a loan,

buj’’ the railway S3’'stcm and paj' interest on the loan equal

to what on the otlier plan it would pay as rent, this expendi-

ture would be transfer expenditure. By defining real ex-

penditure as expenditure which sjnnbolises and carries with

it—not M'liicli purchases—a using-up of productive resources

at tl’ie order of government or of foreigners to yhom govern-

ment makes pai’mcnts. we cscnp.e_this-Paradox. The ex-

penditure involved in the control of tlie railwaj’^ system by

the government is real government expenditure, whether it

has the legal form of rent or interest'.

§ 3. 'It is liardl^’^ necessary to point out that transfer

expenditure on ray definition docs not mean expenditure

which carries vdth it no using-up of real resources at all. It

does not carry such using-up at the order of the government

or of foreigners to whom the government has made pajunents.

But it does carry such using-up on tlie order of tlie persons,

recipients of war loan interest, old age pensioners, recipients

of Poor Law relief and so on, to whom the transfer has been

made. What resources tliese persons cause to bo used up

and for what purpose is, of course, their concern. In their

hands the mone}'^ maj’’ be used to set people and equipment

to work in exaetty the same waj’’ as it would have done if

it had not been transferred ;
or to set tliera to make capital

goods, whereas, apart from the transfer, it would have set

them to make consumable goods, or vice versa
;
or to set
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them to make necessaries for the poor instead of luxuries

for the rich, or vice, versa. These, however, are secondary

matters. The essential fact is this ; real government ex-

penditure differs from transfer expenditure, not in that the

one does, while the otj\er does nnt^ involve the usiugmp^of

real resources, but that the using-up^, which takes place in

both cases, is, with real expenditme on th_e_Qrder of the

government or of its foreign payees, with transfer expgndi"

ture on the order of the recipients of the transfer.'

§ 4.'- Neither transfer government expenditme as I have

defined it nor real government expenditure made inside the

country can involve any objective burden, ^.e. real loss of

productive resources or their fruits to the country as a

whole. For transfer expenditure involves no using-up of re-

sources to the order of the government or its foreign payees

;

and for real expenditure inside the country there is always a

quid pro quo, whether in the form of collective goods—army

equipment, battleships, or Civil Service, to be held in the

government’s hands on behalf of the community,—or in the

form of individual goods—almshouses, educational facilities,

railway service (under a nationalised railway system), gas

supply (where there is a municipal gasworks)—to be handed
over by the public authorities to private persons. In no
case are any resources taken away from the use of the

community considered as a whole. Some items of real

government expenditure made outside the country are in

l^e case. Those payments naade ebrnad in return for foreign
sup;^es of goods or for invest on capital which has been
employed to set up still existing equipment clearly involve
no objective burden on the country in the sense defined
above. But other items are of a diSerent character. Thus
it is clear that payments made by a government to foreigners
in discharge of a war indemnity inyolve an objective-burden
to the full 6xteDli_of-the-resourees which they represent to
the .country as a. whole. Payments to discharge foreign
indebtedness contracted to finance a war are in an intci^
mediate position.} As against the state of things that would y
have existed had there been no war and, consequently, no
foreign war debt, they obviously involve an objective
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burden to tbeir full amount. But a truer alternative to the
existing state of things is one in which, iastead of the
foreign resources dissipated in war, an equivalent extra

quantity of domestic resources has been so dissipated. It

is true that the extra internal war debt, which this would
have impHed, would have involved for its future finan-

cing only transfer expenditure not carrying any objective

burden. But the using-up of the extra internal resources

in the war would have made it impossible for the capital

equipment of the country to be as large as it in fact is.’-

If, therefore, no foreign debt had been raised, it is highly

improbable that the country as a whole would have been

better off to the extent of the real payment that has to be

I made for the service of that debt. Real government ex-

' penditure to finance foreign war indebtedness is thus best

thought of as involving some, but not an equivalent, object-

ive burden to the country.

•'§ 5. Transfer expenditme and real expenditure alike in-

volve a subjective burden to a country, i.e. a net loss of

satisfaction to its members, if and in so far as they cause

resources to be employed in use^JkhalLyieldJmmfe

than they would have yielded if the money engaged in them

had been left to fructify in the pockets Qf_the_pepple. It is

,
very improbable that government expenditure will he so

stupidly arranged that the whole of that devoted to any

purpose will involve a burden of this kind. But it may

easily happen that a mistake is made in deciding how much

expenditure shall be devoted to certain objects
;
with the

result that some of the expenditxrre is excessive and does

involve a subjective burden.^ Moreover, even when, in

existing conditions, an expenditure involves no subjective

burden, a change in the conditions accompanied by a con-

cordant change in expenditure—^for example, the disappear-

ance of the risks of war accompanied by disarmament

—

might yield a large subjective gain.

'Sd ^ 6. These distinctions are very important, because they

enable us to perceive essential differences between things

1 For a detailed study of this matter, cf. post, Part III. Chap. I. §§ 5'13.

® Cf. post, Part I. Cliap. ni.
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that are verbally the same. Thus, it is widely believed that'

the real cost to a people of waging war is ^eater or less'

according as the rate of pay to its soldiers is high or low, and

according as a large or small amount of money has to be paid

in respect of their dependents. In 1914 many writers argued

that Germany could conduct the war more cheaply than we

could because her soldiers, being conscripts, received a much

lower rate of pay than ours did. Again, it was, and still is,

believed by many people that, because married men have

dependents, to whom separation allowances must be paid

when the men go into the army, whereas, in general, single

men have no such dependents, a married soldier involves

much more real cost to the nation than a single soldier.

But the real cost involved in the maintenance of the army

consists in the services of the soldiers themselves, who are

withdrawn by war from civilian employment. Hence, the

rate of pay given to them does not directly affect the real

cost of the army to the community in any degree.^ If more

is paid to them than they would normally earn, a certain

transference of resources is made from the rest of the com-

munity to them
;

if less is paid to them than they would

normally earn, a certain transference is made from them to

the rest of the community. The aggregate real cost of the

war to them and the rest of the community combined, that is

to say, to the coimtry as a whole, is the same in either event

;

it is equal to the sum of the services which they render."

.,A second form of the same fallacy often appears in argu-

ments about government extravagance. In many of these

arguments every form of alleged extravagance is lumped
together under the same head, and it is tacitly assumed that
the face value of the extravagance always represents the
real cost that it involves to the nation. Eor example,
the alleged extravagance of paying £400 a year to Members
of Parhament, of paying exorbitant prices to contractors or
exorbitant wages to workpeople, of taking troops to some
place at heavy cost and then taking them back to the place

1 This is not, of course, to deny that a country may be indirectlv
weakened for war by the payment of large separation allowances • for
the resources transferred may be consumed instead of being *' saved and
turned into guns and shells.
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from which they came, of making immense quantities of a
certain kind of shell which is afterwards found to be useless—all these things are supposed to be exactly similar in
character and effect. This is incorrect. From the money
standpoint of the Treasury, it is, of course, true that they
stand upon the same footing. They all deplete the govern-
ment balances and make necessary the raising of more money.
From the standpoint of the community as a whole, however,
they comprise two disparate kinds of extravagance, the

effects of which are wholly different. To make masses of

shells of a kind that we do not want involves a real using-up

of capital and labour : to transport troops from Egypt to the

Dardanelles and then to transport them back again, because

the ships were not properly packed, also does this. But
to pay a man, whether he be a Member of Parhament, or a

contractor, or a workman, much more than his services are

worth, that, undesirable though it is, does not directly

involve any using-up of national resources. In the same

way, if the government commandeers—and uses up in war

—the services of men or buildings for less than their market

worth, or even for nothing at aU, this, while lowering the

money expenses, does not directly affect at all the real

cost which its action involves...

Yet again, interest on our internal National Debt and

reparation payments to foreigners are often thought to be

on the same footing. In fact, however, reparation payments

involve the subtraction of so much actual real income

—

food, textiles, and so on—^from the use of the people of the

country affected
;
whereas the payment to domestic holders

involves merely a transfer of control over those things

from Englishmen in their capacity of taxpayers to English-

men in their capacity as fund-holders. If fund-holding and

taxpaying were shared out in exactly the same propor-

tions among the people, then, a^aH from the cost of ad-

ministering the taxes and their indirect effects on production,

each individual person would be exactly as well off as before.

A realisation of this fact displays the fallacy of two widely

held opinions about the present European situation. The

first of these is that Germany, having wiped out her internal
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debt by the collapse of the mark, is ricber and stronger, as

compared with other 'nations, than before. It is true, of

course, that her budgetary problem is simplified, but funda-

mentally the wiping out of her internal debt does not affect

her aggregate wealth at all. The second opinion, embodied

in the Beport of the Dawes Committee, is that Germany

ought not in fairness to bear less heavy taxation than her

foftner enemies. Since a large part of the taxation of those

coimtries is required to finance internal debt, this is an

illicit conclusion. For £100 nulhon of taxation to make

foreign reparation payments is much more of a burden on

a nation than £100 million of taxation to finance intenial

debt. In conceivable circumstances a nation might be able

to meet internal debt up to the whole amount of its wealth

without suffering any direct injury, while at the same time

to meet any foreign claim at all would involve some of its

members in starvation.

§
7.- The proportionate part played by real and transfer

expenditures in the finance of government authorities varies,

of course, from place to place and from time to time. For

the Central Government of Great Britain it appears that, the

Post Office and grants to local authorities being left out of

account, the service of the internal debt and pensions, which

constitute a dominant part, though not the whole, of transfer

expenditure, amounted in 1913 to some 21 per cent and in

1923 to some 53 per cent of aggregate expenditure.’^ ^ Setting

taxation against estimated taxable income (including trans-

fer income), Bowley and Stamp find that taxes and rates

together amounted in 1911 to 11 per cent of that income,
and that pensions and debt charges were responsible for

some one-eighth of taxes and rates. In 1924 the correspond-
ing percentage was about 20 per cent, of which pensions and
debt charges constituted more than a third. Real govern-
ment expenditure would thus seem to have risen from some
0^ per cent to some 12 | per cent of taxable income

; and
transfer government expenditure from some 1|- per cent to
some 7-1 per cent.^

' Cf. Jiepori of Commiilee on the National Debt, p, 235.
^

Cf. Stamp and Bowley, The National Income in 1924, p. 63.



CHAPTER IV

THE SOTJECES OF FENDS FOE EEAL GOVERNMENT
EXPENDITURE

§ 1. Since the raising and using of money by governments
for transfer expenditure involves no net absorption of real

funds from their subjects as a body, no question can arise

as to the sources from which real funds are drawn. In the

present and following chapter, therefore, we have nothing

to do with transfer, and are concerned solely with real

expenditure. Our task is to study the sources upon which

drafts for this purpose may be made. It is easy to see that

these consist of the following principal divisions

:

(1)

fThe output during the year, which, apart from

government levies, the people would have produced of goods

and services for their own^iaijisumptiDn ;
or, more strictly,

the use of the productive powers which would have yielded

these goods and services.

(2) The output during the year, which they would have

produced of new capital instruments ; or, more strictly, the

use of the productive powers responsible for these.

(3) The output during the year, which they would have

produced of repairs and renewals to maintain existing capital

equipment intact
;
or, more strictly, the use of the productive

powers responsible for these.

(4) Additional productive effort over and above what

they would have resorted to if there had been no government

levies.

(5) The direct use of existing capital equipment and

stocks of capital goods.

(6) The indirect use of existing capital.

I propose to consider these several items in detail.

26
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§ 2. The first three of them may he taken together.

people eat less^ travel less, make use of fever servants, burn

less coal, and so forth, they set free resonrees which, apart

from government levies_ganld have been used to satisfy

their personal wants, to satisfy instead the needs of the

government. Again, if people refrain from having new

factories and plant built for themselves, which they would

normally have had built, the same result follows. In the

United Kingdom before the war the aggregate of home and

foreign investments together was increased every year by

between 300 and 400 nulhons sterling. Yet again, if people

refrain from devoting resources to renewals and repairs of

existing capital'‘5qttipffleirtnvffich,‘ apart irom government

levies, they would have devoted to that purpose, there is an

equivalent amount of productive power made available for

the government to draw upon. In the United Kingdom it

was estimated before the war that some £170 million worth

of national effort was needed annually to keep the capital

of the country intact.

§ 3. 'The next item, additional productive effort over and

above the normal, which can he drawn npon to swell the

sources available for government levies, needs somewhat
longer notice.' Since people want leisure as well as things,

a country’s resources are not likely, in the absence of

government levies, to be worked to the maximum imaginable

intensity, and there is, therefore, a certain amount of slack,

which can be taken up at need. In most “ advanced ”

countries there are a number of people, both men and women,
who are accustomed to do no work at all, or only a nominal
amount of work, to live on private means or on the earnings
of other people, and to spend their lives in sporty games,
social functkmjbravel and amusement. These people may
be drawn into the ranks of active workers. Along with them
may come a number of elderly’persons, who, in the ordinary
course of events, would have retired from industry for the
closing years of their lives, hut w^o, in fact, carry on or return

Some bovs and girls too may be drawn into industry
at an age earlier than is usual. Moreover, it is not merely
from an increase in the number of workers that extra work
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may be forthcoming. Men and women, who, apart from
governmentlevies, would haveworkedwith ordinaryintensity
for ordinary hom-s, may work harder and more continuously.

It is, of course, true that work carried on at too hfah a
pressure or for too long hours means, not an increased, hut a
diminished, output. For example, in the earlier days of the
Great War the hours worked in munition-making industries

were often unproductively long. This caveat is not inctfn-

sistent with our thesis. <There is, however, a possible

confusion here, against which it is well to guard. We may
be tempted to regard as an addition to productive effort

what is really, at least in part, a diversion of productive

effort, and so has already been counted imder one or other

of the three preceding heads. This mistake is especially

likely to be made with reference to women’s work in war

time. During the Great War, in the United ikingdom as in

other countries, an enormous number of women flocked into

industry. Many were engaged directly in munition-making,

and many in occupations—^railway service, for example

—

from which men had been withdrawn for military service.

At fiirst sight it is natural to regard these extra women as a

net addition to the productive power of the country. This,

however, is a mistake. A large proportion of the women

who entered industry for the war period were withdrawn

from domestic service. In so far as they worked harder at

munitions than they had worked in that service, the aggre-

gate productive work of the country was, no doubt, increased.

But that part of their industrial activity which corresponded

to their former domestic-service activity was not an addition

to productive work. It was a transfer from work in the

service of private consumption to work in the service

of .the war. Again, many of the women who came into

industry had been engaged previously in work in their own

homes. The services rendered by them in this capacity

were a part of the nation’s productive work, and must be set

against the services rendered by them in war industry before

the net addition to productive work can be arrived at;

§ 4. I turn now to the fifth itean distinguished in § 1, the

direct use of existing capital equipment and stocks of capital
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goods. When a government requires resources to use up,

i.e. for what I have called real expenditure, whether in

peace or war, its needs cannot, except in very special cir-

cumstances, be directly satisfied out of capital equipment.

That portion of the community’s capital that exists in the

form of consumable articles held in store in warehouses and

shops may, indeed, be useful for it. If it has need of wheat,

it snay draw upon dealers’ stocks of wheat, cutting down

these stocks from, say, ten weeks’ to five weeks’ supply, tt

may happen that certain bits of fixed capital also can be

called upon. For exciuipleTirrthe Great War the output of

new railway material for service in France was supplemented

by taking up and shipping to France considerable lengths of

railway track from certain English and Canadian railways.

Mogtsorts of fixed capital cannot, however, be used in this

way. Houses, factories^ the greater part of the country’s

railway equipment, its ships, its mines and mining equip-

ment, its land and its machmes cannot be turned to any

using-up purpose, but must retain the-qnalily-of_oapital.

Hence, the extent to which depletion of existing capital

constitutes an available source for the direct provision of

real revenue to government is slight.

§ 5. There remains the indirect use of existing capital.

This is open only when conditions are such that-nom-
mand over capital items can be exchanged with foreigners

for goods and services of the sort that the govern -

meat concerned needs for the particular kind of real

exj^nditure for which it is mnJdng provision. This
matter is of practical importance only in war time, and
need, therefore, only be discussed in connection with war
requirements. An essential condition for the use of this

resource is the existence of free commumcation witlnhe
outside world, it this exists, pieces of capital, that, from
their physical nature, are incapable of being turned to war
service directly, can now be so turned indirectly. They can
be sold to foreigners in exchange for munitions and food and
other things capable of entering into immediate war con-
sumption. Different pieces of capital differ greatly in the
ease with which this can be done. There is an important
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distinction between objects that can be transported outside
the country to a foreign buyer and objects in respeSO^ch
it is only possible to transfer a title of ownership within the
country. Gold and silver, jewellery and works of arFcan
actually be shipped abroad, if the seas are safe enough.
When this is done, the foreign buyer runs no risk. But titles

to ownership over things that cannot be shipped abroad,

whether country estates or shares in companies whose wdrks
are situated here or the bonds of British local authorities,

are in different case. A foreigner who buys these things

runs the risk of finding his claim barred at the end of the war,

should the nation with whose subjects he has dealt be over-

whelmingly defeated. This kind of capital is, therefore,

apt, in war time, not to find ready foreign buyers. There is,

however, yet a third kind of capital that the citizens of a

warring State may possess, namely, holdings of securities

issued by companies in neutral countries, which are capable

of making the things their government wants for war, ^d
in which, thereforCj it is-anvioos ta.abtain purcha.fimg^wer.

These things citizens of the neutral countries will much more

readily buy, and the munitions and food purchasable with

the proceeds of their sale may yield to the selhng countries a

substantial supplement to their real war fund. During the

Great War, as is well known, the dollar securities held by

citizens of the United Kingdom enabled us to buy an

enormous volume of war supplies from America, not only

for ourselves but also for our Allies.

§ 6. When international communication is open, a

country’s capital may become a resource for its government

to draw upon in yet another way, namely, by making it

possible to raise foreign loans. These loans may be obtained

in some small measure by individuals whom foreigners are

willing to supply with goods on long credits ;
they may be

obtained by banks in the form of a deposit of balances by

foreigners ;
they may be obtained by a belligerent govern-

ment either tlu3»ig.h_indi.vidual foreign subscriptions to its

is^e of war loan, or by foreign loans directly negotiated with

a private syndTcatc-Qn-mUi the government of a foreign

country. If there is widespread fear that the would-be
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borrowing country will suffer overwhelming defeat, loans of

this kind will be difficult to raise, for the same reason that

the securities of concerns resident in the country are difficult

to sell in foreign markets. In the Great War the United

Kingdom and its European Allies were enabled to secure a

very much larger mass of them than would otherwise have

been possible, because, after the entrance of the United

Sts.tes into the war, there was a powerful 'political motive

for granting them. From the point of view of the borrowing

nation, there is evidently no great difference between seUing

foreign securities held by its citizens and selling its own

government’s promises to pay. Under the former arrange-

ment the subsequent flow of income into it from abroad is

checked ;
under the latter the subsequent flow out of it to

abroad is correspondingly augmented.

§ 7. It may be thought at first sight that the various

resource items distinguished above, from which the real,

V expenditure of a government is provided, can be grouped'

in such a way as to distinguish sharply between those

resort to which throws a burden respectively on the present'

and on the future. Economy of personal consumption*

. and extra work seem to be at the expense of the present,

j

economy in new investment, refraining from repairs and
renewals of existing capital and depletion of capital at the

expense of the future. But no such sinyile division is really

warranted, for two reasons. First, monies obtained by
diTOrsion from consumption are*"not wholly irrelevant to

the future. There is such a thing as investment in human
capital as well as investment in material capital. So soon
as this is recognised, the distinction between economy in

consumption and economy in investment becomes blurred.

For, up to a point, consumption is investment in per-
sonal productive capacity. This is specially important in
connection with children ; to reduce unduly expenditure
on their consumption may greatly lower their efficiency in
after-life. Even for adults^ after we have descended a
certain distance along the scale of wealth, so that we are »*

beyond the region of luxuries and “ unnecessary ” comforts,
a check to personal consumption is also a check to investment
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in capital interpreted broadly, and, as such, hits the future
Secondly, that part of the needs of government which is

satisfied by augmented production will also, in some measure
strike the future. If a country carries extra work beyond a
point, it draws in fact, though notjn-name, upon capital. It
does this if it works any of its citizens with such int^ity,
or for such long hours, as to wear them out prematurely. It

has already been pointed out that length of working day
and intensity of effort carried tooiar defeat their own purpose
by bringing about a diminution, instead of an increase, of

output at the time. But there will be a stage before this,

at which, though the extra hours and intensity improve

output over a comparatively short period, such as is likely

to be covered by a war, they damage it over the longer period

covered by the working life of the people affected. This

implies a using-up of human capital, iigain, a ooimtry ipay

augment the CfiaIjCfiSQUrcfia_arailableJor its govemmentJjy

turning its boys-and-gir-ls-on-to immediat&Iy_prpductive

work instead of leaving them to their normal period

of school - time and training. This corresponds to the

device of refraining from repairs and renewals of material

capital: for the human capital of the coimtry can only

be kept intact if successive generations are trained up

to take the place of their predecessors at a like level of

educated capacity. These considerations make it plain that

any attempt to distinguish with accuracy how far any

particular set of government needs are being, or have been,

provided at the expense of the present or at the expense of

the future would encounter formidable difficulties. Never-

•theless, as a rough practical conclusion, we may reason-

ably assert that, whereas resources obtained by using up

existing capital, by refraining from repairs and renewals, or

by refraining from the creation of new capital wholly hit the

future, resources obtained by augmenting production or by

diverting resources from consumption are seciued, at aU

events in large part, at the expense of the present.



CHAPTER V

THE EELATION between WHAT GOVEKNMBNT GETS AND

WHAT TAXPAYERS AND LOAN-IMANEES SUEEBNDER

§ 1. When a govemment has settled the kinds of different'

commodities and services to which it wishes to devote its-

real expenditure—so far as this is internal—and the pro-

portions in which it wishes (at given price levels) to distribute'

its purchases among them, it seems at first sight that the,

quantity of these things that it is able to procure must'

depend, in any given set of general conditions, upon the

amount of money that taxpayers and loan-makers hand over

to it, and on nothing else whatever. This, however, is not

entirely true even of regular normal expenditure by govern-

ments, and it is far from true of large emergency expenditures

such as were necessitated by the Great War. Two other

factors besides the amount of money that the govemment
raises play a part. These are respectively (1) the decision

of the govemment as to whether and, if so, in what degree

it shall control bj^ law the prices of the things it wishes to

buy and (2) the decision of the public as to the class of goods

and services with which they will dispense in order to con-

serve the money they hand over in taxes or loans to

government.

§ 2. ,'So far as normal regular expenditure is concerned it

is reasonable to suppose that a government will be able to
buy what it needs at prices determined by general market
conditions, in such a way that sellers obtain ordinary rates
of return

;
and this, in fact, it usually does. With sudden

emergency expenditure, however, it may well happen, as
was indicated in Chapter II., that some sellers are able
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out-bargain the government and to obtain higher
prices than market conditions really warrant. Thus, it is

frequently asserted that in war-time contractors, by semi-
fraudulent means, secure from the government abnormally
high prices for abnormally bad goods. The extra and un-
necessary payment thus made is really a transfer of purchas-
ing power to certain members of the public against no
services./ We may say either that, with a given money Ic'yy

from the public, the government has got less stuff than
it would have got if contractors had not defrauded it : or

we may sa.j that the net money levy from the public as

a whole is reduced below the levy from taxpayers and loan-

makers by the sums that are returned to other members of

the public in the form of excess prices. On either showing the

government gets so much less real stuff than it would have

done had it been able to prevent contractors from out-

bargaining it. (By coercive price pohcy it may succeed in

doing that. Again, it may well happen that, when a govern-

ment suddenly demands a large extra quantity of some

commodity, the true economic price of that commodity is,

in consequence, raised much above its former level, with the

result that certain fortunately placed sellers are in a position,

without any fraudulent or semi-fraudulent over-reaching of

the government buyers, to secure very large profits ; and

that the government, to prevent this, forces them by

legislative decree to sell to it at prices substantially less than

the true economic price. In these chcumstances we may

say either that the government gets more stuff for the same

money, or that it forces those sellers in effect to add to the

money it has raised from taxpayers and loan-makers a further

sum equal to the difference between what is actually paid to

them and the true economic value of their wares. On either

showing the government gets so much more real stuff than

it would have done had it not exercised its political power so

as to fix prices below the level to which general economic

forces tended to raise them.'

§ 3r The second topic distinguished in § 1 demands longer

jiiscussion. It is obvious that a government, having raised a

million £s from taxpayers and loan-makers, is very unhkelj'
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to spend that money on exactly those thin^js or services

wliicJi the public would have bought with it, had the money

been left in their hands. This is true in some measure

even of normal government expenditure. It is true in

much greater measure of emergency expenditure necessi-

tated by a war. What private people then do without

consists in pleasant food, the work of domestic servants,

neV houses, new motor-cars, petrol, continental travel, new

factories, new clothes, and so forth. What the government

gets consists in the services of specially enlisted soldiers,

sailors and airmen, together with immense masses of guns,

shells, aeroplanes, tanlcs, poison gas and explosives. If

there had been no war, the great bulk of these things would

not have come into being at all. They are, and are hound

to be, quite different from the things that would then have

come into being. Hence there is apt to come about

shifting of relative prices ; and, given the way in which thg

government chooses to spend its money, the_Sjnounts of

goods, an
d~^j^ces~of theMnds-it-desires wbicli becDme

ayaikbleJqHt will be differenLaccording to the way in wliigh

the publicJias_diatjibute,dJt.sjcumjissociate economies:

§ 4k About the term economies, however, a preliminary*

word is necessary. At first sight it might seem that, when-
ever an individual pays over £100 to the government, he is

necessarily economising, in the sense of cutting dovui, either

his ovTi consumption or his own investment by the worth of

£100. This, however, is by no means so. A part of the .

money paid over by particular individuals to the govern-

ment may represent, not real costs borne by them, but real

costs thrown by them ou to the shoulders of other people.

Thus, suppose that a man obtains funds to pay his taxes or

subscriptions to war loan by cutting down gifts and charities

or reducing payments to employees whose services he still

retains. A person who “ economises ” in these ways does
not really economise at aU, and does not himself hand over
any real resources for the service of the government. What
he does is to throw the task of meeting the requirements
of government upon somebody else. If he reduces an old
servant’s pension by £100, this old servant has somehow
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(unless he, in turn, can pass the task forward to some one
else) to work harder, to economise, to refrain from new
investment or to use up capital, to the extent of £100. The
original “ economiser ” has shouldered no part of the State’s

burden
; he has merely transferred the obligation to do this)

In like manner, if a man sells securities in his possession to a
fellow-citizen and pays taxes and war loan instalments out
of the proceeds, what he has done has been to part with a
property right in order to induce somebody else to undertake

the task of working harder, or of economising in consumption,

or of refraining from investment in new real capital, or of

“ using up ” real capital by selling it to foreigners or other-

wise. He himself has done none of these things. He has

acted as ^an intermediary, not as a principal, m undertaking

the real costs that his money payments represent. The same

thing is true if he obtains the money he hands over to the

government by borrowing either from private persons or

from banks resident in his country. Finally, the same thing

is true, up to a point, when people provide funds for taxes

and government loans by reducing their consumption of

articles—^tobacco, wine, beer or sugar—a part of the price of

which is made up of customs or excise duties. Suppose, for

example, that a man meets a new income-tax claim for £60

by cutting his expenditure on these things by that amount,

and that this involves a reduction of, say, £20 in his payment

of indirect taxes. In these circumstances his apparent new

economy of £60 worth of stuff represents, of course, a real

new economy of only £40 worth of stuff. In what follows

we are concerned with the effects, not of shifting or evading

burdens, but of different ways of actually bearing them.

2 Jk § 5. Let us talieTfirst, normaLx^ai:iOj:^ear_gQSgBm^

)gxpenditure : so that our contrast is between a set of regular

^government purchases, to which production has had full time

to adjust itself, and a corresponding set of regular private

purchases, to which, in the absence of the government needs,

production would have had full time to adjust itself) In

these circumstances what sort of difference is made to the

real receipts of government if the enforced economies of the

public are of one sort or of another sort ? It is well Imown
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that the price of some tilings is higher and of others lower

when they are regularly produced on a large scale than when

they are regularly produced on a small scale. Hence, if the

government was accustomed to spend a milhon £ a year

on something that the general public, economising in other

things, contrived to buy on the same scale as it would have

adopted had there been no tax, it might get more and it might

ge’c less of this thing than it would have done had the public

decided to economise in respect of it. In actual fact, however,

when we consider the sort of things to which the normal

expenditure of government is actually in the main directed

—

the services of soldiers, sailors, civil servants, educationalists,

builders, and so on—it is plain that this point is ,of no real

significance. ^Time being allowed for the lines of industrial

and other activities to become adjusted, government author-

ities wiU get substantially the same quantity of the things

and services they need out of a given expenditure, whatever

routes of economy the pubhc follow in order to provide the

money. Erom the standpoint of normal government finance

it is the amoimt of purchases surrendered by the public that

matters, and not, in any significant degree, the kind of

purchases'!

§ 6. (With emergency government expenditure, such as

is made necessary by war on a large scale, tins is not so.

Here we can no longer suppose that full time is allowed for

productive actmty to adjust itself to altered conditions of

demand. The capacities of individual men and individual

plants must be taken more or less as given. Moreover, the

alteration of output required may be very large. Hence
the kind of purchases that the pubhc elect to smrender may
affect seriously the amount of its needs that the goveni-
ment is enabled to satisfy out of a given money revenue.
This important point is well illustrated by a comparison of
two extreme examples. First, suppose that the public are
accustomed every year to buy a milhon £’s worth of shells
and to explode them for amusement in a barren place. If
they decide in war time to dispense with this luxury, the
productive powers they thereby release from their service
are free to make an equivalent mass of shells for the govern-
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ment
; and shells are things that the government greatly

wants. Secondly, suppose that the public are accustomed
'

to spend a million £ in purchasing exquisite unexportahle
hand-made lace, manufactured by people who are unable to
do anything whatever except make this lace. If they decide

to dispense with this luxury, they release from their service

productive powers which, ea; kyjioihesi, are incapable of con-

tributing anything whatever to the war needs of the Stai®.

On the supposition, then, that the shells and the lace occupy
similar positions in the scale of people’s wants, both economies
wiU involve about the same sacrifice of private satisfaction,

but one will help the war fund greatly, the other not at aU.

Extending the line of thought that these illustrations suggest,

we readily conclude that, other things being equal. diSerent

sorts of economy on the part of the public are more nr less

egectffio-moans of furnishing the government with what it

needs, according as the productive powers they set free from

private service are more or less well fitted to produce things

that the conduct of war requires. The practical implications

of this principle mayjjpjOEsniently be set out in two divisions,

according as they affect purchases of direct personal services

or purchases of commodities!

^ First, it is plain that the services of doctors, of men of

mechanical knowledge, of chauffeurs and of yormg able-bodied

men fit for military service and not possessing any specialised

skill are, relatively to the price commoidy paid for them, of

great value for war. On the other hand, the services of

lawyers, of highly skilled gardeners, of poets, of men learned

in the ancient languages, of musicians, of actors, of young

men medically unfit or with conscientious objections to

combatant service, of midwives, of women with special skill

as children’s nurses, of ballet dancers and of music-hall

artistes, are, relatively to their price,' of very little value

for war. Therefore, other things being equal, people will

make a more effective contribution to the {State’s resources,

if they obtain the money for their contribution by dismissing

chauffeurs, young men servants and women servants with-

out specialised training but physically fit for industrial work,

than if they obtain it by dismissing other (and probably
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older) servants, -whose value is chiefly due to specialised

quality of little utility in war—an iUustrious Latinist, an

artist in cookery, a nursery maid or governess exceptionally

skilled in her chosen task but inept at handling material

things, a court musician or a court jester.

(Secondly, consider purchases of commodities. There are

certain things that are wanted by govCTiinifintm exception-

ally large quantities for the use of its armies—^things such as

gunpowder, petrol and meat. These are obviously good

things in which to economise, from the above point of view.

Then there are things made out of materials essential to war

needs, economy in which sets free these materials. Examples

are articles made of leather, wool and steel.) Again, there are

things made by the same kind of machines and workpeople

as are required for making things essential to war needs.

These include the products of engineering works and the

plant required for setting up war factories. Yet again,

there are things the acquisition of which involves the use of

ship space and train space that are in great demand for

military ends. Pro imXo these things—imports from over-

seas, such as oranges and bananas, and articles the raw

materials of whose manufacture are largely imported, such as

beer—are suitable objects for war economy. (Oq the other

hand, there are a number of commodities, which are not

usgf3iLfQiLJ3JaJL.piicposes and the value of which is not to

any substantial extent due to material, plant, labour or

transport services useful for such purposes. These things

are, in comparison -with the others, unprofitable objects of

war economy. Among them should be mcluded ball-dresses

an’d' similar costumes made at home, the value of which
principally depends on highly specialised work of a kind for

which war has very httle use. There should he included,
too, water, as supplied by a water company to a town,
and, in lesser degree, gas and electric light. Finally, there
should be included the services rendered by museums and
art galleries. In these institutions and their collections
there is embodied an enormous capital plant quite useless,
or nearly useless, for rendering war service. If, as a result ^
of our economies, they are shut down, their staffs may,
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indeed, be utilised in war, but tbe public loses, not onlj^ the
use of their staffs, but also the use of the capital establish-

ment of these institutions
; and that loss is balanced by no

corresponding gain to the government’s war efficiency.

§ 7. These results lead at once to the problem of

private duty. In view of the fact that certain sorts of

economy on the part of the public are more effective aids to

war than others, what ought the patriotic public to dd?
It jsJji^30£tajff^batJliere^htmId3£j^ t]iR

precisgJissueJbLere. The preceding discussion has made it

plain that several sorts of luxury goods are less advantageous

oyects of economy than the bulk of necessary goods. The
issue is not whether, in view of this fact, a rich man may
properly continue to buy bail dresses in war time. He ought

not to buy ball dresses, because, by refraining from doing so,

he can cut his aggregate expenditure down lower than he

could do otherwise. The issue is : given the amount of the

cut to be made in his aggregate expenditure, would he do

better to take £100 off ball dresses or off bread ? The hasty

answer, of course, is that every one ought to concentrate

entirely upon the sorts of economy that are most helpful

towards victory. But this answer is not correct. With

sufficient knowledge it should, indeed, be possible, on the

basis of what has been said, to draw up a kind of order of

merit among different sorts of economies from the point

of view of their comparative effectiveness. But this order of

merit cannot be used as a direct criterion of private duty.

People’s duty depends, not only on the comparative useful-

ness to the State of_different sorts of economy, but also on

the comparative sacrifice to themselves that different sorts

involve. In general, the last shilling that they choose to

spend on one thing may be presumed to yield them about

as much satisfaction as the last they spend on another tiling.

But on aU things the earlier shillings are likely to yield them

much more satisfaction than the last shilhng. Hence, it

will, in general, hurt them much more to concentrate their

economies upon a few things than to spread them over many.

People, therefore, have no duty to select for economy the

tiling that stands first in our order of merit, to stop com-
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pletely their purchase of that and to proceed in the same way

down the list till the whole reduction in expenditure that they

intend to make is accomplished. Nor have they necessarily*

a duty even to knock more expenditure off a thing high up

jn our order of merit than off one lower down ;
for, if the

one high up is something for which their demand is highly

inelastic—bread, for example—a tenth £ knocked off that

wSl mean a much bigger sacrifice for them than a tenth £

knocked off something for which their demand is elastic.

They have a duty, however, to push their economies in

things high on the list rather further, and on things low on

the list rather less far, than their personal preferences by

themselves suggest. To loliat extent they ought to do this

could, of course, only be determined on the basis of a full

knowledge of all relevant details.

§(8. Moreover, the issue is compHcated by a distinction

that must be drswn betwe-Cn the duty of a single individual

and the duty of a group. If a single individual, who has to

cut down his aggregate expenditure by £1000, on patriotic

grounds cuts his consumption of petrol 10 per cent more,

and his consumption of music 10 per cent less, than he

personally likes to do, the price of petrol will be put a httle

lower and the price of music a little higher—^from the short

period point of view relevant to the war—^than they would
have been put otherwise. Consequently, other people wifi,

huy a little more petrol and a httle less music than they
would have done ; and his patriotic action will thus be
robbed of its full effect.] How far the good he tries to do
w^ be cancelled in this way depends on the nature of the
demand and supply of the commodities concerned. If the
demand is highly inelastic, there will be very httle canceUing ;

if it is highly elastic there may be a good deal. But, if

there is any cancelling at all, for one out of a hundred in-

dividuals to cut off his petrol consumption (iu preference to
his music consumption) in a given degree helps the govern-
ment less than one-hundredth as much as similar action on
the part of the whole hundred would do.’^ (ifais leads up to

^ Analytically, the basis of tliis argument can be developed as follows.
Let there be n similar purchasers of a commodity. Let the quantity
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an important practical inference; In order to bring about
a net reduction of a million gallons in the consumption of
petrol by the public as a whole, patriotic volunteers would
need to cut their consumption by, say, li million gallons
non-patriots absorbing the quarter million into theirs*.

Apart from differences of wealth, and so on, among the
persons concerned, this shift in the destination of the
quarter million gallons necessarily involves a loss of satis-

faction unaccompanied by any gain to the govermneht.
The shift and associated loss would be obviatedTand' a net

cut of a million gallons in the consumption of the public

would be obtained at less real cost, if, instead of cuts being

accepted from some persons, they were ordered for aU.

A net cut of a million brought about in the latter way
might, therefore, involve a balance of pubhc gain over

private burden,^ though one brought about in the former

way did not. It .follows that, as with such things as the

closing of shops on Sundays and limitations upon the hours

tof work, it may be the duty of the community as a whole,

acting through its government, to enforce upon all its

members a more stringent selection of economies than it

would be the duty of any of them acting alone to make on

his own initiative)

§ 9. . Three forms of government action are possible

;

pa,ganda ,
the imposition of duties on the purchase of things

pheypnvate consumption of which it is especially desirable

to cut down, and direct restriction of individual purchases

by rationing. The method of propaganda does not call for

study here. Its general character is obvious and its detailed

appHcatlon the concern of political technicians. The method

of duties cuts ofi from each purchaser an amount of con-

consumed by each be A and the elasticity of the demand of each - ?j. Let

the elasticity of supply of tho commodity be e, and let this be positive.

Then, if m of these purchasers cut down their consumption from A to

nothing, it is easily shown that the reduction in aggregate consumption

will be, not niA, but, os a first approximation, ”>A^^
-i;{n -m)"

^

obviously a larger proportion of tnA, the larger m is, provided that y
is

neither zero nor infinite. If 5;=0, it is equal to niA; if 7 is infinite, it is

equal to nothing.
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sumption varying witli the amount of his normal purchases

coupled ndth the elasticity of his demand. If the demands

of two persons are equally elastic, the cuts from them will

be proportioned to their normal purchases. Compared with

direct restriction by rationing, this method has the ad-<

vantage that, as between the two equally rich people, one of'

whom has an inelastic demand for one thing useful for war,

sfy petrol, and the other an inelastic .demand for another

thing of similar usefulness, say steel, it allows the first to

make a bigger cut in petrol, and the second a bigger cut in

steel, instead of forcing, to the common injury, equal cuts,

or equal rations, in each of these things indifferently on

both of them. As between persons of different wealtTi it is,

however, less satisfactory. In the first place, as will be

slmwn in detail presently, aU specific duties upon com-

modities of wide consumption tend to strilce poor people

very heavily in comparison with rich people, because they

do jiot take acijount of djffexfinegs of quality. There is,

therefore, a danger that a large use of the method of

duties would involve an unfair burdening of poor people.

This danger could, no doubt, be partly obviated by com-
pensatory adjustments ot direct taxation, JBut, in the

second place_thfire is a danger that, even if the aggregate

tax. burden thrown upon poor people is not made unduly
lajge, poor people will be forced to divert their consumption

a'\xuyJmm-paTiicular_fchings subjected to duty to an extent
that .injures .them more than it helps the government. The
method of direct restriction by rationing, on the other hand,
can be applied in such a way as to leave the consumption of

really poor people untqu^ed. This, is a strong argument
for that method, even when government control over prices
is not attempted. When control is attempted, the method
of .dsfcLea-is„oh.vionsIy jaciL-appIicable. and the method o.f

re^rtion by rationing alone is in the field.)



CHAPTER VI

THE ITNAi^GE OF BUSINESS UNDEETAUINGS OPEEATED
BY PUBLIC AUTHOEITIES

1. It is not the purpose of this volume to enter upon con-

troversial issues as to how far public authorities should

Tmdertake forms of activity which might be undertaken by
private concerns in the ordinary way of business. It is

.well known that in some countries the railways are run by
^oint-stoek companies

;
in others they are operated by the

government ; in yet others they are worked as semi-public

concerns. Again, in the United Kingdom, it has often been

urged that the coal mines and the service of supplying

intoxicating drinks should be “ nationalised ”, and various

ingenious forms of pubhc administration, designed to

eliminate the dangers, on the one hand of pohtical manage-

ment and on the other of bureaucracy, have been advocated

for them. Yet again, such “ pubhc utihty services ” as gas

supply, water supply, tramways and electricity are some-

times in the hands of private companies and sometimes in

those of local authorities ; and the comparative advantages

of the two arrangements are hotly debated. It is important

that the right choice should be made between these rival

arrangements, and it is evident that this choice must turn in

the main on the questions (1) which of the two, in the exist-

ing economic and pohtical conditions of the country we are

studying, is hkfilyJ}CLjuxwnJ;ecliDicailly_theinoxe^ifi^

(2) whether and how far it would he practicable under private

enterprise to prevent the operators from making monqpo-

hstic exactions from the pubhc.^ These are not problems of

^ Cf. The Economics of Welfare, Part ii. chap. xsii.

44
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Public Finance, as I understand that term. I do not propose,

therefore, to discuss at all the question over what classes of

enterprise it is desirable that public operation should be

extended, but to proceed on the assumption that this is

already determined. Our interest in the matter is thus

limited to the question in what way the products of publicly

operated enterprises should be paid for.

' § 2. The enterprises with which we have here to do, since,

ex liypolhesi, they might be undertaken by private concerns

in the ordinary way of business, are necessarily of a sort

wluch it is practicable to finance by fees charged to those

persons who make use of the goods or services supplied by

the5ir~Tll^rdSTL0t include undertakmgs such as the up-

keep of the army, navy and civil services, but only under-

taldngs which are specifically “ beneficial ” to particular

individuals. Thus a nationalised Post Office, telegraph

system, telephone system, railway system, road system, or

educational system, and a municipalised tram, gas, water,

or milk supply belong to our subject-matter. For the services

rendered by some of these enterprises, e.g. the Post Office,

railways and gas supply, fees are invariably charged
;

for

those rendered by others, e.g. roads and education, fees

have sometimes been resorted to, but more frequently no
charge is made, the expense being borne by the general body
of taxpayers. The purpose of the present chapter is to

inquire, given that public authonties have decided to per-

form certain fmictions which it is technically possible to

finance by fees, in what conditions that method of finance

is desirable.

§ 3. It is plainly in the general interest that the resources

of the commumty should be so distributed among different

services that the last unit devoted to any one of them yields

the same satisfaction as the last devoted to any other.

resources being limited, this implies a certain re-

striction in the supply of every service, as against the amount
of it which people would use if they were allowed to have at no
cost as much as, at no cost, they desired. If no restriction is

imposed, there is a social waste, the extent of which depends'
on the nature of people’s demand for the service. If that
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demand is highly inelastic, in such wise that they would take
much the same amount of the service if it were given away
for nothing as they would do if a cost-price fee were attached
to it, the waste wiU be small : if the demand is highly
elastic, it will be large. Where the conditions are such that
the waste resulting from gratis supply in unlimited quantities

would be large, that method is ruled out of court. Where ,

however, the waste would be small, it needs further study.

§ 4. The most important services fallinginto this category

are elementary education, medical attendance and water
supply. Elementary education has an inelastic demand
because people who want it want it badly and will purchase

it whatever, within reasonable limits, it costs : whereas

people who do not want it will not be induced to take it,

except under compulsion, even if it is offered to them for

nothing. Medical attendance has a highly inelastic demand
because, when people are well, they do not want doctoring

at any price, and, when they are ill, they want it very much.

Water has a highly inelastic demand in ordinary conditions

because it is, in any event, so cheap that to most people

variations in its price do not seem to matter. Moreover, aU

these three things, education, medical attendanfia.and water

are things that carry indirect benefits not obvious at first

si^ht to the purchasers, so that, from a social ppjpt.QlyiEE,,it

is desirable lhat they should have_jQmxajoiJdtmJdJ5^^

would be likely tQjia.y-Jit..cost. .price if left to ilieir own

devices. Thus, in regard to these services, a good part of

any apparent waste that might come about in consequence

of gratis supply in unlimited quantities would not be real

waste. So strongly is this realised in the case of education

that in Great Britain the government, not content with gratis

supply, has framed legislation to ensure compulsory use.

§ 5. Arguments about waste are plainly inapplicable

when it is a question of substituting gratis supply in

unlimited quantities, not for individual purchases at an

aggregate price varying with the actual quantity of purchase,

but for individual purchases at an aggregate price varying

with an estimated quantity of purchase. Thus, when the water-

rate which a man has to pay is based, not on his actual use
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of water as determined by meter, but on bis assumed use as

determined by the size of his house, the existence of the rate

will make no difference to the amount of his consumption.

In like manner, where people are accustomed to pay for the

services of a doctor by subscriptions to a sick-club, the

amount of which is independent of the extent to which they

individually call in a doctor during a year, no difference

wAuld be made to the amount of doctoring they ask for if

doctors’ services were provided free at the public expense.

Arrangements of this kind, it will be noticed, could not in

practice exist unless the service in question were, in its own

nature, one of fairly inelastic demand. Thus the fundamental

condition that makes gratis supply in unlimited quantities

feasible is always inelasticity of demand.

§ 6. When this condition is not satisfied, gratis supply in6

unlimited quantities is, as was said in § 3, 7iot a feasible"*,

arrangement. But this does not necessarily rule out gratis

supply altogether. Whether it does so in fact depends on

whether the’conditions are such that public authorities can

so limit supply as to prevent a large waste of resources

without creating tor themselves other intractable problems.

The most important service in connection with wbich

conditions of this kind prevail is that of roads. Public

authorities are free to decide of their own motion how many
roads to make and in what state of repair to maintain them ;

and there is not, in general, any danger of such overcrowding
as to render necessary the forcible exclusion of any would-be
users. The case of roads is, however, peculiar. As a rule

we have to do, not with services furnished by a passive
instrument in which very little prime cost is involved, but
with consumable commodities or such services as the actual
carriage of goods or passengers on a railway. Here to make
no charge for the commodity or service and yet to restrict

the supply of it below what people would wislx to take at a
nil price must lead to serious difficulties in distribution. The
quantity demanded exceeding the quantity forthcoming, the
sharing out of what supplies there are will be determined
by luck, physical force, the possession of private influence
vith the distributing agents, and so on. The only way in
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which public authorities can obviate this is by some system
of rationing the available supplies among would-be con-
sumers, such as was in fact employed for certain commodities
during the Great War. Since it is administratively impossible
to construct any such system otherwise than upon broad and
simple lines, allowance cannot be made for detailed variations

of circumstance as between particular individuals. Even in

war time, with commodities so simple as staple foods, the
difficulties and anomalies were very great. It is certain that
any attempt, in time of peace, to ration, say, railway travel

would coUapse in exasperation and ridicule. In all cases of

this land, if gratis supply without limitation of quantity is

ruled out on grounds of waste, gratis supply in any form is

ruled out.

Considerations concerning waste thus enable us to

say, vith regard to several classes of goods and services,

-that, if the government decides to provide them, it should

i finance their provision by fees. For certain goods and

services not included in this class the same conclusion can

j_be reached on other grounds. Prima facie it is fair that the

users of ordinar-v-sendces should pay-lot-them in proportion

to their use, amLshfflild not recei£e_a_snbsMy at the expense

of,.other people. No doubt, in some circumstances social

welfare can be promoted by taxing relatively ricb people for

the benefit of relatively poor people, and, although it will

not often be desirable for such transfers as are made to the

poor at the expense of the rich to be distributed among them

in proportion to their consumption of a particular commodity,

this may be desirable sometimes. In that event the fee due

from poor people should be partly or whoUy remitted, the

loss being made good out of the general revenue.’^ Ele-

mentary education is a service which, it is generally agreed,

1 It is sometimes held that funds for the subsidy should be raised, not

out of the general revenue, but by charging fees in excess of costs to richer

classes of consumers—that, for example, cheap workmen’s tram and rail

tickets should be financed in this way. Unless, however, we have decided

on general grounds that rich purchasers of these particular services ought

to be taxed for general purposes through a tax assessed upon them, this

contention is, I think, unsound : for there is no reason to single out, to bear

the cost of the subsidy, those particular rich men who happen to ride

frequently in trams or trains.
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may properly be treated in this way. It is felt tbat,^

when, as in tliis country, government compels a man to

accept that service at its hands, whether he wishes to or

not, it would be unfair to ask him to pay for it. This,

however, is a rare ease. For most kinds of goods and

services supplied specifically to individuals, even when gratis

provision would be technically practicable, it is deemed fair

to Charge fees on an equal scale to all consumers.

§ 8. In certain conditions, however, the adoption of

this system would cause great ineonvenience and mvolve

heavy esgjenses of collggfcjon. M. Colson argues forcibly

that this consideration, though of comparatively small

weight as regards the use of canals and rivers by large

vessels, wliich usually make long voyages and can be visited

at stopping-places at considerable distances apart, is of

immense weight as regards roads. “ La, les transports sont

fractionncs indefiniment; les pietons, les petits vehicules

sont innombrables
;
beaucoup de transports, presque tous

dans les campagnes, sont efliectues par les interesses avec

leurs propres moyens, sans qu’aucun contrat, aucune ecriture

les constate. Les trajets sont extr^mement courts, de sorte

qu’il faudrait une armee d’employes, repartis de kilomHre

en liilometre sur un reseau immense, pour les lelever tous

—

sans d’ailleurs qu’on puisse y supplier par des ahonnements,

car I’utilisation des vehicules et la proportion representee

par les transports, dans le travail foumi par les chevaux de
culture, sont trop inegales. La perception de peages sur les

routes etait encore possible, quand le roulage a grande
distance representait I’element principal de leur frequen-
tation

; depuis que le developpement des chemins de fer n’y
a plus laisse subsister qu’un trafic local, cette perception
entramerait des frais et une g§ne intolerables, si on voulait
la generaliser

;
elle n'est plus admissible qu’au passage des

rares ouvrages d art ayant entraine des depenses exception-
nelles, et c’est pourquoi, en fait, on y a renonce partout
ailleurs, dans- tous les pays civilises.” ^ In short, a little
" unfairness ” as between individuals must in this matter
be accepted in order to avoid a greater evU.

^ Qours d’Konomie politique, vol. vi, pp. 62 -63 ,
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§ 9. As a result of this discussion it appears that, -when

fj’ffblic authorities provide commodities and services for

jthe specific use of particular individuals, gratis supply to

the users is but rarely desirable. The broad general rule

should be to finance these public enterprises by charging

fees to users of the commodities and services concerned pro-

portioned to the amount of their use, and adequate in the

aggregate to cover aU costs. This conclusion, of coufse,

leaves open the further question whether or not taxation

should be levied through these commodities and services.

If a particular commodity or service, which happens to be

provided by a pubhc authority, is adjudged a suitable

object on which to assess a tax, all that is necessary is to

embody the tax in the fee charged, thus raising the fee

above what is required to cover normal 'costs of production

by the amount of the tax to be imposed.



CHAPTER VII

THE BAEGE OF GOVERNMENT EXPENDIItTEE

§ 1. In so far as government departments engage in the

manufacture of goods and services to be sold for fees so

arranged as to cover cost of production, the amoimt of

resources which will be devoted to these purposes is auto-

matically determined by the pubHc demand. The main

part of a modern government’s activity is not, however, of

this class. The bulk of its real expenditure is devoted

to services of a general sort—defence, civil administration

and so on—which cannot practicably be sold against fees to

individuals
;

while the whole of its transfer expenditure is

outside the range of fees altogether. Hence there is no

automatic machinery to determine how far expenditure

shall be carried
;

and some other method has to be

employed.

§ 2. At any given moment it is probable that large parts

of current transfer expenditure wiU be regulated by practi-

cally irrevocable contracts. In Great Britain at the present

time expenditure on the services of the debt, war pensions

and old age pensions clearly belong to this class. On the

other hand, expenditure on subsidies to particular industries

or particular classes of persons and expenditure on Poor
Relief are optional, in the sense that the government is

free, within fairly wide limits, to determine their amount
by present policy. With the exception of government
payments in interest and sinking fund on foreign-held

d^t, practically all real expenditure is optional in this

sense, so tar as legal considerations go : but, as regards a
great deal ot it, economies could not be carried very far
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except at the cost of breakmg awaj^ from deepty rooted
traditions. The optional parts of expenditure—the only
parts wiiich are practically subject to control—ought plainly
to be regulated Trith some reference to the burden inrolred
m raising funds to finance them. This aspect of Public
(Finance is an important one. But it is not a main theme
of my present study, and can only be. touched upon
briefly. t

a, § 3. As regards the distribution, as distinct from the
aggregate cost, of optional government expenditure, it is

clear that, just as an individual vtU get more satisfaction

out of his income bj'^ maintaining a certain balance between
different sorts of expenditure, so also will a community
through its government. The principle of balance in both

cases is provided by the postulate that resources should be

so distributed among different uses that the marginal return

of satisfaction is the same for all of them. Evidently

this is true of the real expendiliire of govefuments^so

Ear as this is not alreadj’’ determined by past contracts.

Among various forms oFoptional transfer expenditure the

same principle evidentlj’^ holds ; and— though here the

matter is more difficult to envisage clearly—^it also holds

betKfiejijoptional real expenditure in general and optional

transfer expenditure in general. Expenditure should be

distributed between battleships and Poor Belief in such wise

that the last shilling devoted to each of them yields the

same return of satisfaction. We have here, so far as theory

goes, a test by means of which the distribution of expenditure

along different lines can be settled.

§ 4. This method of approach suggests an analogous test

for determining how large government expenditure in the

aggregate ought to Tjei'^If^cbmmunity were flteralTy a

unitary being, with the government as its brain, expenditure

should be pushed in all directions up to the point at which

the satisfaction obtained from the last shilling_e.:giend£d is

equal to the satisfaction lost in respect of the last shflling

called up on government service. This last, or “ marginal
”

slrUling is, of course, to be regarded as made up of parts
""

contributed by all of the separate contributors to govern-
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ment funds in proportion to their respective contributions,

not as the last sliillmg taken from the poorest contributor.

So interpreted, the above conception, though, as will be<

shown in a moment, it is not really adequate to the conditions

of real hfe, nevertheless enables some useful, if fairly obvious,

deductions to be drawn.

§ 5. First, it enables us to see that the optimum amount

of government expenditure, whether for actual using-up pr

' forJiransfer from relatively rich to relatively poor persons,

is likely to be larger, the gri^ater—the numbers of the popula-

tion being given—is the aggregate income of the community.

For, other tilings being equal, the marginal sacrifice involved

,

in raising n shiUings (assumed to represent a given real value)

from the pubhc wiU be smaller, the larger is the number of

shillings constituting the public income. After a destructive

war, in which capital equipment has been aUowed to run down

and the organisation of markets has become dislocated, real

income will, in general, be diminished, and, with it, capacity

to provide funds for government. Therefore, certain

government expenditures, which it used to be worth while

'to undertake, a country may no longer be able to “ afford

,

Secondly, other things being equal, if and when new oppor-

''tunities for expenditure by government, that would yield

large benefits or obviate large evils, are opened up, and no
corresponding opportunities for expenditure by private

persons are opened up at the same time,^ the balance between
the marginal benefit and the marginal damage" of raising

revenue wxU be struck at a higher point; i.e. more revenue
ob^tJicLb.eLjcaised. Thirdly, when aggregate income and
popuJMiQii-ax6_given, if a large part of the income is enueeu -

’trated in the hands of a few rich persons, it is possible to frame
a tax-scheme that \vill raise a given revenue with less immediate
marginal sacrifice than would be imposed under any scheme if

the.income was spxeAdj!y.enly:_oier_the whole community.®

Tho purpos0 of this qualification is to exclude such things as the
invention of new uses for capital (c.p. in railway building). These do not
nocessanly give ground for raising more revenue, even though government
IS fully competent to build railways; for private capitalists are also
competent to do this.

“ When we speak of the distribution of income as a relevant factor in
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,

Lastly, other things, including income-distribution, being
equal, the immediate marginaLsacrilice involved in the^raisintr

of a given reminfi-srilLbe <;ma11er tlrsjnpj^_^rogreSivelilFe
revenue-raising scheme. Thus, subject to ivhat vill he said
in Part II. Chapter iV. on the relation between immediate
sacrifice and total sacrifice, a government may properly
engage in larger expenditures (1) the less even is the dis-

tribution of income among its citizens and (2) the more
progressive is the revenue-raising scheme that it decides to

employ.

<- u. § 6. The foundation of the foregoing analysis was the

assumption, set out in § 4, that the community is a unitary

'being for which the government acts as brain. In fact, of

Scourse, this is not so. If battleships were goods that people

need for individual personal use, that would not, indeed,

matter. There could stiU be the same sort of balancing at

the margin between clothes purchased individually and

battleships purchased through the government as there is

between clothes purchased individually and coal purchased

through a co-operative buying agency. But battleships

are^a collective good, to be used in the general interest

by the government. Consequently, any taxpayer's desire

to contribute towards buying them is dependEntpnot

only on his desire that the country shall possess them,

but also on the number of them wEch are being made

available by the contributions of other people. The govern-

ment is not, therefore, simply an agent for carrying out on

behalf of its citizens their several separate instructions ;
it

cannot simply balance at the margin each man’s desire to

buy battleships against his desire to buy clothes, in the way

that an individual balances his desire for-nlothes against his

desire for coal. As the agent of its citizens collectively, it

must exercisa-coerciou-Upon them individually, securing the

tHs conneotSon, we assume that the main part of an ordinary man’s income

(other than the part absorbed in taxation) is used for his own consumption

and investment. Obviously, if aU rich men were accustomed to give away

income to snch an extent that, after their gifts, everybody had equal

amounts for consumption and saving, we should have a state of things

equivalent for practical purposes to one in which all incomes are initially

equal.
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funds it needs either by_a_conteffip^r^t^x_Qr by a loan

associated ndth a subsequent tax to proTide for interest

and sinldng fund. Where, however, coercioii intrudes there

are introduced two new elements, of which the method of

analysis so far desoHHed takes no account- The ^t of

these is the cost of administration. This includes ,
not merely

the costs of the government departmentswhich have to collect

and distribute the funds raised from the public, but also the

costs thrown on the public themselves in the form of

accountants’ and solicitors’ fees, together with the trouble

to which taxpayers are individually put in filling up income

tax forms and so on. The second element is less obvious

but not less important. The raising of an additional £ of

revenue necessitates increasing the rates at which taxation

is imposed, either now or (it resort has been had to

subsequently, and this vnSiets damage on

the taxpayers as a body over and above the loss they

suSer in actual money payment. Subject to what will be

said in later chapters, indirect damage is absent only when

—as, for example, with a tax on true rents—^no induce-

ment is offered to anybody to act in any way differently

from what he is doing. Where there is indirect damage, it

ought to be added to the direct loss of satisfaction involved '

in the withdrawal of the marginal unit of resources hy
taxation, before this is balanced against the satisfaction

yielded by the marginal expenditure. It follows that, in

general, expenditure ought not to be carried so far as to

make the real yield of the last unit of resources expended
by the government equal to the real yield of the last unit
left in the hands of the representative citizen. It .follows,

further, that the extent of the gap which ought to be allowed
varies according to the methods ava.ilable for raising extra
f^ds

; being greater where it is necessary to resort to >

methods that involve large indirect damage than where there
is opportunity for comparatively harmless expedients.
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TAX REVENUE
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CHAPTER I

PEnsrCIPLBS OF TAXATION

§ 1. In this Part the q^uantity of government expenditure,'

both real and transfer, is taken as given. Such part of it*

as is met out of fees is ruled out of account, and the device

of borrowing, whether from the public or from the hanks, isi

ignored. Moreover, except in Chapter VIII., we are con-^

cemed solely with the problem of raising revenue, not with';

the wider problem of raising and spending it. In this first

preliminary chapter our task is to seek for fundamental

principles of policy.

§ 2. (pander any tax system the actual provision of the

taxes, the expeniture of the proceeds being left out of

account, involves a certain burden of sacrifice upon each

taxpayer, and the burdens upon different taxpayers bear

certain relations to one another. For a comparison between

different tax systems yielding equal revenues from a given

community there are thus suggested prima facie two criteria

of merit : first, the size of the aggregate sacrifice imposed :

secondly, the nature of the relations between the several

items that make up this aggregate. It must, indeed, be
admitted that no test which is centred in sacrifice, in the

sense of loss of satisfaction, goes quite to the root of things.

For, of equal satisfactions, one may embody more good than
another : as between a greater and a less sacrifice of satis-

faction, the greater may carry the smaller amount of evil.

IVhen this happens, it is, of course, the aggregate of good
and evil, not the aggregate of satisfaction and dissatisfaction,

to which a wise government will look. On this ground
defence is sometimes made of special taxation upon the
consumption of alcoholic drink. This consideration has

69
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not, however, a wide range of importance. In seeking to
construct a standard for comparing the merits of different
tax systems I shall ignore it, shall assume that the standard
must be built somehow upon sacrifice, and shall canvass only
the part to be played in this standard by the amount of

aggregate sacrifice and the maimer in which this aggregate
is distributed among the taxpayers?

§ 3. \ Some authorities hold that to make the aggregate
sacrifice associated with the raising of revenue as small as

possible is an ultimate principle ; others that to make the

sacrifice borne by aU the several members of the community
e^ual is an ultimate principle ; others that both these

principles are ultimatej^o that, when they conflict, we are

faced with a dilemma irreducible iu theory, and in practice

to he met only by rough compromise. The business of the

present cTiapter is to investigate these views?

§ 4. (Before that task is attacked, the meaning to he

attached to our central concept must be made indubitably

clear. By the sacrifice which a tax system imposes upon any

individual I mean the difierence between the net satisfaction

he would have enjoyed had there been no tax system—it

will be understood that benefits arising out of the govern-

ment’s expenditure of tax proceeds are here left out of

account—and the net satisfaction which, under the aegis of

this tax system, he does enjoy! Even under a system so

constructed that the taxation of A has no effect whatever

on the satisfaction enjoyed by B, this is not, in general,

equivalent to the satisfaction which is, so to speak, carried

by the money he actually pays in taxation. The reason

is that tax systems may cause taxpayers to work more or

less hard, and so to have a larger or smaller income (apart

from taxation), than they would otherwise have done : and

that the effect of this upon their net satisfaction is not

represented, in the money paid over in taxation.^ If we

1 Thus suppose, for simplicity, that each unit of a given taxpayer’s

work yields £1. Let a he the number of units of work performed annually

before taxation is imposed, ^(a) the aggregate satisfaction involved in

the resulting consumption, and P(a) the aggregate dissatisfaction involved

in the work that provides it. Then the taxpayer’s net satisfaction

=0(o) -F(a).
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were concerned only with taxes assessed upon the con-

sumption of particular commodities, the point I am making

would be more obvious : for it is now a familiar idea that

the amount of consumers’ surplus (expressed in terms of

money) destroyed bj'’ taxation may differ widely from the

amount of the taxation raised. But a moment’s reflection

shows that the point is valid over a wider range than this.

*§ 5.(In my view there can be no guestion that, subject^

to the qualifications set out in § 2, least aggregate sacrifice'

is an ultimate principle .oLtaxation. The levjnng of taxes

is a part of the functions of government.' Apart from the

possible effects of the action of one government upon the

subjects of other governments, winch, for the present, I

ignore,(there is general agreement that all of a government’s

activity should be regulated with a view to promoting, in

the highest possible degree, tbe welfare of its_citizens. This

is the touchstone by which the whole of its legal system

—

and its tax laws are, of course, a part of its legal system

—must be judged. The day in which the welfare of one '

category of citizens could plausibly be ranked above that of

another is past.) Nobody would venture to claim now that

a smaller amount of welfare accruing, say, to a nobleman ''

should be preferred to a larger amount that might be made
to accrue to a peasant. (So far as political theory is con-

cerned, maximum aggregate welfare is BverywheTe accepted

as_ the right goal of government ; and when, as of course

often happens, actual governments pursue .a different goal,

thejrjjractice may be more or less plausibly explained awajy,

but is never openly defended. In the special field of taxation

this general principle is identical with the principle of least

Alter the imposition of taxation suppose that this taxpayer pays in
taxes £t, does (a+h) units of work and has a net income (after paying the
tax) of (a+ - f:) £. Then his sacrifice, as I have defined it,

={5i(a)-F{a)}-{(t{a+h-fc)-F(o+7i)} .*
. (I)

The amount of satisfaction carried by the money he actually pays over
in taxes

^ ^

~(p{a+h)-^{a+h-k) . .
. (2)

Tto expression is only equal to expression (1) in the special case in which
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sacrifice.') Its validity appears to me to be given directly in
intuition.

§ 6. Tie claim that equal sacrifice is an ultimate principle
of taxation is more controversial. In Chapter H. of Part I
reference was made to Sidgwiek’s principle of eq^uity—-the
principle, namely, that similar and similarly situated persons
ought to be treated similarly. In Sidgwick’s view this

principle is an ultimate one. If that be so, the proposifion

that equal sacrifices ought to be imposed upon similar and
similarly situated persons must be an ultimate principle of

taxation. I am not prepared to deny that this is so—that
equahty in this sense and in this degree is a good in itself.

But equal sacrifice among similar and similarly situated

persons is an entirely difierent thing from equal sacrifice

among all persons. Is equal sacrifice in this wider sense

an ultimate principle of taxation ? Anyone who maintains

that it is is faced with a serious difficulty. It is possible, no

doubt, to wring from the principle of equity the proposition

that taxation ought to inflictequal sacrifices ujaon everybody

:

but it is also possible to wring from it the proposition that

the legal system as a whole, including laws of taxation, ought

to be inip.artial between-persons. m tbe-sensemjE-securmg to all

of them equal net satisfactions. On the basis of Sidgwick’s

intuition, to say nothing of the claims of equi-proportional

sacrifice, there is at least as good a case for taxation that

makes net satisfactions equal as for taxation that makes

sacrifices equal. Indeed there is a better case. For people’s

economic well-being depends on the whole system of law,

including the laws of property, contract and bequest, and

not merely upon the law about taxes. To hold that the law

about taxes ought to affect different people’s satisfactions

equally, while allowing that the rest of the legal system may

properly affect them very irnequally,- seems not a little

arbitrary. These considerations do not, it must be con-

ceded, demonstrate anythiug. They should ,
however, shake

senously the confidence of anyone who is inclined to assert

that a generalised principle of equal sacrifice in taxation is

given in intuition. For my own part I hold that intuition

makes no deliverance on this matter, and that in fact equal
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sacrifice, otherwise than as between similar and similarly

siiimfcd persons, is not an ultimate principle of taxation.

§ 7. If this be granted, we have one ultimate principle,

namely, least sacrifice, whose claim is undisputed : and a

seconiLuItimate-principle. equal saorificcjimong similar and

similarly situated persons, kit not among others, whose

iuithcnticitv is sojnewhat less secuce. If the second of these

jirriictiilcs is recognised as welt ns the first, there is, for

analysis, a conflict of ideals. Both the “ ultimate ” prin-

cijilcs must be brought before the tribunal of sometliing

more ultimate stillri.ci the principled maximum good7and

weights must be assigned to them so proportioned that good

as a whole, including the good of equality, shall be made as

large as possible. In jiractice, however, as nill appear

presently
,
tax arrangements that conform to the principle

of least sacrifice always and necessarily conform also to the

principle of equal sacrifice among similar and similarly situ-

ated persons. Hence
,
even if the principle of equal sacrifice

between similar and similarly_ situated persons is a true

iiUimale principle, since it can be deduced from the principle

of least sacrifice, it is not a necessartt one. Though, there-

fore, for academic persons there may be a more complex
esoteric doctrine, for politicians and men of affairs we ma}'
jiropcrly assert that leasL.aggregat£_saLcrifice is the nn^
ul Uniidpjirjnciple_QLlaxa.tion.



CHAPTEE II

TAX SCHEMES AND TAX FOEMULAE

1. A TAX scheme addressed to any taxpayer is a list of

statements relating quantities of payments required from
^m to selected objective conditions. Thus a payment may
l^e required it he satisfies the conation of existing

;
a pay-

ment if he satisfies the condition of having red hair; a

payment if he satisfies the condition of possessing lx of

dncome
; a payment if he satisfies the condition of expending

of income upon beer ; a payment if he satisfies the

^^pondition of receiving £z of income from land
;
a payment

if he satisfies the condition of owning w acres of land;

and so on. The several statements in the above sense

embodied in any tax scheme I call tax formiilae
;

every

tax formula being made up of two elements, an object of

assessment and a function—^the tax function as I shall call

it—^relating together quantities of this object in the hands

of individual taxpayers and quantities of revenue to he

raised from them by assessment on it.

„ § 2. Thfioretinallv the object of assessment embodied in

xa tax formula may be anything whatever. In practice, for

great many tax formulae, it is some sum of money
;
the

f'income that a man derives from york, or from property,

' or from true rents, or from windfalls, or from the exercise of

monopoly power ;
the income that a man expends upon beer,

betting, motor-cars, tea, or any other object ;
the fortune

that a man leaves at death or that another man inherits

;

and so on. Eor some tax formulae it is a quantity of stuff,

as with specific taxes upon commodities and with taxes per

acre on land, whether in general or as employed in particular

64
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occupations. In the special case of a poll-tax, the object of

assessment is not a variable quantity, and, therefore, this

tax may at first sight seem difficult to class along 'with the

others. The difficulty can be got over, however, in a way

to be explained immediately.

§ 3. The tax function, j>(x), which relates quantity of^

revenue to be raised from individual taxpayers to quantity

,

of assessable object in their hands, might, so far as a priori

considerations go, be anything we please. For practical

purposes, however, the range of possibility is limited in

important ways. This is true of all tax formulae, whatever

the object of assessment embodied in them. It can be

best illustrated, however, in the special case of a formula

in which the object of assessment is income. The following

limitations are then apparent. First, no government would

accept a tax formula under which the tax levy on a nil

income is other than nil. Secondly, no government would

accept one in which the amount of taxation assessed on

a smaller income is greater than the amount assessed on

a larger income. These two conditions in combination rule

out, it uill be noticed, negative levies. Thirdly, no govern-

ment would accept a tax formula under which the average

rate of taxation increased for some increases in the amount
of income and decreased for other increases, i.e. was pro-

gressive for some scales of income and regressive for others.

Fourthly, no government would accept a formula which
imposed on any income a levy greater than the amount of

that income. If we write the tax formula R = i|r(a;), where
R is the revenue required from a taxpayer, and a: the amount
of his income, these conditions wiU be expressed thus :

(1) f(o) = 0.

(2) f'(x) is positive (or zero) for aU values of x.

iM
(3) If is positive for some values of x, it cannot be

negative for any values of x
; and vice versa,

(4) f(x}< = x for all values of x.

Among the functions which these rules allow a very
important one is the proportionate tax, in which tJt'Ix) is
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constant, so that ifr(x) can be written Another important
form is that in which the average rate of tax per unit of
assessable object increases as the quantity of this object
grows, but at a rate of increase, which, after a point

approaches to or reaches 0. That is to say, —

—

is positive

for aU values of a: up to a point, thereafter approximating
to zero. The problem of classifying a poll-tax also finds

a solution. This tax may be described, with a certain

straining of our meaning, as a limiting type of income-tax.

The formula R =
11^(0:) correctly describes it when is sucb

that -fix) is constant for all values of x greater than A
(the minimum income) and is less than A.

§ 4. AU tax formulae, the excluded no less than the

included group, can be classed, so to speak, into famihes.

Thus, consider two formulae, 'R=ijr(x) andE. = 0(a;). These

formulae may be said to belong to the same family if,

when m is any constant, y^{x)=m<p{x) for aU values of x. In

other words, two formulae belong to the same family when

the revenue raised under one of them is some (the same)

multiple of that raised under the other for aU scales of

income. Thus aU proportionate taxes, whatever their rate,

belong to the same family
; aU poU-taxes, w'^hatever their

amount, belong to the same family
;
aU taxes represented

by the equation R=a \
—— -2o|,R = 6 \— 2oi and so

^ isOOO j 15000 J

on belong to the same family. On the other hand, aU

proportionate taxes belong to different families from aU pro-

gressive and from all regressive taxes
;
and, in general, any

tax represented by the equation R = \jr(x) belongs to a

different family from one represented by R = (f}(x), except, as

indicated above, when ^^(a;) is equal to (p(x) multiplied by

some (the same) constant for aU values of

1 Some readers may find it convenient to develop this classification of

tax formulae further. We describe the members of one family by equations

R=atf'^(z), R—b’//^(x) and so on; and members of another family by

R=o^{'2(a:), R—hfii^) arrange our notation in such

wise that, for some one value of x, fi{x), and so on are all equal.

The choice of the value of x for which this equality shall prevail and of the
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§ 5. No comment is required at this stage upon the

families of poll-taxes and of proportionate taxes. But of the

otliors something further may conveniently be said here.

Consider the tax formula R

=

a^|r(x). The average rate of fax

imposed on an income x is measured by : fiiid the

maxginal tax imposed on an income x (i.e. the rate at which

the aggregate tax levy increases as x increases) is measured

by at}r'(x). When a tax formula is said to be progressive,

aylr(x) ,

tile meaning may be either that increases as x mcreases

or that afr'{x) increases as x increases. The former meaning

cc

signifies that is positive, the latter that a-\lr''(x) is

dx

and so on = : in other words, that the rate of tax is

vnluo which ^j(*) and so on shall then have is, of course, quite arbitrary.

Lot us postulate, therefore, that, when a: = 1000, fi(*) and so on shall all

bo equal to 10. Tliie is convenient because it implies that, given this value

nf01 X, 1 —
X X

one per cent. On this basis every possible tax formula can be expressed

by an equation of the form K=«i^(*), provided only that the formula

imposes some levy on incomes of £1000 : and for every possible tax
formula the rate of tax per cent imposed on incomes of £1000 is equal to m.
If wo name m the tax constant and ^x) the tax function, all members of

one family will have the same tax function but diEterent tax constants. To
illuetrafo this method of classification, let us write t for the rate per cent

of any fax, so that the formula R=ni^{i) is equivalent to

w\t(x)
^

or 1 = 100—— . Then for all taxes under which the levy made is

1
proportionate to mcome — =» constant =y^, so that t=m; that is

to say, tho percentage rale of tax is equal to the tax constant, as I have
defined it. Again, for lump-sum taxes, i.e. a poll-tax, m^{x) is a constant,

and, therefore, since, when x = 1000,~ ~
Jop-

= 10 for all values of x.

Tlio formula, therefore, becomes R = lOni
; and the amount of the tax is

equal to ton times the tax constant. Yet again, suppose that tho tax
formula embodies a particular sort of progression, in such wise that tho
rovonuo is always equal to -r^s’eroth part of the square of the income (up to
file point at which it becomes equal to the income). In my notation the

tax constant in this formula is 20, and tho tax function If the
]

lUUUOO
formula of tho tax had been B = 10000

^'' constant would liave

been 1 0 and the tax function the same as before. I donot suppose, however,
tliat many persons will find this elaboration worth while.
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positive. If we were including in our purview tax formulae
in wMch the average rate of tax increased for some increases
of a; and decreased for others, we should find that some of
them, in respect of certain values of x, were progressive in one
of the two senses distinguished above but not in the other.

When, however, mixed formulae of the type described

are excluded, it can be shown that all of those remaiping
if progressive in the one sense, must be progressive in the

other also. For

This is positive for all values of x, if xylr'(x)>-jr{x) for aU values

of X, i.e. if '^"{x) is positive for all values of x : which proves

the above proposition.

§ 6. The preceding analysis shows further, that, for all

formulae included in our review, if one member of any tax

family is progressive, aU must be progressive
;

and, if one

is regressive, all must be regressive. Thus every tax fanuly

can be described unambiguously as progressive, proportionate

or regressive. When, however, we come to consider degrees

of progression or regression, the matter is not so simple.

These degrees may be taken to refer to progression or re-

gression either in average rates of tax or in marginal rates.

In the former sense the degree of progression, in respect of

income x, of the tax formula 'R = a-<jr{x) is measured by

Though, as was shown in the preceding section, these two

expressions are necessarily of the same sign, they only bear

a constant relation to one another in the special case in

which the degree of progression or regression in the second

sense is the same for all values of a;.^ It is, therefore,

necessary to choose one or other of the two forms. I

* In. that case, since (from § 3) we know that ^(0) and i^'(0) both = 0,

•the expression al- is easily shown to bo equal to iaijj {x).
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choose the second, and shall measure the degree of pro-

gression or regression of a tax formula in respect of an income

X by

§ 7. Attention has so far been confined to the structure

of the tax scheme addressed to a particular taxpayer. We

have now to take a wider view. It is possible to imagine

an. arr?ingement under which different members of the

community are subjected to different tax scheme^ to each

one a special tax scheme of his own. Thus, to A, who is,

perhaps, now earning £1000, it might be announced that,

if he earns £900, he shall be taxed 9 per cent, if he earns £1000,

10 per cent, if he earns £1100, 11 per cent; while to B,

now earning £1100, it is announced that, if he earns £900

he shaU be taxed 20 per cent, if £1000, 21 per cent, if £1100,

22 per cent, and so on. In like manner A might be assessed

at a poll-tax of £1000 and B at one of £100, A at a tax of

20 per cent of his expenditure upon beer, B at one of 40 per

cent. In the modern world, how^ever, no arrangement of

tliis land has ever been found, nor could any such be worked.

The opportumties wliich it would offer for tyranny, vindic-

tiveness and personal favouritism rule it out of court. To
obviate abuses taxes must be assessed under some machinery

of general rules based on objective standards. Hence, each

item in a tax scheme must embody one and the same
announcement to every taxpayer, it must say to each,

for example :
“ If you or anybody else are a married man

with one child and have such and such an income, you must
pay so much If one man A is told that he will be taxed
11 per cent, 10 per cent, or 9 per cent, according as he earns

£1100, £1000, or £900, everybody else in a similar position
must be told the same. If a poU-tax is imposed, conditional
on existence, of, say, £100, everybody must pay that sum,
whatever his wealth. If a tax of £5 per acre is imposed
on land, every holder of 100 acres must pay £500,' though
one holder may be a millionaire, another relatively poor. If
a 10 per cent tax on tea-drinking is imposed, two men of
equal income, one of whom likes tea while the other dislikes
it, must pay different amounts of tax. This obligation,
under which governments lie, to put forward the same
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scheme of taxation for ah persons whose relevant cimum-

stanees are alike has an important consequence. If they

were not tied hy tliis cnnditioii^jiny_given revenue cojild be

raised with a smaher aggregate sacrifice than the sinaUest

which can he inflicted now. The ideal of least sacrifice has,

in short, to he pursued subject to a handicap. We seek

least sacrifice, not m an absolute sense, but relative to the

condition that a single (the same) tax scheme shall he

presented to every citizen.



CHAPTEB ni

THE INTEBACTIOK OF DIFFEKENT TAX FOKMHLAE

§ 1. When a tax scheme consists of more than one tax

formula, the revenue yielded by it is not, in general, equal

to the sum of the revenues which would have been yielded

by each tax formula, had it been imposed by itself. The

relations involved being somewhat complex, I propose in the

following paragraphs to analyse them briefly.

§ 2. First, when a given revenue is being collected and

used up by the government—^not merely retransferred, e.g.

in interest, to the public *—the fact that this quantity of

revenue is being raised, irrespective of the manner of its rais-

ing and so of its announcement effects, is liable to modify

the yield of further taxes, if such are imposed. Some sorts

of further taxes are, indeed, unaffected. Thus a poll-tax, or

a tax of so much per acre on all land, or a tax proportionate to

true rents, will yield the same revenue whether much or little

revenue is being raised contemporaneously in other ways.

Again, the yield of taxes onearned income will not be affected

;

for they are normally assessed on incomereckoned prior to any

payments made out of it to meet other taxes, so that these

payments do not directly affect the magnitude of the assessed

object. On the other hand, any ordinary commodity tax
will yield less revenue when the taxpayers are than when
they are not impoverished by other taxation. So will taxes
on investment income and death duties, because impoverish-

Even i! the money ia retransferred to the public, we are not secure
against consequences of the type discussed in this paragraph, imless it is
retransferred to different taxpayers in proportion to their tax payments.

71
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meiit will lessen capital accumulations. Hence, the raising
of mone3’^ by one set of taxes—always presuming that
the money is employed for using-up purposes—commits
ravages of greater or less extent upon the yield of certain
othertaxes. Yet again, in a very poor country, a tax on bread
may yield more if there are than if there are not heavy
other taxes, because people may be forced down to bread
in substitution for more expensive foods.

‘

§ 3. Secondly, the extent to which the yield of new taxes

is affected by the existing tax system depends, not only on
the amount of the revenue that is being raised under that

system, but also on the way in which the levies made under

it are distributed among different income groups. Thus, if

the existing tax system is made up of taxes which strike

predominantly rich people—^if, for example, its maiu con-

stituent is a steeply graduated income tax—^there will be

left over less money in their hands, and more in the hands

of poor people, than would have been so left if the existing

tax system had consisted mainty of duties upon staple articles

of general consumption. It follows that a new tax at a

given rate impmgmg mainly on the rich will yield less

additional revenue in the former case than in the latter

;

while, per contra, a new tax at a given rate impinging mainly

on the poor will jdeld more additional revenue. Thus, to

put the same point from another angle, when the amount

of additional revenue required is given, in case (1) a cham-

pagne tax would have to be at a higher rate and a death

duty formula of given steepness would have to he on a

higher scale ^ than in case (2) ;
and, per contra, a tax on

beer would have to be at a lower rate.

§ 4. Thirdly, when the amount of revenue being raised

and the distribution of the burden under it are both given,

the yield of further taxes is liable to be modified by the

nature of the existing taxes, and to be modified in different

ways according to what the further taxes are. Thus, if the

main body of the revenue—of given amount—^is being raised

by a poll-tax, an income tax conforming to a given formula

* In the language of Chapter II. § 4, footnote, the tax constant would

liavo to bo larger.
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^viU yield inore reventie than it would do if the given amouiit

of revenue were being raised through a nuniber of commodity

taxes. For the poU-tax, while causing the marginal utility

of money to persons mulcted tmder it to rise in the same way

that commodity taxes yielding eq^ual revenue would do,

differs from these taxes in that it threatens no additional

levy on these persons, if, to compensate themselves, thej' do

more work, and so obtain and spend more income. Conse-

quently, where the rest of the tax system consists of a poll-tax,

there will be' more income available for assessment under

income tax, and so a bigger yield from any given scheme of

income tax, than there would be if the rest of the system

consisted of commodity taxes. On similar lines it can be

shovTi that, if the rest of the tax system consists of a poll-tax,

any (ordinary) commodity tax will yield more revenue than

it would do if the rest of the system consisted of an income

tax. Again, if there exists in the rest of the tax system a

tax on one of two rival commodities (say beef), a new tax at

a like rate on the other rival (say mutton) vill yield much
more revenue than if the revenue actually being collected

from beef were being raised in some other way. Per contra,

if there exists in the rest of the tax system a tax on one of

two complements (say tea or malt), a new tax on the other

complement (sugar or hops) wiU yield much less revenue

than it would have yielded otherwise. The matter is still

further complicated by the mutual character of some of these

reactions. Thus, if a tax on beef already exists, the im-
position of a new tax on mutton will cause the yield of that
tax to increase

; while the imposition of a new tax on sugar
or hops wiU cause the yield of an existing tax on tea or
malt to decrease. Therefore the addition to aggregate
revenue due to the new tax is not equal to the yield of
the new tax

;
and the relation between these two things

may differ for different new taxes in different ways de-
pending on the structure of the other parts of the tax
system.

§ 5. In the light of these considerations it is obvious that,
when a given amount of additional revenue is required, we
shall often be unable to tell what member of any given
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family of tax formulae—or, to take a simple special case,

what rate of one or another sort of tax—would yield that

revenue, until we know, both what amount of revenue is

already being raised, and also what tax formulae are being

employed to raise it.



CHAPTER IV

THE PBINCIPIiE OE LEAST SAOEUTGE AND THE

DISTEIBHTIONAL ASPECT OE TAXATION

§ 1. When revenue is raised in any countryj the total of it

is always made up of parts taken from a number of diiferent

individuals in varying economic situations. There are,

therefore, two factors upon which, when the amount of the

revenue to be raised is settled, the aggregate sacrifice in-

volved in raising it depends. These are, on the one hand,

the way in which the several parts of the total money impost

are distributed among people in different economic situations,

i.e. different degrees of wealth, and so on ; and, on the other

hand, the scheme of formulae in which their own particular

liability is announced to each several taxpayer.! In a subse-

quent chapter the comphcated interrelations between these

two aspects of taxation will be examined in detail. In this

chapter I shall inquire to what distribution of tax levies the

principle of least sacrifice would lead if we were free to ignore

altogether annoimcement aspects. Before we set out on
our task, however, it is necessary to be clear as to what
precisely we mean by ignoring announcement aspects.

The announcement of a tax as a rule causes people
to modify their conduct with a view, in some measure, to

avoiding the pressure of the tax. Thus, if beer is sub-

jected to a duty, they are likely to buy less beer. Hence,
it is natural to say in a loose way tbat, wben we rule out the
announcement aspects of taxation, we are supposing that
it does not cause people to modify their conduct. That,
however, would be an absurd supposition. If a man, who,
apart from taxation, would have an income of £2000, is
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comiDelled to pay £500 to the government, and the govern-
ment does not return it, that man imist modify his conduct)
When I rule out the announcement aspects of taxation, I
assume that this £2000 man, mulcted of £500, acts in the same
way, not as he would have acted if he had not been mulcted,
but as a £1500 man of hke temperament not subject to taxes
would act. That is to say, he will now (1) have a net incoijic

of £1500 and (2) use it in the same way as he would have
done had that been his gross income not subject to any tax.

He win distribute it over different sorts of purchases, not in

the proportions in which he would have distributed his original

£2000 had it remained intact—^he would certainly have
spent a bigger fraction of this on luxuries of elastic demand
and a less fraction on such things as food and house-room

—

but in the proportions in which an untaxed £1500 man of

the same temperament as himself would distribute his

income. It is this precisely, and nothing other than this,

that we have to supi^se if we wish to rule out of considera-

tion the announcement aspects of taxation, while including

all the distributional aspects.

§ 2. The problem of tax distribution has not, of course,

to do with particular taxes viewed in isolation . The principle

of least sacrifice requires that the whole body of tax levies

shall be distributed in a certain way, and, failing optimum

distribution, it informs us that one kind of distribution

inferior to the optimum is, nevertheless, superior to another

kind. If the rest of the tax system is settled and we have

to decide by what means to raise a given amount of additional

revenue, our choice must depend, not on how the burden of-

the new tax will be distributed, but on how that of the new

tax and the old taxes together will be distributed. This

depends on the nature of the old taxes as well as on the nature

of the new one. New tax A will conform better to the

principle of least sacrifice than new B if these old taxes are

of one sort, but new tax B will conform better if they are of

another sort. For example, if X and Y are persons in all

respects similar, a particular tax ought to strike them both

equally if the rest of the tax system strikes them equally

;

but, if the rest of the tax system strikes X more severely
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than Y, the particular tax, to redress the balance, ought to

stiikeYmore severely thanX. AsMarshall writes
;

' Onerous

taxes, imperial and local, must be treated as a whole. Almost

every onerous tax taken by itself presses with undue weight

on some class or other ;
but this is of no moment if the

inecjualities of each are compensated by those of others, and

variations in the several parts synchronise. If that difficult

condition is satisfied, the system may be equitable, though

any one part of it regarded alone would be inequitable.”

§ S.rSo much being understood, we may conveniently

begin our discussion by assuming that aU the sacrifice due

to taxation is direct immediate sacrifice to the taxpayers

concerned, and that there are no indirect sacrifices arising

in the future to be taken into accounts ThiS' assumption

being held in mind for later reference, we may note that

BCll, in his discussion of tax distribution, feU, or at least gave

the appearance of falling, into a serious error. He wrote :

“ IVhatever sacrifices it (a govermfient) requires from

them (classes of persons) should be made to bear as

nearly as possible with the same pressure upon all

;

which, it must be observed, is the mode by which least sacrifice

is occasioned to the lohole”.^ It is possible that in this

passage MUl was taking into account something more than

distributional consequences ; though I do not think that tliis

is so. In any event, whatever interpretation we may give

to his pronouncement, the truth is that, when distributional

aspects are alone in question, least aggregate sacrifice will

not be promoted by a system inflicting equal sacrifice all

round. This is very easily seen. For, if the abstraction of

£1000 from an income of £10,000 inflicts the same sacrifice

as the abstraction of £100 from an income of £1000, then the
abstraction of £1100 from a £10,000 income must inflict less

aggregate sacrifice than the abstraction of £1000 from that
income plus the abstraction of £100 from the £1000 income.
In order to secure least aggregate sacrifice taxes should be
so distributed that the marginal utihty of the money paid

^‘^MarshaU, 3Iemorandnm on Imperial and Local Taxes [C.—9S2S],

= Political Economy, Book v. ch. ii. § 2, par. 1. The italics are mine.
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in taxation is equal to aU the payers. If the utility of the
last penny paid by A were less than that of the last paid by
B, a reduction of sacrifice could be secured by transferring
a part of B’s assessnaent to the shoulders of A. Thus
the distribution of taxation required to conform to the
principle of least aggregate sacrifice is that which makes the
'inargimlr-Txot the total—sacrifices borne by all the members
of the community equal;

^

§ 4. (If we push further towards the concrete, it appears
that a system of equi-marginal sacrifice fully carried out
would involve lopping off the tops of all incomes above the

minimum income and leaving everybody, after taxation, vdth

equal incomes. If the amount of revenue required is not

enough to absorb the whole of the surpluses above the

minimum—^if, in Edgeworth’s words, there is not enough

taxation to go round—the logical procedure would be first

to take for the government’s needs the tops of the highest

incomes, and then to continue taxing middle grade incomes

and giving bounties from the proceeds to the smallest

incomes till a dead level of equality is attained. If this

latter procedure is ruled out and we are only allowed to

impose taxes up to the amount of the revenue required for

the government’s needs, this revenue should be collected ex-

clusively from the highest incomes, these being aU reduced

in tbe process to the level of the highest untaxed income.

Of course, in so far as tastes and temperaments differ,

allowance ought, in strictness, to be made for this fact

;

if, for instance, A is so sensitive that he could obtain from

the 6000th £ of a £8000 income as much satisfaction as

B could obtain from tbe 1000th £ of a £1000 one, there

would be no ground for taking money from A rather than

from B. But, since it is impossible in practice to take

account of variations between different people’s capacity

for enjoyment, this consideration must be ignored, and

tbe assumption made, for want of a better, that tempera-

mentally aU taxpayers are alike. On that assumption,

the procedure sketched out above is what the canon of

equimarginal sacrifice dictates. Obviously, such a system

implies that, as between men in different economic situations,
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both aggregate and proportionate sacrifice will increase very

rapidly as we move up the scale of economic situations or,

more specifically, of incomes!'

§ 5. (The result thus attained appears at first sight to be

complete and conclusive, so long as attention is restricted to

the distributional aspects of taxation and announcement

aspects are ruled out of account. It is, however, in fact,

subject to a very important qualification. For the assump-

tion set out at the beginning of § 3, to the eSect that the only

sacrifices which result from taxation, and have, therefore, to

be reckoned with, are contemporary sacrifices, is invalidl

Sacrifices may also occur which are of an indirect sort and

impinge upon the future, maybe upon persons who were not

3^et born at the time the taxes were levied. It would, no

doubt, be possible, by artifices of definition, to bring these

future sacrifices into account without modifying the formula

of equi-marginal sacrifice as set out above. (It is, however,

more convenient to say that, when there are no relevant

future sacrifices, the principle of least sacrifice requires equi-

marginal contemporary sacrifice, and that, when there are

relevant future sacrifices, some modifications in that arrange-

ment are required. Let us examine these in detail)

§ 6. (Che chief of them may be set out as follows. It is

tolerably well known that the proportion of their incomes

which very poor people devote to saving, as against con-

sumption, is, as indeed it must be, very small, and that,

as we advance up the scale of incomes, the proportion saved
becomes larger

; dhe great bulk of’ the new savings annually
accomplished in this country being, in fact, apart from
savings through the accumulation of reserves by joint-stock

companies, due to very rich and rich persons. It follows

that, even though people, when taxed, distributed the money
left to them among different uses in the same proportions
as before, the collection of a given revenue would cut down
savings more, the more largely the taxes levied to produce
that revenue were concentrated upon the upper strata of
incomes. Moreover, as was observed in § 1, as a matter of
fact people, when taxed, do not distribute their cuts in equal
proportionsamong allways of employing money. Theymake
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/larger cuts in uses where their demand is elastic than in
uses where it is inelastic, vThere is, however, reason to
believe that the demand for saving is, for mau}^, if not for
aU people, highly elastic. They save what is left over after
their normal standard of life, a fairly rigid thing, Las been
satisfied. It follows that, when taxation is concentrated
upon the higher strata of incomes, the cut in savings will be
even larger than a calculation based on the comparative
proportions in which different classes ^save suggests.^ This
means that taxation can only be distributed in accordance
with the formula of egui-marginal contemporary sacrifice at

the cost of greatly contracting the annual volume of new
savings, and so the aimual accumulation of new capital

instruments.'

§ 7. It may, perhaps, be objected that the step taken in

the last sentence from savings to capital instruments is not

always warranted. When a person invests £500 in setting

workmen to build a mill or to manufacture machinery,

nobodj'^ doubts that, apart from errors and miscalculations,

he is making a real and efiective saving and adding £500

worth to the capital accumulations of the country. But,

when a person buys £500 worth of existing railway stock

from another Englishman—we need not trouble here about

foreign investments—some people find a difficulty in under-

standing what is happening
;

for they perceive that this

purchase does not directly and in itself affect the real capital

equipment of the country in any degree. The solution of the

puzzle is, however, simple. If I devote £500 of income to

buying existing railway stock, the seller of the stock receives

^ In applying these general considerations to the special case of Great

Britain it is essential to bear in mind that a very large part of the country's

annual savings—perhaps some 160 millions net (after tax payment) out of

a total of 460 millions—is provided through additions made by joint-stoch

companies to their reserves out of undistributed profits, which are subject to

the standard rate of income tax, but not to super-tax. Income tax neces-

sarily absorbs a large part (at 4s. in the £, one-fifth) of the gross income

turned into these reserves. But the Colwyn Committee foundthat, in spite

of this, reserves have been well maintained since the war (p. 19). The

Committee concluded that “the tax. has had a considerable effect in

inducing companies to withhold larger gross amounts from distribution

(p. 149)—in other words, to compel their shareholders to moot a substantia!

part of the tax drain made upon their reso\irces by new savings.
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£500. He may, of course, spend the monej^ ns income and

thus perform negative saving. But neither his opportunity

nor his desire for negative saving is appreciably increased

by my action. Though, therefore, the aggregate of now

capital accumulation in any year is not equal to the aggregate

of new saving, because some of this is set off by negative

saving, the cff&d on the aggregate of new capital accumnlation

produced by mj^' decision to save £500 is measured by that

£500. If I did not buy, the seller of railway stock would still

sell, and so divert to providing for his negative saving positive

savings which somebody else was making and which ray

action in bujdng enables to pass instead, at one or more

removes, into the service of those who wish to set workpeople

to work in maldng machinery and other equipment. Tliu.^:,

whatever immediate form my saving assumes, it fnip/fes—

apart from foreign investment, aceuimilalion.s of unsjientbank

balances, and, of course, blundering waste—an equivalent

addition to the real capital establishment of the country.

‘

§ 8. Returning from this digression, two have next to

observe that a check to the annual creation of new capital

means that those who in the future will work in conjunction

nith capital instruments will, their numbers being given,

obtain less real earnings than they otherwise would have

done, and so will suffer a sacrifice. If we suppose that their

numbers are going to increase in a given measure, (he check

imposed on capital accumulation may force them to accept

lower real rates of pay, whereas, had there been no check,

their earnings rate might have been sustained in spite of

growing numbers. Tliis class of effect does not enter into

the consideration of a person whose income is contracted by
‘ taxation.'! • The cut that he makes in his savings, unlike that
which he makes in Ins purchase of carriage hor.sc.s, thu.s

involves a by-product of extra sacrifice to other people,

unconsidered but obviou.sly not irrelevant to aggregate
sacrifice conceived in the widest sense, xtpart, therefore,
from accompanying State action designed to counteract the
effects which a concentration of taxation upon ricli people
must have upon capital accumulation, it appears that the
principle of least sacrifice points to a system somewhat more

G
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merciful to the rich than the canon of equi-mareinal
porary sacrifice would commend.^)

§ 9. .Alongside of this consideration must be set another
wliich analytically is of like character. Up to a point
every £’s worth of any man’s purchases of certain sorts of
commodities, besides yielding directly satisfaction commen-
surate with his desire for it, also yields a by-product, fhis
by-product is his own, and perhaps his children’s, increased

productive efiiciency ” and the satisfactionwhich the increased
output due to tliis increased efficiency will jdeld later on.

If, in consequence of taxation, his consumption is cut down
in such wise that his or his children’s efficiency is reduced,

the loss of satisfaction to him and them, i.e. the ultimate and

total sacrifice imposed, is larger than the immediate sacrifice.

Moreover, it should be noted, the mere fact of a man spend-

ing part of his income on things that do not promote effi-

ciencj’-
—

“

conventional necessaries,” and so on—is no proof

that cuts in his income, if such are forced upon him, will

be made in ways innocuous to efficiency. There will be room

for maldng them in these ways, but a man may easily prefer

to hold on to conventional necessaries even at the expense

of doing without real necessaries. It should be noted

further that the quantity of consumption, cuts below which

damage efficiency, is not the same for persons in aU walks of

life. It may well be that a navvy’s efficiency will be as large

with an expenditure of £200 a year as with any larger

expenditure, while that of a pliilosopher, who needs quiet

and mental stimulus, w^ould be reduced if his expenditure had

^ The essence of the foregoing argument can be brought out in an

abstract illustration. Suppose that a community consists of two persons,

one normally earning a small income and the other a large income, that the

latter is responsible for all capital accumulations, and that both live for ever.

Then tho aggregate satisfaction of the poor man, looked at sub specie

aetemitaiis, is a function, not only of tho money income loft, after taxation,

to himself, but also of that left to the rich man. Therefore, to maximise

satisfaction in tho aggregate, wo do not require a tax distribution such that

tho last £ taken from the poor man imposes on him a sacrifice equal to that

which tho last £ taken from tho rich man imposes xipon the rich man. It

must impose a sacrifice equal to that which the last £ taken from the rich

man imposes on tho rich man phis that which tho last £ taken from the

rich man imposes indirectly on the poor man.
- Cf. ante, Part I. Ch. IV. § 7.
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to be cut down from £1000 to £900. These, however, are

secondary matters. The main point is that, when taxation

cuts down net incomes, and so net expenditures, among

people with small incomes, but not when it cuts down the

expenditures of moderately weU-to-do or rich persons, there

is involved an indirect element of sacrifice additional to the

direct sacrifice! with which alone §§
3-4 were concerned.

§ 10. This result and that attained in § 8 in some measure

cancel one another. The discussion of §§ 3-4 neglected, on

the one side an important element of sacrifice associated with

the taxation of large incomes, on the other an important

element associated with the taxation of small incomes.

Plainly in any final judgement both these neglected elements

ought to be taken into account. When they are combined,

the net result is that both poor people and rich people are

less satisfactory subjects of taxation than they appear to be

at first sight. The scale is tipped against the unfortunate

intermediate class of moderately well-to-do persons.^

* What has been said here does not, and is not intended to, throw

light on the way in which the volume of saving is afiected by the collection

together with the expenditure of revenue. Our argument, as was premised in

Chapter I. § 1, has aaaumed the expenditure and has been concerned with

comparing different ways of raising the money required. Since, however,

the other problem has sometimes given rise to confusion, it may bo well

to add a brief note upon it. Announcement effects, it wOl be understood,

are left out of account, so that no notice is taken either of changes that may
take place in savings through alterations in the quantity of work done, or
of changes in this latter quantity which may take place in consequence of
any differentiation that may be made against work.

At the outset it is essential to distinguish between the effects of govern-
ment action in raising and spending money in certain ways and the effects

of the causes which may make this action necessary. Plainly, the fact
that resources, which might have been devoted in the past to building
up productive equipment and so to making the real income of the com-
munity now larger than it is, wero devoted instead to destruction in war,
causes less savings to be made now than would have been made had there
been no war. This is so irrespective of the manner in which the war was
financed and of its aftermath in government debt (cf. Part I. Chapter III.

§ 4).

So much being understood and what has happened in the past being
taken as given, it is plain that the effects upon the volume of annual savings
produced by the raising and spending of money by government depends
,upon the detailed nature of the transactions carried through. Let us
consider first the raising of money for real government expenditure of
a sort not devoted to the building up of capital equipment, e.g. the ordinary
runmng expenses of the civil administration and defensive forces In
accordance with the argument of the text, it is easy to see that savinaa
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will bo depleted more largely, the more the levy ia concentrated upon rich
people, subject to the qualification that resources devoted to consumptionbv
very poor people are, from a productive point of view, equivalent to savings.
In so far as the real expenditure of government is devoted to buildinK
up capital equipment, the aggregate reduction of savings is, of course, pro
tanto diminished.

Turning next to the raising of money for transfer purposes, we’have
to set against the cheek to savings, which the raising of the money brings
about on the part of the persons from whom it is taken, the extra power to

save which is conferred upon those to whom the transfer is made,* Of
transfers to war pensioners and old age pensioners it is improbable that any
substantial part is devoted to saving. Of transfers in payment of interest

to domestic holders of war loan a considerable amount is likely to be saved.

In view of the fact that a large part of war loan is held by banks, msuranoe
companies, joint-stock companies, and so on, while the holders of the bulk

of the remainder are well-to-do persons, it may well be that the savings

made out of the money transferred by the recipients actually exceed the

savings wliich would have been made out of it by the original holders, had

it been left in their hands. (Cf. The Report of the Committee on National

Debt and Taxation, p. 99.) Transfers in repayment of the principal of their

debt to domestic holders of war loan are practically certain to involve a

net increase of savings : for, while substantially the whole of the repaid

principal will be reinvested by the recipients, some of the money raised

in order to provide for the repayment is sure to have been taken from

consumption.



CHAPTER Y

THE ERINGirLE OE LEAST SACRLFICE AHD TAX

AHHOHNCEMEHTS to EQHAL-INCOIIE GROUPS

§ 1; In tliis chapter I propose to ignore distributional con-

siderations in the sanie way that in the preceding chapter

I ignored the varying effects of announcing their liability to

taxpayers through different tax formulae. To this end it is

necessary to make the highly unreal assumption that we

have to do with an income group, all of whose members are

exactly alike, not only in temperament, family estate and so

on, but also in the amount of income which they respectively

enjoy. On this basis we have to study the different amounts

of sacrifice which are involved when a given revenue is raised

by means of one or another sort of tax annoimcement. To

simplify the discussion, I assume that the whole revenue

is to be collected under a single tax formula, in which the

object of assessment is income earned by work.

§ 2. When a given revenue is being raised in these con-

ditions, and when the functions relating quantity of income

to the satisfaction derived from it and to the dissatisfaction

involved in obtaining it are given, the aggregate sacrifice

involved will be smaller, distributional considerations apart,

the more the volume of work, and so of income, is caused

to increase, or the less it is caused to diminish. To
show this, let us begin by supposing that the resources

absorbed by the government are used tip by it. then,
since income is taken away from taxpayers, the marginal
utility of money to them is raised,^ but the marginal dis-

* In so far os tax revenue is used up by a government in pro\ndii)g
people vith things (e.g. elementary education) on which, or on substitutes
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utility of work is unchanged. Hence, unless they are some-
how impeded, they will increase the amount of work done
and so of income obtained, up to the point at which
the marginal utility of income and the marginal disutility

of the work done to secure it again become equal—.
which is obviously the optimum position. If tax formulae
were admitted under which the aggregate revenue raided
decreased as income increased [i.e. under which
was negative for relevant values of a:), we should, indeed,

have to note that, with these formulae, people would be
stimulated to push work beyond this optimum position

;
so

that it would not be true to say that larger expansions of

work are always associated with smaller aggregate sacrifice.

Tax formulae of that kind have, however, been ruled out,

so that the proposition set out in the first sentence of

this section needs no qualification.’-'' If the resources collected

by government in taxation are not used up by it but are

transferred back to taxpayers, e.g. as interest due to them

in their capacity as holders of war loan, and we desire to

take account of that fact, the appropriate analysis is slightly

different. This combined process cannot in any circum-

stances cause the quantity of work that is done to increase
;

for, since what is taken from the representative man is

simultaneously returned to him, the marginal utility of

money to him is not affected. The optimum arrangement,

therefore, is not one under which work is increased in

a certain measure, but one in which it is unaltered in

amount. For this case, therefore, it is no longer necessary

to contemplate possible increases of work
;
and our con-

clusion becomes that, when a given revenue has to be raised,

the aggregate sacrifice involved will be less, the less the

volume of work is caused to diminish.

§ 3. When the revenue that is required is the maximum

which it is possible to raise from a given group (ah of whose

.for -which, they -would otherwise have spent the money now handed over

in taxes, the marginal utility of money to them is, of course, not raised.

But, as will have been gathered from Part I. Chapter tvl., the main part

of a government’s real expenditure out of tax reven-ue is likely to he

devoted to things—national defence and so on—^which, if it had not

provided them, would not have been provided at all.
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members ere similar end enjoy equal incomes) through any

member of a given family of tax formulae, it is unlikely

that tiierc mil be more than one member of the family

capable of jdclding that revenue. For the family of pro-

portionate taxes it is impossible that thereshould be more than

one member—^in this case more than one rate of tax—^vrhichis

thus capable. For the family of lump-sum taxes or poll-taxes

the same thing is true ;
and it is also true of many other

families of tax formulae. There will, indeed, in a complete

theoretical inventory, be some families of which it is not true.

This, however, is a refinement. Practically speaking, we may

say that the maximum revenue possible of attainment by

any member of a family of tax formulae is attainable by

only one member of that family. When the revenue that

is required is less than the maximum which it is possible to

raise through any member of a tax family, this is no longer

true. For the family of poll-taxes there is still only one

member that will yield this revenue. But for the family

of proportionate taxes there are always two members. Any
revenue, other than the highest revenue obtainable through

any proportionate tax, can be secured either by a rate of tax

lower than the maximum-revenue rate or by a rate of tax

higher than this. There is a choice, in fact, between a

relatively low rate of tax collected from a relatively large

income—which comes into being just because the rate is

low—^and a relatively high rate collected from a relatively

small income. For other families of tax formulae the same
thing is true in general. Thus, let us describe the members
of a family fay equations in which E. is equal respectively

to ai\lr{x), a„-f(x] . . . and so on, where
an a nith a larger suffix is always greater than one with
a- smaller suffix, and where R=o„-v/r(a:) is the equation of

that member of the family which yields maximum revenue.
TJien any revenue other than the maximum will, in general, be
3delded both by some member which precedes the maximum-
revenue member in the order set out above and by some
member wliich succeeds that member. For some families
of tax formulae certain revenues other than the maximum
will he 3-ieIded by more than two members. It is easy
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to see that, when a given revenue can be obtained from
two or more members of a given family of t<ax formulae
work will be diminished less and, therefore, in accordance
vith the preceding argument, a smaller aggregate sacrifice

win be suffered, if, so to speak, the lowest in ranh of these
members is chosen. For the family of proportionate taxes
this, of course, means that the lower rate of tax capable of

yielding a given revenue should be chosen in preference to
the higher rate. For other families it means that, their

members being arranged in an order of the kind illustrated

above, a member in which the suffix of a is smaller should

be chosen in preference to one in which it is larger. In what
follows, therefore, when I speak of the tax formula be-

longing to any family that will yield a given revenue, I shall

always mean, where two or more members wiU do this, the

lowest it! rank among them.

§ 4. When any given revenue has to be raised, our main

problem then lies, not within different tax families, but

between the appropriate representatives, or strongest candi-

dates, from different families. This being so, it is important

to observe that candidates from aU families wiU not always

be available. When the revenue required is very smaU,

relatively to the income which the community would have

in the absence of taxation, few famiUes wiU be mthout

a potential representative. But, as the revenue required

becomes larger, more and more families are forced to with-

draw, because the revenue which their strongest representa-

tive could raise is less than what is needed. It is possible

in theory to arrange the different families in an order

according to the maximum revenue which the strongest

member of each can yield. Thus, if the revenue required

exceeds a certain size, no formula other than a member of

the poll-tax family will avail to raise it. When the revenue

required falls, certain families of regressive formulae are able

to provide members adequate to the task. For smaUer

revenues the family of proportionate taxes is able to do this

;

and for stiU smaUer revenues families of progressive formulae

become available. As between formulae for which the rate

of regression or progression is constant for all values of x,
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those which are more regressive or less progressive, m the

sense defined in Chapter 11. § 6, are competentto provide larger

revenues than less regressive or more progressive formulae.

There is one type of formula, that represented bythe equation

R = (.'S-ifc), which deserves more particular mention. This

is the type that would be required, in a community of

persons with dissimilar incomes, to satisfy the canon of equi-

marginal contemporary sacrifice. Obviously, however, under

it nobody would have any interest in securing an income in

excess of k. Hence, apart, of course, from coercion to work,

no revenue whatever would be forthcoming. In other words,

this type of formula is only available in respect of a nil

revenue

!

§ 5. As between available formulae, in the sense explained

in the preceding section, certain comparisons can be made in

a general way irrespective of the quantity of revenue that

is being raised. It is easy to see that, for any quantity

of revenue, a system of levying it which involves a lower

marginal rate of tax will always check work (or prevent work

from expanding) less than a system wliich involves a higher

marginal rate. By marginal rate, of course, is meant the

additional increment of taxation which, under the scheme,

would be imposed on an additional increment of income in

excess of the income that actually stands subject to tax.

Now, under a poU-tax this marginal rate of tax is plainly

nil. Since we have excluded from view aU formulae under
which it might be less than nil, this proves that in a com-
munity, all of whose members are similar and enjoy equal

incomes, a poll-tax is, from the announcement point of view,
the optimum method of raising a given revenue. Remember-
ing that we have ruled out of account tax formulae which
are progressive for some and regressive for other values of x,

we observe further that, for a given revenue, the marginal
rate of tax must be smaller imder any regressive tax than
under a proportionate tax

; and under a proportionate tax
than under any progressive tax. Hence, regressive tax
formulae are superior to proportionate formulae

; and pro-
portionate formulae are superior to progressive formulae.
In like manner, as between formulae in which the rates of
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regression or of progression are constant for all values of
X, more regressive formulae are superior to less regressive
formulae, and less progressive formulae to more progressive
formulae.

§ 6. When our view is extended to cover formulae in
which rates of regression and progression are not constant,
it is no longer possible to draw up an order of merit h? an
absolute sense, i.e. irrespective of the quantity of revenue
which has to be raised. This is to be expected because, for

different amounts of revenue, different members of the several

-families are needed. Let John of family A and Johann of

family B be the appropriate members to raise revenue Ri

;

while Henry of family A and Heiorich of family B are the

appropriate members for revenue Rg- There is, then,

nothing to prevent John winning against Johann, while at

the same time Henry loses to Heinrich. In our symbols

John and Johann are represented respectively by Ej.

=

and Rfc=6j.'(f'2(a:), and Henry and Heinrich by E,=a,.-\|ri(j;)

and R,=6,.i^2(a:). Then John will be superior to Johann,

provided that 'tte neighbourhood of

revenue Rj., and Henry will be superior to Heinrich provided

that a,i|rj'(x)<6,'\|r2'(.r) in the neighbourhood of revenue R,.

It is obvious that these two inequahties do not imply

one another. Comparisons between the merits of different

families of formulae cannot, therefore, in general, be made

except with reference to given quantities of revenue. We
are only able to lay down universally, in respect of any

revenue, that, on the assumptions here taken, the appropriate

member of the family of proportionate taxes is inferior to

the appropriate member of any regressive family and is

superior to the appropriate member of any progressive

family.

§ 7. In what has been said so far. we have been concerned

to discover whether arrangement A is better or worse than

arrangement B, and nothing has been said about how much

better or worse it is. From any group of similar persons

with equal incomes a given revenue can be raised with less

sacrifice by a poll-tax than by a tax proportioned to income

derived from work, and by a tax proportioned to income
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derived from work tlian by a progressive tax
;
but we do

not know whether the difference made to aggregate sacr^ce

by the clioice of one or other tax formula will be trifling,

considerable or large. Now, whatever the amount of

revenue to be raised from any group of similar persons with

equal incomes, it is easy to see that, if the quantity of work

that.taspayers chose to do only varied to a very slight extent

with the prospect of reward—^if, that is to say, the elasticity

of supply was extremely small—^the difference made to work

done and, therefore, to aggregate sacrifice, by choosing a

poll-tax, a proportionate tax, or a highly progressive tax

would be trifling. Hence, in order to determine practically

how important it is to choose a good tax formula for any

income group rather than a bad one, we have to consider

whether the elasticity of the supply of work by taxpayers

in that group is likely to be large or small. ^ With the

great majority of people, once their occnpation is decided

upon, the quantity of work which they do is only to a very

limited extent within their own control. Their hours are

fixed by rule
;

the intensity of their efforts in many cases

by custom and tradition
;
their age of retirement by pension

arrangements. It is only a comparatively small number of

persons for whom the question often arises :
“ Is it worth

my while to do this extra piece of work, in view of the fact

that, if I do, a part of the proceeds will be taken away in

taxation?” The Minority of the Committee on National

Debt and Taxation write :
“ In the large and growing field

of salaried enterprise [as contrasted with the medical, legal

and such other professions as are usually remunerated by
fees] both work and remuneration (and frequently also the
age of retirement) are fixed, and the taxpayer cannot earn
more by working harder or longer to compensate for his
increased taxation

; nor can he reduce his liability to pay
taxes by diminishing his output of work, unless he gives up
his employment altogether. With the growth of joint-stock
enterprise it appears to us that the case of the taxpayer who
can and does adjust his output of work in accordance with
liis liability for taxation is so exceptional that it cannot now
have any serious effect upon the total national output of pro-
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ductive work.” ^ Moreover, in the higher walks of industry
wealthy men in control of krge concerns are often much more
interested in the success of their' concerns as an index of
capacity and a means to power than in variations in the
amount of their net private incomes, which are in any event
ample. TheUolwyn Committee, with the assistance of the
Board of Trade, attempted to compare, from this point of
view, the effects of the comparatively low pre-war taxation
with the high taxation of 1922-23, and concluded “ that the
comparison lends no support to the view that the weight of

post-war taxation tends to deter the wealthy man from
continuing in business after reaching the age at which he
might weU retire It must, indeed, be conceded that, from
a long-period, as.distinguished from a short-period point of

view-^aiid It Is long-period effects that are relevant to tax

problems—the extreme rigidity of work supply, to which the

above considerations 'point,is somewhat relaxed. A man con-

_
sidering wlietlier to undertakethe effort and expense necessary

to fit himself for a difficult type of work vill, in large part,

determine his choice by reference to the prospect of reward.

So also will a man debating whether or not to launch out

into an enterprise, w^hich may prove very lucrative but may
fail altogether. If the prize of success, should it he won, is

subject to heavy taxation, enterprise^ is likely to be dis-

jCouraged to a significant extent. N^.e3;thelesSj on a^eneral

view of.the,whole matter, it will, I tliink, be agreed that, in

;all income groups, for the great BuIkTof income ireheivers -the

.hupply of work is markedly inelastic. It follows that, what-

ever group of persons of lilvc incomes we are considering, the

difference made to aggregate sacrifice by choosing one or

another announcement formula with income as object of

assessment from among |>hose that are practically open to

us ^ is likely to be small.

§ 8. Finally, for all income groups, we may reasonably

suppose that the advantage, in respect of aggregate sacrifice,

of choosing a better tax formula in preference to a worse

» BepoH, p. 380. = Report, p. 162.
, . ,

“ Under cover of this phrase I rule out fornnilao of the typo described

at tlio end of § 4, under which all incomes in excess of a deSned sum are

taxed 20s. in tho £.
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one is likely to become greater, tbe larger is the revenue that

has to be raised. I do not merely mean that the absolute

excess of sacrifice under the worse formula becomes greater

—^which is, of course, obvious—but that the prop&rhomie

excess also becomes greater. Thus, if the appropriate re-

presentative from family A involves 10 per cent more

sacrifice than the appropriate representative from family B
when the revenue is small, the difference when it is large

should be more than 10 per cent. This can be proved

definite^ in certain simple cases. For example, if we

suppose the supply of work to be perfectly elastic, under a

poll-tax the whole of whatever revenue is required will be

provided through extra work, and R, the money measure

of the revenue, will also measure the sacrifice imposed. Thus

,

the amount of sacrifice will vary proportionately with the

amount of revenue raised. Under a proportionate (and the

same is true of a regressive or progressive) tax, the amount
of sacrifice will be equal to R phs whatever loss of con-

sumers’ surplus follows from restricted consumption : and
this will increase more than in proportion as consumption
is progressively restricted. Hence, the excess of damage
under any of these taxes as against a poll-tax grows more
than in proportion to the amount of revenue that is being
raised. I have not, however, been able to construct any
proof to the effect that the advantage of “ better ” formulae
must in all circumstances increase more than in proportion
as the revenue to be raised increases.



CHAPTER VI

A SYNTHESIS OF DISTBIBTJTIONAL AND ANNOUNCEMENT
CONSIDEEATTONS

§ I. The analysis of the preceding chapters has dealt

separately with the distributional and announcement
aspects of taxation, and it is now necessary to attempt a

synthesis. llVhen a given revenue has to be raised—the
effects of spending the revenue being ignored—from a

community the amount and distribution of whose income

is given, there must be some definite tax scheme, which,

when account is taken both of announcement and of dis-

tributional effects, will involve less aggregate sacrifice than

any other scheme would do.^ This scheme uiU necessarily

also involve some definite distribution of sacrifice among the

members of the community. Erom Chapter W. we know

that the best scheme from a distributional point of view is

one conforming to the canon of equi-marginal immediate

sacrifice, modified by regard for the indirect consequences of

high taxation upon the rich in checking capital accumulation,

and on the poor in diminishing productive efficiency. In

like manner we know from Chapter V. that the best scheme

from an announcement point of view is one under which the

levy on each taxpayer is made in such wise that he cannot

alter the amount he has to pay in taxation by altering his

‘ way of Hfe. If, therefore, levies conformingm amounts to the

distributional ideal could be made in a vmnmr conforming

to the announcement ideal, we should have the optimum

^ It is, of cDxirse, tI:eoreticaIly possible that there might be two or more

best schemes, all involving the same amount of aggregate sacrifice ; but

this point we may safely neglect.

94
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J possible means of raising tax revenue. As was arped in

'

Chapter II., however, a government, in constructing tax

schemes, is obliged to act by general rules, and cannot

make separate and independent arrangements with in-

dividual taxpayers. Its practical task, therefore, is to

devise a system of general rules approaching as neatly

as ipay be to that absolute optimum which would be

attainable if individual deahng were permissible. How well

it is possible to perform that task, in other words, how

nearly it is possible, in the raising of a given revenue, to

bring aggregate sacrifice down to what it would he ideally)

in yet other words, how close a relative maximum con-

ditioned by the obligation to impose general rules can be

brought to the absolute unconditioned maximum, ^spends in

any community upon two things, the way in which income

and other relevant economic conditions are distributed

among the population, and the way in which “ handles
”

capable of having lump-snm taxation of the poU-tax type

attached to them are distributed.)

§ 2. In a community all of whose members were similar

in family estate, income and ail other relevant conditions,

a tax scheme which took equal sums of money from all of

them by means of a uniform poll-tax would clearly attain to,

and not merely approach, the absolute optimum. Even in

a community where incomes and other relevant conditions

were not distributed evenly conditions are conceivable in

which the optimum could he attained. For taxable handles

might be distributed so as to fit exactly -mth the distribu-

tional facts. Thus, it might so happen that, for every man,
the number of hairs on the head exactly corresponded to the

levy in £’s which it was desirable, from the distributional

point of view, to make upon him. On the assumption that
no individual can voluntarily alter the number of his hairs

and that the taxing authority possesses a practicable machine
for hair-counting, a tax could he assessed on each man of a
number of £’s equal to the number of his hairs. This tax
would he perfect alike in announcement and in distributional
aspects, and would jueld its revenue with least sacrifice in the
absolute sense. If acres of land were distributed in the way
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that we have imagined hairs to he, by assessing taxes upon
them we should get the same result. In real communi-
ties, however, there are no handles distributed with tliis

miraculous forethought for the tax-gatherer’s convenience •

and it is not possible to raise revenue through any system
of general rules in a manner conforming to the absolute
optivixim.

§ 3. It is necessary’- to distinguish between two types of

tax, according as they are and are not umocent of injurious

announcement effects when they are set out in the form of

general rules. As will appear presently, taxes assessed on true

rents, windfalls and monopoly revenue belong to the former

tj'pe : death duties, income tax and taxes, whether specific or

ad valorem, on particular commodities, to the latter. Taxes

of the former type being ideal from the announcement point

of view, the question how far resort should be had to them

must be settled by balancing their advantages in this respect

against any disadvantages they may have in worsening the

distributional effects of the tax s^’^stem as a whole—due

account being taken of costs of administration and so on.

Analytically the problem is a simple one, though, as will

appear in later chapters, the practical worMng out of it

presents considerable difficulty. Taxes of the latter type

are, however, also certain to he needed. At first sight,

indeed, it seems that here too we have merely to seek

a straightforward compromise between distributional and

announcement considerations. This way of looking at the

matter is, however, unduly simple, and further analysis is

required.

§ 4. The argument of Chapter V. was concerned with the

comparative announcement effects of various tax formulae,

as addressed to a group of persons similar, not only in tem-

perament, family estate and so on, but also in the amount of

their incomes. It was shown that, when a given revenue is

being raised by imposts assessed on income derived from

work, proportionate taxes are less damaging than progressive

taxes, and regressive taxes than proportionate taxes ;
the

best tax being a poll-tax, which is the most regressive type

of tax here admissible. If these propositions held good also
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of tax formulae as addressed to a group of persons with

diSerent incomes, the prima facie advantages of progressive

taxes from a distributional point of view would have to be

weighed against their disadvantages from an announcement

point of view ;
and, so far as analysis goes, nothing further

would need to be said. But the above propositions do not

hold good in this wider sense. In order to show this, we need

a closer definition of the announcement effects of taxation.

In respect of any taxpayer, the damage that results from

addressing to him any given tax formula may be defined

as the excess of the satisfaction which he would have enjoyed

had no tax been imposed on him over the satisfaction which

he would enjoy if this tax formula were addressed to him

and if a sum equal to what is taken from him under it

were paid back to him unconditionally in a lump. On the

basis of this definition let us compare the announcement

effects of two tax formulae addressed to a given community

and so contrived that both uill yield the same revenue

;

and let us first ignore the fact that a shilling’s worth of

satisfaction means more actual satisfaction to a poor man
than to a rich one. Let the formulae in question be r = (f{x)

and r=tlr(z}, where r is the amount of revenue collected from
each individual taxpayer in receipt of an income x. One
of these formulae, say r~f)(x), is unambiguously more pro-

gressive than the other if, and only if, <j)"{x)>ylr"{x) for all

values of x that are represented by incomes actually extant
in the community we are investigating. I postulate that
neither formula imposes upon any person a rate of tax
in excess of the rate which would extract from him the
maximum possible revenue

; for to do this would be to
defeat the purpose of the revenue officials. It then follows
that, in order for the two formulae to yield equal revenues, the
one which is less progressive must impose higher rates of tax
than the other on small incomes. There will be' a value
of X, dependent on the amount of revenue required, the
nature of the formulae, the way in which incomes are distri-
buted and the attitude of the several taxpayers towards
work and consumption, in respect of which
For all values of x greater than this critical value tp'{x) wiU be

H
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greater, and for all values less than this critical value, smaller
than fix). In these circumstances, it is not, I thinh
possible to prove in a general way that the

’

aggregate
announcement damage, even as measured in shillkgs’
worth of satisfaction, wiU be greater under the more than
under the less progressive formula : while in terms of actual
satisfaction, when account is taken of the superior value
of shillings to the poor, it seems highly probable that the
more progressive formula will do less announcement damage
than the other. To carry this matter further would evidently

involve an extremely complicated mathematical analysis,

the result of which could hardly, with the data available,

be given a concrete interpretation. What has been said,

therefore, must suffice here.

§ 5. From the above analysis, imperfect as it is, a broad

practical inference can, I think, legitimately be drawn. This

is that, in constructing tax schemes of the second of the two

types distinguished in § 3, very little attention can usefully

be paid to announcement considerations. This conclusion

is further strengthened when account is taken of what was

said in § 7 of Chapter V. For there, it wOl be remembered,

we found that, for aU income groups, the great majority of

people are likely to supply their work in a very inelastic

manner, so that not much difference wiU be made to the

amount of work performed by substituting one tax formula

for another. No doubt, an extreme formula, such as that

illustrated at the end of § 4 of Chapter V., may properly he

ruled out on announcementgrounds ;
but this type offormula,

in view of its reactions on capital accumulation, is also

objectionable from the distributional standpoint. Against

formulae which are prima facie good in respect of distribution

we are not, I think, entitled to argue that, from an announce-

ment point of view, something less progressive would be

better. I conclude, therefore, that the right course is to

seek, on the lines of Chapter DC, for the formula, which,

when viewed in connection with the whole tax system, is

best from a distributional point of view, and to rest content

with that.



CHAPTER VII

THE STBTJCTUEB OF AN EQHAE SACRIFICE INCOME TAX

WHERE THEBE ABE NO SAVINGS

§ 1. Some popular writers assert that tax systems in general

ought to be so arranged as to impose equal sacrifice upon all

taxpayers. What has been said in the preceding chapters

will have made it plam that there is no ground for this claim.

Moreover, it is a priori highly improbable that least aggregate

sacrificewould be broughtaboutbyanymethod of distributing

sacrifice which was independent of the amomat of revenue

required. The more modest claim that the particular amount

of revenue, which is being raised, say, in this country at the

present time, would best be collected on an equal sacrifice

plan is not, of course, exposed to this logical objection.

Any such plan implies, however, the imposition of some

taxation even upon the very poorest persons, and this is

prima facie incompatible with the principle of least sacrifice :

and, even if this point be waived, the fact that no positive

ground exists for asserting that the principle of least sacrifice

will be best promoted by a tax system conforming to the

canon of equal sacrifice stiU remains. Nevertheless, some
enlightenment can be gained from an attempt to work out
in the concrete the implications of a system of that kind.

§ 2. It is easy to see that the equal sacrifice ideal cannot
be attained by any system of commodity taxes with different

rates on different commodities. Eor different people with
equal incomes often have different tastes, and so are accus-
tomed to spend their incomes in different ways. If expendi-
ture on whisky is taxed at a high rate and expenditure on

99
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beer at a low rate, the man who spends £50 on whisky is
penalised as against the man who spends £50 on beer. On
these lines there was for many years an Irish grievance. It
was given in evidence before the Ro3’al Commission on the
Financial Relations between Great Britain and Ireland of

1896 that :
“ Whilst the tax on spirits, the article more

generally consumed in Ireland, is equal to from two-tl^ds
to three-fourths of the price, the tax upon beer, which is

the popular article of consumption in England, is only
about one-sixth of the price It may be added that, under
non-uniform commodity taxes not only will different persons

of equal incomes suffer different burdens at the same time,

but the relation between their burdens will vary as their

tastes change. Thus in his Budget speech of 1901 Jlr. (now

Sir Austen) Chamberlain observed that the substitution of

expenditure on excursions for expenditure on drink was

substantially modifj'ing the distribution of tax burdens.

There is also a more subtle point. Suppose that there

are two persons of equal income and general economic

status, that in the aggregate of their tastes they are similar,

in the sense that they would get equal satisfactions from

equal incomes if they were permitted to spend them as they

chose, but that one hkes and purchases commodity A and

not commodity B, the other commodit}'^B and not commodity

A. Suppose, further, that taxes are imposed upon com-

modities A and B in such wise that both these persons pay

the same amount of tax. It will not necessarily foUow that

they suffer equal real burdens. If the demand of one for his

commodity is more elastic than the demand of the other for

his, the former will suffer the larger hurt ;
because, while

they both pay the same sum of money to the Treasury, he

loses more satisfaction than the other in respect ol con-

sumption which is prevented by the tax from coming into

being and so contributes no revenue. In this chapter, there-

fore, I shall assume that all the revenue required is raised

through an income tax : and I shall inquire 'What form of

income tax would impose equal sacrifices upon all taxpayers.

* Report, p. 21.
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§ 3. It M"ill be well, as a prelude to this study, to refer

briefly to some of the familiar difficulties which hamper

attempts to define the concept income for the purpose

of the tax-gatherer. What he desires to strike is real

income, income, that is to say, conceived as a flow of

so much goods and services. It is possible to conceive

a state of affairs in which the tax-gatherer should make

assessment upon tins directly without any mediation. In

actual hfe, however, apart from the services which an occu-

pying owner derives from his house, it is generally held

that only that part of real income which has a money

counterpart can be brought into account
;
to bring in other

parts would involve such high administrative costs as not to

be worth while. In general, therefore, the tax-gatherer has

to content himself, for his object of assessment, with money

income. In resorting to this makeshift he does not, of

course, obtain quite the same result as he would have

obtained if he had been in possession of a more efficient

technique. He leaves outside his net, and so differentiates

in favour of, certain forms of real income, not because he

wishes to do so, but because he cannot help himself. Thus
he neglects the benefit which the owner of a motor-car or

yacht, when he uses it himself, obtains from it directly, only

including what he obtains from it indirectly when he hires it

out for money. He omits also certain parts of real income
that some employees—e.g. a bank-manager with a rent-free

house—^receive in kind. Moreover, it is easy to imagine a
type of society in which all the members should club together

in a self-sufficing community, growing com, baking bread,

maldng clothes, digging out coal and building houses, and
sharing the proceeds of their joint work among themselves
without any money payment whatever being made. Con-
ceivably, the whole nation might organise itself into an
immense mutual association on this pattern, with the result
that, though its real income remained as large as it is now,
there would be no money income at all. If this happened,
money income would no longer he even a plausible index of
real income. La civilised communities as at present organised
it so happens, however, that by far the, greater part of real
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income is represented in money income,i so that the use of
it in lieu of real income as the tax-gatherer’s gauge involves
only a small error.^

§ 4. A second difficulty has to do with the relation
between income and capital. The intention of an income tax
on the English model, i.e. when savings are not exempted,^
is to strike that part of the gross incomings of a year w£ich

^ In the co-operative societies of the United Kingdom it is sometimea
supested that a very large element of non-monetary income comes into
being amiually. This, however, does not seem to be so. On the aide of
labour, in the widest sense, there are paid managers, a paid stag and paid
workpeople. There is also an unpaid committee, corresponding to the
paid directorate of a joint-stock company. The work of this committee is

the only item on the side of labour in which an inootne of real service is

embodied without a money counterpart. Plainly it can only amount to
a very trifling proportion of the whole. On the side of capital the contention
that the co-operative form of business organisation enables a considerable
amount of real income to be created which is not represented in money is

more plausible. The service rendered by the share-capital of members has
a money representative—though possibly, since the post-war rise in general

iuterest-rates, not an entirely adequate one—in the interest that is paid on it.

But, so far as capital is obtained by contributions to reserve funds andby the

retention on the part of the societies of moneys which are to become “divis”

during the interval between the purchases by members of goods for cash

and the distribution of the “ divis ”, and so far as this capital is employed in

the societies’ own business, with the result of lowering prices or increasing

the rate of “ divi ”, there is no taxable money representative of the real

services that it renders. Thus we may imagine a society buying up a mill

out of its accumulated reserves. If this mill had previously been earning

£10,000 and were run now with exactly equal efficiency, no earnings of

capital would appear as money profit, but the whole f10,000’s worth of

real income would remain, and would take the form either of lower prices

or of larger dividends on purchases. The reserve fund of the whole body

of British Betail Co-operative Societies amounted in 1925 to a little over

£6,000,000. If we take the average amount of “ divis ” to be 17 millions

a year, distributed quarterly, the average amount of capital held by the

societies in respect of “divis” will be millions. If we reckon the real

rate of return on the 8| millions capital composed of these two sums to he

10 per cent, we have some £812,000 a year of real income not represented

in money income. This, belonging as it does to a body of nearly 6,000,000

persons, amounts to about Ss. 3d. per head per annum. On the (optimistic)

assumption that co-operators on the average are liable to income tax at

one-half the standard rate, the aggregate revenue due on this £812,000

would be £81,200.
=1 The British Income Tax violates the condition of a true income tax

in two further small matters. First, terminable annuities are treated as

taxable income without deduction being made of that part of them which

constitutes a repayment of capital. Secondly, that part of income which

is saved through life insurance premiums is—within certam limits—not

treated as taxable income.
s Cf. oofff. Chanter K.
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is left over after provision lias been made for maintaining

capital equipment intact. Practically, however, it is not

easy to draw ca precise line in tliis matter. If a machine,

which cost £100 at the beginning of the year, is worn-out

during the year and a new similar machine can still be had

for £100, in order to get the net income of the user of the

machine we should clearly deduct £100 from his gross income.

But, if during the year the price of this type of machine has

risen or fallen, what exact allowance should be made ?

Again, when capital equipment suffers depreciation other-

wise than through physical wear and tear, difficult questions

arise. What allowance is to be made for the loss of value

suffered by a physically perfect machine in consequence of

somebody else having invented a better one ? what allow-

ance for the disappearance of the value of a mineshaft when

the mine is worked out ? Again, if a man buys a piece of

property—a house or a necklace of pearls or the ordinary

shares of some company—and the value of the property

rises 50 per cent during the year, is this accretion of value

to be counted as income or as an addition to capital ? Is it

to be treated in the same way when the appreciated property

is held and when it is sold in the market and the profit

realised in cash ? Nobody would seriously propose to count

it if it is not realised. But, if it is realised, it would seem
that, with an income tax irader whicli savings are not ex-

empted, it should, for consistency, be counted. Adminis-
trative considerations, however, compel us to leave tins tjqie

of profit out of account except when it is made by pro-
fessional dealers.’*-

§ 6. A third difficulty concerns expenses. Plainly, what
we wish to assess is not gross income, but net income, that
is gross income minus whatever expenses are specifically

involved in the process of earning it—the purchase of tools
or materials, travelling to and from work, and so on. In a
sense, of course, a man’s expenditure upon food and ordinary
clothing constitutes a part of the expenses involved in earning
income, for, if he did not eat and wear clothes, he certainly
would not earn anything. But it is everywhere agreed tliat,

’ Cf. post, Chaptor XII. § 2.
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for our present purpose, only expenditure wliioh is incurred
in immediate and special connection with the work or equip-
ment from which income is derived should be reckoned as
expenses. Even so, there will be some difficult points to
settle

; what part of the expenditure of the Head Master of a
school in entertaining parents may properly be reckoned as
expenses

;
what part of a doctor’s bill for petrol for his- car

may be so reckoned
; and so on. Though the principle in

this matter is perfectly clear, the practical application of it is

not free from doubt.^ With this cautionary observation

I leave the problem of definition, premising that money
income, as ordinarily defined, will serve well enough as an
approximate index of real income.

§ 6. It is plain that no income tax could impose equal

sacrifice upon all taxpayers if the amount of tax to be

paid by each of them depended merely upon the size of his

income without regard to other elements in his economic

situation. For equality of sacrifice taxation must be

adjusted, not merely to the various amounts of income

received by persons whose incidental circumstances are

similar, but also to the various incidental circumstances of

persons ip receipt of equal incomes. This is a well-worn

topic, and I shall content myself with a very summary

discussion ofit.^

§ 7. Imagine three men, each with an income of £1000,

but one a bachelor, another a married man without cliildren

whose wife has no income, and another a married man with

two children whose wife and children have no income. It is

evident that equal sacrifice will not be imposed if these three

men are taxed to an equal extent. More generally, since

equal incomes, each legally belonging to a single owner, often

have to support different numbers of people, allowance must

somehow be made for that fact in any income-tax scheme

which aims at equal sacrifice. Ideally, of course, the scale

of the allowance should be related to many other conditions

^ For a fuller discussion of the subject-matter of this chapter, c£. The

Economics of Welfare, Tart i. chap. in.

- Cf. my article on “ The Keport of the Koyal Commission on the Income

Tax ” in Essays in Applied Economics. '
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besides the mere size of the family.
“
It is manifestly absurd

to assume that a family with four daughters in liigh school

or college can live as well on the same income as can a family

with four children under 10 years of age.” ^ Practically,

however, this class of consideration cannot be taken into

account. We must perforce content ourselves with a rough

adjustment based on the number of dependents—^what

constitutes a dependent being defined by more or less

arbitrary rules—that an income receiver has to support.

This being granted, it becomes necessary to decide how large

allowances should be made for differences in number of

dependents, or, more loosely, in family estate. Plainly

some allowance ought to be made at all levels of income,

for at all levels a bachelor has more free money than a man
with an equal income who has clnldxen to snpport. But,

if the principle of equal sacrifice requires a man with a wife

and three children to be taxed one rth part of what a bachelor

is taxed at a given income level, it will require the family man
to be taxed more than one rth part of what the bachelor

is taxed at a higher income level. More generally, it iviU

require the fraction which the family man’s tax forms of the

bachelor’s tax to rise as the income level rises. Thus, if at

the £500 level a man in family situation A should be made to

pay 50 per cent of what one in family situation B pays, at

the £50,000 level he should be made to pay much more than
50 per cent, and at the £500,000 level very nearly 100 per
cent. Under the existing (1927) British system allowances
are so arranged that a married person with three children
pays £36 less tax than a bachelor at aU. income levels from
£800 onwards. Expressed in proportions, when incomes are
wholly earned, the fraction of the bachelor’s tax paid by the
married man with three children works out as foEoavs ;

£400 . 9 per

£500 . . 30

£800 . . 67
£1,000 . 69
£2,000 . 88

£20,000
. 994

King, Journal oj Political Economy, vol. socix. p. 583.
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We Have no means except vague guess-work to determine
whether this arrangement is in reasonable conformity to the
principle of equal sacrifice. The Colwyn Committee report

:

“ Some of us think that, if regard is had solely to ability to
pay, the amount of the family allowances ought to vary to
some extent with the size of the taxpayer’s income, instead

of being absolutely fixed”. ^ This means that the percent-

ages ought to be smaller than they are in the lower half of the

preceding table.

§ 8. Alongside of differences in family situation should be

set differences in respect of the possession of property that

win yield income after the owner has ceased to work. From
the present point of view it is immaterial whether the owner

of such property is now deriving his income from it or from

his own work. The essential fact is that in it provision is

made for his children after his death, and that, therefore, he

need not use so large a part of his present income to make

such provision as he would feel called upon to do if he did

not possess devisable property. Consequently, if two men

have equal incomes but one has property and the other not,

equal taxation will inflict a larger sacrifice upon the latter,

and, in order to secure equal sacrifice, some allowance must

be made in his favour. Since, however, the amount of

income which a man feels under obligation to provide for his

children is largely determined by the amount of his present

income and the standard of life implied by that, a rich man

with an exclusively earned income is certain to withdraw

from current expenditure a much larger absolute sum than

a poor man similarly situated would do. Hence, if the

allowances are given by way of abatement from assessable

income, it is certain that the amount of the allowances in

this sense ought to be progressive. Under the present

British scale each £ of earned income is counted as equivalent

to fths of a £ of investment income until a maximum allow-

ance of £50 tax (not assessable income) is reached. For a

bachelor the tax on wholly earned income works out at the

following percentages of that on wholly unearned income ;

1 Report, p. 346.
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At £200 . . . 48 per cent.

£400 . . . 65 „

£500 . . . 67 „

£800 . . . 75 „

£1,000 . . .78
£2,000 . . . 86 „

£20,000 . . . 99-3 „

The Colwyn Committee expressed the view :
“ The earned

income relief is in itself (i.e. when the Income Tax is viewed

apart from the death duties) entirely inadequate to mark the

difference in ability to pay between an income wholly earned

and one consisting whoUy of investments”. ^ This means

that, if there were no death duties, the percentages ought to

be much smaller than they are throughout the above table.

In fact, of course, there are in England heavy progressive

death duties, which, if reckoned as post-dated taxes on

investment income, greatly augment the relative weight of

tax upon investment income for other than poor persons.

§ 9. Assuming that appropriate adjustment can be and

has been made for the foregoing differences in economic

status, it has next to be observed that, if an equal sacrifice

income tax is to be possible, certain conditions must be

satisfied. The most important of these is that, apart from

differences based on objective facts, which can be allowed

for in the terms of our tax formula, different people with

equal incomes must be so far similar that equal reductions in

their incomes involve equal sacrifice. If this condition is

not fulfilled, if, for example, one man in a given economic
situation with a f1000 income is so constituted that to take
any sum, say £100, away from him causes him more hurt
than another man in a like economic situation with an equal
income would suffer from a like bereavement, no income-tax
formula is conceivable which will impose equal sacrifices upon'
these two men. This condition, therefore, unreal as it is, is

a vital one. It implies, we may note, that the satisfaction

which people in a given economic situation derive from
income depends solely on the amount of that income, and is

not affected at all by tbe amount (if any) or the nature of the

* Seport, p. 135.
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work tliat they 'do to earn it. A second condition is that
the amount of revenue required is such that it is possible to
raise it without imposing upon any rich man a tax so heavy
that the satisfaction taken away from him is greater than the
total satisfaction which some poor man would be enjoying
if he were subjected to no tax at all. This condition,
while not less necessary than the other, is less important
in the sense that it does not involve so wide a breach with
reality.

§ 10. Before the argument can proceed, it is necessary

further that we agree upon the way in which income that is

not consumed, but is saved and invested, shall be regarded.

In order that an equal sacrifice formula may be possible,

people in each separately definable category (e.g. bachelors)

who have equal incomes must save equal amounts. This

condition is implicit in the first condition laid down in the

preceding section. It means that of any income x, belong-

ing to persons in a given category, f{x) is always saved

and {*-/(«)} always consumed. On this basis it is open

to us to do either of two things. On the one hand, we

can accept the fact that saved income does not yield any

satisfaction to the saver in itself, but only in the fruits which

are derived from it later on ; and, therefore, that such part

of taxation as is paid out of what would have been savings

involves directly no sacrifice. On the other hand, we can

adopt a convention under which each unit of saved income

is conceived as yielding now “ virtual satisfaction ”, derived

from the actual satisfactions which are looked for from it

in the future and measured by the saver’s desire for it.

That is to say, if I desire to save a hundredth £ as much as

I desire to spend a fiftieth £ on clothes, I am, on this con-

vention, said to obtain equal satisfactions from saving a

hundredth £ and from spending a fiftieth £ in that manner.

The former plan is, in some ways, nearer to reality than the

latter, but to adopt it would complicate the argument without

rendering it more illuminating. I shall, therefore, here adopt

the latter plan. Eor the present I shall ignore the fact that

a continuing—^as distinguished from an isolated single-year

—tax assessed upon income without remission either of
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savings or of income derived from savings involves an

element of differentiation against the savings use. This

matter is deferred to Chapter X.

§ 11, Though the ground is now fuUy prepared, it will be

convenient to pause for a moment before attempting a

constructive argument, in order to clear away a false opinion

which appears to be somewhat widely entertained. This

opinion is to the effect that, in all circumstances, in order to

secure equal sacrifice, the tax formula must be, in some

measure, progressive, in the sense that the rate of taxation

• per £ of income grows as incomes grow. This proposition is

supposed to be logically deducible from the law of diminishing

utility. That supposition is incorrect. All that the law of

diminishing utility asserts is that the last^ £l of a £1000 income

carries less satisfaction than the last £1 of a £100 income

does. From this datum it cannot be inferred that, in order

to secure equal sacrifice—nor even, we may add, equal pro-

portionate sacrifice^—^taxation must be progressive. In order

to prove that the principle of equal sacrifice necessarily

involves progression we should need to know that the last

£10 of a £1000 income carry less satisfaction than the last

£1 of a £100 income
;
and this the law of diminishing utility

does not assert.

§ 12. Remembering the condition set out in § 9, that

all members of our tax group are similar, in the sense

that the function connecting quantities of income and
quantities of satisfaction is the same for all, let us write

X for quantity of income, F(x) for the quantity of satis-

faction derived by any taxpayer from the consumption
of a net income x, and >/f(x) for the quantity of tax that is

taken from a gross income x. Then, provided that the amount
of ivorh done is not altered by the announcement effects of
taxation, it is easy to see that an equal sacrifice income tax is

constituted when •i/r is such that, whatever the amount of the
revenue required maybe, {F(x)-F{a:-f = {k being
a constant) for all values of x. The condition that the
amount of work done shall not be altered by the announce-
ment effects of taxation is that the satisfaction derived from

Cf. Edgeworth, Papers relating to Political Economy, vol, ii. p. 240.
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mcreasmg a gross income x by a given increment is unaltered
With the notation employed above this condition mav

dx dx

But the equation {P(*)-P{a;-f(»)}}= h impHes that this
condition is satisfied. In other words, it so happens that
the tax formula, which would constitute an equal sacrifice

income tax, provided that the amount of work that people
do is not modified by the announcement effects of taxation,

also ensures that the amount of work that they do shall in

fact not be modified,

§ 13. To this conclusion an important objection may,
indeed, be made. Let the conditions be such that the scale

given by the above tax formula assesses a £1000 income

to £200 of tax and a £1001 income to £200 : 4s. Then,

ex hypothesi, the work done to produce the 1001st £

yields to the taxpayer the same net satisfaction as it would

do if there were no tax. But, it may be argued, though this

is so, the taxpayer does not realise that it is so. All he

realises is that, by working less and cutting down his gross

income to £1000, he will save 4s. in taxation, and it is his

opinion about the facts, and not the facts themselves, which

governs his conduct. This objection, plausible as it is, has,

however, an answer. Though the taxpayer may not realise

the truth explicitly, he will realise it imphcitly ; for the fact

that, if he refrains from securing the lOOlst £ of gross income,

his net income will be only £800 instead of £800 : 16s., will be

just as patent to him as the fact that he wiU pay 4s. less to

the Exchequer. Thus, let us start from a state of things in

which the taxpayer is producing an income of £1001 and

paying a tax of £200 : 4s. He reflects that, by cutting his

income to £1000, he will get off 4s. of tax, and reflects

about nothing else. Let us suppose that he does in fact,

in consequence of this, cut his income to £1000. When

he has got there, he finds that the utihty of liis last £ of

income is more than it was before, because Hs income

is smaller i while the disutility of the last unit of work

is less than it was before, because he is doing less work.
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Therefore ]ie will again increase the amount of his work, and,

in the conditions here assumed, it will pay him to go on

increasing it till Ms gross income again becomes £1001 . Any

departure, which, owing to a misconception of the facts, he

may make from an income of £1001, will be corrected in

tins way.i What he thinks is happening may determine his

first step, but what is really happening determines Ms final

position. It is, therefore, true in the actual world, and not

merely in a world of perfectly intelligent beings, that the tax

formula F(a;)-F{a:--'|/-(a:)} = A; leaves the amount of work

that people do unmodified, and so, subject to the con-

ditions stated above, constitutes an equal sacrifice income

tax formula of general application. From that formula,

wlien the function F and the constant k are given, the

arithmetical value of f(x) for every value of x can be

determined. The list of these values is the tax scale, wMch,

in the conditions given, will conform to the principle of

equal sacrifice. It is evident that the magnitude of the

constant k depends on the form of the function F, the

aggregate amount of the community’s income, its distribu-

tion among the taxpayers and the amount of revenue

required. When, therefore, these things are known, the

derivation of the required scale is a matter of mathematics.

§ It. A study of the equation set out above shows that in

one special case a very simple formula, and one, moreover,

which is independent of the value of k, and so of the amount
of revenue required, will provide an equal sacrifice income
tax. TMs special case is that in wMch a;F'(3:) is constant for

all values of .r, in wMch, that is to say, the curve whose
ordinates represent quantities of marginal satisfaction and its

^ It is thus iminaterial nvhat technical form is given to the tax scale.
A formula that announces a tax-rate of 6s. in the £ with abatement of £500
obviouslj' raises the tax of a man, who increases his income from £1000 to
£1001, from £125 to £125 i 6s. The same effect is produced by a formula
which allows no abatement, but taxes £1000 at 2s. 6d. and £1001 at 2s. 6:jVd.
Under the former plan a man with a £1001 income may well think mis-
takenly, of course—that by contracting his income he will escape more
taxation than a similar man subject to the second plan would do, and
consequently, as a first step, may contract his income more. But,' if he
does this, the forces impelling him to take a second step in the reverse
direction will be proportionately stronger; so that ultimately both men
alike come to rest in the same position.
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abscissae quantities of income is a rectanaular hvnerbnia
From the equation F{(a;)-Pa;--^{a:)} we derive

F(.,

Since xE'{x) is constant for al] values of x, this yields

--{l-./r'(*)} \ =0,

X

Since everybody would agree that it is unreasonable to

collect any tax from a nil income, we know that t^(0)=0.

Hence the above equation is satisfied when >{r'(x} is a constant

;

that is to say, when the rate of tax is the same for all values

of X. In other words, in the special case in which the income-

utility curve of the representative taxpayer—and in this

matter, it will be remembered, we are assuming aU taxpayers

to be alike—is a rectangular hyperbola, a proportionate

income tax will impose equal sacrifice upon all taxpayers.

§ 15. To this result it is easy to add another. If the

income-utility curve is such that, for aU values of x, a;F'(a;)

increases as x increases, that is to say, if the income-utility

curve is flatter than a rectangular hyperbola, ir'(x)<
tM
X

’

and in the contrary case ^'{x)>
X

In order to the former

of these inequalities -ylr”{x) must be negative ; in order to the

latter positive. It follows that, if the income-utility curve

is flatter than a rectangular hyperbola, we shall require, so as

to impose equal sacrifices on all taxpayers, a tax formula

whose rates are regressive : if the income-utility curve is

steeper than a rectangular hyperbola, we shall require one

whose rates are progressive. Should the income - utility

' curve be flatter than a rectangular hyperbola in some parts

of its course and steeper in others, our formula will have to be

regressive for some values of x and progressive for others.
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But complexities arise here into which it is not necessary to

enter.

§
16. In order to apply these results,we need, of course, to

know whether, in the community we are considering, the in-

come-utilitycurve of the representative taxpayer has the form

of a rectangular hyperbola or a flatter form or a steeper form;

When Sidgwick writes, “ If equalisation of burdens were the

sole consideration, the equity of a graduated rate of taxation,

rapidly increasing as incomes rise, could hardly be gainsaid ”,

he is implicitly asserting, " The proposition that the income-

utility curve of the representative taxpayer is steeper through-

out than a rectangular hyperbola can hardly be gainsaid

We desire to know whether this proposition is true, and, if

not, what proposition should be substituted for it. To say

that the income-utility curve is a rectangular hyperbola is to

say, as is implied in the argument of § 14, that to subtract

10 per cent (or any other percentage) from a man's income

always causes the same loss 'of satisfaction whatever the size

of the income ; that £10 off a £100 income means the same

in terms of sacrifice as £100 off a £1000 income and £1000 off

a £10,000 income.^ Plainly it is impossible to decide whether

the income-utility curve of the members of our community
(all of whom are assumed to be alike) is of this character or

of some other defined character by any process of general

.

reasoning. Nor is the Weber-Pechner law as to physical

stimuli and the reactions found to be associated with them in

physiological laboratories of direct relevance to our problem,
though it affords a suggestive analogy. The only procedure
available is to ask ourselves directly a series of questions
in the form

;
given that a £10 cut from £100 income involves

so much sacrifice to the representative man, what size of cut
from a £800, or a £1000, or a £10,000 income would involve
about the same amount of sacrifice ? The questions must be

* That the above condition is in fact the condition of a rectangular
hyperbola can be shown otherwise as follows. With our previous notation,
and it being taken for granted that the curve in debate slopes downwards
towards the right, let h be any constant fraction. Then, in order that

ja
~

h
™8,y be constant for all values of ar, it is necessary that

x:F(x):=}ixF'(hx); a condition which, in general, implies that apfs) is
constant for all values of a:.

' '
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put carefuUy. We are concerned, not with a single-event
tax, but with continuing tax systems. Therefore, when we
speak of “ cuts ” from incomes of different sizes, we must not
imagine the people affected to have developed their life and
tastes to fit with the incomes named. That would run
counter to our supposition that everybody is to be regarded
as a representative man in respect of tastes. Tastes must be
taken as given and alike for all. An accurate formulation
of our questions, therefore, is; Given the difference in

satisfactions yielded to a representative man by a £200 and
a £190 income respectively, what is the income, difference

between which and £1000 income will represent that amount
of satisfaction ? ; and so on for all other incomes. It is

extraordinarily difficult to give, even within wide limits,

any confident answer to this type of question. I feel fairly

certain that the gap between £200 and £190 means more

than the gap between £1000 and, say, £980 . But does it

mean more or less than the gap between £1000 and £970
,
or

between £1000 and £940 ? I hesitate to say. Bemouilli’s

familiar hj^pothesis amounts, in effect, to the proposition

that, in respect of incomes in excess of what is required to

yield the necessaries of life, the income-utility curve of the

representative man is a rectangular hyperbola. Primajacie,

this seems not unplausible—much more plausible than

Cramer’s hypothesis, which Marshall mentions, that the

satisfaction derived from income varies as the square root of

its amount. But the plausibility is, I think, due to the fact

that we have left out of account an important consideration.

There is an ambiguity in the concept of an income-utility

curve. This may refer either to an actual individual, whose

consumable income is supposed to vary while the consumable

incomes of the rest of the commmnty are taken as fixed,

or to a representative individual whose income, along with

the consumable incomes of all other similar individuals, is

supposed to vary. Income-utility functions conceived in

these two ways are different from one another ;
for the reason

that the satisfaction which a man derives from the possession

of a given income depends, not only on the absolute amount

of the income, but also on the relation subsisting between it
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and llic incomes of other people. Obviously, since taxation

is concerned with groups, and not with isolated individuals

standing among nntaxed neighbours, it is the second and not

the first Icind of income-utility curve that is of interest to us.

For small and moderate incomes the difference between the

two is probably slight. But for large incomes the proportion

of the satisfaction-yield wJiich is due to their rdalive. magni-

tude is certainly high. While it would hurt a man in the

£10,000 class a great deal if he had to make sliift with £5000

while other people similarly situated were left with £10,000,

tlic difference between the aggregate satisfaction enjoyed by

the £10,000 class in a community where there were no taxes

and in one where all members of this class were mulcted

regularly in 50 per cent levies—on the assumption, of course,

that other rival classes were subject to a like order of taxation

—would, I submit, be extremely small.^ So soon as this

distinction between the two sorts of income-utility curve is

grasped, we perceive that, forincomes above a moderate level,

the relevant curve wiU be inclined much more steeply than

'prima facie impressions, derived from contemplation of the

curve which is not relevant, at first blush suggested. It is

not plausible to hold that cuts of £10,000 ’from incomes

of £100,000, £1000 from incomes of £10,000, £100 from
incomes of £1000, and £50 from incomes of £500 aU imply
about the same sacrifice. The first of these cuts, if imposed
in a general form, would, apart from temporary dislocations,

involve practically no sacrifice, the second very little, the
third a substantial amount, and the fourth a great deal. I
suggest, therefore, that, in the passage cited on p. 113,

Sidgwick’s instinct was a true one. An equal sacrifice income
tax would not he provided by a system of tax-rates pro-
gressive only at low income levels and, thereafter, becoming
approximately proportionate. Large incomes would need to
bo taxed at wuch higher rates than moderate incomes. Even
if onlj*^ a small revenue were required, not far from the whole
excess amount by which large incomes exceed, say £5000,
would need to be absorbed into the Treasury.

§ 17. Quite recently Professor Irving Fisher has discovered
^ Cf. The Economics of Welfare, p, 02.
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and published a method by which it may prove feasible to
deduce from statistics of prices and family budgets important
information about the shape of income-utility curves ^ To
the best of my judgment this method is theoretically valid,
but much laborious statistical work vill need to be done
before it can yield practical fruit. It is, none the less

interesting to learn from Professor Fisher that the results

of a preliminary and partial application made by him to

certain statistics of the United States Bureau of Labour
“ confirm the common idea that progressive rather than
regressive taxation of incomes is justified

§ 18. It remains to make one final observation. If we
decide that the income-utility curve is a rectangular hyper-

bola, this carries with it the implication that, for equal

sacrifice, proportionate taxes should be imposed whatever .the

amount of revenue required. Should we decide, however,

that the income-utility curve is not a rectangular hyperbola,

and that, therefore, something other than proportionate

taxation is needed, the relation between the formulae appro-

priate to different quantities of revenue will not be thus

simple. This point has some practical importance, because

it is often tacitly assumed that, if a given tax scale is equitable

in respect of one amount of revenue, a scale in which aU the

rates imposed are increased in an equal proportion must

necessarily be equitable when 10 per cent or 50 per cent more

revenue is needed. Pressed to the extreme, indeed, this

thesis manifestly breaks down. For example, while a rate

of 10s. 6d. in the £ for the highest incomes may well be

equitable in relation to the present budget needs of this

country, a rate of 21s. in the £ could not possibly be equit-

able in relation to a revenue double as large ;
for to reduce

an income of £100,000 to zero is bound to inflict more sacrifice

than results from reducing, say, a £10,000income to some sum

in excess of zero. The thesis is not, however, merely false

in extreme cases : it is false in general. If the formula

R = 'i^(a:) furnishes an equal sacrifice income tax in respect

1 Cf. A Statistical Method for Measuring Margiiml Utility and Testing

the Justice of a Progressive Income Tax (1927).

- Loc. cit. p. 103.
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of a revenue R and the formula 7?!R = ^(2:) in respect of a

revenue jwR, (l){x) = m\jr(x) onlj’ in tlie case of proportionate

taxes. In all otlier cases the equal sacrifice formulae

ajjpropriate to revenues of different magnitudes will belong,

not to the same, but to different families.



CHAPTER Vm
TAXES AND BOUNTIES TO COERECT MALADJUSTMENTS

§ 1. In the course of the second Part of The Emiomics of
Welfare I discussed at length a number of maladjustments
in the allocation of resources between different employments,
which tend to come about when private self-interest has
free play. I was not concerned in that discussion, nor am
I concerned now, vith what are sometimes called “ errors of

distribution
”
in the aggregate income of the community as

between rich people and poor people. The facts of distribu-

tion in this sense being taken—^provisionally—as an unalter-

able datum, there still remain important maladjustments,

which prevent resources from being allocated in the optimum

manner. Of these maladjustments there are two principal

causes. The first is that, in respect of certain goods and

services, the return at the margin which resources devoted

to maldng them yields to their makers is not equal to the full

return wliich the community as a whole receives, but falls

short of or exceeds that return. In other words, the value

of the marginal private net product of resources so employed

is greater or less than the value of the marginal social net

product. The second cause is that, in respect of certain goods

and services, the ratio, so to speak, between people’s desire

and the satisfaction which results from the fulfilment of

desire is greater, or less, than it is in respect of other goods

and services. In view of the detailed discussion contained

in The Economics of Welfare it vill be sufiScient here to

illustrate these statements in a summary way.

§ 2. The value of the marginal social net product exceeds

that of the marginal private net product when resources

yield, besides the product or service which is sold and paid

for, other products or services for which no payment can be

118
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collected. Thus, as Sidgwick observes, “it may easily

happen that the benefits' of a weU-placed lighthouse must

be largely enjoyed by ships on which no toll can be con-

veniently levied ^ Again, uncompensated services are

rendered by investments made in establishing in cities

private parks, which improve the air of neighbouring houses,

and in planting in dry districts forests, which improve the

climatic conditions of the surrounding country. Such

services are also rendered by investments on the part of

factory owners in smoke-consuming devices ; for these,

besides economising fuel for their owners, also diminish the

washing bills of people living near by. They are rendered,

again, by resources devoted to developing industries of

decreasing supply price, in which expansion of aggregate

output makes possible the introduction of new external or

(in single firm industries) internal economies. Per contra

the value of the marginal social net product falls short

of the value of the marginal private net product when

resources jdeld, besides the commodity which is sold and

paid for, a dis-commodity for which those on whom it is

inflicted are unable to exact compensation. Thus inci-

dental uncharged disservices are rendered to third parties

when the owner of a site in the residential quarter of a city

builds a factory there and so destroys a great part of the

amenities of neighbouring sites ; or when he invests resources

in erecting in a crowded centre buildings which, by con-

tracting the air space and the playing room of the neighbour-

hood, injure the health and efficiency of the families living

there. In like manner uncharged disservices are rendered
by resources devoted to developing industries of inereasing

supply price from the standpoint of the community, if

there are any such, i.e. industries in respect of which an
increase in output involves an increase in the supply price
to the community.^ It would be easy to multiply examples
of these two sorts of divergence between the values at the

^ Principles of Political Economy, p. 406.
= As is pointed out in The Economics of Welfare, industries of increasing

supply price, in which higher prices are associated with larger outputs
meroly because the use of land lias to be paid for at a higher rate do not
fall into this class. Cf. loc. cit Part ii. chap, xi. § 6.
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margin of private and of social net products. The exist-
ence of these divergences is bound to lead to maladjust-
ments. It is, of course, possible to conceive a state of
affairs in which the value of the marginal private net pro-
duct of the resources employed differs from the value of
the marginal social net product,' whether by defect or
excess, to exactly the same extent in all occupations. In this

case there would be no maladjustments. But the case is

fanciful and unreal. In fact it is certain that there will be
maladjustments, investments being stopped off too soon in

some occupations and carried too far in others.

§ 3. The line of analysis sketched out in the preceding

section is relevant to the choice made between competing

methods of obtaining commodities which it is physically

possible to obtain either by home manufacture or by importa-

tion. Apart from temporary borrowings and so on, when an

article is imported from abroad, it is, in effect, obtained by

the manufacture and export in exchange for it of something

else. The play of self-interest, in the absence of fiscal inter-

vention, determines how much of any commodity, which is

physically capable of being made at home, shall be secured by

the direct process of manufacturing it here and how much by

the indirect process of manufacturing its purchase price in

exports. In certain circumstances the balance which is thus

set up win not be the best possible. Suppose, for example,

that this country is exceptionally well qualified to make some

commodity which it is now importing, so that, if the early

difllcnlties could be got over, borne manufacture would ulti-

mately involve less real cost than importation. The distant

and diffused gain frominvestments directed to building up the

industry which makes the commodity in question may well

fail to enter at full value into the profit envisaged by potential

investors ;
with the result that too little of the commodity

is obtained by home manufacture and too much by sending

exports to purchase it. This type of maladjustment, which

will be considered more at length in a later chapter,^ is on

the same footing as the maladjustments discussed in the

preceding section.

' ' Cf. post, CSjap. XX. § 4.
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§ 4. Of abnormal relations between desire and the satis-

faction obtained from the fulfilment of desire there is one,

and, I tiiink, only one, example of large practical importance.

This has to do with people’s attitude toward the future.

Broadly speaking, everybody prefers present pleasures or

satisfactions of given ma^tude to future pleasures or

satisfactions of equal magnitude, even when the latter are

perfectly certain to occur. But this preference for present

pleasures does not—the idea is self-contradictory—imply

that a present pleasure of given magnitude is any greater

than a future pleasure of the same magnitude. It implies

only that our telescopic faculty is defective, and that we,

therefore, see future pleasures, as it were, on a diminished

scale. That this is the right explanation is proved by the

fact that exactly the same diminution is experienced when,

apart from our tendency to forget ungratifying incidents,

we contemplate the past. Hence, the existence of preference

for present over equally certain future pleasures does not

imply that any economic dissatisfaction would be suffered if

future pleasures were substituted at full value for present

ones. The non-satisfaction this year of a man’s preference

to consume this year rather than next year is balanced by
the satisfaction of his preference next year to consume next

year rather than to have consumed this year. Hence there

is nothing to put against the fact that, if we set out a series

of exactly equal satisfactions

—

satisfactions, not objects that

yield satisfactions—all of them absolutely certain to occur

over a series of years beginning now, the desires which a man
will entertain for these several satisfactions will not be equal,

but will be represented by a scale of magnitudes continually

diminishing as the years to which the satisfactions are

allocated become more remote. This reveals a far-reaching

economic disharmony. For it implies that people distribute

their resources between the present, the near future and
the remote future on the basis of a wholly irrational prefer-
ence. When they have a choice between two satisfactions,
they will not necessarily choose the larger of the two, but
will often devote themselves to producing or obtaining a
smaller one now in preference to a much larger one some
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years hence. The ineyitable resnlfc is that efforts directed
towards the remote future are starved relatively to those
directed to the near future, while these in turn are starved
relatively to efforts directed towards the present. Suppose,

'

for example, that a person’s telescopic faculty is such that
he discounts future satisfactions, which are perfectly certain

to occur, at the rate of 5 per cent per annum. Then, instead
of being ready to worh for next year, or a year ten years hence, ,

so long as a given increment of effort will yield as much
satisfaction as an equal increment devoted to work for the

present, he wiU only work for next year so long as the jdeld

of an increment of effort employed for that year is 1-05 times,
'

and for a year ten j^ears hence so long as it is (l-05)i® times,

the yield of an increment employed for the present.

§ 5. Nor is this all. Since human life is hmited, such fruits

of work or saving as accrue after a considerable interval are

not enjoyed by the person to whose efforts they are due.

This means that the satisfaction with which his desire is

connected is not his omi satisfaction, but the satisfaction of

somebody else, possibly an immediate successor whoseinterest

he regards as nearly equivalent to his ovii, possibly somebody

quite remote in blood or in time, about ndiom be scarcely cares

at aU. It follows that, even though our desires for equal

satisfactions of our oim occurring at different times were

equal, our desire for future satisfactions, would often be less

intense than for present satisfactions, because it is very likely

that the future satisfactions will not be our own. This

decrepancy Avill be more important the more distant is the

time at which the source of future satisfaction is likely to

come into being ; for every addition to the interval increases

the chance of death, not merely to oneself, but also to children

and near relatives and friends in whom one’s interest is likely

to be most keen. No doubt, this obstacle to investment for

distant returns is partly overcome by stock-exchange devices.

If £100 invested now is expected to reappear after 50 years

expanded at, say, 6 per cent compound interest, the man

wlio originally provides the £100 may be able, after a year,

to sell liis title in the eventual fruit for £105 ;
the man who

buys from him may ho able similarly to get his capital of
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£105 back with 5 per cent interest after one year
;
and so on.

In these circumstances the fact that any one man would

require a higher rate of interest per annum to induce him to

lock up £100 for 50 years than he would to induce him to lock

up the same sum for one year makes no difference. But, of

course, in actual fact this device is of very narrow application.

As regards investments, such as planting a forest or under-

taking drainage development on one’s own estate, which can

only be accomphshed privately, it is not applicable at aU ;

and, even where investment is undertaken by a company,

investors cannot seriously expect to find a smooth and

continuous market for non -dividend paying securities.

Thus the free play of self-interest will cause resources to be

turned more than they ought to be—maximum aggregate

satisfaction being taken as our goal—to the use of immediate

consumption, and less than they ought to be to the use of

distant consumption, the proportion directed to the service of

some (unknown) intermediate future being presumably about

right.^

§ 6. When maladjustments have come about or are

threatening to come about from either of the two causes

which I have been describing, it is always possible, on the

assumption that no administrative costs are involved, to

correct them by imposing appropriate rates of tax on

resources employed in uses that tend to be pushed too far

and employing the proceeds to provide bounties, at appro-

priate rates, on uses of the opposite class.^ There will

* In an important article in the Economic Journal for December 1928,
Mr. Eamsey has shown how to determine, on certain hypotheses, how
much of their incomes people of difierent incomes would need to save in
order to maximise satisfaction. This is a step beyond the results reached
in the text, but is not, of course, inconsistent with them.

- It will he noticed that these results, so far as they refer to industries
of increasing and decreasing supply price, though similar to those reached
by Marshall in the Principles of Economics, Book v. chap, sii., are not
identical with them. Marshall shows that sometimes, though not always,
tlie payment of a bounty on the production of a commodity obeying the
law of decreasing supply price will add to consumer’s surplus (measured
in money) more than the money cost of the bounty, and suggests that
there is a prima facie case for a bounty only when this condition is satisfied.
My thesis is that there is a prima facie case for a bountyw all cases where
the payment of it adds to consumer’s surplus (as measured in money)
more than the addition, made to aggregate real costs of production (as
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necessarily exist a certain determinate scheme of taxes and
bounties, wliich, in given conditions, distributional considera-
tions being ignored, would lead to the optirmm result.

There will also be a range of schemes, which, while falling

short of the optimum, would, nevertheless, increase aggregate
satisfaction above the level attainable under the free play of

self-interest. Of course, in real life considerable adminis-
trative costs would be incurred in operating schemes of this

Idnd. These might prove so large as to outweigh the benefit

even of the optimum scheme, and, a fortiori, of the others.

Again, it must be clearly understood that, unless the rates of

taxes and bounties imposed fall within certain determined

limits, more harm than good will be done even though there

are no administrative costs. Yet again, since different

commodities are purchased in different proportions by rich

and poor persons, no tax-bounty scheme could be worked iti

practice without modif3ing distribution. These considera-

tions would need to be taken into account before a final

judgement could be passed upon any scheme.

measured in money) ; nnd tiiat, whore conditions of decreasing supply

price (from the standpoint of the community) prevail, there must aficaj/s—

under conditions of simple competition—bo some rate of bounty that will

accomplish this. The amount of money actually disbursed by tiio State

in paying the bounty, being in largo part o transfer nnd not a using-up of

resources, is not, ns sucli, a factor in the problem. Marshall’s test and mine

give tile same results—abstraction mndo of my distinction between de-

creasing .s\ipply price from the standpoint of the community nnd from the

standpoint of the industry—in the special ense of n commodity for uhich

tho demand curve, in the relevant part of its length, hns^ the form of a

rectangular hj-pcrboln : for in tliis enso tho sum disbur-sod in bounty pay-

ments is cquol to tho addition made to aggregate real costs (ns measured

in money).



CHAPTER IX

DIFSEBENTIATION IN TAXATION BETWEEN BIFEEEENT

SORTS OF EXPBNDITTJRE

§ 1. The relation between the present chapter and the

preceding one must be made clear. In the preceding one

we were concerned with the correction of maladjustments

in the allocation of resources between different uses, and it

was shown that these maladjustments could, in theory, be

corrected by the coUeotion of appropriately chosen taxes

from some uses and the employment of the proceeds in

bounties on other uses. In the 'present chapter we assume

that either no corrections are required, or, alternatively, that

whatever corrections are required have been made. We thus

postulate that a certain revenue, over and above whatever

it may have been necessary to collect and expend in the

tax-bounty system, is required
;
and we ask whether and in

what conditions it is better to raise this revenue by means

of a uniform tax on aU uses of income or by means of taxes

which differentiate between various uses
;

differentiate, it

viU be understood, in addition to and independently of any
differentiation that may have been involved in the aforesaid

tax-bounty system. In conducting this inquiry, I shall

speak, for simplicity, as though all incomes were earned, so

that the manner in which a man spends his income corre-

sponds to the manner in which he causes labour to be
allocated among various productive occupations. Our task
is to compare, from the standpoint of least aggregate sacrifice,

a uniform tax scheme with differentiating tax schemes.
This involves a threefold inquiry. We have to examine
the rival schemes in respect of (1) their announcement
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aspects, (2) their distributional aspects, and (3) technique
and costs of administration. I shall take these three topics
in order. Throughout I shall assume that competitive, as
distinguished from monopolistic, conditions prevail

I

AmSTOOTOEMENO? ASPECTS

§ 2. Under this head our first need is to state with pre-

cision the problem to which a solution is being sought. It

is very natural to put the issue to ourselves in the form

:

“ Given that 200 milHons of revenue are required, is it

better to collect them by means of a general income tax or

by means of taxes assessed at different rates upon different

sorts of expenditure ? ” Ninety-nine persons out of a

hundred would take this to be a definite and completely

unambiguous question. But in fact it is not so. To obviate

irrelevant complications let us imagine a community all of

whose members are exactly alike and have equal incomes.

Even so, as was shown in Chapter V,, there are likely

to be a large number of formulae, with income as the

object of assessment, by means of which 200 millions may be

raised, these formulae differing in respect of the amount of

sacrifice which they impose. An exactly analogous statement

holds good of a tax yielding 200 millions that is confined to

particular sorts of expenditure. Hence it is impossible to

make any general comparison between the effects of raising

200 millions by a tax differentiating between various uses

of income and those of raising the same sum by a non-

differential tax on all uses of income. For, while some

differentialschemeswould involve less aggregate sacrifice than

some non-differential schemes, other differential schemes

would involve more aggregate sacrifice than some non-

differential schemes. The result of the comparison would,

in short, depend on the choice made of schemes to be

compared.

§ 3. We have, therefore, to decide upon this choice. It
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is clear that the rival levies, one assessed on the whole of a

man’s income, the other assessed, at least as regards some

portion of it, on the part of his income spent in a particular

way, must be represented by defined formulae. This is

necessary in order to give our question any meaning. In

order to give it an interesting meaning, it seems at first blush

that the formulae should be identical save only in respect of

the object of assessment embodied in them. It is, however,

impossible to raise the same revenue by imposing a given

formula on the whole of a man’s income and by imposing it on

a part of Ms income. Hence the formulae to be compared

must necessarily be different. Though different, however,

in order that the comparison may be interesting, they must

be members of the same family. Thus, if x be the aggregate

of income and y the part of it that is expended in a particular

way, say, on beer, and if be the tax formula in the

first case, the tax formula in the second case should be

Px,=mijr{x) -I- 7i‘ip-(y), it being understood that R has the same

value in both formulae. Our problem then becomes : Given

that a revenue R can be raised either by a tax assessed in the

form R = i/ra; or in the form R

-

m-\lr(x) + 7i-i}r(y), on which plan

will the aggregate sacrifice imposed on the taxpayers be
smaher ? The simplest special case of this general problem
is presented when -^(x) has the value fa, k being a constant.

That is to say, it is premised that, whatever taxes are imposed,

whether on income as a whole or on certain particular ways
of spending it, shall be simple proportionate taxes. I shall

confine my detailed analysis to this simple case. There is

reason to believe that the broad results attained hold good
as a general rule, though not universally, for more complex
cases also.

§ 4. Given that adjustment has been made so as to
eliminate all divergences at the margin between private net
product and social net product (together with the second set
of different but analogous divergences considered in Chapter
Vm.), then, so long as no revenue has to be raised, any further
fiscal interference unth ‘ natural ” arrangements—distribu-
tional factors are, of course, here excluded—is bound to be
harmful. For the satisfaction obtained from the marginal
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unit of work devoted to any one use is equal to tkat obtained
from the marginal unit devoted to any other, and each- of
these satisfactions again is equal to the dissatisfaction
involved in the marginal unit of work performed in each
and every use ; which, distribution apart, is obviously the
optimum possible situation. There is a temptation to step
from this thesis to the further thesis that, given equality

between private and social net products at the margin,
together with the other condition referred to above, fiscal

differentiation must still be injurious and wasteful even
though revenue has to be raised. We have proved that

any differentiation (over and above that provided for in

Chapter VIII.) is harmful when operated alone : we infer

that it must also be harmful when superimposed upon the

collection of a given revenue by non-differential taxes. This

inference suggests itself almost immediately to the mind

;

for, if a differential arrangement is bad, how should the fact

that a revenue is needed do away with its badness 1 A proof

that differentiation is bad, so to speak, in itself is thus made

to serve for a proof that differentiation among taxes required

to raise a revenue is bad. With great deference I venture

to suggest that even Marshall fell into this trap. For in

chapter xi. of Money, Credit and Commerce, which is concerned

to show that protective import duties are evil because they

are differential, the argument an*d the illustration used in

support of it relate to conditions in which differentiation is

being practised but no revenue is being raised.^ Where a

Marshall is caught the trap must be subtle indeed !

§ 5. One further prehminary remark is required. A

careless reader might imagine that om problem could be

solved by some simple development of Marshall’s proposition

that, distributional considerations being ignored, a given

revenue can be raised with less sacrifice by a tax imposed on

a commodity for which the demand is inelastic than by one

imposed on a commodity (produced under similar conditions

of supply) for which, the demand is elastic : and of the

analogous proposition that, given similarity between the

conditions of demand for two commodities, a given revenue

* ioc, cj't. p. 211.
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can be raised with less, sacrifice by a tax on the one of

relatively inelastic supply than by a tax on the one of

relatively elastic supply.^ To prove, however, that it is

better to tax commodity A exclusively than commodity B

exclusively throws no light on the question whether it is

better to tax A exclusively or to obtain the same revenue by

taxing A and B at equal {ad valorem) rates. Still less does it

help us to decide what, if any, degree of differentiation

between the rates on A and B will minimise aggregate

sacrifice. Our problem is, in short, an entirely different one

from Marshall’s, and cannot be successfully attacked by his

methods.

§ 6. Let us begin with the consideration of two highly

simplified special cases. Thus, suppose that there are only

two uses, one (A) of elastic, and the other (B) of inelastic

demand, and that supply is conducted under conditions of

constant return in both. If the demand in B is ahsohdehj

inelastic, the same amount of commodity will be produced

and the same amount of work done there, whether a given

revenue R is collected by a uniform rate of tax on both A
and B or by a higher rate of tax concentrated upon B alone.

Under the former system, however, people will be prevented

by the threat of the tax from performing as much work in

A as, in the circumstances, if left alone, they would wish to

perform. Under the latter system they are not prevented

from doing this. Hence the latter system involves the

smaller sacrifice. By analogous reasoning it can be shomi
that, when one source of production yields an absolutely

inelastic supply, so that, whatever tax system prevails, only
an infinitesimal amount of work will be withdrawn from it

(because any finite withdrawal causes the marginal physical
productivity of work there to rise infinitely), a given revenue
can be raised with less sacrifice by concentrating taxation
upon tliis use than by imposing uniform rates of tax on all

uses. From these cases of absolutely inelastic demand and
absolutely inelastic supply it is easy to pass to cases of highly

‘ Theao propositions liold good whotlior wo moasuro sacrifice bv loss of
conBmnois’ surplus or by loss of consumers’ plus producers’ surplus ns
aopioted in tho familiar goometricnl constructions.

K
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inelastic demand and higWy inelastic supply : and the mind
is prepared for the suggestion that the best way of raising a
given revenue, when the supply of work is not rigidly feed
is by a system of taxes under which the rates become pro-
gressively higher as we pass from uses of very elastic demand
or supply to uses where demand or supply are progressively

less elastic. In order, however, to obtain definite results a
more powerful engine of analysis is needed.

§ 7. Mr. Ramsey, of King’s CoUege, Cambridge, has
examined the problem by mathematical methods and has

obtained a very interesting solution. We start, as hitherto

from a state of things in which either there is no divergence

at the margin between social and private net products or

whatever divergence there may have been is already

corrected by appropriate adjustments, hlr. Ramsey assumes

further that tbe money collected by the government in

revenue is either retransferred to holders of war loan and

then allocated among different purchases in the same pro-

portions in which its original owners would have allocated it

had it remained in their possession, or, alternatively, that the

government, in spending it on its own needs (and so using

up resources), allocates it in these proportions. Then, pro-

vided that all the functions involved are quadratic—this

implies that such independent demand and supply curves as

exist are straight lines—^it can be proved, differences in the

marginal utility of money to different people being, of

course, ignored, that the optimum system of proportionate

taxes yielding a given revenue will cut down the pro-

duction of all commodities and services in equal proportion^

This is true, not merely of independent commodities, but also

of commodities of complementary or rival demand or of

complementary or rival supply. Thus, whether we are deal-

ing with independent commo^ties, such as iron and beer, or

with jointly supplied commodities, such as beef and hides,

or with jointly demanded commodities, such as tea and sugar,

or with wheat grown in Kent as against wheat grown in

Norfolk, or with steel made by one process as against steel

made by another process, we ought always so to arrange our

taxes as to preserve the proportions in which these diverse
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things are severally produced.^ This result is subject to the

assumption about the method of spending the money col-

lected in revenue that is set out above. If this money is not

allocated among different purchases in the same way in which

it would have-been allocated had it been left to fructify in the

pockets of the people, the demand schedules for the several

commodities will be shifted. Thm shiftings will involve

shiftings in the proportions in which the several commodities

are produced of a sort which are not anti-social and ought,

therefore, to be allowed to occur. Since their scope will

depend on the manner in which the money raised is spent,

it is obvious that hir. Ramsey’s result would need to be

modified, should they be admitted, in different ways accord-

ing to their nature. When, however, they are ruled out,

these complicated adjustments are not required. If the

functions involved are not quadratic, it is not, of course,

possible to pbtain a result so beautifully simple as the above.

Mr. Ramsey has, however, worked out the general case also

and has obtained a formula which is valid for small rates of

tax. As before, the result is that different commodities

—

under which term are included portions of the same com-

modity produced in different places or by different methods

—

should be taxed in such a way that the production of all of

them is reduced in equal proportions. If the supply of work
is rigidly fixed, irrespective of the nature of tax announce-

ments, the proportionate reductions required will, of course,

be nil
;
and everything should go on in exactly the same way

as it would have done had there been no taxation, except

only that the government, iostead of private persons, has the
use of a certain part of the national output. To secure this

result uniform proportionate taxes must be imposed on all

uses of income. In real Hfe, however, the supply of work is

not rigidly fixed irrespective of the nature of tax announce-

^ It should he noticed that, in order that this condition shall be satisfied,
it may he necessary to impose on. some commodities a negative tax, i.e. a
bounty. A reduction in the supply of sugar, for example, consequent upon
taxation, nught so affect the demand for damsons that, ndthont a boimtv,
it would be impossible to prevent the production of damsons failin'^ off in
a larger proportion than the production of sugar (ef. Bamsey, Economic
Journal, March 1927, p. 54),
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ments.
_

In order, therefore, to carry out lb. Bamsey’s rule
it will, in general, be necessary to tax different commodities
at higher or lower {ad valorem) rates accordiug as, prior to
taxation, they show (1) less or greater elasticity of de-
mand, and (2) less or greater elasticity of supply, equal
weight being assigned to demand elasticity and to ’supply
elasticity.

§ 8. This result throws an interesting light on the

question whether, as a means of raising revenue—apart from
the considerations brought under review in Chapter YTTT—
advantage is likely to be found in taxing the imports of any
commodity at a higher rate than the competing home
products. For the purposes of this section the possibility

of obtaining a contribution from foreigners in general, as

distinguished from the particular foreign producers of the

taxed commodity, which null be examined in Chapter XIX.,

is ignored. Since onl}'- a small part of our exports exchange

against any particular foreign import, u'e may reasonably

regard the production of our exports, from the point of view

of this problem, as conforming approximately to condi-

tions of constant return. Then the real supply schedule of

the import, to be set against tliat of tlie competing home

product, is approximately regulated by its supply schedule

in terms of money in om’ market. The question whether a

higher rate of tax should be imposed on the imported

product than on the home product turns, therefore, on the

question whether the imported supply in this sense or .the

home-made supply is the less elastic. In certain cases there

can he no doubt that the imported supply will he the less

elastic. When there is a surplus in some foreign country of

a commodity for which England is the only available large

dumping-ground, it vill pay the foreign manufacturer to

accept what price he can get, and the amount he offers uill

scarcely be altered by (moderate) variations in the price

obtainable. Special duties upon unports of this character,

if they could be worked in practice, would, tlierefore, from

a purety national point of view, be an excellent means of

raising revenue. The case of ordinary foreign goods imported

in ordinary circumstances is, however, different. Here the
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presunaptioa is that the domestic supply is the less elastic of

the two. For, presuming, as, in the absence of special know-

ledge, is reasonable, that the elasticity of prodncfio/i is the

same at home and abroad, the elasticity of the home supply

will be equal to, but that of the foreign supply to our market

udll be greater than this. The reason is that a given rise of

price in England 'null increase the proportioJi of the foreign,

production that comes to us as well as the aggregate amount

of that production.! ItMows that, in the absence of special

knowledge, there is a presumption—of course when we have

special Imowledge the presumption may be overthroum—in

favour of taxing imports at a lower rate than competing

home products. There is certainly no presumption in favour

of the opposite and more popular form of differentiation.

This result is subject to the condition that no appreciable

contribution to our revenue can be obtained from foreigners

in general—a proviso the validity of which will be considered

in Chapter XIX.

ir

Distrebutional Aspects

^ 9. In comparing differential and non-differential tax

systems from the standpoint of distribution we have to

consider two things : the treatment of people of equal

incomes and dissimilar economic situations ; and that of

people of unequal incomes and similar situations. Since
our objective is least aggregate sacrifice, it is clear that
members of the first group should be taxed equally,

subject to allowances for the differences in their economic
situations

; and that members of the second group should
be taxed in such a way that people pay progressively
heavier rates of taxation the larger their incomes are. We

the foreign production and D the foreign consumption.
Let e be the elasticity of production, both in England and abroad, and ij

the elasticity of the foreign demand. Then, for a one per cent rise of price
in the English market the foreign import rises from (A+D) by (eA -irD)
times one per cont^^Tlierefore the elasticity of the foreign supply to our

market is equal to Since ij is negative, this is >e.
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have to inquire how far these desiderata point towards
differentiation between various commodities and uses.

§ 10. Before this issue is joined, attention should, how-
ever, he called to a point which has considerable practical

importance. At first sight it appears that, apart from the
matter of savings, which will be studied in the next chapter, a
general income is entirely non-differential in character. Eor
a proportionate income tax this appearance rightly represents

the facts. But, if the tax is progressive, reflection shows
that there may be very heavy differentiation against enter-

prises in which there is a chance of large gain to be set against

the chance of large loss, as compared with safe enterprises

of equal actuarial promise. For, if ten men between them

invest a hundred thousand pounds in a safe enterprise yield-

ing 5 per cent, there result ten incomes of £600 each
;
but

if the ten invest in ten hazardous enterprises of equal aggre-

gate promise, and nine of them lose their money, the success-

ful one must receive in compensation an income of £6000,

the aggregate tax on which is much larger than that on ten

incomes of £500 each.^ Sir Josiah Stamp has pointed out

that this differentiation is eliminated so far as risks are

covered by insurance, the premiums for which enter as {un-

taxed) expenses of the business. Many risks in industry are

in fact covered in this way—ships, for example, are regularly

insured against loss at sea—but others, such as the risk of

failure in new ventures, cannot he so covered.^ There is a

strong presumption that the consequent differentiation must

unduly check daring m industry, thus indirectly dama^g
production and through it economic w'^elfare.

§ 11. Returning from this digression, we note that, as

between people of equal incomes but unlike economic situ-

ations, it is possible to accomplish certain desirable ad-

justments by a particular kind of differentiation; namely,

by superimposmg on a general income tax certain special

taxes upon luxury expenditure. Thus, of two men with

equal incomes one may have heavy obligations of a kind

I CL Ka-wtrej, The Economic FrobUm.-p.^Ti-
.

~ Cf. “ Taxation, Eisk-bearing and the Trice Level,” Econonnc Journal,

June 1928, pp. 208-9.
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whicli it is not possible to schedule for allowance under

income tax : for example, an obligation to support financially

a sick friend not related to him. The man free from this

obligation may be expected to spend a much larger propor-

tion of his income on personal luxuries ; and a heavy tax

specialised upon luxuries may thus serve to bring into

account the difference between his true “ taxable capacity
’

and that of the other man. This is not, however, a very

important matter.^

§ 12. Asbetween people of unequal incomes it is, no doubt,

theoretically conceivable that a progressive scale of taxation

should be constructed on the basis of a number of commodity

taxes with rates steepening as we pass from commodities

mainly purchased by the poor to those mainly purchased by

the rich. Aswill be shown more in detail in the next chapter,

the practical difficulties in the way of this arrangement are,

however, insuperable ;
and, even if this were not so, it would

need no argument to prove that whatever scale of graduation

we decide upon can be established far more exactly, as well

as far more easily, by the imposition of a general income tax

than by any combination of various commodity taxes.

§ 13. In sum, then, it appears that distributional considera-

tions are, in the main, opposed to differentiation between tax

rates on different sorts of expenditure, but that there is a
case for superimposing some special duties on luxury con-

sumption upon a general income tax. It need hardly be
pointed out that the concrete arrangements which this land
of differentiation would involve are entirely different from
those suggested by announcement considerations.

Ill

Technique and Costs of CoIiLection

§ 14. Eor practical purposes a non-differential tax system
means an income tax or a general expenditure tax

; because,

^
lyiien no other provision ia made to eliminato the differentiation

against savings, irhich, as irill appear in the next chapter, is involved inan ordinary income tax, special imposts upon luxuries may also be
advocated as a partial set-off to tliis.
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to collect commodity taxes i at a uniform, or, indeed, at
any rate upon all goods and services is not administratively
feasible. Wherever, therefore, considerations of technique
exclude an income tax, the system adopted must be a
differential one. In certain conditions an income tax cannot
he madetoworkexeeptat inordinate cost; in a highly scattered
community of farmers, for example, mth bad means of oom-
mxmication and a weak centralgovernment. Where this is so,

technical considerations may compel us to rely on a limited

number of import duties collected—if our community is an
island— by officials stationed at the ports. Again, it is

possible to imagine conditions in which direct taxes are so

unpopular and administrative machinery so inefficient that

an income tax would be rendered unworkable by evasion.

In England, of course, at the present day, there is no question

of anything of this kind- What measure of evasion is in fact

practised is a matter of controversy. But over a wide range

the device of taxation at source stops it altogether
;
while

over other parts of the field the admiiustrative macliinery

wielded by the Treasury is admittedly well equipped. Tor

this country, therefore, so far at least as what are knorni as

the income tax paying classes are concerned, considerations

of technique and cost of collection give no gromid for

preferring differentiating commodity taxes to a general

income tax.

§ 1 0 . The issue is more doubtful as regards that large part

of the community which is made up of manual wage-earners.

Until recently it was regarded as axiomatic that the difficulty

and cost of collecting income tax from these persons would

be so great that whatever levj^ it is decided to make

from them must be made through commodity taxes.

According, however, to evidence given before the Royal

Commission on the Income Tax, it has proved feasible, by

1 It is usual to speak of taxes of this land as indirect taxes, on the

ground that they are supposed to be paid ultimately by people other than

those from whom they are collected. To make a definition depend on

questions about incidence that may be disputed is, however, vaty mcon-

venient. Moreover, if it bo assumed, for example, that duties on imports

are paid by the consumer, these duties are only indirect promded that they

are levied when the goods afiected ara in the hands of dealers. To collect

them from consumers would turn them into direct taxes.
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tlie device of quarterly (since 1925 half-yearly) assessments

on wageSj to collect income tax at a very reasonable cost

from a large body of weekly wage-earners. Though, there-

fore, there are still difficulties and inconveniences to be over-

come, ^ it cannot, I tliink, any longer be held that the income

tax method of levy is altogether out of the question for small

incomes. To grant this, however; is not to deny that, on

balance, technical and administi’ative considerations still

tend towards commodity—and so differential—-taxes as a

means of collecting revenue from poor persons. The sort of

differentiation required would, of course, be quite different

both from that suggested by announcement considerations

and from that suggested by distributional considerations.

IV

§ 1 C. From each of the threepoints of view cli.stinguished in

§ 1 we have thus found that a case can be made out for some
measure of differentiation as against a tax system wliich,

after the manner of income tax, draws no distinction between
the various ways in which income is expended. The lands

of differentiation wluch the three points of view suggest

are, however, different from, and incompatible with, one
another. They are also—all of them—different from, and
incompatible with, the main body of differential taxes that
are likely to find advocates among practical politicians

dependent upon votes and subject to the pressure of powerful
interests.

* Of. Stamp, Current Problems in Finance and Government, p. 223.



CHAPTER X

INCOME TAX ^VND SA\TNGS

§ 1. Up to tliis point I Imve deliberately slurred over the
difference between a general income tax and a general

expenditure lax ; and I have tacitly assumed that a general

income tax docs not differentiate in an}' way between
different uses of income. This assumption is not, however,

correct, and the lime has come to go into the matter more
fully. Tliere are two main use.s, each, of course, containing

numerous subdivisions, into which income can be turned—
investment and consumption. The latter use is ordinarily

spoken of as “ spending ” in contradistinction from saving,

and, thougli tlic term is unfortunate, since, of course, saving

is itself a form of spending, namely, spending upon machines

and other capital objects, it may, witli this explanation, be

allowed to stand. A general income tax, os understood in

England, can be shown to difTcrentiatc against theinvestment

use of income and in favour of its rival.

§ 2. Tlio proof of t his proposition is as follows. (A general

income tax, .‘since it hits equall}- income that is saved and

incomeTfiat is spent, appears at first sight to be neutral

between' t-licsc tu-o things. TJiis appearance is, however,

illusory. If we had in mind a tax to be imposed for one year

only, or for a short period only, at a given rate, it would,

indeed, be correct. But, in relation to a system of taxation

that is expected to continue indefinitel}' with constant rates,

an expenditure tax is neutral ns between saving and spending,

and not differential in favour of spending. For tlie only

idtimalc advantage a man gets from saving is the return

from his investment that lie and his lieirs can afterwards

spend. This means tliat, under a tax system based on
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expenditure, resources that are saved are taxed indirectly,

tlirough their subsequent yield, to the same extent as

resourees that are consumed at once. There is, therefore,

no differentiation of any kind. An income tax, on the other

hand, differentiates against saving, by striking savings both

when they are made and also when they yield their fruits.^

Thus, a general permanent income tax at the rate of x

per cent strikes the part of income that is spent at this rate.

But, if £100 of income is put away for saving, it removes £x

from it at the moment and, thereafter, removes also some

part of the fruits yielded by it.^ How large this secondary

taxation will be depends on the subsequent conduct of the

saver
;

i.e. on whether he withdraws his savings with a view to

spending them soon or late or never. For purposes of illustra-

tion, however, let us suppose that the saver’s investment is a

permanent one, so that the principal isneverwithdrawn. Then

X
the secondary taxation amounts every year to ths of the

fruit of the £(100 - «) that are actually turned into the invest-

ment. The total effective rate of tax per cent is, therefore,

X X
[x+~(100-z)]

;

that is, Thus, the effective

rate on saved income is practically double the rate on spent

income when the tax is small, and substantially more than

equal to, though less than double, that rate’when it is large.

For example, a general rate at lOs. in the £ implies a tax,

not of 10s., but of 15s. in the £ on saved income. The edge

of this analysis is, indeed, found, when looked at closely, to

he less sharp than it seems to be. For, first
,
it has been

tacitly assumed that investment always yields future fruit

1 Professor Caiman objects to this way of stating the matter on the
ground that “ we save and spend out of what the government leaves us
after we have paid over our income tas ” (Economio Journal, 1921, p. 213),
BO that to speak of £100 as being put away for saving and, thereafter, as
being taxed is illegitimate. If, however, we put the issue in Professor
Cannan s way, the result is still the same. Por then the saved part of
income (income being interpreted as what is left over after taxation) is
taxed on its fruits and the spent port is not taxed at all. Though, however,
I maintain my view, the fact that not only Professor Cannan but also a
TOiter of perhaps even higher authority on such a matter, Sir Josiah Stamp
(J he Pnnei-ples of Taxation, p. 58), dissent from it should be recorded.
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subject to taxation, while expenditure upon consumption
does not. This is incorrect. On the one hand, some saving
yields nothing at all. On the other hand, some expenditure^
t.g. upon food, clothing, and house-room, builds up the
efficiency of human instruments, just as investment in the

,

ordinary sense builds up the^fficiency of mechanical ones,
and, therefore, like 'it, leads to the production of future

N income. Secondly, it has been tacitly assumed that the rate

of tax on the fruit of savings mU be equal to the rate on
savings as made. This is not always so. If, as in England,

unearned, or investment, income is taxed at a higher rate

than earned income, the fruit of savings made from earned

income will be taxed at a higher rate than the original

.
savings, so that such part of earned income as is saved is

really exposed to severer adverse differentiation than the

formula given above indicates. But, per conira—and this

is practically more important—^where, as in England, there

is steep graduation against large incomes, income which is

saved by a rich man and left to a relatively poor man, on

whose income the income tax (including super tax) rate is

lower, is not differentiated against so heavily as the formula

indicates. Though, however, these considerations leave our

results less clear-cut than might be wished, the broad con-

clusion that a general income tax on the British plan differ-

entiates, in some measure, against income that is saved

remains unshaken.

3. In considering in this place whether or not this

differentiation against saving is in conformity with the

principle of least sacrifice, I shall assume that any mal-

adjustment in allocating resources between saving and

consumption, which the free play of self-interest tends,

in the absence of taxation, to bring about, has already

been corrected on the lines indicated in Chapter VIII.

We are not here concerned with such differentiation as

may ' be needed to effect this correction. That is a

different and additional problem. Ruling it out, we

ask whether the- principle of least sacrifice demands differ-

entiation against savings irrespective of the adjustment

differentiation which we have seen to be required, and here
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assume to be made, in the opposite sense. This issue does not

need a very long discussion. Talcing announcement aspects

first, we know from Chapter IX. that, m any income group,

income devoted to saving should be taxed at a liigher or

lower rate than income devoted to consumption, according

as the demand for savings is less or more elastic than the

demand for consumption. No doubt, different classes of

people varj^ greatly in tliis matter. At the one extreme are

persons who save whatever surplus happens to be left over

after tbeir customary standard of hfe has been satisfied.

For these the demand for consumption is much less elastic

than the demand for savings. At the other extreme are

persons who have determined to make a given provision for

their families, and wifi maintain their savings even at the

cost of a large cut in consumption. For these the demand

for savings is the less elastic of the two. On a broad average

there is, I thinlr, little doubt that the savings demand is

substantially more elastic than the consumption demand

;

which imphes that, if all incomeswere cut domi in equal ratios,

the proportion of the aggregate income devoted to savings

would he reduced. Announcement considerations, therefore,

suggest that income devoted to savings should be taxed less

heavily than income devoted to consumption. As regards

distribution, it may be argued that saved income ought to

be struck more lightly than other income, because, as between
savers and non-savers or less-savers among people of equal

incomes, the savers probably have greater needs—the greater

needs being the cause of their extra saving. This argument,
of course, loses its force if the fact that some persons (e.y.,

the recipients of earned incomes) have greater needs than
other persons the recipients of investment incomes),
the amount of whose incomes is no greater, is allowed for in
other ways. Prima facie, however, differentiation in favour
of saved income has the advantagethat it takes account of the
extra sums which particular propertyless men actually do
withdrawfrom consumption to provide against the future, not
of estimates and guesses as to what normal propertyless men
might be expected to withdraw

; though it must be admitted
that to treat with special favour only those savings of
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propertyless men Tvhich are made on account of their greater
needs is not feasible. On tbe other hand, as between persons
of unequal incomes, since there can be no question that rich
people save more, not merely absolutely but proportionated
also than poor people, to exempt savings from income tax
and to do nothing else would involve the distributional etil

of giving a substantial bounty to the rich. This objection
however, might be met, at least in part, if remissions of
taxation on saved income were coupled with a steepening

of the upper part of the general graduation scale. When
announcement and distributional considerations are both
taken into account, there would, I think, be general agree-

ment that, whether or not it may be wise to differentiate

in favour of the savings use, there is certainly no case

for differentiating against it. An income tax under which

consumption and saving are placed on an equal footing is

superior, from the standpoint of least sacrifice, to one under

which an extra and special impost is laid upon savings;

§ 4. i^The most obvious way of removing the element of

differentiation present in our existing general income tax is

to convert that tax into a tax upon consumption expenditure,

the rates, of course, being adjusted so as to prevent the

aggregate amount of revenue raised from being cut down.

We have, therefore, to inquire whether it is administratively

practicable to substitute an arrangement of this kind for

existing arrangements without incurring too much trouble

and expense. At first sight to exempt savings from income

tax_ seems simple. To do so is compatible alike with

graduation and with family allowances. ]\Ioreover, it

would be possible, if it were so desired, to make a

rough adjustment for the fact that some expenditures upon

consumption are, in effect,investments, yieldingincome in the

future and, therefore, liable, under an ordinary income tax,

to a double impost. Thus charges incurred for children’s

education might be exempted eo nomine?- In spite, however,

1 TTOuld b© clearly impracticable to treat in this vaj’’ expenditure

upon other “ necessaries for efficiency ” ; and, it should be noted that the

compromise d0\dce of exempting, not actual expenditure upon these things,

but fixed sums “ estimated ” to cover them, rvould not eliminate adverse

difierentiation.
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of these possibilities all proposals to exempt saved income

from income tax have hitherto been ruled against on adminis-

trative grounds. PTima facie, indeed, it may be argued that

a tax assessed on consumed income ought to be actually

easier to administer than one on total income ;
because,

whereas consumption expenditure is readily defined, the

determination of total income for income tax purposes

involves, as M'as pointed out in Chapter YII., the very

difiScult problem of making proper allowance for maintaining

intact the existing capital fund. Are royalty rents, for

example, to be assessed for income tax at their full value, or

should a deduction be made on the ground that the property

from which they are derived is being gradually exhausted ?

If a deduction is conceded, in what way, particularly when the

life of the royalty-yielding property is uncertain, should the

amount of the deduction be determined ? There are many
similar problems connected with the difficult subject of

“ w^asting assets ”, allof which are at once swept aside if we
agree to exempt all savings, whether made for the purpose of

creating new capital or of maintaining intact capital that

already exists. This argument, however, is less powerful

from the side of practice than it is from that of logical

consistency
; because, after all, compromise decisions can he,

and, indeed, have been made on wasting assets puzzles,

which, however unsatisfactory and unsystematic, neverthe-

less allow an income tax on the British plan to work and to

yield an enormous revenue. On the other side the relevant

considerations are of a different order. ’"If savings were
exempted, dishonest citizens might save in one year, thus
escaping taxation, and~secfet3y sell out and spend their

savings in the next year. The sMU of revenue officials in this

country has succeeded in mastering many forms of dis-

honesty, but the opinion is widely held among experienced
administrators that this form would prove too much for
them

;
that so wide a door for evasion would he opened as

seriously to impair the efficiency of the income tax as an
engine of revenue. On a matter of this Idnd an academic
student is not in a position to enter into controversy with
practical experts.
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§ 5. At first sight, there appears to he a way of escape
I|. that part of income which is devoted to the purchase of
consumable goods and services, as distinct from capital -roods
and services, is taxed, and the rest left untaxed, we'’sEan
obviously have a tax system under which “ spent ’’’income is

taxed antT** saved ” income exempted. Is it not possible then
to accomplish what is desired by substituting for income
tax a series of appropriate taxes upon all consumable
commodities ? Unfortunately, even apart from the fact

that some commodities have a double use and may on one
occasion serve as consumable and on another as capital

goods, there are insuperable difficulties in the way of this

arrangement.

A general 5 or 10 or 20 per cent tariff on all consumable

imports is, indeed, feasible. But such a tariff on all consum-

able commodities and services—^for services, of course, would

also have to be included—^produced at home for home con-

sumption could never be worked successfully. It is ruled

out of court by the practical difficulty, to say nothing of the

enormous cost, of collecting any sort of dut,y_Qn. things in

general. To wllect such a duty through shopkeepers, though

it might be worth trjdug in the special emergency of a great

war, gives such an open invitation to fraud that an army

of inspectors would be needed to combat tricksters. To

collect it otherwise than through shopkeepers is even less

feasible. For it would be necessary to set up a system of

production in bond for all consumable articles made at home!

'^Moreover, amj sort of duty would not serve our purpose.

We need uniform ad valorem duties. Even for imported

articles an ad valorem system is exceedingly difficult to work

on the side of valuation. The customs duties of the United

States and Canada are, indeed, arranged on this system,

but tbe task of safeguarding it against evasion has proved

so exacting that Germany, after trial, abandoned it, and

France, Belgium, Italy, Austria, and Russia have aU fought

shy of it.^ Nor is there an3>' way round the difficulty.

Owing to the innumerable grades of quality in many com-

modities it is not feasible to get a common ad valorem rate

^ C£. Higginson, Tariffs at Work, chap. iii.
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' by means of scales of specific duties. Each specific rate is

bound to cover more than one quality, and, whenever this

happens, the liigher quality will get off with a lower ad

valorem rate of tax. Thus, even if it were a single pro-

portionate tax on expenditure of which we were in search,

this could not in practice be attained by way of commodity

taxes.

The construction of a progressive expenditure tax would

present other and more formidable diffirndtiss.;—forj-t-would

be^ecessary to impose upon ea^h commo t̂y, not a single

rate, but a number of different rates adjusted tqjfchejincomes

of^ the various purchasers. Such an arrangement would

be absolutely imwOThable. The utmost we could hope for

would be to secure a rough progression by taxing articles

mainly consumed by the rich at higher rates than those

mainly consumed by poorer persons. There are, however,

serious obstacles in the way even of this. A large part of

the income of the rich is spent, not on commodities but on

services, e.g. foreign travel, of a sort that it is very difficult

to hit by taxes. Moreover, the expenditure of the rich is

scattered among a large number of different things, no great

amount being directed to any one of them. To tax things

of this sort involves very high administrative costs. Experi-

ence shows that " the lucrative revenue-yielders are the

staples consumed in great amounts, and consumed chiofiy

by the masses It is idle, therefore, to look in practice

for a system of commodity taxes that shall he better than
proportionate. Nor is this all. There is some risk that
a system made up of commodity taxes will prove to be
actually regressive . If food articles of large consumption
are included, this is almost certain to happen. “The
man who possesses an income of £1000 a year does not, as
a rule, drink ten times as much whisky, tea, or beer, or
smoke ten times as much tobacco, as the man who possesses
an income of £100 a year.” ^ Again, if raw materials, a
technically fairly easy thing to tax, are aimed at, there

^
Taussig, Principles of Economics, vol. ii. 65S.

= Sir D. Barbow in the Beporl of the Koyal Commission on the Financial
lieiations 0etvjee7i Great Bniain and Irelandy 1896, p. 122,
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wiU be regression, because equal quantities of ra-sr material
are worked up in part (with more labour) into finer articles
bought by the rich and in part into the coarser articles
bought by the poor. I¥hen this happens a raw material
tax carries off a less proportion of rich men’s than of poor
men’s expenditure. The same thing is true for the same
reason of taxes on machinery. There is strong ground for
believing that the danger of regression, to which these
considerations point, is actually realised in the tax system
of Great Britain. The Committee on Taxation and the

National Debt, following on the lines of Sir Herbert Samuel’s

celebrated (1919) paper to the Eoyal Statistical Society, have
prepared estimates of the total burden of taxation for an
average married man with three children at various income

levels, the incomes being supposed to be whoUy earned.

The percentages of income taken in taxation work out as

follows :

Income. 1913-14. 1925-2C.

£50 S-0

£100 5-4 11-9

£150 4-4 11-6

£200 40 10-2

£500 4-4 6-2

£1,000 6-2 11-0

£2,000 4-9 15-2

£5,000 6-7 23-2

£10,000 8-0 31-2

It is true that in the construction of this table a number of

somewhat insecure assumptions are of necessity employed.^

None the less the table strongly suggests that, both in pre-

-war and post-war days, British taxation as a whole has been

appreciably regressive for small incomes, in respect of which,

of course, commodity taxes play a dozninant part. j\Iore-

• over, following the line of thought suggested at the end of

§
2 in Chapter IHI., we readily perceive that the compara-

tive hurt done to the poor, as against the rich, by regression

operated through commodity taxes is greater than it would

^ Report, p. 95.
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have been had direct taxes been employed ;
for taxes on

particular commodities at a given, rate are likely to check a

poor man’s consumption in a larger proportion than a rich

man’s, so that each £ of revenue contributed by a poor man

wiU have attached to it, so to speak, a larger amount of

non-revenue-3delding hurt.^ Considerations of this class

would not, indeed, be important in a commimity all of whose

members were about equally wealthy. Thus, “ it should not

be forgotten that the Russian population has been to a large

degree reduced to a common level, so that indirect taxation

does not bear that anti-democratic character which it does

in capitalistic countries where sharp inequah'ties in property

exist ”.2 In such a country as England, however, they are

exceedingly important.

Yet again, systems of commodity taxes cannot be adjusted

to differences in the family estate of different people. Indeed,

it may easily happen that commodity taxes, on the things on

which it is easy to impose them, \nll not only fail to make
allowance in favour of large families, but wiU actuaUy

take more from a man with a large family than from one

with a small family; because the former is obliged to buy a
larger amount of ordinary articles of food and clothing.

It is sufficient for our purpose, however, that the positive

allowances for differences in family estate which fairness

requires caimot he made under a system of commodity taxes.

The considerations set out in the preceding paragraphs taken
in combination make it plain that our promised way of

escape is in fact a blind alley. If the differentiation against t

savings present in the British income cannot be eliminated
in the manner contemplated in § 4, there is no hope of
ehminating it by the maniprdation of commodity taxes.

'

* Cf. Seport, p. 213.
“ G. SokolnikoS, Manchester Guardian Supplement, Jiily 6, 1922, p. 225.



CHAPTER XI

DIFFEKENTIATION BETWEEN SOUKCES OE INCOME

§ 1. Income may be distinguished into parts, not only
according to the uses to which it is put, but also according to

the sources from which it is derived. In the present chapter

it is the latter distinction which interests us. Dr. Bowley
has estimated that immediately before the war and for a long

time previously some 62| per cent of the income of the United

ICingdom was derived from work and some 37| per cent from
" property Within each of these two main groups there

are,'^course, innumerable subdivisions embracing incomes

from different sorts of work and different sorts of property}

§ 2. Since the incomes received from particular kinds of

work and of property are derived from the sale of the

commodities or services which they produce, it is clear that

differentiation between various parts of work income 'and

various parts of property income comes to much the same

thing as differentiation between income spent on various sorts

of products. The general analysis ofChapter IX. is, therefore,

applicable. There is, from thejpoint of view of announcement

effects, a presumption in favour of taxing incomes derived

frcpn work and from property at higher rates the less elastic is

the demand or supply of the commodities to the production

of which the work and property are devoted
;
and there is,

from a distributional point of view, a presumption in favour

of fa virig these incomes at higher rates the smaller is the

aggregate income of the recipients. It is possible that a

scientific tax system could be built up on these lines. But

the practical difficulties would be enormous, and in fact

nothing of the kind has ever been attempted!; The only im-

r48
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portant instance of differentiation in accordance with source

within either of the two main groups of income (work income

and property income) to be found in this country is afforded

by the assessment to local rates of income derived, not from

property in general, but from property in laud and houses.

The adverse differentiation against tins particular land of

property income is the result of complex historical causes,

which catmot be examined here, but in which considerations

of administrative convenience probably played the chief

part. Nobody would seriously maintain that this differentia-

.tion, which must militate seriously against investment in

houses and agricultural improvements, is defensible either

from an announcement or from a distributional point of view.

It has, indeed, for many years been common ground that the

system on which local rates are assessed in this country is

thoroughly unsatisfactory.

3. It is not, however, within the scope of this volume

to attack that difficult problem. I leave, therefore, differ-

entiation within the main groups, work income and property

income, and proceed to ask whether the principle^of least-,

sacrifice re9[uires tlmt there should be differentiation betiveeiv
.

these .groups, i.e., whether work income as a whole and'

property income as a whole should be put upon the same or

upon disparate footings as objects of tax assessment. I shall

study tiffs question first from the point of view of announce-
ment and then from that of distribution. I assume, of

course, that the same given amount of revenue is to be raised

in any event.

k
§ 4, With tax formulae of the type f=-, that is to say

with lump-sum taxes, it is obviously immaterial, on the
announcement side, to what object of assessment the for-
mula is nominally directed. If £1000 is to be taken from
a man in any event, it makes no difference whether we assess
it on work income or on property income or on both.
Exactly the same consequences will foUoW. But with tax
formulae in which a man is told that, if his holding of the
assessed object increases, the aggregate amount of the levy
made upon him will increase in any degree, the choice of tlie
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object to be assessed is not, in general, immaterial In
practice it is certain that taxes assessed upon any di^sion
of income will be at least as progressive in respect of aggre-
gate levy as a proportionate tax, and it is likely thattiieY
will be more progressive than tins. I sball, for simplicity
conduct my analysis on the assumption that we bare
to do only with proportionate taxes. With tax formraae
of a more complicated nature the argument would be
more difficult, but the broad results would, I think, be the
same.

§5.^ If property income were rigidly fixed, in such

wise that no threats to it through taxation could cause its

amount to be altered, the announcement of a tax assessable

upon it, at no matter what rate, would leave everybody’s

expectation of monetary return from anything that he might

do wholly unaffected. On the other hand the announce-

ment of any tax, other than a lump-sum tax, assessable

upon income from work must lessen everybody’s expec-

tation of monetary return from work, and, therefore, must

cause a smaller addition to be made to work, if not a

contraction to be made in it, than is desirable from the

standpoint of least aggregate sacrifice. It follows that, so

far as announcement effects* are concerned, if property

income were rigidly fixed, the principle of least sacrifice

would require the revenue to be raised by taxes assessed

wboUy upon it, and not at all upon income derived from

work'.

§ 6. In real life, of course, property income is not rigidly

fixed in the sense of the preceding section. On the contrary,

if property owners fail to make good the wear and tear which

their equipment normally suffers, property income will

decline, whereas, if they make new savings for investment, it

will presently increase. In these circumstances the issue is

considerably more complicated'. Let us start from a position

in which a uniform rate of tax is imposed on all income from

whatever source it is derived, this uniform rate being ten per

cent and the resultant revenue being R. It is required to

determine the effects of various departures from that arrange-

ment. Let us consider first the complete exemption of
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inTestment income, coupled with whatever consequential

increases in the rates imposed upon earned income are

required to keep the revenue yield up to R.

§
7.' A proposal to exempt investment income from taxa-

tion seems at first sight too paradoxical to be worth con-

sidering. A little reflection shows, however, that there is a

real purpose behind it. It was argued in the last chapter

that the British income tax suffers from a serious defect, in

that it differentiates against savings
;

but our discussion

there revealed no means of removing that defect. It is

easy to see that the exemption of investment income from

taxation would provide a remedy ;
for the differentia-

tion against savings can be removed equally well by

exempting saved income when it yields its fruits as by

exempting it when it itself comes into being. Unless, there-

fore, it can be shown that this advantage would be out-

weighed by counterbalancing disadvantages, it vdll follow

that, on the. announcement side, the exemption of investment

income is in line with the principle of least aggregate

sacrifice. Are there then connterbalancing disadvantages

—distributional considerations are not yet to be brought

into account—sufficient to refute this conclusion ? If the

amount of annual savings were normally equal to the

amount of investment income, remission of taxes on invest-

ment income would reduce the revenue by approximately

the same amount as remission of taxes on saved income.

Therefore the remainder of income would have to bear the

same addition of taxation. With the remission made off

investment income, this remainder would consist in the
whole volume of earned income : with the remission made
off savings it would consist partly of earned and partly of

investment income. In either event the rate of tax on the
remainder, and so the rate of tax on earned income, would
have to he raised to about the same extent. Hence, on the
announcement side, the adverse reactions set up by the
exemption of investment income would be no worse than
those set up by the exemption of saved income. Since, then,
we know that, on balance, the exemption of saved income
would conform to the principle of least sacrifice, it follows
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,
that, faihng that exemption, the exemption of investment
income would, from the announcement side, also on balance
conform to that principle. This conclusion, however, only
holds good on condition that annual savings are normally
equal in amount to investment income. In a community
where annual savings are substantially smaller than invest-
ment income it does not hold good. For there the exemption
of investment income would involve a much larger reduction
of revenue and, therefore, a much larger increase in the rate

of taxation upon earned income than the exemption of

savings would do,'; Thus, suppose that three-quarters of

a community’s income comes from property, while one-fifth

of its income is normally saved. Then roughly the remission

of a 10 per cent tax on saved income would necessitate

the rate of tax on other income hemg raised by 2| per

cent: but the remission of a 10 per cent tax on invest-

ment income would necessitate the rate on other income

being raised by nearly 9|- per cent. Obviously there is

much less chance of a net benefit resulting in the latter

case than in the former. Obviously again in the latter

case tins chance will become progressively smaller the

larger is the amount of property income relatively to the

normal amount of annual savings.

§ S. In the United Kingdom immediately before the war

Dr. Bowley estimates that work income amounted to 1355

millions, property income to 810 millions ^ and new savings ^

to some 330 millions, the percentages of the total being thus

respectively 63, 37 and 15 per cent. According to Bowley

and Stamp’s estimate for 1924 the corresponding figures then

were 2860, 1200 and 475 millions, and the corresponding

percentages, therefore, 71, 29 and 12 per cent.® On both

computations to remit taxation upon investment income

would involve adding to the rate of taxation upon earned

income a percentage some 2-| times as large as would be

required to compensate the remission of taxation upon

savings. Tliis fact creates a strong presumption, from the

1 CTe Change in the Diglributian of the National Income, pp. 23-24.

= The Division of the Product of Industry, pp. 59-60.

’ The National Income, 1924, pp. 47 and 67.
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announcement point of view, against the remission of taxes

upon investment income.

§ 9.' From the distributional point of view the presump-

tion is, of course, of overwhelming force. For, whereas to

remit taxation upon saved income would, as has been shown,

confer a considerable bounty upon the rich, to remit it

upon investment income would confer an enormous bounty..

Statistical calculations in this country are made difficult by

the fact that business incomes under schedule D are counted

as wholly earned, no reckoning being made of the part of

them that is due to invested capital. As stated, however, at

the beginning of this chapter, Dr. Bowley has made an

estimate for 1913, according to which income from property

(including, of course, property held abroad) amounted, for

the United Kingdom, to 37| per cent and income from

services and work to 62|- per cent of the whole.^ Out of the

37| per cent of property income he reckons that only about

one-fortieth part was accruing in 1913 to persons with

incomes below £160, among whom at that time nearly the

whole of the wage-earning class would be included. Practi-

cally all of it went to persons assessed to income tax, i.e.

to some 1,100,000 ^ persons, constituting, with their families,

about one-ninth of the whole population. There are no
statistics to show the way in which property income was
distributed within the class of persons assessed to income
tax. But the predominant part of it almost certainly went
to people with more than £700 a year, the total number of

whom in 1910 amounted to only a little over 200,000.
Further light is thrown on this matter by death duty
statistics. The returns for estate duty for 1921 showed for
that year—and there is no reason to suppose that it was
markedly unt3^ical—that fths of the persons dying had less

than £100 of property each ; among estates in excess of £100
about one-tliird of the aggregate value belonged to 94| per
cent of the number {i.e., estates under £10,000), one-third
to 5 per cent of the number (estates between £10,000 and
£80,000) and the remaining third to J per cent of the number

‘ The Change in the Distribution of the National Income, p 24
= Ibid. p. 22.
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(estates over £80,000).^ It is thus evident that properfcv
income is concentrated enormously more closely than work
income and is, in great part, directly responsible for the
extreme concentration of income in general. It has a
further indirect responsibiUty in this sense, because the
possession of property income permits of training that is

likely to augment its owners’ earned income also. In these
circumstances to exempt property income from income-tax
is a plan that nobody would seriously contemplate.

§ 10. When to the foregoing distributional argument are

added the considerations set out in § 8, it becomes plain, not
merely that the exemption of investment income from

taxation would be highly objectionable, but that there is a

strong pritm facie ease for taxing it at a higher rate than

earned income. At first sight it seems that, if, in the

interests of distribution, we decide to do this, we must

necessarily intensify the differentiation which even a flat-

rate general income tax would impose against savings. It

is possible, however, to devise, at least in theory, a com-

promise plan, by which, in some measure, the best of both

worlds would be attained. In order to eliminate difierentia-

tion against saving it is not necessary to exempt any

investment income as it stands at present. It is sufiicient

to announce that incomes derived in the future from mvest-

ments to be 7nade from now onwards shall be exempt. This

arrangement would not require us to give up the present tax

on income derived from existing property, and so would not

force us to raise the general rate of income tax to any great

extent. On the contrary, for some time forward, i.e. until the

annual income resulting from investments made subsequent

to the date of change rose above annual savings, the general

rate of income tax would not have to he raised so far as

would be necessary were saved income exempted. In real

life, it must be conceded, nobody would believe that a pledge

to exempt for ever the fruits of investment made after a

given date would be kept. Therefore, the only practical

form of this plan is a limited form, in which the pledge

is to exempt the fruits of saving for a defined term of

1 Cf. Clay, Property and hilieritance, pp. 4-5.
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years after they are made. Marshall has, on these hnes,

suggested that improvements should not he assessed to local

rates till after the lapse of twenty years, in order that the

making of improvements may not be discouraged. This idea

can be generalised and fashioned into a proposal that

property and the income from property shall remain free

from taxation till twenty years after the property has been

created. This means that the fruits of saving are exempt

for twenty years. The plan is actuarially equivalent (interest

being reckoned at 5 per cent) to cutting the rate of tax on

saved income by something more than one-half. It would

eliminate a large part of the differentiation against saving

without necessarily ever causing the general rate of income

tax to rise as high as it would do under a simple exemption

of savings. Prima facie there is much to be said for it.;

§ 11. Here again, however, as with the devices discussed

in the preceding chapter, the issue cannot be decided by
analysis alone without reference to administrative technique.

To an outsider it would seem that, when a business man
builds a new factory or when a company starts operations

with a definite amount of subscribed capital, the income

yielded by these investments could, without great difficulty,

be ear-marked as “ free of tax ” for a defined period of years.

But much new saving is devoted from time to time to

enlarging and developing concerns which akeady exist. If

the fruits of saving are to be exempted for any period,

it will, therefore, be necessary, in respect of every concern,
to analyse its total income every year and to assign an
appropriate part to the new capital that was invested at
each separate date. This could only be done in practice by
highly arbitrary rule-of-thumb methods. Even so, elaborate
machinery would probably be needed to safeguard the
revenue against fraud. But these are matters for technical
experts. No final judgement can be passed upon the merits
of the policy here sketched out except in collaboration -ufith

them.



CHAPTER XII

TAXES ASSESSED OX IKA'^ESTMEXT rXCOME VERSns
TAXES ASSESSED OX PEOPEETY

§ 1 . Sixes property yields income and has a value determined
by the amoimt of the income which it is expected to yield,

there is plainly no far-reaching difference between assessing

annual taxes at a given rate on investment income and
assessing them at a rate—when interest rules at 5 per cent

—

one-twentieth part as high upon the capital value of property.

Broadly, the two methods come to the same tiling both from

the jioint of view of announcement and from that of distri-

bution. There are, however, certain secondary differences,

some of wliich, on the practical side, have considerable

importance. In the brief paragraphs that follow these will

be summarily set out.

§ 2. First, a tax assessed on property will bring under

review certain elements, so to speak, of psychic income, which

arenot reckoned with in an ordinarytax on investment income

because they are neither represented in money nor can easily

be given a money value by tax commissioners. Thus, such

anomalies of the British income tax as taxing the annual

value of a yacht or motor-car when it is let out to somebody

else, but not when it is used by its owner, are eliminated.

Again, there are certain elements, which do have a money

representative, but are not of a kind which ordinary income

taxes include. The chief of these are profits resulting from

appreciations in the capital value of property ; e.ff. a house,

a pearl necklace, or the shares of a joint-stock company.^ The

British practice is that profits of this sort are never counted

1 Cf. ante, Part II. Cliapter TO. § 4.
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for income-tax purposes unless they are “ realised ” by sale

of the property. If they are realised, they are, in general,

counted when to seek them is a part of the normal business

of their recipients, but not otherwise. Thus, a stockbroker s

profit from the purchase and sale of shares of changing value

is counted as income, but any profit that a philosopher might

make from this form of activity would not be counted. The

Royal Commission on the Income Tax recommended a

change in this respect. They inchned to make the issue

depend on the intention of the income-receiver. “ Any

profit made on a transaction in which the subject matter

was acquired with a view to profit-making should be brought

within the scope of income tax, and should not he treated as

an accretion of capital simply because the transaction lies

outside the range of the taxpayer’s ordinary business.” ^

Clearly there are great practical difficulties here. These

could be avoided, and, moreover, casual profits not reahsed

though sales would also be brought into account, if property

instead of income were made the object of assessment.

•-§ 3. Secondly, however, there is a very important respect

ih which property is an inferior object of assessment to its

rival. If every piece of property yielded an equal flow of

income every year, therewould be no difference at all between
a 10 per cent tax on the income derived from it and (vith

interest at 5 per cent) a | per cent tax on the property itself.

But in actual life some pieces of property do not yield a

continuous equal flow of income. Thus, consider two men
of equal wealth, one of whom buys ulth £10,000 a property
reckoned to yield a permanent income of £500 a year, and
the other buys for the same sum a property of equal present
value reckoned to yield a series of oscillating incomes, in the
aggregate of equivalent present value, but individually
different in different years. Under a property tax the two
men will pay equal sums to the Treasury every jmar

; under
an income tax the man with variable income will pay more
when his income is large and less when it is small. Obviouslj^
the second plan is the more convenient and the less irritating!
But there is also a second and subtler difference. Suppose

* Ecpori, p. 20.
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that one of the tvro £10,000 jiroperties yields, not merelv
an oscillating income, but an income wliich begins at a
low figure and is destined, and knomi to be destined
to grow progressively larger; that, for example, there is
to be no income at aU for ten years and, thereafter a
perpetual income of large amount. A property tax’ in
this case is not merely inconvenient, in that it forces a man
to make payments (possibly by borrowing) before he has any
income to pay with.h It is also guilty of an inequity, for,

since the two series of incomes have, ex hypotJiesi, the same

'

present value, they ought to be subject to taxes of the same
present value. A permanent 10 per cent income tax on the

first series will have the same present value now as a per-

manent 10 per cent income tax on the second series: and a

permanent ^ per cent property tax beginning now on the

value of the property that yields the first series will have the

same present value as a permanent 10 per cent income tax

on that series. But a permanent per cent property tax

beginning ten years hence on the value of the property that

yields the second series will have the same present value as

a permanent 10 per cent income tax (whether it begins now

on nil income or ten years hence) on the second series. It

follows that a permanent ^ per cent property tax beginning

7WW on the property yielding the second series will have a

substantially larger present value than a permanent | per

cent property tax beginning now on the property yielding the

first series. What happens in effect is that the incomes

which are to begin ten years hence are, under property taxes,

assessed both when they arrive and also in anticipation of

their arrival. There is here, clearly, a distributional evil.

§ 4. Finally, there remain certain considerations of ad-

ministrative convenience. Against assessment on income it

may be argued that, when a business man derives an income

from a business which he manages himself, there are diffi-

culties in disentangling the part of his income which is due

to Ms investment from the part that is earnings of his work.

These difficulties are so serious that in the United Kingdom

it has been found necessary, as was observed in the preceding

chapter, to circumvent them by treating incomes of tMs class
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as wliollj' earned, in spite of the fact that this procedure is

not only logically indefensible but also confers a differential

favour on one form of industrial organisation, i.6. the private

business, as against the cliief rival form, i.e. the joint-stock

company. With taxes assessed on property this differentia-

tion would not occur. The administrative puzzle which leads

to it would not, however, be solved ; for, presuming that there

is also in existence a tax on earned income, the earned part

of a business man’s income would still need to be disentangled

from the unearned, or investment, part.*^ This class of con-

sideration, therefore, does little to help the advocates of

propertj’’ taxes. On the other side there are three important

considerations. First, it is much less easy to make arrange-

ments for tax graduation if there is an income tax on earned

income coupled with a property tax than if the whole of

everybody’s income is brought under review—^whether the

rates on earned income and investment income are the same

or different—in some form of general income tax. Secondly,

whereas a tax on investment income can, by the device of

taxation at source, he levied easily, cheaply and without any
opening for evasion, there is no way in which that device

could be applied to a property tax. Thirdly—and this is a

point of great practical importance—whereas, when general

rules of definition have been laid down, investment income is

a thing the size of which can be determined by counting,

property is a thing the size of which must be established by
some process of valuation. For many sorts of property, specu-
lative stock-exchange securities, for- example, values undergo
large and frequent changes, to keep track with which for

taxation purposes would constitute a serious administrative
problem. For other sorts, private businesses, lands, and so
on, special appraisers would have to he employed, not merely
at long intervals, as has to be done now for death duties, but
at very short intervals. Hence, we should be compelled either
to make shift with very unsatisfactory valuations or to
undertake enormous trouble and expense in perfecting them.
These administrative considerations are, I thinlv, decisive in
favour of the income tax as against the property tax method
of assessment.



CHAPTER XIII

DEATH DUTIES AND TAXES ON INVESTMENT INCOME

§ 1. In turning to tlie subject of death duties we may
conveniently begin by clearing out of the way a time-worn
controversy of an ethical nature. It used to be, and is still

sometimes, urged that, though ordinary taxation is an
unobjectionable and, indeed, an essential function of the

State, taxes on the scale and in the nature of present-day

death duties violate fundamental natural rights, and are thus

ethically wrong. After what was said in Part I. Chapter 11.

on “The Principles of Compensation” I need not delay over

this matter. The point of view I have been describing was

refuted once for aU by Sir William Harcourt in the following

passage from his Budget speech in 1894: “Upon the

devolution of property of all descriptions the State takes its

share first—before any of the successors in title are benefited.

The reason on which this is founded is plain. The title of the

State to a share in the accumidated property of the deceased

is an anterior title to that of the interest to be taken by those

who are to share it. The State has the first title upon the

estate, and those who take afterwards have a subsequent and

subordinate title. Nature gives man no power over his

earthly goods beyond the term of his life. What power

he possesses to prolong His will after his death—^the right

of a dead hand to dispose of property—^is a pure creation

of the law, and the State has the right to prescribe the

conditions and the limitations under which that power shall

be exercised.” ^ Nothing further needs to be said.

.§ 2. The characteristics peculiar to death duties are easily

^ Quoted in Soward and Willard, The Taxation of Capital, 59.
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set out. From our point of view these duties are occa-

sional property taxes, thus standing in contrast with annual

property taxes. Instead of collecting a relatively small sum

from each property every year, they collect a large sum from

each property at intervals averaging about thirty years and

associated with the death of the proprietor. This is the

essential point. The fact that some owners of property,

universities and other like corporations, do not die and,

therefore, would pay under property tax but not under death

duties, is a minor matter and need not be considered here.

In the preceding chapter it was shown that annual property

taxes do not differ fundamentally from taxes on unearned,

or investment, incomes.) Since these latter taxes are a well-

established fiscal instrument, it viU be convenient to use

them, rather than annual property taxes, as a standard of

comparison for our present study. It is evident that, iij_fche

mat,ter_ot.distrib,ution, .death,duties.and taxes, on.investment

income c_an be„soj5p.ntrive,d.as,to.have.closely:,sinular.results.

Attention may, therefore , be confined to what I have called

“ announcement-asnects ”. Thus, we have to contrast,

without reference to distribution, death duties designed to

yield a given revenue with taxes on investment income

designed to jueld an equal revenue, these latter taxes being

conWd to incomes corresponding to the capital on which
death duties are paid. In other words, we have to contrast

them with taxes on investment income at rates for each
several taxpayer equivalent to the rates required to yield

full insurance against death duties. It being assumed, of

course, that the revenue collected is employed in the same
way whichever method of raising it is adopted, the compara-
tive effects on aggregate sacrifice of adopting one or other
of the two sorts of tax will then depend upon the compara-
tive effects which they respectively produce upon work
and saving. In view of the analysis carried through in
Chapter V. § 7, we may fairly presume that the effects
upon u ork ufill not be significantly different. If saving
is affected to about the same extent, heirs, as a body,
will start equally well-off on either plan, and so will have
no inducement to work with different amounts of energy

j

M
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and, even though savings are affected substantially more
under one plan than under the other, the aggregate difference
made to the amount of energy heirs display is unlikely to be
other than small. Hence, attention may he concentra.t^Pfl

on the comparative effects'YvEicFTEe'lwo^laniTB^
expected to produce upon theVolume of sa-^ngs.

'

§ 3. Pop^ar opinion makes short work of this problem.
Accor^g t(nt, while all other taxes are paid, atleastinpartj

out of economies in consumption, death duties, bek^taxes
on capital, are necessarily paid wholly “ out of capital ”.

This is a gros^ confusion. Some of those who fall under the

spell of it recognise, indeed, that what the government

receives is not actual capital, but resources against which

the taxed persons sell actual capital, and which, but for this

transaction, would themselves have become new capital.^

But the assertion that taxes on capital are necessarily

paid out of resources which would have become capital is no

less false than the assertion that they are necessarily paid

out of actual capital. It springs from a failure to distinguish

between object of assessment and source of tax payment.

The object of assessment is the channel through which the

source of tax payment is reached ;
it is not identical with it.

For commodity taxes everybody recognises this. Nobody

maintains that a tax assessed on beer is necessarily paid out

of beer, or even out of resources which would otherwise have

become beer. The_position is essentiallj’- the same with

income and capital. Slei^V^dTaidw tFatVTaViT'aFsessed

upon one or other of these objects tells us nothing as to

how far it is paid out of resources wliich would have been

used as income, i.e. for consumption, or out of resources

which would have been turned into new capital, i.e. saved.

Our problem cannot be solved by means of this popular

short-cut.

§ 4. As a first approach towards it it is convenient to

concentrate attention upon the peculiar time-incidence of

death duties, without regard for anything else. To that

end let ns imagine a community consisting of a number of

family groups of similar wealth and income, and let us set

1 Cf. ante. Part 11. Chapter IV. § 7.
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over against one another two systems of lump-sum taxes,

under one of which £100 is taken from each family group

every year, while under the other £3000 is taken from each

on the occasion of the death of the head of the family
,
which

is assumed to occur, on the average, once in thirty years.

On the above assumption it is evident that the two tax-

systems will yield equal annual revenues to the government.

We have to inquire in what, if any, respects, their effects

upon the volume of savings are different.

Now, it is easy to see that, when a tax levy is small in

amount relatively to a man’s annual income, a considerable

part of the funds for it may easily be provided by economies

in consumption. When, however, the tax levy is large

—

under death duties it is often equivalent to several years’

income—^this is impossible. A large part of the funds re-

quired mujit be provided by a sale of capital, which means,

as we have seen, out of resources which would normally have

become new capital. With levies made at the moment of

death the case is still stronger. Since heirs as a rule look to

what actually comes to them and are little interested in what

would have come to them on the hypothesis that there had

been no death duties, they are very unlikely to meet any part

of a death-duty levy by cutting down their consumption.

Even small levies made at that moment would, therefore, be

paid to practically their full amount out of capital in the

sense described above. A fortiori this will he true of large

levies. Pr^toaUy, we may conclude that the whole of

death-duty levies will in fact be so paid
;
in other words, that,

so far as the presenf'argument goesrthe3vwiIl“deplete“‘the

volume of^avingrbjniheif full amount.

if we had to do with imposts required only in a single

isolated year, the above result might stand without quali-

fication. In fact, however, we are concerned with regular
annually recurring imposts

; and, consequently, there is

picture. For, whereas in any .year only
about one-thirtieth of the sum total of estates become
subject to tax, the fact that death duties (here conceived, it

will be remembered, as simple lump-sum taxes) exist, and
that all privately owned estates will eventually fall under
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them, reacts, or may rea^^pon the conduct of the
of the other estates. The total effect of deathtok^n
savings is not, theretoe^determinecTFrthVfnl^.ir^^
actual payment of~~aeath duties is mjide at thT^e^of

Aeen^sayingr; To obtain a true comparison
between large lump-sum taxes levied^t death and small
lump-sum taxes designed to yield the same revenue and
levied annually a more difficult inquiry is needed.

§ 5. In attempting to carry tlus through, we have to

guard against a possible arithmetical confusion. To illustrate

this, let us suppose that in fact the effect on savings is the

same under both systems : that of the revenue handed over

to the Treasury, e.g. 50 millions, 30 million £s is taken out of

resources which would otherwise have been saved, so that,

on the assumption that the Treasury does not save hut

consumes its 50 millions, aggregate savings are reduced by

30 millions. Then under the death duty method living tax-

payers will be seen to save and invest 20 nnUions more than

they would have saved and invested had there been no

taxation at aU. But under the annual tax method living

taxpayers will be seen to save and invest 30 miUions less than

they would have saved and invested had there been no

taxation at all. Thus, if attention is focussed on a represen-

tative taxpayer under the two schemes, it appears that much

less saving takes place under the second scheme than under

the first, though at the beginning of our analysis we postulated

that equal amounts should take place under both. This im-

possible result is due to a confused use of the terms “ living

taxpayer ” and '* representative taxpayer ”. The true re-

presentative taxpayer under death duties is not a living

taxpayer, but an amalgam of 29 who are living and one who

is just dead and subject to death duty. Unless this point is

held clearly in mind we may find ourselves upholding the

death-duty method by a completely illusory argument.

§ 6. The real issue is perfectly precise : will the repre-

sentative man over the whole period of his life restrict bis

consumption as much when he knows that £3000 will be

taken from his estate at death as be would do if be knew that

£100 would be taken from it in every year of his life ? In
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other Tvords, will a group of thirty meiij one

be taxed £3000'ndw,'a-secrad fSOOOTaexryear/a third £3000

a year latef7'tlirimpact'‘of-the--taxln eaeh case to coincide

wth”aeath, contract their consumption as much as they

M'ould have done were all of them to^he taxed £100 cysty

yeaF? To"resolTC this is^ue let us begin^y supposing that

all the men concerned are completely indifferent to personal

death, and are just as much interested in their heirs as in

themselves. On this assumption, if everyone were perfectly

rational, it would seem that the two systems ought to affect

the aggregate volume of savings to ah exactly ^ual extent,

In^fact, however, people are notperfectly rational. They are

apt~£b procrastinate ; to exaggerate the prospect of a long

span of hfe for themselves ; to turn their eyes away from

events that lie in the future, particularly if the date of these

events is unknown. Eor these reasons thej’’ are not likely to

economise so largely to meet occasional large lump-sum pay-

inehts~as they would do in order to meet equivalent smaller

annual payments'. {The circumstance that the vast majority

of persons are not indifferent to personal death and are not

just as much interested in their Jieirs as in themselves

obviously reinforces this conclusion, the more so if the large

lum^suhTiniposts are to be levied at the moment of death.

Hor can the conclusion be rebutted by reference to the

conduct of heirs. Eofjiunder the death-duty plan, since the

former owners have e'conomised less than they would have
done under annual taxation, the heirs inherit less and so have
smaller investment incomes. This may perhaps cause them
to work somewhat harder—though, as urged above, this

effect will be slight—but it cannot, in any ordinary circum-
stances, cause them to save'more. I conclude, therefore, that,
as between lump-sum taxes assessed on the occasion of

death and equivalent lump-sum taxes assessed annually,
the former are practically certain to prove more injurious
to saving than the latter.;

§ 7. If the relation between large occasional lump-sum
taxes and death duties were precisely the same as that
between smaD annual lump-sum taxes and taxes on invest-
ment income, it would follow that death duties are more
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injurious to saving than taxes on investment income of like
distributional character. In fact, however, I shall submit
that the two relations are not the same, and that the excess
damage, as against lump-sum levies, is certain to be substan-
tially smaller under death duties than under the rival form
of tax. The grounds of this conclusion have now to be set
out in detail.

'/'§ 8. T^ desire to build_up capital possessions is not a
simple thingntl^°iade up of various'^emehtTblended in

various ways among different men. One element is the desire

to be able to exercise the constructive force, which a strong

man may find in Inmself, in conjunction with a large-scale

undertaking ; another is the desire for that power in society

or, perhaps, in politics which great wealth confers; another

is the desire for fame or notoriety : another the desire for a

large incofne accruing without effort in later life : another'

the desire for posthumous glory in dying very rich : another

mere inertia—inability to spend in consumption the whole of

a large income. All these motives are concerned only with

tHe^Iifetime of the man who contemplates saving under the

stress of them : the fact that after his death his fortune does

not also die is, so far as they are concerned, an irrelevant

accident. Alongside of them there, is, the desire to. hand. on

accumulated capital to his children after the accumulatOT’s

deathT ' This desire is most urgent when a family of young

children is being supported by a father out of a consider-

able earned income backed by little property; for the father

knows that, if he dies, his children will he very badly off,

so that each extra £ of property accumulated for them will

have a high margiaal utility. In such a case even a man

who cared little for his children’s satisfaction as compared

with Ms own, might, nevertheless, be ready to give up many

£s from his own consumption in order to provide even

one £ for them. But the desire may also be strong where

considerable heritable fimds already exist, since these may

have to be divided among a number of children, and, even

if tMs is not so, the father may have ambitions to found a

wealthy family. When, however, a man stands possessed

of an estate wMch is already very large, he can hardly desire
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to increase it still further for the sake of his children, and he

may even reflect that too large an inheritance is likely to

prove injurious to them. On the other hand, a man who is,

and expects to remain, childless may still desire, though

perhaps not very keenly, to have property at his death to

leave to relatives, friends, or public objects in wliich he is

interested.

§ 9. Death duties and taxes upon investment income

alike are exactly equivalent to their lump-sum counterparts

in the amount of money that they take from those who have

to pay them. Consequently, the effects of both are the same

as those of their respective lump-sum counterparts so far as

reactions through the marginal utility of money in fact or in

prospect are concerned ;
they differ from these only because

the tax formulae employed involve a differential element.

Since both death duties and taxes on investment income have

this characteristic, the one strildng accumulated savings

directly, the other the fniit of these savings, it appears

frima facie that their effects nail differ from those of their

respective lump-sum counterparts in equal measure. The

analysis of motives that was set out in the preceding

section shows, however, that tliis is not so. In so far as a

man’s motives for saving are confined to happenings during

his lifetime and at the moment of his death, a death-duty

levj' m’U affect his conduct in exactly the same way as an
equivalent lump-sum levy ; he will save to exactly the same
extent as he would have done under that type of levy. As
regards the whole of this important class of motives he is

not discouraged in any degree. A tax on investment income,
however, strikes, not only at this class of motives, but also at
the other class. Consequently, such a tax must always check
saving more than an equivalent lump-sum tax. Hence, we
may lay it down that the excess damage to saving caused by
death duties, as compared with their lump-sum counterpart,
is smaller than the excess damage done by taxes on invest-
ment income, as compared with their lump-sum counterpart.
This is true even when the death duties are imposed on
estates passing to the children of the decedents. The
relative advantage is obviously still greater when they
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are imposed on estates left to remoter relatiyes or
friends.

§ 10. It thus appears that, in attempting to compare the
effects on saving of death duties and of taxes on investment
income, designed to yield equal revenues and ahke in respect
of distribution, we are confronted with conflicting considera-
tions. The lump-sum counterpart of death duties is more
injurious to saving than the lump-sum counterpart of taxes
on investment income

; but, on the other hand, death duties
are not so much worse than their lump-sum cormterparfe as
taxes on investment income are than theirs. There are no
means by which these two factors can be measured. Wc
may, if we will, guess on which side the balance of advantage

lies ; but we camiot know. AH that can be said with confid-

ence is that neither of the two rival means of raising revenue

is likely to be much superior to the other. It will not make
much difference either to saving or to anything else whether

the one or the other is chosen.

-
§ 11, It remains to call attention to one further point,

From the concluding sentences of § 9 it is easy to see that

death duties specialised upon bequests other than ia the

direct line, after the manner of the British legacy and

succession duties,^ are, in respect of a given levy distributed

in a given way, less injurious to saving than general death

duties. An extension of this line of thought leads naturally

to Professor Rignano’s proposal that a man's savings, when

left by hiTTi in the first instance, should pay one rate of duty,

and that, when left a second time by his legatee to the

legatees’ heirs, they should pay a higher rate of duty. The

theoretical basis of the proposal is the presumption that most

men will care very little about the fortunes of the heirs of

their heirs, and that, therefore, other things being equal,

death duties at the second remove, so to speak, would enjoy

^ Those duties are assessed upon the amount received.hy heneficiaries

without reference to the aggregate size of the estate passing at death. They

are at the rate of 1 per cent when, the beneficiary is the husband, wife, or

lineal issue or descendant of the author of the benefaction, subject to

certain exceptions; 6 per cent when the beneficiary is a brother or sis er

or a descendant of a brother or sister; 10 per cent in all other cases. (
.

Report of the Gommiifee on Taxation and the National Debt, p. 195-)
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the same land of advantage as duties on beq[uests out of the

direct line. This is, I think, certainly true ;
and it follows

from it that, provided the practical difficulties could be over-

come, the compound type of death duty contemplated by

Professor Rignano, or some variation of it, would enable a

given revenue to be raised with somewhat less damage to

saving than is possible under death duties of the ordinary

type. There is, of course, no reason why the Rignano plan

should not be superimposed upon arrangements providing

for progression in tax rates as the size of estates increases

and for differentiation between the rates charged on

legacies to the testator’s children and on legacies to other

people.

'

§ 12. The practical difficulties in the way of this plan

are, however, very serious. The first heir might be tempted

to squander Ids legacy or to dispose of it by gifts inter vivos

to such effect that, when he died, his inherited property and

his earned property together would be insufficient to pay the

tax due on his inherited property. Moreover, it would be

very difficult to allow properly for changes in the value of

the inherited property when that property and property

newly created by the first heirs were mixed together. If no

allowance were made, and the inherited property had fallen

in value, owing either to a general cause such as a rise in the

rate of interest, or to a cause special to the property itself,

a portion of the first iniieritor’s savings sufficient to make
good the depreciation in the value of his inherited property

would find itself, contrary to Rignano’s intention, treated at

his death on the same footing as that property. These
difficulties might, indeed, be met by a rule requiring all

legacies to be
“
settled ”, in such wise that the heirs could

neither spend the prmcipal nor, except under close restric-

tions, shift it from one form of investment to another.
Rules of this kind would, however, obstruct the free move-
ment of capital in ways that might prove injurious to
enterprise. Attention maj!-, therefore, he directed to .an
ingenious alternative plan recently suggested—apparently
independently—by Dr. Dalton and Mr. H. D. Henderson.
Tills plan proposes that, when an estate passes at death.
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there should be levied on it one death duty of the ordinary

sort and also a second death duty in respect of its nest

descent. Against this second death duty, however, the

State would pay to the first heir during his lifetime an

annual sum representing interest upon it, so that he would

not suffer and, until he in turn died, the State would not

gain. At his death the State would stop paying interest, and

so would hold the principal of this second death duty free,

so to speak, of mortgage. This plan would dispense with the

need for compulsory settlements, hir. Henderson suggests

that the rate charged in respect of the second death duty

should depend, not on the aggregate amount of the fortune

left, as the rate of the primary death duty would do, but, as

against each separate legatee, on the amount of the fortune

accruing to him.'. This, however, is not essential to his plan.’^

‘ Cf. Hendorson, Inheritance and Inequality, pp. 17-26.



CHAPTER XIV

TAXES ON THE PUBLIC VALUE OP LAND

§ 1. It has become apparent in the course of our study that,

when a tax is assessed on anybody by reference to the value

of some object in his possession of such a sort that that value

cannot be altered by any action on his part, the tax, in its

announcement aspect, works like a poll-tax and is, in that

aspect, an ideal tax from the standpoint of least aggregate

sacrifice. In order that it may possess this quality it is not

necessary that the object of assessment should be inalienable

by the present owner. He may be free to seU it—of course

at a price diminished by the discormted value of the tax

—

and the tax will remain, in its announcement aspect, wholly

innocuous. The essential point is that the object of assess-

ment is such that its value, and, therefore, the amount of the

impost to be collected, cannot be altered by. anything that

the owner, whoever he may be, decides to do.

§ 2. Now, if we select any piece of durable property,

determine its value in 1926, and decree that henceforward its

owner shall pay a tax based on that value, we have an object

of assessment of the type contemplated above. There is,

however, a certain appearance of absurdity in basing taxes

on historical values of this kind. It is easy to imagine how
anomalous taxes so based would seem when they had
continued for 100 years. In practice, if any value is to be
taken as an object of assessment for taxation, it must be
current, or, at all events, very recent value. The values of
all ordinary sorts of property are, however, liable to be
altered by work or investment on the part of the owners or
occupiers. Taxes assessed upon them will, therefore, vary

171
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in amount according to what these persons do, and, therefore
will react upon their conduct. Thus these taxes do not
conform to the poU-tax typo. There is, however, one current
value, taxes upon which do so conform. This is what is called
in Australia the “ unimproved value ” of land.

§ 3. In Great Britain up to the present time, apart from
the small " undeveloped land ” duty of the 1909 Budget, no
resort has been had to this taxable object. In New Zealand
and the Australian coloiries, however, it has for many years
played an important part both in local and in national

finance ; and the municipalities of Western Canada have
made considerable use of it for local purposes. “ In Queens-

land practically all the local revenue is raised from this

source. All rates, general, special, and separate, are levied

on the unimproved value.” ^ In South Australia a special

national tax on unimproved land values has existed since

1884. One halfpenny in the £ is levied on all unimproved

(capital) values
;
an extra halfpenny on unimproved values

exceeding £5000 ;
and an absentee tax, amounting to 20 per

cent, on absentee owners.® In New South Wales :
" The

land tax of the State is levied on unimproved value at the

rate of Id. in the £. A sum of £240 is allowed by way of

exemption, and, when the unimproved value is in excess of

that sum, a reduction equal to the exemption is made ;
but,

when several blocks of land within the State are held hy a

person or company, onlj^ one amount of £240 may be deducted

from the aggregate unimproved value. In cases where land

is mortgaged the mortgagor is permitted to deduct from the

tax payable a sum equal to the income tax paid by the mort-

gagee on the interest derived from the mortgage on the whole

property including improvements.” ® InNew Zealand : In

1891 the Property Tax Act then in force was repealed and

replaced by the Land and Income Assessment Act, under

which a land tax was imposed on land and mortgages of land,

and an income tax on all income other than income derived

from land and mortgages of land. Improvements on land

were exempted up to £3000. In 1893 an amending Act was

^ Soheftel, The Taxation ofLand Value, 1916, p. 49.

= [Cd. 3191], p. 20. = [Cd. 3191], p. 21.
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passed by which all improvements on land were entirely

exempted, and in 1896 an Act was passed by which the

principle of taxation on the ‘ unimproved value ’ was ex-

tended to local rating, by enabling local authorities to

adopt the system on a poll of the ratepayers being taken and

a majority voting in favour of its adoption.” ^ The amount

of the national tax in this colony is ordinarily one penny in

the £ on unimproved (capital) value.
“ Land in possession

of natives is treated specially, and, out of consideration for

pma.l! peasant farmers, plots worth less than £500 are

exempted and plots worth less than £1500 are allowed an

abatement. In addition to the ordinary land tax, the same

Act imposed a graduated State tax on large estates, com-

mencing at one-sixteenth of a penny in the £ on land of an

unimproved value of £5000, and rising to threepence in the £

on land of an unimproved value of £210,000 or more.” *

§ 4. In all these arrangements the essential matter is

the distinction between improved and unimproved value.

Some light on the precise way in which this distinction is

drawn may be gathered from a very interesting explanatory

memorandum furnished by the Valuer-General of New Zea-

land, ilr . G. E. C. Campbell, klr. Campbell cites the definition

clauses of the Government Valuation of Land Act, 1896, and
adds certain comments of his own. The principal points to

be noted are the following :

First

:

“ The increased value attaching to any piece of

land due to the successful working of other lands in the district

or to progressive works effected by the State, the general
prosperity of the country, high markets for produce, etc.,

form a portion of the unimproved value under the New
Zealand law. Any increased value, however, which is repre-
sented by the improvements effected by the individual
possessor, either past or present, does not form part of the
unimproved value.” ®

Semidly: “Improvements can only be valued to the
extent to which they increase the selling value of the land. This

j
[Cd. 3191], p. 24.

'
Chorlton, The Raiing of Land Valves, p. IfiO

’ [Cd. 3191], p. 37.
^
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fact should not he forgotten
; the valuer must, therefore

value an improvement af the proportionate sum which it
represents in the selling value of the whole property. We
sometimes find a large house built on a smaU area of fanning
land. The ordinary farmer who would purchase such a
property would not be likely to pay for the house anything
approaching its cost—he would only pay the price of a house
which suits the requirements of the farm. The selling value
of the house must, therefore, be valued at what the ordmary
purchaser would be likely to give for it, or, in other words,
at the sum by which it increases the selling value of the
property. Sometimes an owner will expend his capital and
labour injudiciously, and the result wifi prove detrimental to

the land instead of being an improvement. Some lands hold

grass better without first being ploughed than they do after

the plough. The efliect of ploughing in such cases would not

be to improve the selling value. Some improvements, such

as ornamental shrubbery, orchards, lawns, vineries, etc.,

rarely increase the selling value to the full extent of their

cost, and should, therefore, be valued accordingly. ... No
work can be considered an improvement if the benefit is

exhausted at the time of valuation. , . . The amount at

which improvements are to be valued is defined by the Act

as the sum by which they increase the selling value of the

land, provided iJmt the value must not exceed, the cost, although

it may be below the cost if their condition warrants it. The

cost of an improvement is not necessarily its selling value,

as its suitability and condition must be taken into con-

sideration.” ^

Thirdly :
“ It is the actual improvement which is valued,

not the efiect of that improvement. For instance, suppose

that the expenditure of a small sum in cutting an outlet for

water has converted a swamp into first-class agricultural land.

The fact that the swamp was capable of easy drainage would

enliance its unimproved value, and the cost only of cutting the

drain would be valued as the improvement.

Lastly : An improvement, to be classed as such, must be

made by the owner. Suppose that there are two pieces of

1 [Cd. 3191], pp. 39-40. " [Cd. 3191], pp. 40-41.
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land adjacent to one another, and that the cutting of a drain

or the erection of a fence upon one of them would enhance the

total value of both. If the two pieces are owned by the same

person, their unimproved value, both before and after the

drain is cut, would appear to be equal to their total value

minxis the cost of cutting the drain. If, however, they are

in different hands, the unimproved value of the piece on

which the improvement is not required is enhanced so soon

as the improvement on the other piece is carried out. The

same point arises in connection with collective improvements.

Thus, Mr. Campbell observes :
“ It has been argued that

public works done by small communities, and for which those

communities agree to rate themselves, shaU be valued as an

improvement ” for the purpose of the national land tax.’

The New Zealand Act, however, does not accept the view.®

§ 5. The general nature of the distinction between im-

proved and unimproved value has long been familiar to

economists. It corresponds to the Ricardian distinction

between true economic rent and profits from capital invested

in land. Unimproved value is the capitalised value of the

true rent, and improvement value that of profits. A termi-

nology for some purposes more convenient was suggested some
years ago by Marshall. True rent is that part of the annual

value of land which arises from its position, its extension,

its yearly income of sunlight and heat and rain and air.

“ This (annual) value of the land”, he rnrote, “is sometimes
called its ‘ inherent value ’

; but much of that value is the
result of the action of men, though not of its individual

holders
; and, therefore, it is perhaps more correct to call this

part of the annual value of land its ‘ public value ’, while that
part of its value which can be traced to work and outlay by its

individual holder may be called its ‘ private value ’ Public
value capitalised corresponds to the unimproved (capital)
value, and private value capitalised to the improvement
(capital) value of the Australasian laws.

§ 6. Having thus found in the unimproved or public value
1 [Cd. 3191], p. 40.

of the difficulties of valuation, cf. Scheftel,1 he Taxation of Land Value, pp. 69 et seg.
’ Memorandum on Imperial and Local Taxes [Cd. 9628], p. 116,
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of land a taxable object, which, 'from the standpoint of
annonnccment ”, conforms perfectly to the principle of

least aggregate sacrifice, we have now to inquire how far it
conforms to that principle in its distributional aspects In
attacking this problem, we have to apply the general method
of Chapter IX. §§ 9-13 to the facts of this particular case. In
this country, among people at any given income level the
proportions in which their incomes are drawn from the public
value of .land vary enormously. One rich man’s income is

made up almost entirely of rents, another’s contains scarcely

anj’^ rents. Hence, as between persons of equal incomes, this

tjqpe of tax uill act very unequally, and, so far, will be dis-

tributionally bad. On the other hand, the ownership of

rents is in this country concentrated in a high degree upon
ricli people. Hence, as between people of different incomes,

this type of tax is distributionally good
;
probably consider-

ably better than an income tax on the present English scale.

We are hardly in a position to say whether, when both these

factors are taken into account, it is distributionally better on

ilie whale.

§ 7. There is, however, a special consideration which

commends this type of tax up to a point from the side of

distribution. It is, m a measure, preventive of distributional

evils which government expenditure of taxation otherwise

tends to bring about. Thus Marshall wrote :
“ There may

be great difficulty in allocating the betterment due to any

particular improvement. But, as it is, the expenditure of

such private societies as the Metropolitan Public Gardens

Association, and much of the rates raised on building values

for publie improvements, is really a free gift of wealth to

omaers who are alread}’' fortunate.” ^ It is true, no doubt,

that those who have purchased urban land recently may have

partially discounted this betterment in their purchase price ;

but they are not likely to have discounted it entirely ;
while

those owners who are not recent purchasers will not have

discounted it at all. Consequently, it is to he expected that

the special burden which new taxes upon site-values would

impose upon site-owners—at aU events in urban districts—

’ Memorandum on Imperial and Local Taxes [Cd. 932S], p. 125.
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would be partially offset by a special increment in no way due

to their own effort and expenditure.

§ 8. In view of the excellence of a tax on the public

value of landfrom the standpoint of announcement we should

plainly need proof that it was abnormallybad distributionaUy

before being Justified in rejecting its claims to a place in the

tax system. If it were proposed to put a very high rate of

duty upon the annual—still more upon the capitalised

public value of land, owners of valuable sites would, indeed,

have ground for complaint that gross discrimination was being

practised as between them and other equally wealthy persons.

Even with a fairly low rate of tax the discrimination may be

considerablymore important than it isataU likely to be in the

case of, say, a tea tax ; because some persons draw a pro-

portion of their income from true rents larger than the

proportion of their income that any persons spend on tea.

Moreover, taxes on true rents, if imposed with an expectation

of continuance, are apt to become amortised : that is to

say, the present owners of land, if they uish to sell their

property, are forced to accept a purchase price reduced by

the discoimted value of the future annual imposts. When
tliis happens they are hit, pro ianto, with greater severity.

This is a sound reason against imposing very high rates of

tax on true rents.^ It is of little weight, however, against

low or moderate rates ; for, after aU, every single tax taken

by itself is bound to be in some degree unfair between
individuals. On the whole, therefore, I conclude that, in any
tax system which relies on a number of different imposts,

there is a strong case for including among the rest a moderate
tax assessed at a moderate percentage upon the (annual)

public value of land.

H a tax oJ this sort ia in esistenoa and has been in esistenco long
enough for a large proportion of the affected property to have changed
hands by sale or inheritance, these same considerations constitute a strong
arg^ent against remitting it; for, just as the imposition of the tax
mulcted one arbitrarily selected set of men who are to receive no compensa-
tion, so the removal of it gives a present to another arbitrarily selected set
who nave suffered no previous hurt. It is with this consideration in mind
that Marshall writes : “ Any relief as regards old rates should, therefore,
apply only to new buildings and other fresh investments of capital

”
(Marshall, Memorandum on Imperial and Local Taxes [Cd. 9528], p. 121).



CHAPTER XV

TAXES OX 3I0X0P0LT BEVEXUE

§ 1. It is a commonplace of economic text-books that, when
a monopolist is making full use of his monopolistic power
over prices, a tax assessed upon monopoly revenue will not
afiect in any way his or anybody else’s conduct. Hence,

this kind of tax, like a tax on the public value of land, is, in

its announcement aspect, ideal. Again, then, we turn at

once to distributional aspects. As with taxes on the public

value of land, so also with these taxes, people who happen

to possess shares in monopolistic concerns are treated

unequally as against people with like incomes whose invest-

ments are in other things. Xor can this inequality he

excused by the argument that shareholders in monopolistic

concerns are making an income “ unduly ” large relative to

their investment : for most shareholders will have bought

their shares in the market at prices in which the high returns,

if there are such, due to monopolistic exactions are already

discounted. To set against this distributional evh, as

between people of similar economic situations, there is the

fact that many of the persons interested in monopolistic

concerns are wealthy, so that, as between people of dis-

similar economic situations, monopoly revenue taxes are,

pro lanio, distributionally good. Perhaps, too, it may he

claimed for such taxes that, in some measure, they dis-

courage people from attempting to form monopolies with a

view to exercising monopolistic power over prices.

§ 2. H, then, the State takes no direct steps to prevent

the mulcting of the pubhc by the exercise of monopolistic

power, there is a good prima fade case for the imposition

17S
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of taxes—and high taxes at that—^upon monopoly revenue,

i.e. that part of a monopolist’s income which results from the

exercise of monopolistic power in forcing selling price above

supply price. The exercise of monopolistic power is, how-

ever, in general, highly anti-social, since it involves deliber-

ately restricting the output of the monopolised good below

the most advantageous output.^ Though, in respect of the

output which is actually produced, the loss which the public

suffers through high prices is offset by an equivalent gain to

the monopolist, in respect of the output which high prices

prevent from coming into existence there is a loss of con-

sumer’s surplus unbalanced by any gain. Hence it will, in

general, be more in the interest of the community as a whole

for the State to prevent the exercise of monopolistic power

than to permit it and to tax the proceeds. Even if the tax

were approximately a 100 per cent tax this would be sO. In

that case the monopohst would secure notliing out of his

exactions, the whole of what he had tried to gain going to

the State. But the tax would be equivalent to a tax assessed

on the commodity at the rate calculated to yield maximum
possible revenue : and it is easy to see that a tax on any
assessable object at so high a rate as this tends to inflict an
abnormal amount of sacrifice on the community relatively

to the revenue which it yields. Eor the State to allow
monopolists to mulct the public and then to force them to
disgorge to it a part, or even the whole, of their spoils is,

therefore, only defensible where the better policy of pre-
venting an anti-social exercise of monopolistic power is not
politically practicable.

^ Cf. The Economics of Welfare, chap, xvi.



CHAPTER XVI

TAXES ON 'WINDFALLS

§ 1. By windfalls I mean accretions to tlie real value of

people’s property that are not foreseen by them and are not
in any degree due to efforts made, inteihgence exercised,

risks home, or capital invested by them. In the present

chapter I propose to consider taxes assessed upon these

objects. It is apparent immediately that in their announce-
ment aspect such taxes conform to the ideal, for they take

the same given amount of money from the taxpayer without

reference to liis conduct in any respect. What is to be said

of them in their distributional aspect ?

§ 2. It is possible to imagine a community in which, by
a miraculous dispensation of Providence, -windfalls are so

distributed that large ones alwaj^s go to poor people, moderate

ones to men of middle incomes, and none at all to rich people.

In actual life there is no reason to suppose that anything of

this sort happens. On the contrary, if any general pre-

sumption can be made, it is that rich people are more likely

to enjoy windfalls than anybody else, because most windfalls

consist in unlooked-for changes in the value of some piece of

material property, and pieces of material property are, in the

main, o-wned by rich men. We have, therefore, no groimd

for supposing that windfalls as a whole are good for distribu-

tion or that t-axes upon them would be distributionahy bad.

Something might be said, if it -were administratively practi-

able, for exempting from taxation any 'uundfaUs (of moderate

amount) that fall to poor people : but, apart from this, in

so far as true •u'indfalls can in practice be isolated, the general

considerations set out in this volume point towards lieavy

taxation—^jierhaps 100 per cent taxation—of all of them.

ISO
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The principle of tliis matter is thus clear, and discussion may

be confined to particxdar appfications.'

§3. (it is necessary to distinguish first between what

may be called integral windfalls and partial windfalls . By an

integral windfall is meant an accretion, in the nature of a

windfall, to the aggregate value of a person’s property

reckoned relatively to the whole period of his life ;
by a

partial udndfall an accretion of this nature occurring at some

definite moment to some definite part of a person’s property.

The distributional soundness of a tax upon integral windfalls

has already been recognised. But with partial uindfaUs the

issue is less clear. For a vindfaU increment to one part of

a man’s property in one year ma}’^ be offset by a windfall

decrement to another part of it in another year. If there

were a presumption that an observed windfall inoremcnt

would in fact be balanced by a windfall decrement that is not

observed, distributional considerations would point against

the taxation of partial windfalls. Integral windfalls would

be proper objects of taxation, but partial windfalls would not.'’

Since in .practice it is quite impossible to ascertain by direct

inquiry whether or not an integral windfall has occmred

—

for this would imply knowledge of the future as well as of the

past—or, if it has, how large it has been, this conclusion

would, in effect, rule all -windfall taxation out of court. There
is not, however, in fact, any presumption of the kind contem-

plated. '.When a partial windfall increment is observed, it

may, of course, be cancelled by a partial windfall decrement
to the same property

; but there is no presumption that it

uill be. Consequently, in the absence of definite knowledge
that it is in fact so cancelled, we need not hesitate to tax it.

Those windfalls that are observed are not rendered improper
objects for taxation by the fact that windfall decrements and
other windfall increments occur, which cannot in practice be
brought into account)

§ 4. The exceptional circumstances of the Great War
brought into being a new and very.important class of wind-
fall, in the abnormal profits made by certain businesses
as a direct consequence of it. The values of certain sorts
of goods and services were enormously enhanced, with the
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result that those persons who had a store of these things or
the means of making them quickly—shipowners, iron and
steel makers, munition makers, farmers, and many others—
were in a position, except in so far as the government inter-

fered by fixing maximum prices for the commodities in which
they were interested, to reap undreamt-of fortunes. In these
fortunes there was a large element of windfall. In order to

isolate that element it was necessary to determine what the

normal profit of the business was, to add on to that an
allowance for extra profit due to new capital investments

and additional work, and to take account of the fact that

machinery set up and adaptations made specially for war
purposes would be of little use, and might even be in the way,

after the war was over. The estimate of normal profits ought

strictly to have taken account, not merely of what the profits

in the years immediately preceding the war actually were,

but also of the prospects that then existed of their increasing.

It ought further to have taken account both of the high level

of general prices prevailing during the war, in consequence of

which a given monej’’ profit represented a much smaller real

profit than before, and also of the probability that prices

W'ould be high for some time after the war, in consequence

of w'hich larger reserves should properly be held against

depreciation. The English excess profits duty aimed, in a

general way, at isolating the windfall element in war profits

on these lines and at taxing this element at as high a rate as

possible
;
the only restraining influence being the fear that,

since it was not possible completely to isolate the windfall

element, a tax above, say, 80 per cent would discourage

enterprise in a dangerous degree.^

^ The original American excess profits duty was based on the absolute

rate of profit, not on the excess above the profits obtained before the war.

It was, therefore, much less nearly a true tax on windfalls than the English

tax. It was, moreover, open to tho serious objection that it penalised

inventions, the skilful seizing of opportimitios and good management.

“ Something can bo said for a graduated tax on income ;
sometliing can

even bo said for a graduated tax on capital ; but it is difScult to say

a’mything in defence of a tax which is graduated on the varj-ing percentages

whi'oh income bears to capital. To penalise enterprise and ingenuity in a

way Vjiat is not accomplished by a tax on either capital or income—that h
the uniiquo distinction of tho law ” (Seligman, “ Tho War Revenue Act,

Political .Science Quarterly, March 1918, p. 29).
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§6.(Wmdfall taxation, as an instrument for raising

revenue in normal conditions, 'was until recently practically

unkno-svn. Some years before the war, however, several

attempts were made on the Continent of Europe to tax

windfalls of a particular kind, namely those in respect of the

public value of land, by means of increment duties.'' In

Frankfoxt-on-Main, “ if, since the previous change of owner-

ship less than twenty years have elapsed, and if there has

been an increase in value amounting to at least 15 per cent

of the previous purchase price, after allowance has been made

for expenditure on improvements, loss of interest and costs

of transfer, increment duty is levied on the following scale :

2 per cent on the increase in value for increases between 15

and 20 per cent, 3 per cent for increases between 20 and 25

per cent, and so on, 1 per cent being added to the rate of duty

for every S per cent increase of value, up to a maximum rate

of 25 per cent.” ^ In Cologne the general arrangements are

similar. The scale of duty starts at 10 per cent for increases

of value of more than 10 and less than 20 per cent, and the

rate increases by 1 per cent for every additional 10 per cent

in the increase of value, up to the same maximum rate of 26

per cent. This scale is charged in its entirety when not more
than five years have elapsed since the previous change of

ownership, two-thirds of the scale when not more than ten

years have elapsed, and one-third in respect of any period

exceeding ten years.^ In 1911 the Conservative party in the

Reichstag carried a proposal for the introduction of kindred
arrangements into the Imperial fiscal system, hut " by the
amendment of the law in 1913, the revenue accruing from the
Wertzuwachssteuer was relegated entirely to the States and
local authorities ”. ® In the United Kingdom a cruder form
of duty upon increments of land value was imposed by the
Budget of 1909. (It might be thought at first sight that
these duties satisfy the conditions required of windfall tares,
and that nothing more complicated is necessary. This, how-
ever, is not really so

; and it is desirable to show why it is
not BO. We shall thus be able to bring into clear light the

' Cf. [Cd. 4760J, p, 21.
3 p jg

’ Scheftel, TTie Tmcaiion of land Valve, p. 146, footnote.
>
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practical ^fficulties by which any attempt to devise effective
windfall taxes is confronted.

§ 6.tTo begin -with, there are two classes of increment
which are apparent and not real. One of these arises in this
way. If the general level of prices during one decade is 50
per cent higher than in the previous decade, then the money
value of unimproved land may increase 50 per cent and yet
not experience any real increment. The income that the
owner derives from it, or the capital sum that he would obtain
by seUing it, though 50 per cent larger than before in terms
of money, is exactly the same as before in terms of the things

which this money enables him to buy. This sort of difficulty

does not exist as against ad valorem taxes, but it must exist

wherever the taxed object is the difference between the money
value which a particular thing has-at different points of time.'

The only way to avoid it is to re'vise the valuation assigned to

the basis period in the light of the new level of general prices

which exists in the period when the amount of increment

liable to duty has to be determined. This re'risipn would be

a difficult task. The method of performing it that naturally

suggests itself is to multiply the original site value by the ratio

which an ordinary index number of general prices in the

assessment year bears to the corresponding index number in

the original valuation year. This method, however, would

not be satisfactory, because the capital value of an instrument

of production does not vary in correspondence -with the

income derived from it in a single year, but depends upon the

expectation of income for a number of years. Nevertheless, „

by a reasonable, and not a mechanical, application of index

numbers, it would seem that a competent authority could

eliminate from the field of taxation the main part of the

merely apparent increments of this class that come into'being.

By a similar process, though here much popular prejudice

would have to be overcome, a competent authority might

be able, in times of depressed prices, to bring into the field

of taxation real increments of value which appeared as

decrements. "When currency values are changing with the

.violence recently experienced in Germany, Austria and

Russia, the whole basis of this sort of taxation is destroyed.
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For its practical application reasonably stable currency values

are essential.
,

§ 7. (The other class of apparent increment arises when

the general rate of money interest on long-period investments

falls. This kind of change means that an investment yielding

exactly the same annual return must rise in capital value.

Such a rise is of no advantage to the owner of the investment

—^unless, indeed, he wishes to turn the proceeds into consum-

able income—because, even if he sells it, he will not be able

to invest the proceeds in anything that will yield, on eq^ual

security, a higher aimual return than he was obtaining before.

Here, again, adjustment would be difficult. But, if account

were taken of the place occupied by the year of the original

valuation and the year of assessment in their respective credit

cycles, it would seem that a competent authority could so

qualify the original valuation that the increments assessed to

taxation should not include this class of apparent increment.'

§ 8.( Our task, however, is not completed when apparent

increments have been eliminated. For even real increments,

when they are anticipated and discounted, are not windfalls.

The point may be put in this way. The capital value of a
site is the- present worth of the annual income which it is

expected to yield. Increments in capital value must, there-

fore, arise regularly as the date at which an increase in

annual value will begin draws nearer. For simplicity of

illustration, let us imagine an estate, which is not expected to

yield any income at all for the next twenty years, but is,

thereafter, expected to yield an income (apart altogether from
expenditure on the land) of £500 a year. This example is

typical of the condition of much land in the neighbourhood
of towns, which is expected at a future date to become
valuable .for building purposes.) Interest being reckoned at
5 per cent, a simple calculation shows that the capital site
value of our imaginary estate progress approximately
as follows :

Value in 1920

» 1925
' „ »1930
. » „ 1935

„ „ 1940

. £3,800

4.800

6,100

7.800
. 10,000
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The increment of value over the fifteen years Mowing 1920
IS thus £4000, and a duty of 20 per cent on this incrLent
payable in 1935, is £800. A further simple calculation
shows that, with interest at 5 per cent, £800 in 1935 is
equivalent to a little less than £400 in 1920. This means
that, if an owner wished to sell the estate we ‘have been
considering in 1920, the existence of a 20 per cent increment
duty payable in 1935 would cause him to get some £3400 for
it instead of £3800. (The tax, in short, would be a direct

impost on the present owner, and not in any sense a windfall

tax.)

§ 9. In practice, of course, many actual increments ofs

value are partly windfalls and partly increments of this kind.

When the element of appearance in actual increments has

been removed, it is possible to distinguish the windfall

element in the real increment in the following manner : If a

piece of land in 1920 has a total value (x+i/), made up of a

value X due to its present (agricultural or other) use, and a

value y due to expectations of building rents after 1940, there

should, interest being reckoned at 5 per cent, be a non-wind-

fall increment in the value of the land by the year 1935 equal

to about 108 per cent of y. In order, therefore, that incre-

ment tax may be confined to windfalls, it ought only to be

levied on the excess of the then value of the land over its

present value now 108 per cent of that portion of its

present value which is due to its prospects as budding land.

For periods of greater or less length than fifteen years similar

calcdations could, of course, easily be worked out. The root

idea of this plan was embodied both in the increment duties

established at Frankfort and Cologne and also in the German

Imperial increment tax. The fourth section of the Frankfort

bye-law, for example, provided that, “ in the case of unhuilt-

on land which the vendor does not himself use for purposes

of agriculture or industry,” before the increment which has

accrued at any time is calculated, there shall be added to

the original basis valuation interest at the rate of 4 per

cent.^ Compound interest was, however— it would seem

incorrectly—not allowed.

I Cf. [Cd. 47501 , p. 21.
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§ 10. Yet one more point remains. In some circumstances

an increment, which is not definitely expected, nevertheless

enters, in some measure, into present value, and is, therefore,

not true windfall. I may, for instance, have a piece of land

which is expected to yield for a long while £500 a year, but in

regard to which it is recognised vaguely that either a rise or a

fall may take place. This land—with interest at 5 per cent

—

will have a capital value of £10,000, and it, therefore, seems

at first sight that the possibility of its rising in value is not

being discounted. In reality, however, this possibility does

enter into present value, acting there as a counterweight to

the possibihty of a faU. The measure of influence which this

possibility, reckoned over the ensuing fifteen years, exercises

upon present value is given by the sum for which the right

to all increment of this class—I am not, of course, now

Teferring to the auticipafcd increment already discussed

—

accruing during the said fifteen years could be sold. It is

fairly certain that the sum obtainable would, in general, be a

very small fraction of the capital value of the land. Con-

sequently, these increments are predominantly, though not

entirely, windfalls
;
and the pacing of a law now for their

taxation if and when they accrue would not strike present

owners to any substantial extent. In order, however, to

reduce the risk of this to a minimum, it might be well to

provide for the exemption from duty of increments amountiug
to less than 10 per cent. This provision, combined with that

suggested in the preceding section, would exempt from
increment duty all increments arising in a ficfteen-year period
amounting to less than 10 per cent of the value x, plus, say,

120 per cent of the value y.

§ 11.(The various safeguards, which this discussion shows
to be required in an increment tax that is to strike windfall
increments only, are probably too complicated for practical
politics. The cause, however, is not yet lost. For it is still

possible, at the expense, indeed, of letting some real wind-
falls go free, to avoid any serious risk of taxing increments
that are not windfalls by the simple device of exempting
all increments other than those which are very large. In
normal circumstances, apart from war and its aftermath, we
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may reasonably expect thatno enormous variations in general
prices or in the general rate of interest wiU occur in the

'

course of fifteen years. If, therefore, we decree that incre-
ment duty shall only he levied on land which in fifteen years
has trebled in value, or, if our period be of some other length,
has improved in a proportionate degree, it is very unlikely

that anything other than true windfall increments will he
enmeshed by our scheme. Nearly the whole amount by
which, at the end of fifteen years, the unimproved value of

any man’s holding of land—it seems necessary to take the

total holding as our unit—exceeds treble its original im-

improved value might safely be taken by the StateJ If the

unimproved values of land are periodically estimated for

some other purpose, with a view, for example, to a direct tax

on the body of these values, it should not prove a very

difficult or expensive matter to collect a tax of this kind also.

But the various complications, to which attention has been

called, make it plain that such a tax is never likely to yield

a large revenue from windfalls that accrue in landed property.

The task of constructing a tax to catch analogous wind-

falls in other kinds of property, ^th the single exception

of treasure trove, is so difficult that no attempt has yet been

made to cope with it.^

^ There is no resemblance between the arrangements discussed above

and the German “ property increment ” tax introduced in 1913, which hit

increments of property, whether inherited or saved, while exempting the

general corpus of possessed property. (Cf. Colm, Economic Journal, 1913,

p. 543 et seq.)
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IKTEKNATIOKAL REACTIONS OP DOMESTIC TAXES

§ 1. Up to this point I have taken no account of international

relations, hut have argued as though we had to do with a

single isolated and self-contained community. When this

assumption is removed, several new and large problems arise.

The first of these concerns modifications in the effects of

taxes, as considered in the preceding chapters, that may

result from there being an outside area to which these taxes

do not apply. For, when such an area exists, it may be

feasible for a man subjected to taxation in the taxed area

to make use of the untaxed area in such a way as to reduce

the fiscal burden imposed upon him. Prima facie two sorts

of reaction are liable to be set up. First, capital, which would

otherwise have been invested in the territory of the taxing

authority, may be driven abroad. Secondly, persons, who
would otherwise have worked and Mved within that territory,

may be driven abroad. Plainly, in so far as either of these

things happens, the revenue yielded by taxes is made smaller

than it would otherwse have been, and also, the sum of net

(post-tax) income having been diminished, economic welfare

in the community is hkewise diminished. More generally,

the process of raising a given revenue inflicts further damage
in excess of that considered hitherto. Hew and so far un-
examined dangers are threatened. It is clearly important to
gauge, so far as we can, the scope and range of these in the
particular case of out own country.

§ 2, Much stress is laid in popular discussion upon the
risk that lu'gh British taxation, particularly high income tax,
may drive capital abroad Clearly, a resident abroad can

189
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avoid British income tax on the proceeds of investments here
by not ma^g investments here

; and, therefore, in the
absence of international agreements to obviate double taxa-
tion, high British taxation on investment income must, pro
ianio, impede the influx of foreign capital. Since, however,
this country is, on the whole, not a capital-importing country'
but a capital-exporting country, this fact is of small practical

importance. The reaction that matters is not the reaction

on foreign-owned, but on British-owned, capital. Here
popular fears in great part arise out of a mistaken belief

that a British citizen can escape British income tax on his

investment income by merely investing abroad instead of at
'

home. This is not so. A person technically resident in

England is Hable to British income tax in respect of the whole

of his income, wherever it arises ; even, under the Act of

1914, of that part of his foreign income which is not brought

home but is re-invested abroad.^ The result is that, if, while

continuing to reside in England, he makes investments

abroad, he will not only not escape British income tax, but

will find himself subject both to that income tax and also to

the income tax, if any, of the country in which he makes his

investment. Under a recent Act income derived by British

residents from investments in the British Dominions is

subjected to British income tax at only half the current

rate
;
the purpose being to mitigate the discouraging efiect

of double taxation upon inter-imperial investment. But

even here there is no question of a British resident being

allowed, while continuing a British resident, to reduce the

aggregate amount of his tax burden by making investments

outside the country. (No doubt, a man who wishes to break

the law and avoid taxation by perjury may be able to do

this more easily when his income originates outside than when

it originates inside the national borders. Apart from fraud,

however, a British citizen can gain nothing by investing

abroad rather than at home, so long as he himself remains a

resident here. High taxation has. no tendency to drive

British capitaLabrqad otherwise than, in company
^
with its

oymers.) ,

3. The position is substantially the same as regards
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dri-mg British work, mental or manual, abroad. A person

Tvho is resident in England—in the sense that he lives in

England for not less than six months of the year, or maintains

a house in England—is liable to British income tax on the

proceeds of his work, wherever this is performed. Hence, if

he wishes to avoid the tax, he must not merely transfer his

work but also abandon British residence. Hence, for capital

and work alike, the crucial question is whether and how far

high taxation here is likely to induce people to abandon

British residence.

§ 4. There is a strong surface tension holding people to

their native land, which it needs a strong force to overcome.

For poor persons taxation is, in general, a small item in their

total econonaic situation and is not likely to play an}’’ signi-

ficant part in determining their action in this matter. For

rich persons, on the other hand, tor whom taxation imy
loom large, the advantages to be obtained from a big income

consist, in considerable measure, of social amenities which
would be sacrificed if British residence were abandoned.
Moreover, in the present state of the world, such persons will

not easily find countries suitable to their way of life, residence

in which will not also render them subject to large taxation

;

so that what they gain by leaving England they will, in
large part, lose again by entering their new home. On the
whole, therefore, we may conclude that, in the present
state of the world, no very serious reactions in driving either
British capital or British work abroad need be looked for as
a result of our high taxation.
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TAXING THE EOEEIGNER BY DIRECT TAXES

§ 1. The next problem to which the separation of the world
into different national groups gives rise is concerned vith
action by the government of one group designed to exact a
contribution to its revenue from the subjects of other

governments. Exactions of this sort are prima facie

practicable either through the machinery of direct taxes

or through import or export duties. What need be said

under the latter head is reserved for the chapter that follows.

In the present chapter I shall briefly consider contributions

'

secured through direct taxes.

-^
§ 2. At the outset we encounter a difflculty of definition

:

what precisely constitutes a
“
national group ” ? For the

present purpose it cannot be defined simply as aU persons

owing political allegiance to a sovereign
;

for, apart from

the fact that in certain rare circumstances the same man may
be claimed as a national by more than one government, it is

plain that a British subject, for example, living permanently

in Rumania and deriving all liis income from there belongs,

for economic purposes, to the Rumanian, and not to the

British group. Reflection along these lines suggests that a

national group is best defined as all persons resident in the

territory covered bj'- its government. This, however, is only

a first step
;

for, since people often move about from place

to place, residence is an ambiguous term. hir. Smith has

one house in England, another in Germany, spends one month

each year in each of them and, during the other ten months,

is annually occupied in travelling round the world : where

does Mr. Smith reside ? linots of tliis Mnd cannot be

192
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unraveUed: they must be cut by adopting some more or

less arbitrary conTention. Since, however, the vast majority

of persons live habituaUy in the same country with only

occasional visits abroad, the precise significance given to the

term residence—^for individuals ^—^is not, for our purpose,

important. People who habitually reside outside this

country are non-residents, and non-residents are, for that

purpose, foreigners.

§
3.^' It is in the power of a government to collect revenue

by direct taxes from persons not subject to it, if these persons

either come themselves within its territory during any part

of the year or draw from its territory any part of their income.

Thus, personal taxes may be laid on tourists and on

foreigners who come into a country temporarily to earn

income therein—musicians and actors, for example— ;
and the

proceeds of investments made by foreigners may be taxed

before they are remitted abroad. The amount of revenue

which a government can hope to secure from foreigners by

these means is, of course, limited. If the rates of tax are

'raised beyond a certain point, foreigners will be so far dis-

couraged from visiting the country and making new invest-

ments in it that less may well be obtained than would have

been obtained from lower rates. StUl, the government of a
country in which foreigners have in the past made and now
hold large investments has the power, if it chooses to exer-

cise it, to exact large sums from them in respect of their

existing holdings
; and, by providing that holdings now in

the hands of foreigners shall continue to be taxed even if

they are transferred to nationals, it can prevent them from
escaping the burden by selling tbeir property. In actual
practice most governments tax both income accruing to
their residents wherever it originates and also income
originating in their territory and accruing to foreigners :

and they behave in an analogous manner in respect of
property passing at death. Thus they often contrive to
make a substantial levy upon foreigners.

VO
a <iiscussion of the complicated problems connected with the

sSu
companies, cf. Royal Commission on the Income Tax, Rejton,
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§ 4. Now it is plainly no net advantage to tlie
inhabitants of State A to collect 50 millions towards its
revenue from the inhabitants of States B, C, and D, if at the
same time the inhabitants of those States collect 50 millions
towards their revenue from the inhabitants of A. AVhat is

'

won with one hand is lost with the other
; and the “ repre-

sentative State ” would be equally well-off if all States
confined their levies to residents within themselves. ^Nor is

this all. When A taxes B’s residents in respect of income
arising, or property situated, in A, these persons must, unless

B refrains from taxing them, be subject, in respect of the
income or property, to “ double taxation This means that

a resident in one country, who contemplates rendering service

or maldng investments in another, is prevented from doing so

unless the profits to be won are, not merely higher than those

obtainable at home, but higher in a sufficient degree to

compensate for the double taxation. A barrier is thus set

up against the free movement of work and capital between

countries.) In so far as aggregate government expenses

are really Iiigher in respect of a man who resides in one

country and earns or invests in another than in respect of

one aU of whose activities are confined to the same coimtry,

such a barrier corresponds to a true cost, and is prima jam
desirable from the standpoint of world welfare. But any

excess of aggregate government expense that may result from

the splitting of residence and work or property is likely to

be very small as compared with the additional taxation

currently imposed on people who acliieve this splitting.

^The harriers which are in fact set up by double taxation are,

therefore, not desirable from the standpoint of world welfare,

•but are, on the contrary, calculated to reduce aggregate

productivity and aggregate well-being. Hence, if all

States were in an equally strong position for levjdng taxes

on foreigners, it v^ould be to the advantage of them all, both

collectively and individually, to enter into an agreement not

to make these levies. Since in real life some States are in

a stronger position for mulcting foreigners than others, a

mutual self-denjdng ordinance, though still in the interest

pf aU States collectively, would not be in the interest of all
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of them mdividuaUy, unless some arrangement were made

to compensate those to whom the agreement -would be

detrimental at the cost of those to whom it would bring

exceptional ad-pantages. To find a practicable solution for

problems of tliis class is the proper work of international

diplomacy. The subject has been studied by experts under

the auspices of the League of Nations and a plan has been

devised.^

§ S.'iJntil comparatively recently “ origin ” was pre-

dominantly regarded as the primary title to -taxation, so

that, if, in order to ob-vdate a double charge, either the right

to tax residents in respect of income arising abroad or the

right to tax foreigners in respect of income originating in the

taxing country had to be surrendered, there would have been

a -wide consensus in favour of the former policy. Recent

studies, ho-H’ever, have reversed this view. Stress is laid on

the fact that countries, whose citizens or governments -wish to

borrowmoneyfrom foreigners,have the chiefinterest inremov-

ing the barrier of double taxation : and it has been observed

that Great Britain, France and Brazil, during the course of

the war, all raised loans in foreign countries, interest on which

was guaranteed free of tax, thus gi-ving up, in respect of that

interest, the right to tax income originating in their borders.

''The League of Nations experts, in constructing their plan,

accept this point of view. They recommend that, as between
countries neither of which is predominantly debtor or creditor

to the other, each should agree to exempt from -taxation

income originating in itself but accruing to citizens of the

other, and to tax only income accruing to its o-wn residents,

no matter where that income has its origin. As between one
country wliich is predominantly a debtor and another which
is predominantly a creditor this arrangement would not,
however, work out equally. The debtor country would be
required to surrender much more revenue than the creditor
country

, for there would he much more income originating
in its borders and accruing elsewhere. The League of
Nations experts, therefore, suggest that in these cases

* Cf. League of Nations Beport on Double Taxation, by Professors
Brums, Emaud), Sebgman and Sir Josiah Stamp, 1923.
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conventions should, as before, be made for the mutual
exemption of income passing out to non-residents, but that
in order to prevent this bargain from affecting the con-
tracting States unequally, appropriate compensation should
be paid to the governments of those which would lose by it

by the governments of those which would gain.

6. The purpose of this plan is simply to remove the
anti-social barrier set up by double taxation, while leaving

unmodified the relation between the levies made by
government A on the nationals of B, and by government B
on the nationals of A. Persons interested in political ethics

will, however, wish to delve deeper than this. In so far

as a government only subjects foreigners, in respect of

income originating in its territory or of property situated

there, to rates of taxation equal to those imposed on its

own nationals, it may seem at first sight that the charges

made can be justified as payments for, correspondiug to

costs of, services rendered. Beflection, however, shows that

this plea is unsound. For an Englishman resident in England

and drawing a £1000 income from England is protected by

the British Government in respect of his person as well as

of his property ;
whereas a non-resident foreigner drawing

a £1000 income from England is protected in respect of his

property only, and ought, therefore, on this line of argument,

to pay less.^ A fortiori discriminating taxes against foreign

visitors and investors could not be thus justified. Hence we

may conclude in a general way that, if a government taxes

foreigners through non-discriminating income tax and death

duties, stiU more if it taxes them through levies that dis-

criminate against them, it makes, as regards some part of

these levies, a simple predatory exaction from them. Now,

it is commonly believed that the vegetable, and, within limits,

the animal kingdom, are, so to speak, a kingdom for

man ;
so that it is proper to treat them merely as means,

and not at all as ends in themselves. To some ardent

^ To retort that the resident pays for the protection of his person

through commodity taxes, which the non-resident escapes, is obviously

inadequate in the case of rich men ;
and this, from the present point of

view, is the only important case.
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nationalists foreigners are in a very similar position ;
tlieir

interests as such demand no consideration from us ;
so

far as they can be exploited -nrithout risk of danger to

ourselves, they ought to he exploited. To a person holding

that view our problem presents no difficulty. But persons

who are educated do not hold that view. To them it seems

plain that one government is not entitled to make a predatory

exaction on the citizens of another country, any more than

one individual is entitled to take money from another

individual, unless some good reason can be given for doing

this.'.
'' There is only one sort of good reason available.

If a foreign government can be shown to be collecting a

contribution to its revenue from members of our community

of, say, 10 miUions more than is “ justified ” by any services

which it renders to them, this gives warrant for our govern-

ment, if it can, collecting a hke unearned 10 milhons from

the subjects of that foreign government. No doubt, it uaU
rarely be practicable to give an equivalent relief out of this

money to those particular members of our community whom
the foreign government has mulcted, and, therefore, the case

for this retorted taxation is weaker than it might have been.

Nevertheless, there is a case
;
for it is not unreasonable to

regard the British commumty vis-i-vis, say, Frenchmen, as, in
a sense, a unitary body, and to seek to offset by levies on
Frenchmen any levies that the French government may
make upon it. Apart from this kind of compensatory
retaUation, attempts to mulct the foreigner are not ethically
defensible.



CHAPTER XIX

TAXES ON EOBBIGN TEADE

§ 1. When it is a question of one government imposing direct

taxes upon foreigners who become subject to its taxing power,
the ethical issue is not greatly complicated by doubts as to the
true incidence of the taxes. With taxes upon commodities
and services that enter into international trade the case is,

however, otherwise. There are considerable differences of

opinion as to where the burden of these taxes falls. Obviously,

if the whole of it falls upon the citizens of the taxing country,

no issue of international ethics arises. This chapter is

concerned, first with general taxes upon articles entering into

a country’s foreign trade
; secondly, with taxes on particular

articles. Our main problem is to determine how far and in

what circumstances the burden of taxes of this class imposed

by the government of one country can be thrown upon the

citizens of other countries. The ethical issue as to how far

it ov^ht to be thrown is then briefly studied.

§ 2. A preliminary difficulty arises from the fact that the

term burden is ambiguous . In popular discussion this burden

is generally conceived to be represented by the money raised

in revenue. Thus, if a tax of Is. per unit is levied upon a

certain class of import an'd the price rises by 9d., foreigners

are said to be burdened to the extent of the number of units

imported after the tax is imposed multiplied by 3d., say, by

a million pounds. But, besides any contribution to our

revenue which they may be forced to make in respect of the

trade that continues after our taxes have been imposed,

foreigners also suffer an injury in respect of the trade that

these taxes destroy. Thus they are subjected, not merely

198
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to a payment-burden, but to a larger sacrifice-burden,

in uhicb the payment-burden is included. The relation

betueen their payment-burden and their sacrifice-burden is

determined by the elasticities of our demand for foreign

goods and of the foreign demand for our goods, the two

burdens approaching towards one another as either elasticity

approaches towards zero. But it is not possible to lay dorni

as a universal rule that variations in these elasticities of a

sort to augment the foreign payment-burden necessarily

augment the foreign sacrifice-burden also. This last point

udU be referred to in another connection later on. For the

present, however, attention may be confined to the point of

view of the taxing country, which is concerned, not with the

sacrifice-burden imposed upon foreigners, but with the

payment-hurden
;
for this measures in a general way—a more

precise definition will be given in §
7—^the contribution

wliich foreigners make to our revenue.

§ 3. Mill, in his analysis of foreign trade, started from

the simplifying hypothesis that all England’s exports may he

represented by so many yards of cloth and all her imports by
so many yards of linen. Marshall proceeded along the same
lines, writing, in the first exposition of his theory, as follows :

“ It is ass^lmed that the pure theory of damesiit valves has

provided the means of measuring the value in England of all

(he various wares exported by England in terms of any one of
them. Suppose cloth of a definite quahty to be one of them

;

then the value in England of all the wares which England
exports may he expressed as that of a certain number of
yards of cloth. So the value in Germany [representing the
rest of the world] of all the wares which Germany exports
may he expressed as that of, say, a certain number of yards
of linen.” ^ In his final statement he modifies these assump-
tions somewhat, writing ;

“ Mill took a yard of cloth as
representative of the products of one country and a yard of
linen as representative of the products of the other. But it
seems better to suppose either country to make up her
exports into representative “bales”, that is, bales each of

italics^re
[privately printed], p. 1. The
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wliich represents uniform aggregate investments of her labour
(of various qualities) and of her capital.” i It is important
to realise that this second assumption, though Marshall’s
phraseology does not reveal the fact, differs from the first

in a fundamental manner. When several commodities enter
into international trade, the first assumption necessarily
conflicts with the facts unless conditions of constant return
prevail everywhere

;
for any modification of international

trade conditions, such as will result from the imposition even
of general import or export duties, is bound to alter the
relative values of the different commodities produced inside

each country. The second assumption escapes this logical

difficulty, but only at the expense of allowing a thing called

a bale to have different real contents before and after taxa-

tion. If, however, constant returns prevail everywhere, both

assumptions fit the facts, and become equivalent to one

another. An English yard of cloth is the same as an EngHsh

bale, each being the fruit of a unit of English labour—

I

use labour as a short term to cover a composite
“
dose ” of

labour, capital and land—^in aU conditions : and a foreign

yard of cloth is the same as a foreign bale, each being the

fruit of a unit of foreign labour in aU conditions.

§ 4, It is possible to analyse the effects of taxation upon

foreign trade without making the assumption of constant

returns. Account must then be taken of the fact that a

contraction'in the volume of a country’s foreign purchases in

consequence of taxation, in so far as it alters the scale of

foreign production, may augment or diminish the quantity of

foreign goods that a unit of foreign labour carries; and

of the parallel fact about domestic labour. Thus widely

divergent effects upon the ratio of interchange between

British and foreign goods may take place, even though the

ratio of interchange between British and foreign hioiir is

only slightly disturbed. Great complications necessarily

result. In my judgement the fundamental issues of foreign

trade taxation can be brought out if these complications are

left out of account. In the text, therefore, I shall make

the assumption that constant returns prevail everywhere,

^ Money, Credit and Commerce, p. 157.
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indicating in footnotes some of tlie consequences that

would follow if that assumption were removed. In working

out, on this basis, the effect of general Uixes on foreign trade-

particular taxes will be considered later—^it will be convenient

to employ the cloth-linen terminology.

§ 5. Marshall has shown that, for purposes of general

analysis, the import trade and the export trade of any

country may be regarded as the two mutually dependent

sides of a barter transaction. Apart from new borrouings,

the payment of interest on past loans, and so on, a country s

foreign trade consists in the purchase of imports of goods

and services from abroad by means of exports of goods and

services produced at home. It follows that, provided the

government spends the proceeds of a tax in the same way in

either case, it makes no difference onwhich side of the exchange

transaction the tax is imposed. Marshall once put the

matter thus :
“ For purposes of general analysis the all-round

merchant is the only one that need be considered. It is true

that the exporter prefers to sell bills drawn against his

produce to an importer, each specialising his knowledge on

one-half of the trade. But that is only because there is such

keen competition between importers that, if one importer

offers such bad terms for the bill as to keep an imdue share

of the profit for himself, the bill will be sold to some other

importer. The difference to the export merchant doing all-

round business of £200,000 arising from the change from a
tax of £10,000 upon his export trade to a tax of £10,000 on
his import trade, the date at which the tax is levied being
the same, is nothing at aU. In either case the tax would put
out of the trade just those exports with which foreign markets
are relatively saturated and just those imports with which
Englishmarkets are relativelysaturated.” ^ When a country’s
imports consist in part of goods received in payment of
interest on past loans or of new investments by foreigners,
or when its exports embrace similar elements, Marshall’s
simple statement requires some modification. If, however,
we reckon receipts for interest payment and scrip issued in

‘ The citation is from a private note. The same
other words in Money, Credit and Commerce, pp. 180-82.

point is made in
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return for new investments as articles entering into tradewe can extend it to cover all international trade relations'
With this understanding, given MarshaU’s assumptions we
can lay it down generahy that a tax of so much per cent upon
the whole of a country’s imports will have exactly the same
effects as an equal percentage tax on the whole of her exports.

§ 6. While, however, it is immaterial on which side of the
exchange process the tax is assessed, it is not immaterial on
what the proceeds of foreign trade taxation is spent by the
taxing government. It is easy to see that, if the tax is

expended in buying foreign goods, the levy and expenditure
of it are equivalent to collecting it in land from imports
(i.e. in hnen)

;
and that, if it is expended in buying domestic

goods, the levy and expenditure are equivalent to collecting

it in kind from exports (i.e. in cloth).

In the former event linen is withdrawn from the market

for use by the taxing government, in the latter cloth
;

so

that to shift from a system of linen levy to one of cloth levy

is to lessen the aggregate demand for linen in terms of cloth.

It follows that, when the proceeds of a given money levy are

expended by the taxing government on imports (linen), the

resultant modification in the rate of interchange between

cloth and linen will be different from what it would

have been had the leTj' been expended on exports (cloth).

On the assumption of constant returns, the difference

must always be of the same character.^ The rate of iater-

change must be modified more favourably to the taxing

country if it spends the proceeds of given money taxes upon

foreign trade on buying its own export goods than if it spends

them on buying import goods. An extreme illustration of

this may be found if we imagine hnen makers (foreigners)

to have an absolutely inelastic demand for cloth. In these

circumstances, if the government of the cloth-making country

collects its tax in linen (or, what comes to the same thing,

^ If linQH WGro produced under conditions of sharply decreasing supply

price, the rate of interchange as between linen and cloth, though not as

between foreign labour and British labour, might be aSected more favour-

ably to England by taxes taken out in linen than by taxes taken out m

cloth, because the output of linen would then be greater and the economies

of large scale production would come into play.
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spends the proceeds of its tax in buying to), the rate of

interchange wiU he shifted in such wise that the hnen makers

pay exactly the whole of the tax : but, if the government

'

coUects its tax in cloth, theto makers, besides doing this

will make a further contribution for the benefit of the cloth

makers, handing to them actually more linen than before for

their private use, as well as buying from them at full pre-tax

rates the whole of the cloth to be paid over in taxes.^ A

point of more practical interest is that, when a country

raises money from foreign trade taxes to pay reparations or

interest on loans owing abroad—for which, of course, it needs

foreign currency—it will not only have to hand the proceeds

of the taxes to foreigners, but also it will itself make a larger

{and foreigners will make a smaller) contribution towards

them than it would do if it were raising an equal money

revenue by the same taxes, to be spent on home products

for its own use.

In view of these results it is plain that, in order to obtain

an exact solution of the problem of tax incidence, as between

cloth makers and linen makers, we must specify in what

proportion the proceeds of the tax are to he expended on

cloth and linen respectively. Until this is done the problem

is not a determinate one. It is not, however, difficult to

do this. The great bulk of every government’s normal

expenditure is, apart from foreign war debt, on services

rendered by its own citizens, if, therefore, we put the cloth

makers as the taxing country, it is reasonable to presume
that the hulk of any foreign trade revenue that is collected

’ There has been much confused discussion on this subject. Wlien taxes
in kind are under review, we naturally think of an import tax as taken
out in import goods and of an export tax as taken out in export goods :

and it is, therefore, easy to draw the false inference that import duties as
such act diSerently from export duties as such. In fact, it is not the choice
between assessing ynports or assessing exports that matters, but the choice
between making import goods or export goods the content of the real
revenue that is raised.

_

Even Edgworth in his final discussion {Economic
Jovmd, 1897, p. 297), in which he recants a former statement, makes a
slip. He asserts that the excess gain in the second case set out in the text
IS not possible^ when the tax is levied in money. This condition is not
necessary. It is enough that the proceeds of the tax, should it be levied in
money, shall be expended by the taxing government in the purchase for itsoun service of export goods of its own country. This whole matter is set
out m a few sentences by Marshall (Monei/, Credit and Commerce, p. 181).
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be expended in clotb, I shall, therefore, confine atten-
tion to the problem as presented by that sort of tax.

_§
7. A necessary preliminary is to define in a precise if

arbitrary, manner the way in which the foreigners’ contri-
bution towards a country’s revenue is to be understood. Let
us choose units of cloth (exports) and Knen (imports) in such
a way that, in the absence of taxation, one unit of cloth
exchanges against one unit of linen. A tax in cloth (or in
money to be expended on cloth) is imposed. The tax absorbs
B units of cloth, and, in consequence of it, instead of

foreigners sending to us A units of linen and carrying away
A units of cloth, they send (A-C) units of linen and carry

away (A-D) imits of cloth. The quantity of cloth which
is required to purchase one unit of linen thus becomes,

A-D
instead of one unit of cloth, iiidts of cloth. I define

the fioreigners' contribution to our revenue as the difference

between the quantity of cloth we actually send abroad^ i.e. [A - D)

units, and the quantity which, at the pre-tax rate of inter-

change, we should have had to send, in order to buy the (A - C)

tinits of linen which we now import. It is thus measured

by [(A - C) - (A - D)] = (D - C) units of cloth.^ This may be

expressed otherwise, thus : Write t for the rate of tax in

^ For a tax levied in linen the corresponding expression for the foreigners’

contribution will bo (D' - O'). With taxes absorbing, in the one case R
units of cloth, in the other R units of linen, the argument of § 6 showed

that, apart from the special case of sharply increasing returns, the improve-

ment in the rate of interchange for the taxing country under the cloth tax,

namely f 1 - ———1 or -5—5 fe necessarily greater than the improvement
I A — Cj A — C

r A—D’l D^—C^
under the linen tax, namely 1 1 A - C'

'

however, that the foreigner’s proportionate contribution of revenue under

the cloth tax, namely — , is necessarily greater
K D'-C'

contribution imdor the linen tax, namely —

g

than his proportionate

As a fact, a study of

suitabl3
’' drawn diagrams shows that, where there is symmetry of reciprocal

demands, with taxes at less than a certain rate the former of these values,

with taxes at more than tliis rate the latter of them, will be the greater

Thus, whereas, apart from decreasing supply price, a tax collected m e^ort

goods always turns the real rate of interchange more in favour of the tapng

country than one collected in import goods, such a tax oidy_ sometimes

secures a larger proportion of the revenue obtained tlirough it m the form

of a contribution from tho foreigner in the sense defined above.
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cloth per unit of linen and ^p for the rise of price inclusive

of tax ;
so that (t- Ap) is the fall of price exclusive of tax

{i.e. in hond). Then t~

C-D+R

R
A-C
D-C

and Ap =
A-D +R
A-0

; so that (^-Ap) = --

—

A-C
' ^ A-0

But (A-G) =
R.

(D-C), which we have defined as the foreigners’ con-

trihution towards the revenue, — It.

§ 8. With this definition it is easy to see in a general way

that the magnitude of the foreigners’ contribution, expressed

as a proportion of the revenue raised by foreign trade taxa-

tion, is determined by the eomparative elastieities of the

English demand for linen in terms of cloth and of the foreign

supply of linen for cloth, in the neighbourhood of the marginal

transactions carried through . The more elastic is the English

demand and the less elastic is the foreign supply, the larger

the foreign contribution will be. If the revenue to be raised

is fairly small, this broad qualitative result can he given

a quantitative content within reasonable hmits of error.

Let the elasticity, in respect of pre-tax quantities, of the

English demand be written %, of the foreign supply e/.

Then, if the English government imposes taxes on foreign

trade yielding a revenue R, the contribution exacted from

foreigners, which we have seenmaybe written R, will be
^ if

approximately equal to R. This can be proved

rigidly if the demand and supply curves are straight lines,

whether the tax is imposed at so much cloth on each unit of
linen sold (i.e. a specific tax) or at so much per cent of the
aggregate cloth value of the linen sold (i.e. an ad vahrem tax).
For taxes sufficiently small to make it probable that, over
the relevant range, the curves of demand and supply, as con-
ceived in Marshall’s ordinary domestic trade analj'sis, do not
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diverge significantly from straight lines/ it is an adequate
approximation. ^

§ 9. If we had not made the assumption of constant
returns, it would be possible to conceive circumstances in
which this expression is negative : i.e. in which the foreign
country makes a negative contribution to the revenue, or
in other words, in which the taxing country, besides contri-

buting the whole revenue itself, also exchanges its goods
with foreigners on terms more favourable to them than it

would have done had no taxation been imposed. With
constant returns this cannot happen. Even with constant

returns, however, it is possible to conceive circumstances

in which the above expression has a value greater than R

:

i.e. in which, as illustrated in § 6, the foreign country not

only contributes the whole of the taxing country’s revenue,

but also sells its goods there on cheaper real terms than it

would do if there were no taxation. This would happen

if the foreign supply of linen against cloth had a negative

elasticity.^ Marshall has studied these abnormal conations

by an ingenious and elaborate machinery
;
but he has made

it clear—and nobody really disputes his conclusion on this

point—that such conditions are not found in the general

foreign trade relations of economically significant countries

in the real world.^ As an exercise in pure theory the analysis

of them has interest and value, but for practical purposes they

may safely be ignored. In real life general foreign trade rela-

tions are always such that tjj, is a substantial negative quantity

and Cy a substantial positive one. Hence, a country imposing

general taxes upon its import or export trade and expending

the proceeds on its own goods, can never either be forced

itself to make payments which are, in effect, larger than the

amount of the revenue it collects, or to throw as much as

—

stiU less, more than—the whole burden of this revenue upon

^ That is to say, when an aggregate of 4>{x) units of cloth are oHered for

X units of linen and an aggregate of units of linen for y units of

tj)" and f, over the relevant range of values of x and y, do not diner

significantly from zero.

2 As will be shown presently, e, as defined above wdl be negative

provided that i?, (i.e. the elasticity of the foreign demand for cloth m terms

of linen) lies between 0 and - 1.

® Of. Money, Credit and Commerce, p. 197.
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foreigners. It will always force its own citizens to make some

payment. But also “ every import duty and every export

duty imposed by a country tends to move the terms of trade

'

in her favour, because it tends to diminish the volume of trade

which she is willing to do on any given terms Thus it

will also always exact some contribution from foreigners.

§ 10. Before the argument can be carried further it is

necessary to exhibit the relation between two quantities

which are liable to be confused. These are (1) the elasticity

of the foreigners’ supply of Knenfor cloth and (2) the elasticity

of the foreigners’ demand for cloth in terms of linen. The

former of these, in respect of some given quantity of linen,may
be written the latter, for symmetry with the native

demand for linen in terms of cloth, may be written y/.

We then Icnow that ej is the quotient obtained by dividing

the proportionate change in the aggregate quantity of linen

supplied by the proportionate change in the quantity of cloth

offered per unit of linen. The elasticity of the demand for

cloth in terms of linen, j/j, is not simply this fraction with

the sign reversed. It is the quotient obtained by dividing

the proportionate change in the aggregate quantity of cloth

demanded by the proportionate change in the quantity of

linen offered per unit of cloth : which is quite a different

thing. The difference, which is, of course, a consequence
of the essential asymmetry in the concept of elasticity, can
be made clear in symbols. Let b units of linen be offered
against a units of cloth and let (b + Ab) units of linen be
offered against («+ Aa) units of cloth. Then, on Marshall’s
definition, the value of Tjy (i.e. the elasticity of the demand
for cloth in terms of linen when some given quantity, say h
units of linen, are being offered), is given by the equation :

J
b + Ab 6]

_
61 Aa

Ll« + Aa a) ‘ a

^ a [b{a + Aa)~^}a{aAb~bAa}

.(^pprojtaately)

^ Money, Credit oneZ Commerce, p. 190.
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^alogously the elasticity of the supply of linen in terms of
cloth (when b units of linen are being transferred), which we

‘’write Cf, is giren by the equation

~T’

+ i aA&{6 + A6}
^ b ' \a(b + M)~^jblbAa-aAb}

-(approrimately)

'j a + Aa “1 a

_\b + Ab "b

Thus, 6/ is not equal to -5?^, but is related to it by the

equation ey= - 1. By analogy, of course, if we write

for the English demand in cloth for foreign linen when some
given quantity, say a units of cloth, are being offered, and
for the English supply of cloth for foreign linen, e^= - 1.

§ 11. The appended results follow immediately.

First, if the value of either or lies between 0 and -
1,

the value of the other also must lie between these values, so

that both are negative. If either has a value the other

also has this value, so that, in that case, v/=ey.

Secondly, if either yy or e/ = 0, the other = - 1, Thus, if

the demand for cloth in terms of linen is represented by a

rectangular hyperbola, the supply of lineu iu terms of cloth

will be absolutely inelastic. A little reflection on the signifi-

cance of the terms employed will show, without any mathe-

matical technique, that this is necessarily so.

Thirdly, if yy is negative and greater than unity, Cy must

be positive. If yy is only slightly greater than unity, say

,
it will be proportionately (disregarding signs) very much

greater than ey. But, as yy becomes a large negative quality,

,
By becomes a large positive quantity, approaching numerically

to yy. Thus, a yy= - 2, Cy = 1, but, if ??/
= - 10, ey = 9. More

generally, as yy increases in magnitude, it approximates

numerically to By.

Vy
=

“'A:’?/-

Vf
= -2, e/= ~^yy.

When

When
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When V/~ ~ 1^1 ~TS ^f'

When rjj— - 50, ey= -^ %•

men 111s'111

The relations between and are, of course, similar.

§ 12, Erom what has just been said it follows that, when

the elasticities involved are large, the error involvedin treating

the elasticity of the demand for linen in terms of cloth as

equivalent (with sign reversed) to the elasticity of the supply

of linen as against cloth is also small. In fact, as was argued

in § 9, for the purposes of our present problem, it is proper

to assume that the elasticities are large. Hence, if, as before,

we make our elasticity symbols refer to the quantities of

linen and of cloth that are actually exchanged in the absence

of taxation, and if we suppose the tax rate to be small, we

obtain, as an approximate measure of the foreigners’

contribution,

R.
-Vh~Vf

§ 13. We are now able to advance a stage beyond the

position reached in § 8. If the world were divided into two

countries of about equal economic importance, it would be

reasonable, in the absence of special knowledge, to assume

that their demands for each other’s goods are symmetrical-: ^

i.c. that, units being so chosen as, in the absence of taxa-

tion, to make the number of units of cloth sold equal to the

^ To obviate confusion it may bo well to coll attention explicitly to a
point Tvliieh is not of practical importance when the tax rates are small, but
might be important if they were large. Let our units be so chosen that, in
the absence of taxation, A units of cloth exchange against A units of linen.
Write for the elasticity of the foreign demand for eloth when x units of
cloth are being exchanged, and ij/fij) for the elasticity of the foreign demand
for cloth when x units of Uneii are being exchanged. In hke manner write

’k.{*o) (or the elasticity of the home demand for linen when x units of cloth
aro being exchanged, and for the elasticity of the homo demand for
iinen when x units of linen are being exchanged. The reciprocal demands
aro then symmetrical tlwoughout provided that, whatever the values of x^
and whenever x,=2j, vA^c) When, as a result of taxation, Xc
cloth IS exchanging against xi linen, and Xt aud Xi are unequal, it does not,
in general, follow from the above symmetry tliat riAxA =V\iXi)- This only
follows in the special case where Vr and are constants independent of the
values of and k,.
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number of units of linen bought, the elasticity of the foreign
demand for cloth when any a: units of linen are being sold
is eq[ual to the elasticity of the English demand for linen
when any x units of cloth are being sold. The approxi-
mate equalities demonstrated in the preceding section,
together with the presumption that the elasticities involved
are large, enable us to infer that, in these conditions,

so that the foreign contribution is equal approximately
to I R. That is to say, if one of our two countries were to

impose a general tax upon either its imports or its exports

(in the most inclusive sense), to he expended on its own com-
modities, it would be able to tax the foreigner to the extent of

approximately one-half the revenue it raised. In actual life,

of course, no one country is nearly as large or economically

important as half the world. For the United lUngdom,

Sir. Flux has calculated that our exports represented about

13|- per cent of the world’s exports in 1900, 13 per cent

in 1913, and 12 per cent in 1926.^^ Using this as a rough

test, we may, therefore, for our present purpose, reckon

the United ^Kngdom as equivalent to one country dealing

with another country, say, seven times as important as

itself. Since in this other country there is seven times as

large a field to draw upon, we may expect, in the absence

of special knowledge, that a given percentage rise in the

real price offered for exports will cause about seven times as

large an absolute addition to the quantity of these exports.

But the present exports of the two countries exchange

against and balance one another. Therefore, seven times

as large an absolute addition to exports in the bigger

country implies also seven times as large a proportionate

addition. That is to say, the supply of exports is seven

times as elastic in it as in the smaller country: which

implies again, in the conditions here postulated, that the

demand for imports is approximately seven times as elastic.

Hence, if one country taxes the trade between it and another

,
seven times as large, the expression ^ becomes

^ Economic Journal, December 192G, p. 563.
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J—R =- E. In other words, the contribution towards our

revenue, wMch, on the evidence of “ economic size " alone,

without reference to the mture of our trade, we could reckon

to obtain from the foreigner, is one-eighth part of our total

receipts from general import and export duties. This is a

very liberal reckoning : for it is based on an estimate of

“
economic size

”
derived from comparative trade statistics,

and not, as some might hold would be more proper, from

comparative production statistics—^a test which would, of

course, make us appear much “ smaller ” than the export

test does.

§ 14. When special knowledge of the nature of a country’s

trade is available, the first approximation thus reached

must be modified. If, as for the present pmrpose is reason-

able, we ignore the element of rivalry between a country’s

demands for different imports, we can calculate the elas-

ticity of its demand for “imports in general” from a

knowledge of the quantities of and the elasticities of its

demand for each several kind of import. Let us con-

ceive this country’s several imports as such and such

quantities of linen entering through different doors, the

demands of the people behind the several doors being in-

dependent of one another. Alternatively we may go behind
linen to the foreign labour which makes it. If in equilibrium

'^2> ^3 on represent the quantities of foreign labour
employed in making butter, bicycles, and so on for the EngUsh
market, and iji, Vz’ Vz so on represent the elasticities of

the English demand for foreign labour in these several
employments, it is apparent that the elasticity of the English
demand for foreign labour in general, which we may write
as before

+®2 +®3 ...

It follows that, when the sum of [a^ -tUg -tag . .
.

)

is given,
Vh is larger, the larger is each of T^g, and so on

; and also
the greater is the extent to which large ct’s are associated
with large tj s, that is to say, the more largely our imports
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consist of things of such a sort that our demand for the
labour employed in malting them is elastic. An analogous
proposition, of course, holds good of the elasticity,

7,^, of the
foreign demand for English labour. The values of the'several
7/’s are, it will be understood, dependent, not merely on the
nature of the demands for the several commodities, but also

on the relation between their quantities and their labour
costs. On the hypothesis of constant returns, however,
which we are here adopting, quantity of output everywhere
varies directly with quantity of labour employed, so that the

7/’s may be taken to refer indifferently to quantities of labour

or to the linen or cloth value of quantities of commodity
produced by it.^ This being understood—and the relation

demonstrated above between rjf and ey being held in mind,—
the foregoing formula enables us to draw inferences as to

the comparative elasticities of demand and supply in par-

ticular instances of international trade from the nature of

the goods which are traded. Thus Marshall has pointed out

that three-quarters of a century ago England was practically

the only place where foreigners could purchase manufactures

made by steam macliinery, not then in general use elsewhere,

and tropical products wliich England had special facilities

for obtaining.- A large part of our exports consisted of these

things, for which the foreign demand was highly inelastic.

Hence the foreign demand for English labour in general was

inelastic : while no corresponding influences were at work to

maim the Engh’sh demand for foreign labour in general in-

elastic. At that time, therefore, we were in a strbngerposition

to “ tax the foreigner ” by duties on international trade than

a mere quantitative reckoning of our “economic size” as

compared with the rest of the world would suggest. At the

present time, on tlie other hand, many other countries

besides ourselves produce steam-manufactured goods, so

that foreigners are no longer compelled to come to us

:

* When tho production of ony commodity obeys the law of increasmg

supply price, tho elasticity of tho derived demand for labour—assuming this

to bo tlio solo factor of production—would, of courso, bo pcoter than that

of tho demand for tho commodity: and conversely with commodities

oboyijig Uio law of dccroasing supply price.

= Cf. Money, Credit and Commerce, p. 102.
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whereas our own imports from abroad consist in the main of

food and raw materials for our industries—classes of goo^

for which demand is apt to be highly inelastic, particularly in

a country of large population whose resources are devoted in

only a small proportion (some 8 per cent) to agriculture.

Hence our demand for foreign labour in general is now

relatively inelastic and the foreign demand for English

labour in general relatively elastic. Our position for taxing

the foreigner is, therefore, much weaker than it used to be.

It is extremely improbable that we could exact from him a

contribution nearly as large as one-eighth part of the total

yield of,general import and export duties. A country which

is under obligation to pay annually abroad large sums,

whether for reparations or as interest on foreign debt, is,

in like manner, in a weak position } for, up to the limit

of these obligations, her demand for foreign goods (in this

ease receipts for her payments) is absolutely inelastic.^

It is important to realise that the elasticity of a country’s

demand for foreign labour in general is rendered smaller by

her having an inelastic demand for any substantial classes of

foreign goods, even though she has also a highly elastic

demand for other foreign goods. Careless thinking might

suggest that this is not so. But a consideration of the formula

for given in the preceding section will make the truth

apparent. For example, if our foreign requirements consist

to the extent of one half of foreign goods or currency for

making reparation payments, in respect of which the

* It should be noted, as a ooroUaiy to what has been said in the test,
tiiat, if the rest of the world were to combine together to place special
taxes on all imports from, or exports to, a particrdar country, and this
country constituted one-eigbtb part of the world, they could exact a con-
tribution from her citizens equal, on the basis of my first approximation, to
seven-eighths of the revenue raised. If that country was under obligation
to pay heavy reparations or interest on past debt, or had urgent need of raw
materials and food obtainable only by importation, they would be in a still
stronger position against her, They could, in fact, compel her, up to the
limit of lier exporting capacity, to pay, besides her reparations or debt
interest, the whole of whatever taxation they might choose to impose upon
trade between her and themselves. On tho other hand, if a single country
were entitled to receive from abroad tribute or interest adequate to pro\dd0
for all the imports of which she had urgent need, even the whole world
aotmg in concert could not force her to pay any large part of taxes imposed
upon imports from, or exports to, her.
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elasticity of our demand {tjj) is nil, and to the extent of the
other half of goods for which the elasticity of our demand is

172, we know from the formula that

% +^2 ~hi7.-

§ 15. The above discussion provides a convenient bridge
between general taxes on imports or exports and taxes con-
fined to particular imports or exports. Envisaging Great
Britain as the taxing country,! shall consider in turn taxes on
particular imports and taxes on particular exports. To clear

away complications which obscure the main issue, I shall still

assume that conditions of constant return prevail every-

where, so that the elasticity of the demand for any commodity
and of the demand for the labour engaged in making that

commodity are everywhere equal. If this assumption were

not made, the detail of the argument would be much more

difficult, but the broad outline would be unchanged.

§ 16. In Chapter IX. § 8 reference was made to the

fact that in certain circumstances the imposition of an

import duty may enable a country to levy tribute on the

foreign producers of the particular import subjected to tax.

It is specially likely to have this effect if these producers

are organised for the supply of that country’s market, and

cannot rapidly either find another outlet for their product

or contract their scale of output except at heavy*’ sacrifice.

Tributes of this type are essentially transitory. When a

particular group of foreign producers is hit through them,

capital and labour -will flow into the injured industry at a

less rapid rate than before, until equilibrium is re-established

and the return yielded by similar foreign industries is again

similar. The only way, therefore, in which import duties

on particular commodities can exact a long-period continuing

contribution from foreigners is by compelling the generality

of foreigners—not merely those engaged in making the taxed

goods—to offer more of their labour than before in exchange

for a given quantity of onrs ;
in other words, by altering

in our favour the ratio of interchange between foreign

labour in general and British labour in general. I am
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concerned here exclusively with this type of contribution ,

what follows has nothing to do with the transitory type.

With this understanding the appropriate analysis is easily

developed. Let A, B, 0, be the quantities of foreign

labour that, in the absence of taxation, would be brought

into England in the form of different commodities—if we

will, through difierent doors—and let “7;^,

elasticities of the English demand for it in these several

forms. Let our units be so chosen that the numbers of units

of English labour and of foreign labour respectively which

exchange against one another in the absence of any taxation

are equal. Let Vf be the elasticity of the foreign demand

for English labour. Then, on the lines of the analysis

worked out in § 8 and § 12 it is easy to see that, if a revenue

R (to be spent on English goods) is raised by a tax confined

to the particular import of which A units are being imported,

the foreign contribution will be equal approximately to

~“%(A+R +C . .
.)

“"^A . -7?^(A +B +0)

Thus, if the English demand for the particular import is

more elastic than the English demand for imports in general,

foreigners will contribute a larger proportion of the revenue

raised by a (small) tax on the particular import than they
would do of that raised by a (small) tax on imports in general

:

and, if the English demand for the particular import is less

elastic than the English demand for imports in general, they
will contribute a smaller proportion. In the limitiTio' case
of a perfectly elastic demand they will contribute the whole
of the revenue : in the opposite limiting case of a perfectly
inelastic demand they would contribute nothing. So long
as the demand for the taxed commodity is not extremely
inelastic, the fact, established in §§ 13-U, that yy is large
relatively to makes it improbable that the foreign
contribution will be other than small.

* For, if T be the rate of tax on A, the fall in price, apart from the
tax. Of every mut of foreign labour in terms of bingUsb labour,

=.
-“%A -\B~ ‘1,^0 - ... - o,(A+B+ C . .

,

and K=TA.
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§ 17. To analyse the effect of a tax on particular exportswe proceed in a similar manner. Let P, Q, S, he quantities
01 Enghsli labour that, in the absence of taxation, would be
exported from England in the form of different commodities
and let be the elasticities of the foreign demand
for it in these several forms. If we suppose the tax to
be collected in (or its proceeds spent upon) foreign labour,
it is obvious that the expression for the English contribution
to the revenue raised will be identical in form with the
expression for the foreign contribution given in the precedincr

section. Therefore, since the foreign contribution phcs the
English contribution constitutes the whole revenue, the
foreign contribution, when a tax is imposed on a particular

British export P, will be equal approximately to

( -^i?/(P +Q+S + . .
.

)

t -^Tj/P, -%,Q, -%S. - ... - 7]^(P +Q +S + . .

.

Thus, if the foreign demand for the particular English export

is less elastic than the foreign demand for English exports in

general, the foreign contribution will be greater in proportion,

and in converse conditions it will be less in proportion, under

a small tax confined to the particular English export than

under one assessed upon English exports in general. . In the

limiting case of a perfectly inelastic demand foreigners wifi

contribute the whole revenue : in the opposite limiting case

of a perfectly elastic demand they wifi contribute nothing.

The construction of the formula implies, as I have said, that

the proceeds of the tar are expended in this case upon foreign

goods. But, for small taxes, this makes little difference

;

and the same results would hold true approximately if the

proceeds were expended upon English goods.

§ 18. The results of this long inquiry, as applied to Great

Britain, may now be summarised. The formulae that have

been reached are, it must be clearly understood, only rough

approximations, and can only be used with confidence when

the rates of tax measured ad valorem are small. None the

less, the following propositions may be laid down. First, in

present conditions this country has not the power to recure

from foreigners more than a very small proportion of any
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revemie it might seek to raise by general taxes upon imports

or exports. Secondly, by taxing particular imports for

whicli the demand is abnormally elastic, we might exact a

more substantial proporiionate contribution from foreigners.

But, since taxes on imports of highly elastic demand must

involve a very large cut in the quantities of them which are

purchased, and since, as we have seen, the demand for most

of om imports is somewhat inelastic, we are not in a position

to exact any substantial absolute contribution by these

taxes. Thirdly, by taxing particular exports, e.g. Welsh

steam coal, for which, owing to the lack of substitutes abroad,

the foreign demand is highly inelastic, we might exact a sub-

stantial proportionate contribution. But the number of

commodities which foreigners can obtain only in England

and for which their demand is, therefore, inelastic (from the

point of view of a long period) is very small. Here also,

therefore, there is no opportunity for securing a substantial

absolute contribution to our revenue at the expense of

foreigners. These conclusions depend on the facts of our

present situation, and do not hold good of all possible

situations. The United States of America, for example, is

in a decidedly stronger position than this country if it wishes

to “ tax the foreigner

§ 19. Where the contribution which can be exacted from
foreigners by import or export duties, whether in general or

on particular commodities, is negligible in amount relatively

to the revenue raised, no attention need be paid to it in

an inquiry into the merits or otherwise of these taxes.

Where, however, the contribution is substantial, its existence
constitutes, from a purely national point of view, an
argument in favour of the taxes that yield it. Other
things being equal, as between two ways of raising a
given revenue, one of which yields a larger and the other a
smaller contribution from outsiders, the former is cleUrly to
be preferred. The phrase other things being equal is, however,
important here. What, from a purely national point of view,
interests us is the sacrifice our citizens suffer in consequence
of our government’s raising a given revenue

; and this
sacrifice Avill not necessarily be less under a tax which exacts
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a larger contribution from foreigners than under one which
exacts from them a smaller or a nil contribution, but possesses
other advantages. Distributional considerations are relevant
here in a manner which is obvious and need not he enlarged
upon. Apart from them, the essence of the matter ma3

^ he
set out thus. If the only factor determining the size of the
foreigner’s contribution to oar revenue was the character
of the foreign demand for our goods, then a larger foreign

contribution would always imply a smaller sacrifice burden
on the part of our own people : for, the less elastic is the

foreign demand, the lower is the rate of tax necessary to

yield a given revenue, the smaller the rise in prices here, the

less the check to consumption, and, therefore, the smaller

not only our payment burden but also our loss through

destroyed consumption. But the foreign contribution may
be large in consequence, not of high urgency or inelasticity

in the foreign demand for our goods, but of low urgency or

inelasticity in our demand for foreign goods. Where this is so,

a higher rate of tax is needed to yield a given revenue than

would he needed if our demand were less elastic, and the

foreigner’s contribution, therefore, smaller. Consequently,

more consumption is destroyed, and the ratio of our sacrifice

burden to our pa3Tnent burden is increased. Hence, in some

circumstances the absolute amount of our sacrifice burden

will be larger, in spite of the fact that the absolute amount

of our payment burden is smaller, when the foreign contribu-

tion is large than when it is small. This is more likely to

happen if the foreign demand for our goods is highly elastic,

so that the foreigner’s contribution to our revenue is in any

event very small.

§ 20. The ethical issue stdl remains. Granted that it is

possible for the government of one country to benefit its

citizens by “ taxing the foreigner ” through import and

export duties, ought it to make use of this power 1 This issue

is evidently of the same general character as that discussed in

Chapter XVIII. § 6. It cannot be settled for ourselves alone

without reference to the conduct of others. Pro tanfo what

we ought to do depends on what foreigners do : if they make

our people contribute towards their revenue, we are justified.
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other things equal, in making their people contribute towards

ours. To this extent those popular controversialists are

in the right who maintain that the case for free imports for

England is not so strong in the actual world as it would be

in a world where aU other countries also leave imports free.

But, plainly, a tariff policy deliberately aimed at making

petty gains at the cost of foreigners—^which they can always,

if they choose, counter by reprisals—^would be at once

impolitic and unworthy. Except as a means of tariff war,

into which aggressive action on the part of others may have

forced us, import and export duties should never, I suggest,

be used with the intention of taxing foreigners. If such

taxes are held to be desirable on other grounds, the fact that

they will, as an unintended incident, tax foreigners to a small

extent, is not, of course, a sufficient argument against im-
posing them. But, as a broad matter of principle, we may
lay down; first, that it is not practicable for' a country
situated as England is to tax foreigners by import or export
duties to any appreciable extent : secondly, that, if it were
practicable, it would not be desirable to do this.



CHAPTER XX

PKOTEGTIVE DUTIES

§ 1. The subject of protective duties is an awkward one to
handle on account of the twofold character of the eSects to
which these duties lead. On the one hand, they are instru-

ments for raising revenue
;
on the other, instruments for

excluding foreign products which compete with home-
made goods. A single clear-cut issue is presented when it is

proposed to institute duties so high that they would exclude

the taxed product altogether and become, in effect, prohibi-

tions against imports, thus yieldingno revenue
;
and also when

a choice has to be made between a high rate and a low rate

of duty, both calculated to yield the same revenue, but the

one cutting domi importation much more largely than the

other. In general, however, the issue is not clear cut, and it

becomes necessary to weigh up and, perhaps, balance against

one another the merits of so-called protective duties as

revenue yielders and their merits (or demerits) as barriers

against foreign competition.

§ 2. Erom the analysis of the preceding chapter it is easy

to see that, other things being equal, an import tax on an

import wliich competes with a home product is likely to

exact a somewhat larger proportionate contribution from

foreigners than an import tax on one which, hke tea or coffee,

does not so compete. The reason is that the presence of

a rival home product tends to make the demand for the

foreign product relatively elastic. Erom this point of view,

therefore, protective import duties are likely to be better

revenue raisers—I am taldng a national standpoint here

than imiiort duties on non-competing goods
;
though, as was

220
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indicated in the preceding chapter, in view of the high

elasticity of the foreign demand for British goods in general,

the proportionate contribution of foreigners to our revenue

utH in any event be small. On the other hand, it was shown

in Chapter IX. § 8 that, apart from the possibility of

exacting a contribution from foreigners, import duties alone

are likely, in general, to be worse revenue raisers than import

duties plus equivalent excise duties, and even than excise

duties alone. It is fair, I think, to set off these conflicting

considerations against one another, and to conclude that,

so far as revenue raising goes, it does not, as a rule, greatly

matter whether we employ import duties on non-competing

goods, or import duties on competing goods accompanied

by an equivalent excise, or protective duties proper, i.e.

import duties on competing goods not accompanied by an

equivalent excise. If this be granted, our problem becomes

much simphfied. We may ignore revenue aspects altogether

and assess proposals to impose protective duties by reference

simply to their effects in excluding competitive imports.

§ 3. Classical theory premises that wage-rates tend to

adjust themselves to demand and supply conditions in such

wise that no involuntary unemployment, other than such as

is due to industrial fluctuations, can exist. If this be so,

the entry of competitive imports cannot be responsible for

bringing about unemployment in any country in the general

way that popular writers commonly suppose
; and a reduc-

tion in the average volume of these imports could not lead
to any significant increase of employment there. Such
reduction would merely cause native labour and capital,

which would otherwise have made export goods, to make
instead goods for home consumption in place of the excluded
imports. Whether or not, therefore, exclusion is desirable
in any particular case depends wholly on whether or not the
new use of native labour and capital is more advantageous
than the old. There is no possibility of calling to the aid of
production capital and labour which would otherwise have
beenunemployed. Until recenttimes there canbe little doubt,
at all events so far as this country is concerned, that this
premise of the classical theory was realised in fact. • Since
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the war, however, there is reason to believe that wage-earners
have succeeded in maintaining average rates of real wages
Iiigher than are, in existing conditions, compatible with full
emplojnnent

;
and that while, of course, a substantial part

of the unemployment which has prevailed is associated with
transitory maladjustments, another substantial part has
been due to this’ cause. The principal considerations on
wliich tliis view rests are twoin number. First, for seven years
there has been a large excess in the percentage of unemploy-
ment as compared with the maximum rates occurring in

times of depression before the war. Secondl}^ there is

evidence that average rates of real wages, probably per

week and certainly per hour, are now (1926-27) substan-

iiall}' higher tlian before the war;—in spite of the fact

that home -produced real income per head has certainly

not increased, while aggregate real income per head has

diminished.* These considerations taken together strongly

suggest that rates of real wages are, in fact, too liigh to

allow of normal cmplojTncnt, It is true that the indus-

tries in which unemploj’ment is now most marked are

those into which abnormal numbers of workers were drawn

during tlic war, and that in them at the present time

(1929) wage-rates arc much below the average. It is true

too tlmt, until the surplus workers have been shifted out of

tlicsc industries, a lowering of wage-rates in other industries

could not do much to reduce the volume of unemployment,

d'lius, while wage-rates on the average are higher than is

compatible with a new equilibrium position permitting—

apart from fluctuations—of full emplomnent, tbeir restrict-

ive clTcct i.? hypotiietical rather than actual
;
the actual

primary cause of the main part of the present abnormal

unempioyment being tlie fact that workers have not as

yet moved in sufficient numbers out of the war-inflated

industries. For my present purpose, however, it is not

necessary to go far into this matter. It is enough that, with

the help of tlie reserve powere conferred on them by modem

systems of insurance against unemployment, it is possiWe for

wage-earners to maintain wage-rates, which, in the above

« Cf. Stamp nnil Itowloy, The Rational Income in 1924, p. 50.
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sense, are uneconomically high- The mere possibility makes

it necessary for us to examine the effects of import restric-

tion from a more general standpoint than has hitherto been

common, distinguishing (1) cases in which the classical

premise is satisfied and (2) cases in which it is not satisfied.

§ 4. When the classical premise is satisfied, the conditions

in which it may be, and those in which it cannot be, to the

national advantage to restrict the importation of particular

competitive commodities are easily disentangled. Under

this premise to restrict competitive imports means to prevent

people from obtaining certain goodiS by the process of

national production plus international exchange, and to

force them to obtain them—or others—^by that of national

production alone. Presumably, however, if people prefer

the roundabout process, they expect, by resort to it, to

obtain more of the goods they want for a given expenditure

of productive power. No doubt, they may make mistakes or

find themselves defrauded. But, in general, what a person

chooses as his immediate material interest is more hkely

reaUy to be so than anything that a distant official mani-

pulating tariffs can hope to press upon him. There is

thus a strong prima facie presumption against government

interference with the nat^ural flow of competitive imports.

This presumption is not, however, decisive. The reasoning

beliind it does, indeed, warrant the inference that the direct

and immediate effects of lea^ving those imports unrestricted

are beneficial to the importing community. But, as list
urged long ago, direct and immediate effects are not the
sole effects. " The power of producing wealth ”, he wrote,
“ is infinitely more important than wealth itself.” i Conse-
quently; “ The nation must sacrifice and give up a measure
of material prosperity in order to gain culture, skill and
powers of united production

; it must sacrifice some present
advantage in order to insure to itself future ones. ... It is

true that protective duties at first increase the price of
manufactured goods

; hut it is just as true, and, moreover,
acknowledged by the prevailing economical school, that iii

the course of time, by the nation being enabled to build up
A National System of Political Nconomy, p. 133,
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a completely developed mamifactuiing ppver of its own
those goods are produced more cheaply at home than tlie
price at which they can be imported from foreign parts
When list wrote, England had established herself as the
dominantmanufactuiingPower. He didnot denythat, for the
moment, continental nations would obtain the largest return
to their capital and labour by confining themselves to a<Ti-

culture and buying manufactured goods from her. But°he
perceived that the commodities winch a country can now pro-
duce most easily are not necessarily identical with those

which it has the greatest natural advantages for producing.

For natural advantages require for their development time

and exercise. The building up of manufacturing power,

involving, as it does, the training of workmen, the perfecting

of machinery, of transport, of credit and of market organisa-

tion, may take years to accomplish.- TUI it is completed,

the old-established manufacturing State has
“
a thousand

advantages over the newly bom or half-grown manufactories

of other nations ® This line of reasoning is particularly

strong as regards an agricultural country wishful to develop

manufactures. In such a country, since, ex hypothesi, it has

no important class of artisans or factory workers, the sMll

required for starting any particular kind of mill will he very

difficult to get. "Masters, foremen and workmen must

first be either trained up at home or procured from abroad,

and the profitableness of the business has not been sufficiently

tested to give capitalists confidence in its success.” ^ For a

long time, therefore, it is improbable that any works which

may he started will he able to compete on equal terms with

established foredgu rivals—and that in spite of the fact that

the industry in question may be one for which the country

has great natural advantages. In a country which is already

largely industrial List’s argument has less force. The initial

difficulty involved in starting a new industry is likely to he

much slighter, because it is comparatively easy to obtain

from among a people already accustomed to many varieties

of factory work hands capable of carrying on a new variety

^ Cf. Naiional System of Political Economy, pp. lM-45.

- Ibid. p. 300. * dbid. p. 300. ‘ Ibid. p. -9i. .
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of it. Further, in an industrial community, those other

important elements of productive potver, organised systems

of transport and of credit, which, in an agricultural country,

may need themselves to be built up before manufactures can

he profitably established, will be already in existence. Still

the argument for protecting particular infant industries in a

developed industrial community, no less than that for pro-

tecting infant industrial communities, is formally quite valid.

The same thing is true of the analogous argument for

defending particular established industries, for which a

country is well suited, against deliberate attack. It is

conceivable that foreign combinations might adopt a' policy

of li-ihing British rivals in order to establish an exclusive

control over our markets. They might sell in England at

low prices—^prices so low as to involve a positive loss—

until their rivals were destroyed, and then, no longer having

any competitors to fear, might gather in the fruit of their

labours by raising prices to a very high level. In the face

of action of that land, to check the import of their

cheap goods, though stiE involving a direct loss, might,

nevertheless, be sound policy, as tending to save us from

monopolistic exactions afterwards. Of course, it would not

necessarily be sound policy even in that case
; for, very

often, the threatened firms would be rich and strong enough
to defend themselves without direct or indirect government
aid. Thus List, after he has argued that, in consequence of

foreign aggression, “ in a short time a complex combination
of productive powers and of property becomes lost, which
has been created only by the exertions and endeavours of
several generations”, points out on the same page that,

“when the government is unable to provide any remedy
for its (f.e. an export trade’s) interruption, we often
see manufacturers continuing to produce at an actual loss.

They want to avert, in expectation of better times, the
irrecoverable injury which they would suffer from a stoppage
of their works.” ^ Still, the formal validity of the above
extension of List’s argument is not in doubt.®

* A National System oj Political Economy, p. 298.
Cf. ante, ^apter VIII. § 3.
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§ 5. When the classical premise is not realised hut
uneconomicaUy high rates of wage hare been established
it IS possible—on the assumption that these uneconomicaUy
Hgh rates will in any event be maintained—for a restriction
of competitive imports to benefit a country in another and
puite different way. To elucidate this matter it is convenient
to imagine an artificially simplified case. Let the people of
the country be composed of two groups, equipped respectively
to make food and tomake motor-cars. The motor-car-makers
insist on a " living wage ” at a level which, in existing con-
ditions, involves a number of potential motor-makers being
unemployed, and the food-makers on a wage which, while

giving full employment to aU present food-makers, will not
allow of any motor-makers migrating to their industry. To
focus the ideas, suppose that one half only of the people

attached to the motor-makers’ industry are in work
; the

other half being sustained with food, in return for no services

rendered, by the rest of the population. The food-makers

meanwhile obtain half the motor-cars they want, say 100,000

a year, by exchanging food with domestic motor-makers, and

the remaining half by exchanging it with foreigners. Suppose

that in these conditions the government decides to forbid the

importation of foreign motor-cars. The food price of motor-

cars will go up, and the food-makers, therefore, are not

likely to want as many of them as before. In order, however,

to get the clearest possible case, let us imagine that the

demand is absolutely inelastic, and that they mvst have

200,000 a jmar whatever the price. They will then buy the

whole 200,000 from the domestic motor-makers, all of whom

will he now employed at their high living wage. They will

obviously be much better off than before. The food-makers

will be worse off than before, in that they have to pay a

higher food price for their motor-cars ;
but they will be

better off, in that they no longer need to contribute towards

the support of unemployed motor-makers. Conditions can

easily be conceived in which the extra cost of their cars is

less than the saving they make in this way ;
so that they

and the motor-makers are both better off than they would

have been had the importation of foreign motors been
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permitted. Even if the conditions are less favourable, and

the food-makers are worse ofi than before, it may still happen

that their loss {measured in terms of satisfaction) is less than

the motor-makers’ gain
;
so that the community as a whole,

—the food-makers and motor-makers together—are advan-

taged by the policy of import restriction. It is thus clear

that, in certain conditions, assuming that wages are set at

an uneconomicaUy high level, the exclusion of foreign motor-

cars will alleviate unemployment and not inflict any counter-

balancing hurt. This policy is, however, strictly limited in

scope. It goes without saying that it cannot be used to

reduce unemployment in industries that make goods for

export, nor yet in those which, while manufacturing for the

home market, are not subject to foreign competition. More-

over, even in home industries which are subject to such

competition it would often do more harm than good. Thus,

against the extreme case of a perfectly inelastic demand for

motor-cars on the part of food-makers, we may set the

opposite extreme case of a perfectly elastic demand. In this

case to stop imports of motor-cars would add nothing to

employment in the motor-making industries, while it would

damage the food-makers both by preventing them from

getting half the cars they want and by destroying without

compensation a market for their output, thus creating

unemployment among them. It appears, therefore, that,

even when the classical premise is not realised, a good case

for restricting competitive imports, as a means of alleviating

unemployment, can only be made out in respect of com-
modities for which the home demand is considerably urgent
or inelastic,

§ 6. What has just been said applies to a permanent
restriction of particular competitive imports. An easy
extension of the reasoning shows that, in certain conditions,
a temporary restriction confined to periods of depression may
also be advantageous. It is especially likely to he so when,
apart from restriction, particular native industries are
threatened with disorganisation by the dumping into their
market at abnormally low prices of the surplus produce of
foreign manufacturers, anxious at the same time not to spoil
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their home marhet and not toreducemore than can be avoided
the scale of their output. The immediate advantage, which
such dumping would confer on the purchasers of the dumped
imports, might w'ell be more than offset by the evils of dis-
organisation and the temporary addition to unemployment
in the native industries whose market was cut away. Re-
striction of imports, if it was carried out with adequate skill

and discrimination, might, therefore, yield a net benefit to

the country as a whole. Since the end of the war a number
of governments have endeavoured, with greater or less

success, to strike at imports which are dumped in the above
sense, as also at those which have enjoyed temporary export

bounties in consequence of a fall in the external, as com-

pared with the internal, values of foreign currencies.

§ 7. Up to tliis point nothing has been said about the

effects which restrictions upon particular competitive imports

may have upon distribution. The most obvious of these

effects is produced as between the buyers of the commodity,

imports of which are cut down, and the domestic producers

of that commodity. In general these persons will find them-

selves able to charge higher prices, and so will, prma fade,

make a gain at the expense of their customers. For most

ordinary commodities this gain is transitory in its nature.

The fact that the producers of a particular commodity are

maldng an exceptional profit causes other people to come into

their industry and to go on coming till the rate of returns is

brought down again to the common level ;
whatever addition

to price remains being a consequence of greater real costs of

production per xmit, and not carrying with it any addition to

average producers’ gains. As a rule, the comparative earning

power of the several factors of production regarded as wholes

nill not be appreciably altered. If, however, the competitive

imports consist of a large class of goods in the making of

which some one factor of production plays a predominant

part, things maj' work out otherwise. Thus, suppose that,

in an industrial country, heavy duties are imposed upon

the generality of agricultural imports. As a result, farming

will become more profitable, farmers noll^ be ready to pay

higher rents, and, in the end,, consuming public will be
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mulcted in a lasting manner for the benefit of owners

of agricultural land. In a countrj^ of peasant proprietors

^provided that the products concerned are of a hind

that can conveincntly be grown on small farms—it may

be that the beneficiaries of tins distributional change are

not appreciably better ofi than those who are injmed by

it. But in a country where land is owned in large blocks the

beneficiaries are much better off
;
and, though, no doubt, it

is theoretically possible to cancel the distributional change

by imposing special taxes on land ownership and paying

bounties to consumers of agricultural produce out of the

proceeds, no such plan has ever yet been tried in practice.

It is a fair presumption, I think, that, in a country such as

England, any large-scale restriction of competitive agri-

cultural imports would involve an uncanceUed, or imperfectly

cancelled, shift of distribution from the general body of

relatively poor consumers to a small number of relatively

rich proprietors of agricultural land. Per contra, if imports, in

the manufacture of which labour, as contrasted with capital

and land, plays an exceptionally large part, were selected for

restriction, and, in consequence, commodities of that class

came to be more largely manufactured here, labour might

obtain a larger proportionate share of the nation’s real

income, and, in specially favourable conditions, even a larger

absolute share. If this were to happen, it would imply a
shift in distribution favourable to relatively poor persons,

and so would be, pro tanto, socially advantageous. This
possibility is of some academic interest, though there is, I
think, little chance that it could be exploited effectively in
practice.

§ S. Erom the foregoing discussion it is apparent that,
even when the classical premise concerning wage-rates fits

the facts, still more when it does not fit the facts, conditions
may easily arise in which a country would benefit by restrict-
ing the importation of particular competitive goods. There
is thus from a national point of view, and in a less degree
from a cosmopolitan point of view also, a clear theoretical
case for certain appfications of protectionist policy. It does
not follow, however, that governments can with advantage
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attempt to make use of these theoretical openings. First
it has to be considered T^hether the desired results could
be obtained more satisfactorily in some other way—for
example Tiy means of bounties. Secondly, it has to be
considered whether governments, as constituted in real life,

can be trusted, or can trust themselves, with these diffi-

cult matters. Upon this aspect of the problem Sidgwick
long ago wrote with great weight as follows ;

“ I agree,

as a conclusion of abstract economic theory, that pro-

tection in certain cases and within certain limits, would
probably be advantageous to the protecting country—
and even, perhaps, to the world—if only it could be strictly

confined to these cases and kept within these limits : but I

am, nevertheless, strongly of opinion that it is practically

best for a government to adhere to the broad rule of ‘ taxa-

tion for revenue only ’—at any rate in a free community

where habits of commercial enterprise are fuHy developed

My ground for this opinion is that I do not think we can

reasonably expect our actual governments to be wise and

strong enough to keep their protective interference within

due limits ; oving to the great difficulty and delicacy of the

task of constructing a system ofimport duties with the double

aim of raising revenue equitably and protecting native

industry usefully, and the pressure that is certain to he

put upon the government to extend its application of the

principle of protection if it is once introduced. I think,

therefore, that the gain protection rmght bring in particular

cases is always likely to be more than counterbalanced by the

general bad effects of encouraging producers and traders to

look to government for aid in industrial crises and dangers,

instead of relying on their onm foresight, ingenuity and

energy ;
especially since the wisest protection in any one

country would tend in various ways to encourage unwise

protection elsewhere.” It does not fall within the scope

of this volume to enter further into this debate.

1 Principles of Political Economy, p. 4S7.
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CHAPTER I

THE PLACE OP LOANS IN PUBLIC PINANCE

§ L^In normal times the main part of a government’s

revenue is req^uired to meet regular expenditure that recurs

year after year. There can be no question that in a well-

ordered State all such expenditure will be provided for out

of taxation, and not by borrowing. To meet it by borrowing,

whether from foreign or domestic lenders, would involve an

ever-growing government debt and a corresponding ever-

growing obligation of interest. In the end more would have

to be spent in providing the interest every year than

would have been required if the government had paid its

way out of taxes from the beginning. The national credit

would suffer heavy damage
;
and ultimately the annual

obligations of the government might come to exceed the

maximum sum that it had the power to raise in tax revenue,

even for the purpose of transfer expenditure.^ This thesis

is universally accepted. Nobody would suggest that governv
ment expenditure of a regular nature, such as expenditure

on the army, navy and civil service, should normally be

met otherwise than out of taxation. This does not meaUf/
indeed, that this class of expenditure should never, in any
circumstances whatever, he financed out of loans. Other
things being equal, it is plainly desirable, since changes in

taxation always involve disturbance, to keep the rates of

* Under the English system, in which interest on government debt is
counted as income assessable to tax, it "would never, of course, be possible
for interest on internal debt actually to exceed the national income so
conceived, though it might approach asymptotically towards it. But the
interest might easfly come to exceed the maximum sum that it was practi-
cable for any government to raise by taxation.

233
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taxation as neariy as pos^hle constant from year to year. If
then expenditures vary -within narrow limits, it may he
desirable, when practicable, to arrange a budget so that good
and bad years make up for one another, a deficit in one bal-
ancing a surplus in another. It may also be desirable, -ivhere

a part of the expenditure consists in a sinking fund for debt,
to use this as a buffer to keep annual taxation constant. By
these de-vices th^mfes of taxation may be kept steady wh^
the income of the people is steady, in the face of moderate
fluctuations in the current expenses of government. Thesame
fine of thought suggests that, where the income of a country

fluctuates, it may similarly be legitimate to meetfixed annual
expenditure by a succession of budgets -with surpluses and
deficits that cancel.--^ h’or, with difierent incomes, to maintain

the same budget revenue would necessitate tax rates varying

inversely -with prosperity. From this point of -view we

should hesitate to condemn a country, which, hke Austria

recently, had been subject to a sudden disaster, for meeting

ordinary expenditure, even for several years on end, out of

loans, while attempting to set its house in order. ^But,

subject to the adjustment of year-to-year fluctuations, there

is agreement among competent persons that current ex-

pen^ture slidul3"be5QeOpJLof_current taxes.^' Even year-

to-year adjustments may be opposed on the ground that, if

once that policy is admitted, governments -will in practice

incur deficits and raid sinking funds in bad times, but -will

neglect to budget for compensating surpluses in good times.

L-rtvni§ 2. Next, consider government expenditure devoted to

producing capital eciuipment—

&

national electricity plant,

’municipal gas works or tramways and so on—the fruits of

which -will subsequently be sold to purchasers for fees^ Here

it is generally agreed Jihat the required funds ought to be

raised by loans. If tWs is done, -violent and sudden changes

in tax rates are avoided : the people who benefit from the

service which the new capital equipment renders pay for it

in proportion to their use ;
and, provided, of comse, that

the fees charged are sufficient to wipe out the principal of

the loan during the lifetime of the capital equipment, no

additional taxation has ever to be raised on account of it.
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Upon tliis matter, as upon that of the proper method of

finance for normal recurrent expenditure, there is no room

for controversy.

§3.i'Let us turn then to expenditures of a sort that

have to l^met only on special occasions but

“ remunS^ve ”, in the sense that they yieldiruits tdhe sold

for fees. Here purely fiscal considerations suggest^at s^h

expenditures, if Unanced by loans, ought, in general, tfThe

financed_inusuoh a_way_thatjthe_loans_ar_e_paM off out of

taxes before the need for further

likd^^rs^.! For, iFtMTiVnot done, there must result

air ever-growing debt and, eventually, the need for ever-

growing taxes to provide interest upon it, much as would

happen if ordinary recurrent expenditures were financed out

of loans. This consideration must not, indeed, be stressed

unduly
;
for in a country, in which the monetf income is rising

steadily and continuously, the rates of taxation—and it is

these rather than the aggregate amount of taxation that

matter—^required for the service of a given money debt may
fall, without resort to any process of repayment, more rapidly

than they will do in a country with a large sinking fund

but stationary money income. (But to allow governments

anxious for popularity to base their financial arrangements

upon speculations of this kind is not a little dangerous.

Further, at the time a loan is raised evidence should be given,

of ability and intention to provide adequately for the service

of it by imposing new taxation sufficient to cover interest

and a reasonable sinking fund.^ Failing this, confidence in

^ The view that loans of the kind we have been considering should be
paid o2 in a not over -long period is often given concrete form in the
establishment of a sinking fund. This is not, of courae, a necessary con-
dition of repayment. There is nothing to prevent a government from
paying oS a loan to which no sinking fund is attached by buying it up in
the markot or, if provision is made for redemption at a fixed price, by
redeeming it. Nor is the establishment of a sinking fund a guarantee that
the principal of a loan will in fact be paid ofi as originally intended, even
if the sinking fund is in no sense raided ; for there is nothing to prevent a
goyornmont from eSecting new borrowings pari passu with paying ofi the
old loan. None the less, the legal estabUshment of a sinking fund at the
time loans are floated is of real ofiecfc in promoting repayment

; for it is
pfthtioally inuoh more difficult for a government in difficulties to raid an
established fund, or to fill it by borrowing, than it is for it simply to refrain
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tie financial stability of the State is liable to be damaged at
the time, wliile later on, when the exceptional expenditure
has been completed—e.g. at the close of a war—the country
will be confronted with an increase, instead of, as it wiU
naturally expect, with a decrease of taxation

; and this will
lead to grave discontent. But, though it is clear that resort
to Joans ought not to he had in any fuller measure than these
limits allow, it is not clear that resort ought to he had to
them up to these limits. The issue must be raised ; Should
the tj^es of expenditure here undg review be finan^d
entirely by ioans.,subject to the above
by taxes ; ot partly by loans_and.partly byiaxes ? It is the

pilose of the following paragraphs to set put_the_prin^3l
considefatibns relevant to this issue.'

4. Tt is a common belief that, when an enterprise is

financed oju.t of taxes, the cost of it is borne by present tax-

payers, but that, when it is financed out of loans, the present

generation, since the lenders get value for their loan, hears

no real cost, the whole of this being borne in future years

^nd represented in the money which then has to be found

to provide interest and sinking fund. Anybodywho believes

this naturally holds that the question whether and how far

an enterprise^ght to be financed out of loans turns on the

question how far future yearsjndlDiiQefit-by it. Thus, it is

frequently argued that the Great War w'as properly financed

in large part by loans, because, it is asserted, by means of

that war posterity has been protected from enslavement.

It is desirable to examine this line of argument in detail.

§ 5. Let us consider first_thejriew—a not uncommon one

' Îhat, apart from any effects which the choice hetween loans

from setting aside money, not specifically called for by (i prewous xmder-

talcmg, for discfiarging debt. It may be added that, when a sinking fund

is decided upon, it may take the form either of a fixed oimual sum to be

devoted towards providing interest and repayment of principal throughout

the period of the loan, or of a fixed annual sum for repayment (^principal

plus, each year, the sum required in that year for interest. This latter

plan involves a less violent chango than the other in the yew foUowmg

the completion of repasonent, and is also somewhat less likely to be

abandoned in the later years of the loan. (Cf. Pierson, Principles of

Economics, vol. ii. pp. 629 ef seg.)
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and taxes may have upon the sources from which funds for

expenditure are dram, w^never a loan is resorted to,

a special burden, measured by the money wbicrtbey Haye

to raise for the service of the loan, is necessarily thrown

upon future generations. When loans are raised from

foreigners, it is, of course, true that future citizens of this

country as a body are subject to a special burden of this

character.’^ But, when loans are raised at home—and, of

course, the great bulk of government loans are so raised ^the

situation is entirely different. To facilitate study of it, it is

well to distinguish between the payment of interest on the

government debt and the repayment of principal through a

sinldng fund. So far as interest is concerned, it is obvious

that what is taken from the income of taxpayers in taxes goes

into the income of holders of loan stock, and that, therefore,

all that happens is a transfer of income from one section of

the community to another section, and, in so far as taxpayers

and loan holders are identical, from one pocket to another

pocket in the same coat. Plainly, in a transfer of this kind,

it is impossible that any direct objective burden— am not

at present concerned with other sorts of burden

—

can be

involved. There remains the money raised for repayment

of principal through a sinking fund. As regards this, it has

bem claimed bv certain writers that the preceding argummit

is inapplicable. They reason that, when a holder of loan

stock has the principal of his loanpaid off by the government,

he receives no benefit, but is^mpl^eft in his oig~posifrbn,

or possiblY_a.slightlv worse position, because he will have the

trouble of finding a new,in-Veatmeat
;
and that, therefore,

there is nothing to set against the objective burden thrown
on the taxpayer in the form of taxation to provide the money
to__payJnm. Professor SefigmaiTwrites ;“"'The fallacy
involved in the contention that the sacrifice imposed upon the
future taxpayer is counterbalanced by the benefit accruing to
the bondholder consists in the failure to realise that there are

‘ It must be remembered, however, that if a domestic loan were resorted
to mstead, a portion of this would certainly be “ taken out of ” capital so
that the aggregate available inoome of the country afterwards would not
be augmented to the full extent of the interest saved on the foreien loon
(Cf. oTife, Part I. Chap. III. § 4.)

®
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no benefits thus accruing to the bondholder.” i
Professor

Scott arrives by similar reasoning at the same conclusion :

Speaking quite generally, the effect of a loan [he is dis-
cussing an internal loan] is that posterity is rendered liable
to do the amount of tvork Tvhich is necessary to pay it off.”
The substance of this argument is that, since, in the main,
repayments of principal made to holders of loan stock are
certain to be reinvested, posterity as a -n-hole vill be forced
by the process of debt repayment to create new capital, and
so to refrain from consumption, to approximately the extent
of the debt repayment. Let us provisionally accept this

presentation of the facts. Even so, to suggest, as the
language used by Professors Seligman and Scott seems to

do, that there is a direct objective burden on posterity equal

to the amount of the debt repa3mient is highly paradoxical.

Posterity will possess the new capital which it has been

induced by the fiscal expedients of the State to create. We
have no right to ignore this possession. To do so is as though

one should say that a man, who has been induced by circum-

stances to put £100,000 into a factory instead of into a yacht

or a feast, is thereby made poorer to the extent of £100,000

than he would otherwise have been. If there were reason to

suppose that the world would end immediately after the

investment had been made, there would, indeed, be something

to be said for this view. But no cosmical catastrophe is in

sight, and posterity may be expected to reap the fruit of its

investments in the same way as its ancestors. Thus, though

it is true, as Professor Seligman asserts, that the bondholder

g^s n(rbei5efitlr^~debtrepa^ent]in5^1sd~tfue~th'atl:be
taxpayer suffers no loss. What he, in effect, does is to make

an investment of certain fim3i7TEe~prdceeds bflvhich will

serveln future years to keep the hbhpiolder’s positidhihtact

and so to reheye^mjthe taxpayer) of the need for making

annual contributions out of his income for this purpose. On

posterity as a whole no direct objective burden is imposed by

the repayment of an internal loan, any more than by payment

of interest upon it. The payment of interest and the repay;

Annals of the American Academy, Jan. 191S, p. 64.

- Economic Journal, Sept. 191S, p. 258.
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ment of priacipaLalike are tranrfers,

ever is somewhere lost there corresponds elsewhere an esactly

e^qurrolent objective gain.

^
§ 6. It does not, indeed, follow from this that no rnffet'

ence is made_by the choice between the two methods in the

subjective burden home by future generations. It may well

be thatitis of this, ratherthan of the objective burden, that both

Professor Seligman and Professor Scott are really thinidng

—though to interpret them so involves a rather generous

straining of their language. Let us, therefore, consider the

effects upon.siib.ifictive burden. To simplify the discussion I

shall begin by studying a representative man so situated that

what he pays in taxes to finance the national debt exactly

corresponds to what he receives in interest and in repayment

of the principal of his loan holdings. In these circumstances

it Is plain that the money for interest merely comes out of one

pocket and goes into-anotber. and that a subjective burden is

excluded as-CompletelY_as-aiL-Q.bjective one. But with the

part of the tax used to repay principal the position is a little

different. In effect £100 has been taken from our representa-

tive man in taxes and then paid back to him as a price for

cancelling his £i00 bond. If this procedure had not been

gone through, this £100 would have remained in Ms dispos-

able income, and would, we may suppose, have been spent.

As the procedure. has been gone tlirough. he realises that,

should he spe,ndJ.he.£If)-Q.v_bis capital will be £100 less than
before, and Ms future income, therefore,_£5_less. He will,

therefore, it would seem, need to save the greater part of

that £100 and invesb.it, so as to keep_iip his capital and
conserve Ms future income

; and that new need noil involve
a real subiTOtive burden. TMs reasoning, howevm^ignores
the fact that, though, if he does not save that £100, Ms
future income will he £5 less, Ms future taxes, out of wMch
loan interest is paid, nill also be £5 less, since the £100 of
State loan, to provide interest on wMch the taxation is

required, has, e« hypothesi, been cancelled./When account
is taken of tMs fact, it becomes clear that, in a stationary
commumty, the representative man’s 7iet income, after
taxation has been deducted, will be exactly the same in the
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futm-e as it ias been in the past. His position as a whole
therefore, is not damaged in any way, and there is no reason
why, to safeguard himself, he should save that £100 which he
would normaUy have spent. In a progressive community,
indeed, the prospective escape from taxation will not fully
balance the. prospective loss of interest, because the repre-
sentative man may reckon that, as general wealth and
population increase, the amount of taxation, which he
personally wiU have to contribute, will fall.i/ This, however,
is a small matter. Apart from it, we may conclude that, if

the representative man realises the whole situation, he will

sufferno subjective burden in consequence of debt repayment.
No doubt, it is probable that in practice he wiU not realise the

whole situation, and will not perceive that his loss of capital is

balanced by his relief from prospective taxation. So far as he
fails to perceive this, he will be pushed into saving part of the

£100 which he would normally have spent, and so will suffer

a subjective burden. This appears to he the leaven of truth

in Professor Sehgman’s and Professor Scott’s reasoning.

Relatively to the main issue, it is, however, an unimportant

consideration.

7. Another relevant factor is the effect on the future

of the fiscal technique made necessary then by contract-

ing government loans now. The raising of taxes, even

for transfer within the country from the left-hand to

the right-hand pocket of the same man, is not a wholly

innocuous proceeding. There are costs involved in the actual

process of tax levy ,
and there are, in general7^dut~studies

in" Part 11. made clear, indirect injurious consequences

associated with the reactions that the taxes set up. ^ T^s

burden on theTuturemnsFndFbe ignored;: Plainly, however,

it is something oF an entirel^differeht order from a burden

measured by the amount of the tax levy, such as popular

thought envisages.

§ 8. What has been said must not, however, be interpreted

1 The further suggestion that, in a progressive commuaity, the rate of

taxation required to finance the national debt will fall through loan con-

version is obviously irrelevant, since conversion would reduce loan interest

equally with the taxation needed to provide that interest. ^

- Cf. also post. Chap. VI. |§ 4-6.
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to mean that, apart from this rdativelx_sm#Jyirien;Jkis

indifferent to future generatiras whether expenditure now

is met out of taxes or out of domestic loans. This would

o'nly be true if the choice between taxes and loans left

unaffected the sources out of which the real funds used up

in the expenditure were drawn. In Chapter IV. of Part I.

the several sources were distinguished. They were found

to consist of extra work, economies in consumption, letting

existing capital equipment run down, refraimng from the

manufacture of new capital equipment for private concerns

and the actual using-up of pieces of existing capital. It

was shown that resources obtained by exto-JVorJLirndJiy

economies in personal expenditure come, in the main, out of

income and hit the present only, whereasTesdurces obtained

by refraining from n^w investment, by letting equipment

run down, by selling property to foreigners and so forth

come out oTca^tarand~Eitlhe~future! WK^ a given sum
of money is Taised by the government from anybody7~and

he'^oes not shift the task’of shouldering it on to somebody

elseTThb choicelFarhe'makes betwe^these'variousiou’rces

'

is not, ofeburse, 5etCTmme'd~exeIusively, or even in themain,

by the form in which the levy is made upon him. It is open
to him to meet the claims of taxatmn out of capital and those

of loans out of income. The size of the contribution he is

called upon to make is a much more important factor than
the form of it in determining the sources from which he elects

to provide it. But the choice which the goyeinment makes
i

between taxes and loans has some effect upon the choice he
makes between drawing upon income and drawing upon
capital. What tluTeflect is we have now to inve^g^in
detail. The relevant analysis, it will be seen, is very similg r
to that set out in another connection in § 6.

§ 9. Let us begin by supposing that the loan contemplated
as an alternative to taxation is not a voluntary but a forced
one, and that it will take from each individual exactly the
same sum as, under the rival plan, would have been taken
from him in taxes

; and let us suppose further that each
lender is given to understand that, of the taxation required
to pay interest and sinking fund on the government debt
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created by the loan, he will have to provide a proportion
exactly equal to his proportion of loan-holdings. It is
possible to imagine a world in which the levy of a forced loan
on these terms would have the same effect as the collection
of an equal sum of money by taxation. To teff a man who
expects to live for ever, in a country where the rate of interest
is always 6 per cent, that he must surrender £1000 now, is

approximately the same thing as to teU him that he will

have to surrender £60 a year from now onwards for ever

:

or, to put the point otherwise, to take from him £1000 now
in taxation is approximately the same thing as to borrow
from him £1000 on a loan at 5 per cent, at the same time

informing him that the £50 interest to be paid on his loan

will be collected every year by that amount of taxation

levied on himself. I have said that these two things are

approximately, and not exactly, the same, because the loan

plan would leave the £1000 in our citizen’s possession, and

thus available to fail back upon in an emergency, while, on

the tax plan, he would be deprived of this standby. But,

if we carry our supposition further and abolish all economic

friction, it wiU appear that our citizen could not make use

of his £1000 for an emergency without saciificiag £50 a year

in interest afterwards, and—^always apart from economic

friction—^if he were prepared to do this, he could, on the

rival plan, borrow £1000 for the emergency. On these

suppositions the two plans would work in exactly the same

way, and no one who understood what was being done would

act otherwise if confronted with the one than he would do if

confronted with the other.

§ 10. Let ns now return by degrees to the actual world

:

and, first, let us reintroduce economic friction. What this

means from the present point of view is that, when a person

has collateral to offer, even though he is subject to extra

taxes equivalent to the interest on the securities which this

represents, it is practically very much easier for him to

borrow from bankers, not merely in an emergency, but on

any occasion, than it would be otherwise. He is, therefore,

likely to consider himself slightly more hurt by a tax than

by an equivalent loan : and he may, in consequence, m4ke
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slightly greater efforts to meet the impost by harder work

and by economy of consumption. In view, however, of

the fact that most people rich enough to be subject to large

levies have already ample securities, wMch, at need, they

'can pledge or sell, this effect is probably small.

§ 11. A more important consideration is as follows. In

practice, when a man is forced to lend £1000 at 5 per cent,

it is not possible to decree that the £60 recLuired annually

to pay him his interest shall be taken in taxes from himself.

The tax system may be designed to effect this object, and

may succeed in effecting it at first. But taxation cannot be

worked by way of poll taxes ;
it must be based on some

objects—income, expenditure, commodities or what not.

Hence, whenever any given amount of future taxation has

to be provided for, the portion of it that "will fall on any

particular individual cannot be determined beforehand. It

will depend roughly on the ratio at the time between his

income and the aggregate income of the community, and

this ratio is liable to be modified, not only by what he does,

but also by what other people do. The tax method of raising

money, therefore, means to any citizen the loss in after years

of the interest that he would have received on the money
he is forced to give to the government : the (forced) loan

methodmeans the loss in after years of an amount of taxation,

which may exceed or fall short of this sum, according as his

income comes to constitute a larger or a smaller proportion
of the aggregate national income. This necessary looseness

of connection between loans and the future taxation that a
lender will have to meet towards providing his own interest
leads to too little attention being paid to the debit side of the
account under the loan method. People in general may,
therefore, be expected to think themselves considerably/ less
hard hit under the loan plan than under the tax plan.
Consequently, they will be appreciably less keen to meet the
call upon them by economies in consumption and increased
output of work. So far as this happens, the capital of the
community will be depleted appreciably more under the loan
plan than under the tax plan, and the real income of the
country accruing in future years wiU suffer in proportion.
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§ 12. Hitherto we have supposed the loan plan to he
carried out by way of a forced loan, taking from each citizen
exactly the sum that would have been taken from him imder
the tax plan. In actual practice, however, loans are generally
voluntary, and large subscribers have good reason to hope
th^ the interest on their holdings will exceed the^onriihu-
tion in taxes which they wiU have to makelcTpro^deTtds
mterest

; for experiencelias never yet revealed^ tax system
graduated for increasing incomes anything like as steeply as

loan subscriptions are hkely to be graduated, at a.U events

when the loan required is large. Hence, the richer classes,

from whom, when a large amount of money is wanted,

contributions under any plan must chiefly come, will think,

and rightly think, that a loan hits them much less hardly

than eguiyaleatH;axatiim_wnuld_do.—They_are,_therefpre,

less likely to be inducejd_to_eheck consumption or to work

more strenuously, and more likely to subscribe to govern-

ment only such resources as “they would otherwise have

in^sted in industry. Consequently, the check to the pro-

vision of capital for industry will be more serious 'than

under a forced loan. It appears, therefpre, that the popular

instinct is, in some measure, justified, finance by loans

does hit capital and, through this, the economic fortunes

of future generations somewhat more hardly than finance

by taxes.

§ 13. It follows that the question how far the benefit of

an enterprise may be expected to extend into the future has

some bearing upon the issue between tax finance and loan

finance. There is something more to be said for financing

out of loans the clearance of slums, the building of a modem

Parthenon or the conduct of a defensive war than there

is for so financing an enormous firework display. But the

relations between tax finance and present burden and

between loan finance and future burden are not intimate

enough to give to this class of consideration_a-dominating,^r

even a large, importance.

§'14. I turn to a second consideration—the effect of the

choice between tax finance and loan finance in determining

how far the real costs of an enterprise are borne by people of
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different degrees of wealth. If the enterprise in question

is one the costs of which are small, there is no reason

to suppose that they will be distributed in a significantly

different manner under the two plans. Whether extra taxes

are raised this year to pay for the enterprise outright or

extra taxes of smaller amount are raised in future years to

pay interest on a loan raised now, the proportionate part of

the tax burden borne by different classes is likely to be left

pretty much what it would have been had the enterprise not

been undertaken at aU. But with enterprises the costs of

which are large the case is different. The amount of resources

which it is possible for a government on any plan to draw

in a short time from the poor is strictly limited. The avail-

able margin among them is, both for individuals and for the

poor as a group, small. Consequently, when a large sum has

to be raised in, say, a single year, it is necessary that by far

the greater part of it shall be raised somehow from better-to-

do people.) Furthermore, as we pass up the scale of wealth,

every increase in an individual’s income means, not merely

an increase in the available margin of resources, but an

increase which grows more than in proportion to the growth

of income. If one man is twice as rich as another, other

tilings being equal, his available margin is not twice as large,

but more than twice as large. ( Hence, of the money needed
by the State the rich man wittsfprovide, in one way or another,

more than the poor man, and the very rich man more than
the moderately rich man ; and the amount provided must
increase, not merely proportionately, but progressively as

wealth increases. Now, if the practical choice was between
the provision of money in these proportions by taxes and by
loans—the distinction between compulsory and voluntary
loans is here irrelevant

—

the revenue to pay interest on which
would afterwards be assessed on the different classes in these
same proportions, there would be no difference between the
distributional effects of the two plans. But, if the above
italicised condition is not appended to the loan plan, there
is a very important difference. In fact, that condition is
very unhkely to be fulfilled. Taxes afterwards are sure to
be assessed on poor people in substantially larger proportion
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than their contribution to loans. Hence, whereas the tax
method throws on rich people at the time a larger share of
the burden than they are accustomed to bear of ordinarj^
national charges and does nothing else, the loan method,
while operating similarly at the time, arranges, iu effect”

that these rich people or their successors shall afterwards be
partially compensated for their large immediate burden by
moneys extracted in their interest from poor people. Looking
at the matter broadly and taking a fairly long view, we may
say that under the tax method r^ people bear a much
Mgher proportion of the charges incurred than they do of

normal charges
; under the loan me^d they will bear a

proportion somewhat, but probably not much, larger than

that.^

'This a priori conclusion is borne out by the history of

recent happenings. In Great Britain in 1925-26 the net

produce of income tax and super tax was 296 millions and

of death duties 50 millions, making 345 millions in aU, while

the interest on the internal debt amounted to 273 millions.

When to this is added management expenses and, say—

to make allowance for foreign debt—six-sevenths of a

fifty million sinking fund, it appears that practically the

whole of the contribution to the national revenue made

by the income-tax paying class was absorbed in financing

a debt in the main held by members of that class, nothing

being left over for general government services. It is cer-

tain that, had the war been financed out of taxes, so that

no aftermath of internal debt remained, the income-tax

paying class would have been called upon for a very sub-

stantial contribution towards these general services. Thus

resort to the method of loans has enabled them to escape, at

the expense of poorer persons, from a heavy burden of

charges, which, had the tax method been more largely

employed, they must inevitably have borne.

'"Our judgement, therefore, as to which of the two methods

is to be preferred in any given case must turn in part^n

the purpose which the expenditors-li^e financed serves.

H, for example, its purpose is to remodel at the State’s charge

the housing conditions of the poorer classes throu^putilie
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country, there is less to be said for throwing a main part of

the burden on the better-to-do than there would be if tlie

purpose were, for example, to cover the country udth a

^stem of roads adapted for motor-touring. In order, there-

fore, to determine tbe-comparative advantages of the tax

method and the loan method from the side of distribution,

it is necessary to know the nature and purpose of the

expenditure that has to be financed.'^

§ 16. I do not propose to pursue that inquiry into all its

ramifications. ’But the general character of the problem may

be usefully illustrated by reference to thejiuance of_the

Creat War. There the object aimed at by the expenditure

was political—self-defence, the enforcement of treaties, the

security of small nations or what we will ; and the costs of

conducting the war were colossal. Our problem is, assuming

the distribution and the general principles of graduation

adopted in the tax system of this country to be fair and

proper for ordinary purposes, would it have been fair and

proper also to apply these same principles to the financing

of the war 1 For this is in substance what is done if war

costs are met from domestic loans, on which interest and

sinking fund are paid out of taxes based on these principles.

Un this matter the relevant factors are two in number.

First, when, as in normal times, what is wanted is a regular

annual revenue, it is natural to base taxation in a general

way upon income.^ But, when a single and entirely abnormal
expenditure has to be met, ability to pay is best reflected,

not in the income that happens to accrue in that particular

year, but rather in income-getting power or capital—this

term being taken to include objects of wealth not used in

trade, such as houses and pictures, and also the capitalised

value of a man’s mental and manual powers.^ ‘ Since £100

’ Cf. ante, Part II. CSiap. XU. § 3.

= It is not, of course, suggested that the costa of a war can be paid for
oui of capital, in the sense that a person’s holdings of land or factories or
railways (except so far as they are saleable abroad in return for “ income ”)
can aetuaUy be used for war purposes. The main source of the funds raised
must, as was shown in Part I. Chap. IV.. be the real income of the country.
Xone the less, it would be possible for the govermnent to collect a large
part of what is required for war from persons who have no income at aU
but only property. If £1000 were taken from such a person, he would
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of earned income; being terminable with life, represents
much less capital than £100 of income derived from the
funds, and since funded and other property is held pre-
dominantly by the rich, this consideration suggests that war
charges ought to be thrown upon the rich in a greater
proportion than the principles appropriate to peace taxation
would warrant. /Secondly, there is a general feeling that, in
a pre-eminent national emergency, the call from each should
Be for his utTnost rather than for his share. Men are required
to give of their physical strength, not in equal proportions,

but from each his all. There is no question of proportionate

sacrifice between men of fuller and emptier lives. Indeed,

the strong are taken and the weak rejected. It is difficult

to see what ground of equity there can be for any different

distribution in the summons to financial strength. But this

is certainly not the distribution aimed at in the ordinary tax

system
;
and, therefore, some departure from the principles

that underlie that system seems to be called for. This

suggests that, from the standpoint of a sound distribution,

a great war ought not to be financed predominantly by loans,

interest on which wifi, afterwards be proved out ofbrdmary

taxes. Rather, a large part ofJ>he.-Costs .should be met by

taxation levied at the time, on principles calculated to throw

a much greater proportion of the burden on tliBnclTthan

they are accustomed tp_s.ustaiajander. the ordinary forms of

t^xatipn.

There is a third eonsiderathnnjjearizig on the't

comparative advantages of tax and loan finance, to which

brief reference should be made : namely, their comparative

effects in leading to an expansion of bank credits, and so to

a general rise of prices.' InTlhapter III. the policy of credit

creaHons on behSH^ government as a means of war finance

will be examined, and will be shown to lead to many un-

desirable consequences. Exactly the same consequences will

follow if, instead of the credits being created directly for

have, in effect, to buy with £1000 worth of property £2000 worth of rwl

inoome from somebody else, and to hand this over to the government. He

would be the subject of the tax, though his property would not be tha

source of it.
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government, they are created for private persons, who use

them as a means of making the payments to government

that are due from them. 'Now, hoth under the tax system

and under a loan system, ifis possible for people to resort to

credit creation to some extent. There is reason to believe,

however, that, if a given sum of money has to be contnbufed

to the government, the contributor is likely to resort more

largely to credit creation for a loan payment than for a tax

payment. The reason is partly that, as already indicated,

riuSer the loan method he does not feel himself to be so hardly

IiitT^nd is, therefore, less keenly impeIIi33bwaEdsJiarder

w^ and greater personal economies, and partly that loan

scrip is exeeUmt^llateraTj'on uduclTbanks'yriinie rea^
lend him money. This consideration tends pro ianio against

the policy of finance by loans.

~| 17. When the various considerations set out in the'

preceding paragraphs are reviewed together, the impressiona

created on most minds is likely to be that, at all events for^

lafgriion-recurrent expenditures of a noa-remunerativi'soFt,!^

itii^ in general, desirable that taxation shouid~be resorted to

iii amounts substantially larger than the minimum amounts

indicated in § 3. Some authorities hav^g:one so far_as

to Jiold that, for expenditure of this jsort . resort should

be had exclusively to taxation. Thus Professor Bastable

writes: “JNon-economic (f.e. non-remunerative) expenditure

.

is primarily to be met out of income, and, unless it can be
so dealt mtlL_oug]ifL.nQt tO-lreJncnrred.; National culture,

education, the promotion of social progress are all most
desirable; but their promotion is not so pressing an
object as to need the use of borrowing by the public
powers. It is, indeed, true that much of State expenditure
may be regarded as indirectly productive, and as likely to
add to the national income in the future. A loan for the
purpose of extending education, or for improving the housing
of the workers, though it does not directly provide the interest
needed, may yet so increase the income of the community as
to make the tax receipts greater, without any increase either
in rates or in rigour of collection. Regarded in the abstract,
such a proceeding seems defensible ; the real objections to
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it arise from the difficulty of application. The results of
expenditure of the kind are hard to trace or measure, and
any statement respecting them must rest in a great degree
on conjecture. The cost of the loan is definite and precise,
and it constitutes a real burden on the resources of the
society. Prudence seems accordingly to suggest that borrow-
ing should hardly ever be adopted except for strictly economic
expenditure, and then only when the extension of the State
domain is clearly advisable.” ^ iThis strict rule points, I

think, the right path in aU ordinary circumstances. In the

special case of a great war, however, i^ cannot be followed

unreservedly. Very large revenues are needed at once, and
these can be cohectedTmDrej^ckly ‘ ffioupTldaSFthan
through_taxes. Moreover, much less immediate disorganisa-

tion will be caused, since free funds can be tapped wherever

they are, and those people, who are, for the moment, short

of available balances, are given time to accumulate them.

These considerations apply only to the very beginnings of a

war. But there are also further considerations arising out

.of the fact that wars may last for a number of years, ^en
this happens, or there is fear of this happening, taxation acts,

not merely through the fact of it at the moment, hut also

through the expectation of its continuance during the war.

Just in so far, therefore, as it is thought by the people

subjected to it to hit them more severely than the loan

method wouldndoT'th'e'ISa^ledgeTkat a la:^Apart_ofJthe

fruit of any exertions they make will be absorbed by

the~Bfate~mayViirspite"bf toe patrio^_stimulus„that_wars

provide, seriously lessen their exertions. Had that part of

the expenses of toe Great War which was defrayed out of

domestic loans—even apart from creations of hank credit

—

been defrayed instead out of taxation, not only would the

standard rate of income tax have had to he enormously

higher than the 6s. level which it actually attained, hut a

great mass of other taxation must also have been imposed.

Such a state of things continuing for several years might

well have led to a serious contraction of that real income of

services and goods from which alone the real war fund couH

* Bastable, Public Finance, Book v. chap. v. pp. 621-2.
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be drawn. This, to a statesman caring above all things to

secure victory, or, at aU events, to avoid defeat, is a con-

sideration of supreme importance^ It explains and, in the

opinion of some persons not unqualified to judge, excuses

what many economists deemed the undue hesitation, even of

the British Government, in the use of taxation to finance the

Great War,



CHAPTER II

THE TBCHHIQHE OF WAE LOANS

§ 1. When a strong government wishes to raise a loan of

moderate amount, it is never likely to have any difficulty in

doing this on terms substantially ecjuivalent to those repre-

sented by the rate of interest in relation to the market
price of existing government obligations. In a great war,

however, the position is different. The government has need

of enormous resources. If it fails to obtain them out of

taxes and i£aHs,_R will be forced either_tQ_cut_diiTen_its

military expenditure, thus endangermg-the_war -position, or

to rely in excessive measure upon the creation of bank credits,

resort to which, as wili be shown in the next chapter, involves

liighly injurious reactions upon prices and distribution,

conditions oi strain it is essential to ensure a large flow of

loan money into ^e Treasury, and exceptional__effort&_to

bring about thiVresult may properly be made.

;viglo§ 2. The most obvious means to adopt is, of course, that

f)f offe^g very high interest for rnoneyJoaned voluntaiffy

in the ordinary way. For the sake of future budgets every

government will, howevei:,Jifi_disine]ined to jmfihJiMs.means

very far. To^ome extent their .unwillingness is unjustified.

Foi^^ so far as the alternative to high interest on war loan

is the creation of more bank credits, this creation means

raised prices, which, in turn, mean a larger capital debt on

given government purchases^ and, on the assumption that

prices afterwards fall again, future budgets may be just as

much burdened by a larger debt at lower interest as by a

smaller debt at higher interest. 'Against high interest rates

there is, however, a serious political objection. One country

252
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dares not offer loans at a mnoh lnghCTratetibanita.^^erits

inW, lor, if it does, pnDlic opinion in neutral countries may

suspect its financial strength, anHliMtrarioWnm&^are

more likely to take sides againsTTr-jiVom-tlns-point of

view it is sometimes found desirable to camouflage the real

terms on which a loan is offered, so that only persons con-

cerned with business will understand them. Thus advantages-

may^be^'ven, not in the nominal rate of interest, but in issue

below par value, in premiums on repayment or in special

privileges in the matter of taxation.

§'3. It is also possible to increase the attractiveness of

loans -nithout any improvement in the actual terms offered

by so arranging their forms as to appeal to a -wide range of

tastesTrhusjin the GreatWar the British Governmentissued,

v^savings certificates, to be repaid in a lump sum -ndth

accuSfl^ed interest after an interval of several years, long-

dated war loans, short-dated Exchequer bonds, and six or

twelve months’ Treasury bills for the money market.

Spectacular loans to be subscribed for between definite

dates alternated -with “continuous borro-wing” by means

of Exchequer bonds always “ on tap ”. Great efforts^n

short, were made to render the_ government’s securities

suitable for all classes ofjnve&tors.

To these methods there is added in war-time the

special appeal to patriotism. This may take the form of

prop^an3ist''aHvertisement through newspapers, public

meetings, "tank weeks”, the sti^latio.nupL_aompeMtive

endeavours among different towns tojbreak one another’s

record of subscriptions, and so on. .^eals to patdolim
are not, however, by themselvesapt, in the monetary sphere,

toj)rove very producrivm It is dif^Ittirtellffor example,
how far “ tank weeks ” really yield money, or how far they
merely cause money to be subscribed in a particular way or
at a -particular moment, which would in, any case have come
in to the Treasury somehow. fi

§ 5, Alongside of this positive method of stimulating the
flow of war loan there may also be employed the negative
method of cutting off from private people alternative ^ys
df_empk(;^g their money. The available alternative ways
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are (1) bujingnewou^u^capital goods, such as plant ormachinery raw matenalTTiy^ymf^i^^rT^^^
sumable goods and_sjirgices. such a^onrTrnnvf^el

(3) hand-
ing oyer money_and the rig^i^dispose ofiTto other
in exchangeior_exist^projerties_or_for prnmkPR f^^F f^tme
interest parents. Since the persons to'whom mon^is

handed over in this last way can in turn, if they do not put
it into war loan, only buy with it either new output of capital
goods or new output of consumable goods, these two sorts

of purchase are ultimately the only alternative employments
for money besides war loan. Thenegative method of stimu-
lating the flow of war loan condsts, therefore, in~blockmg
hp7~m greater or less degree, these channels,

at- § 6. This method haslimitations whi^ it is important to

realise. At first sight we might be inclined to suppose that,

if people are compelled to r^uce their expenditure on any
single sort of article, the fund available for war loan sub -

scriptions is necessarily increased to some extent. This,

however, is not so. Though it must follow that more of the

particular article, on which expenditure is retrenched, wiU

be set free for government, it need not follow that a larger

aggregate sum of real resources wiU be set free. If the

purpose, which a prohibited or restricted article serves, is

very urgent, and if it can also be served more or less by some

other article that is not restricted, prohibition orjestriction

vdU press purchasing power towards thisjival article. _H

people do not much care about satisfvingJihe purpose^nd

iOheTffviLarticle^ more expensive and inconvenient, no

greaTvolcme of productive resources will be directed to it,

and the resources secur^Iby^th^^SUhomJihaprQhibited

or restricted article”wiU be almost entirely a net saving.

ButTiflpeople'ca^a' great deal about the purpose wlnclTthe

State is obstructing, they may insist on satisfying it somehow

at whatever trouble and cost
;
and it may then happen that

thT roundabout method, to^ which the^re compeUed to

resorK~arctuaUy~absorbs-Tndre Wdductiv^oi^^ used

ttTbTn^ed before. A good iUustration is afiorded"b^he

imposition of duties upon certain classes of imports un-

accompanied by excise duties on analogous products (e.J?.
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rival types of motor-oar) made at home. Instead of causing

people to employ less capital and labour, represented^ by

less money, for the need they used to satisfy by importation,

the imposition of these duties may cause them to satisfy

that need through increased, manufacture of the home

products at a greater aggregate cost in capRal and labour,

represented by a greater_sum of money, than used to be

required to make exportable goods vdth which to buy the

imports'; Of course, the prohibition or restriction of selected

articles not always fail to check the aggregate volume

of resources, and their representative money, that is devoted

to private service. But it is much more likely to fail than

peoples and governments generally understand, and, if it is

to succeed, great care must be exercised in the choice and

grouping of the, things selected for State discouragement-

Nor is this all. v%aiving the aboy.^cmsidei:atlon,JS.eJiaieLSiiill

to observe that there are a largenumber of different types both

of capital goods and of consumption goods . If, therefore,

the routes leading to only a few of these are blocked up,

however sjkilfulLy_lheae_iew are selected, only a small part

oi the resources which the blocking extrudes from them is

likely to become availableToFwarTb^ r~tEe~main part~^^

be scattered among other employments that~are not_JCg-

stricted. Erom this it foUows that, in ordiimry conditions,

there is little use in restricting other openings as a means of

stimulating the flow of resources to a particular opening

;

for in such conditions it would be feaiiblffWrestrintTjnly a
very few openings.

§ 7. abnormal conditions, however, these limiting co'n-‘
siderations are of minor importance. Restriction can
applied so widely that thTpHncipal non-restricted opening,!
namely, war loan, mayLhfi.exP6cted to reap a large part nf thp
fruits of it. Thus, in the Great War private expenditure on,
capital goods was blocked directly by a strict limitation,
through priority certificates, of the purchase by private
persons of a number of important structural materials. It
was also blocked indirectly by Treasury Orders which (1)
forbade altogether the private investment of capital in
foreign countries, (2) severely limited investment in the
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outlying portions of the British Empire, and (3) forbade the
ra,ising of capital for investment in the United Kingdom
ndthout a licence from the Treasury—a licence only being
granted if a good case could be made out. In like manner,
private expenditure over a large range of consumable goods
was blocked by rationing and By restrictions, made necessary
by the shortage of ships, on the importation of many liisury

and semi-luxury articles.

§ 8. If these nmthods prove insufficient, there remainalhe
possibility of a forced loan. On this plan assessments are

made on the eitkcms of the country, based partly on their

normal assessments for income tax, whicFis the mosfeasily

available index ; and they are compelled to lend to the

government defined sums on terins^arbitraiily fixed and ,

ernbodjdng a rate of interest substantially less than would

be required to secure a voluntary loan of~equal aggregate

I

amount. This device is really a cross between a voluntary

t
loan and a tax. From the point of view of the government

it is inferior to a. tax, because it involves some promise of

interest. From the point of view of the public it is inferior

to a voluntary loa n, both because it earns less than the

market rate of interest and also because it sacrffitms an

irnportant incidental merit of voluntary loans, namely,

their discriminating action as between persons pf equal

w'^ltlr but in different situations. Of two such persons,

for example, one of W'hom is half-way through the building

of a factory, while the other has no special call on his income,

the second will naturally take up a much larger share of a

voluntary loan. Under a forced loan, however, just as imder

a tax, these men will have to make equal contributions,

and, though the factory builder w'ill probably be able to

arrange things somehow' by borrowing himself, yet, unless

he happens to have a considerable amoimt of suitable

collateral, he may find it very difficult, expensive and

inconvenient to do this ;
w'hile at the same time the other

man w'ill be in possession of resources which the govern-

ment is not tapping. Arithmetically to raise from anybody

a forced loan of £1000 at 21 per cent is the same thing as to

raise from him taxes to the extent of £500 together with b
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voluntary loan of £500 at 5 per cent. More generally, it

would seem that, by a suitable combination of taxes and

voluntary loans, it must always be possible to achieve a result

substantially equivalent to that offered by a forced loan.

There is, therefore, nothing to be gained by resort to that

device, unless, indeed, public opinion, usually very hazy

upon these matters, is of such a character as to make it

politicalltf expedient.
~ “



CHAPTER III

B'INAN'CB BY BA2JK CEEDITS

§ 1. We have now to consider more closely, in contrast
with loans of the sort we have been studying hitherto, the
type of government borrowing referred to in Chapter I.

§16, namely, borrowing through the manufacture of bank
credits. This type of borrowing, supported by abnormal
issues of fiduciary notes, was largely resorted to during the

war in all the principal beUigereut countries, including the

United lUngdom. I propose in the present chapter to

describe and discuss our national variant of this common
method. In that way it wiU be easy to exhibit the general

principles that are involved.

§ 2. It is customary for critics of British war finance to

make use in connection with it of the term “ inflation ”. It

is, however, exceedingly difficult to find any definition of tliis

term that is at all satisfactory. One popular definition

asserts that inflation is an increase in money more than

proportionate to the accompanying increase in production.^

Since, however, this definition compels us to say that a bad

harvest involves inflation, it is too far out of touch with the

common understanding of words to be admissible. An
alternative definition applies the term inflation to that

^ This definition is, incidentally, thought to imply that “inflation is

inherent in the flotation of a loan for purposes other than the construction

of material reproductive capital ”, the idea being that, when the loan is

employed productively, extra things are created to oSset the extra money.

Obviously, however, no more extra things are produced at the time when a

factory is built than when a house is built, or even than when people are

set to work to make fireworks or guns. More extra things are, no doubt,

produced later on when the factory begins to operate, but this fact is not

relevant.

25S
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part of the rise of prices that is consequent upon government

interference with money and banking. Practically, however,

it seems impossible to disentangle this part from the

part that would have taken place, particularly in war, if

the government had allowed monetary affairs to proceed

along the usual lines. Furthermore, the notion of govern-

ment interference with money and banidng is not precise.

Certain government acts, of course, clearly constitute such

interference, but certain others—^for example, the com-

mandeering of foreign securities to support exchange and

propaganda to persuade people not to present currency notes

for encashment—are doubtful. Again, certain tilings, which

cannot take place in England without very definite govern-

ment interference, are permissible in other countries under

the ordinary law. Thus, the fiduciary note issue of the

Reichsbank might, under pre-war legislation, be increased

beyond the normal maximum on condition that a tax was

paid on the extra issues. In view of these considerations it

would appear that the only really satisfactory way of defining

inflation along these lines would be to make an arbitrarj’’

schedule of the various sorts of action, which, for the purposes

of the definition, are to be regarded as government inter-

ference with money and banking, and the fruits of which,

therefore, are to be called inflation. But, when we are

driven to an artificial plan of this kind, there is much to be
said for abandoning the term altogether, and in tlie following

pages I do not propose to make use of it.^

§ 3. During the Great War, and particularly during the
earlier stages of it, the British Government, whether rightly
or wrongly, was unwilling to push overt taxation beyond
moderate limits, for fear of checldng production and rousing
powerful resentment. It was equally unwilling to put the
rate of interest offered for war loan subscriptions above a
moderate amount, lest our reputation for financial power
should he damaged in the eyes of the world. As a result of
these two things the amount of money obtained by overt
taxes and public loans fell in most weeks considerably below
the exigent demands of the army, navy, air force and

Cf. my article on “ Inflation ”, Economic Journal, Dccombor 1918,
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munitions establishments . Given these conditions and given
the determination to cut our cloth according to our coat and
not vice versa, the only course open to the government, apart
from direct resort to the printing press, was to fill the gap
between income and expenditure by causing the banks, and
particularly the Bank of England, to create credits in its

favour. Several methods of doing this were available.

§ 4. The most important of these was that described in

the First Interim Report of the Gommittee on Currency, and
Foreign Exchanges, 1918, in the following terms :

“ Suppose,
for example, that in a given week the government reqmre
£10,000,000 over and above the receipts from taxation and
loans from the public. They apply for an advance from the

Bank of England, which, by a book entry, places the amount
required to the credit of Public Deposits, in the same way as

any other banker credits the account of a customer when he

grants him temporary accommodation. The amount is then

paid out to contractors and other government creditors, and

passes, when the cheques are cleared, to the credit of their

bankers in the books of the Bank of England ; in other words,

is transferred from Public to ‘ Other ’ deposits
; the effect

of the whole transaction thus being to increase by £10,000,000

the purchasing power in the hands of the public in the form

of deposits in the joint stock banks, and the bankers’ cash at

the Bank of England by the same amount. The bankers’

liabilities to depositors having thus increased by £10,000,000,

and their cash reserves by an equal amount, their proportion

of cash to liabilities (which was normally before the war

something under 20 per cent) is improved.” ^ The banks

are then in a position to do any one of three things without

making the proportion between their reserves and their

liabilities any smaller than 20 per cent. Having got 10

millions more reserve and also 10 milhons more deposits,

they may either (1) credit their customers with a further

40 millions of deposits, which these customers, we may

suppose, devote to tab'ng up Treasury bills or war loan

;

or (2) themselves take up, out of their balances with the

* Interim Report of the Committee on Currency and Foreign Exchanges
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Bank of England, 8 millions of Treasury bills or war loan ;

or (3) lend the spare 8 millions of their balances to the Bank

of England, to be lent by it in turn to the government.

If the first of these methods is adopted, the immediate

result is as follows. The 40 millions extra deposits are

transferred to the government’s account at the Bank of

England, thus, for the moment, reducing banlrers’ balances

there by that amount. At the same time these 40 millions

cease to count in bankers’ deposit liabilities to customers.

But the government forthwith expends the credit it has

thus obtained, so that the 40 millions are again added both to

bankers’ balances at the Banlc of England and to bankers’

deposit liabilities. The final position then is as follows

;

bankers’ balances at the Bank of England are 10 milhons

more than they were before the original ten millions of credit

were created, and bankers’ deposit liabilities to customers are

50 millions more, while the government has spent and owes

10 millions directly to the Bank of England and 40 millions

indirectly to the banks through their customers.

If the second method is adopted, the immediate result is

that the banks have 2 millions more balances at the Bank
of England than they had before ; 10 millions more deposits

and 8 millions more Treasury bills or war loan. The govern-

ment, however, forthwith spend the 8 millions of balances

that have been transferred to them, and these, therefore,

appear again as an 8 millions addition both to bankers’

balances at the Bank of England and to hankers’ deposit

liabilities to customers. We thus have a second stage, nitli

bankers’ balances at the Bank of England again 10 millions
up and hankers’ deposits now 18 millions up. The bankers
have thus stUl a too favourable proportion

; they only need
one-fifth of 18 millions out of their 10 millions Bank of
England balances, and are, therefore, in a position to take up
a further 6| millions of Treasury hills or war loans. When
the government spends the balances with which the banks
do this, we have a third stage : bankers’ balances at the
Bank of England 10 millions up

; bankers’ deposit liabilities

24| millions up. It is obvious that this process nail continue
until eventually the bankers have taken up 40 millions of
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Treasury biUs or war loan, and are left with deposits of 50
millions against balances at the Bank of England of lo
millions. Thus, this method leads in the end to the same
result as the other method, save only that the government
debt of 40 millions on Treasury bills or war loan is a direct
debt to the banlcs instead of an indirect debt to them
mediated by their customers.

On the third method distinguished above the hanks
lend their 8 millions of spare balances to the Bank of England,
to be lent by it to the government. On this plan the 8

millions come back, when the government spends them,
both into bankers’ balances at the Bank of England and into

bankers’ deposits
;
and the same process as on the second

method is carried through, nith the final result that bankers’

balances are 10 millions up and bankers’ deposits 50 millions

up. The government’s debt of 40 millions (in addition to

its original 10 millions debt to the Bank of England) is still

a debt to the bankers, but this time mediated, not through

their customers, but tiirough the Bank of England. Thus

all three methods come in the end to exactly the same thing.’^

There is an original creation of 10 millions credit from the

Bank of England to the government, and a subsequent

creation of 40 milliozis from the other’ banks, which, in one

or anotlicr way, is made available to the government, the

two creations together involving an addition of 50 millions

to the deposit liabilities of banks other than the Bank of

England, based on an addition of 10 millions to their holdings

of “ cash in hand and at the Bank of England ”.

§ 5. Credit creation may be initiated otliormse than by

a draft of 10 millions on Ways and Means from the Bank

‘ It lias boon sugRcstcd that ,
at ono period during tho war, some of tho

banka counted tho debt due to tliem from tbo Bank of England on aecoimt

of their loaned balance.? n.a “ ca-sh in band and at tho Bank of England ",

nnd not a? tnonoy at call or short notice, and so included it in the rcscr\'o

on ^vlvich their proportion is baaed. Obviously, if they did this, thej

would bo in a position to lend a literally infinito amount to the Bank of

England for roloan to tbo government without reducing this proportion

below 20 per cent ; for each million of balances transferred thus would,

nftor it had been spent by tho govcmmonl, appear as a not addition of a

million lo deposits nnd also to reserve. Tliero i.a no means of knowing how,

far, if at all, this policy was in fact adopted.
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of England. The Government may directly ask for sub-

scriptions to Treasury bills or war loan from the banks

(other than the Bank of England). The banks draw on

* their balances at the Bank of England to the extent of, say

,

10 millions, and buy Treasury bills or war loan. These

balances are restored to their former level so soon as the

government spends the 10 millions, but the deposits arc

increased by 10 millions. Consequently, the proportion of

the banlrs’ reserves to liabilities is diminished. To restore

this proportion, they may caE in their loans to customers to

an extent equal to their 10 millions subscription to Treasury

bibs or war loan. If the customers simply do without the

loans thus drami in, the banlcs’ deposits are brought back to

the figure at wliieh they stood originally, while the bankers’

balances uith the Bank of England are also at their original

figure. But, if, as uill almost certainly happen in fact, the

customers go to the Bank of England and it finds money for

them, they will draw cheques on the Bank of England and so

increase, to the extent of the loan made to them by the Bank
of England, at once the deposits and the balances at the Bank
of England of their onm. banks. If this loan is 10 millions,

it involves a 10 millions increase in bankers’ balances at the

Bank of England, and it, therefore, enables the banks to lend

a further 40 millions to the government in Treasury bills in

addition to their original subscription of 10 millions. It

works in fact in exactly the same way as it would have done
had the 10 millions Bank of England credit been created

for the government instead of for private customers of the
banks.

§ 6. Yet a third alternative is open. The bankers, being
asked to subscribe 40 millions to Treasury biUs or war loan,
are able to do this without either cutting down their loans
to customers or weakening their proportion, if they can add
1 million to their reserve against each extra 6 millions of
deposit liabilities. To make this possible, the government
may sell to the bankers 10 millions of currency notes to be
held by them in their tills in exchange for 10 millions of
^their balances at the Bank of England. The balances tlnis
obtained by the government come back to the credit of the
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bankers when the government spends its money
; and the

net result is an increase of 50 millions of deposits and of 10
millions of cash in the hands of bankers

; the government
having raised 40 milhons on Treasury bills and 10 millions
in the form of balances at the Bank of England against a
sale of 10 million notes to be held in bank reserves. Once
again, therefore, we reach substantially the same position

as before. For, from the point of view of the bankers,
balances at the Bank of England and currency notes for

banking reserves are on exactly the same footing. Both
may be regarded indifferently as a step towards, or as a
condition of, an aggregate credit creation of five times their

own amount. If the government wishes for 50 millions of

bank credits, it is a matter of indiflierence whether it provides

the basis for this by getting a Ways and Means advance of

10 millions from the Bank of England or by selling 10 million

notes (to be held as reserve) to the banks.

§ 7. The creation of additional purchasing power in the

form of bank balances, whether it is brought about by one of

the processes described above or, as happens more ordinarily,

by an expansion in the proportion of liabilities that banks

(other than the Bank of England) venture to hold against

their reserves, tends to promote a more or less corresponding

rise of prices. Under an effective gold standard, such as

existed before the war and exists again now, this rise of prices,

by encouraging imports and discouraging exports, turns the

exchanges against us and threatens a foreign drain of gold.

At the same time it makes it necessary for people to carry

rather more money than before in their pockets and in their

tills for the payment of expanded wage-hills and for the

conduct of retail business on the higher price level. In this

way it sets up a domestic drain. These two drams together,

by lessening the reserve of the Bank of England, compel the

Bank to raise its discount rate and to take steps, by selling

government stock or otherwise, to make the new rate

effective in the market. The higher rate tends to check

borrowing. If it does not actually do this at first, it will

have to be raised still higher until it does do it ;
for other-^

wise the Bank would see its reserve completely exhausted.
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Tlie financing of any customer, the government or anybody

else, by the creation of bank credits is thus, in normal times,

held closely in check. If the government gets more, other

people get less
;

it gets in the main what business men are

deprived of. In the Great War the position was entirely

abnormal. The government had to finance itself, whatever

rate of interest it had to pay. High discount rates, therefore,

would not have stopped credit from expanding. Whether

they had been applied or not, the government must have

insisted on its loans—loans far greater than could be offset

by even a total cessation of lending to private borrowers

—

and the gold reserve of the Bank of England would have

continued to faU, had no safety-valve been opened, imtil the

machine was smashed. It is true, indeed, that the external

drain normally consequent upon credit creation could not

manifest itself. For the export of gold by private persons

was sufficiently provided against by the submarine peril and

the refusal of the government to insure gold cargoes. But,

unless a further basis of cash had been provided by direct

State action, collapse must have come about through the

internal drain. As the Committee on Currency and the

Foreign Exchanges observe :
“ The greatly increased volume

of bank deposits, representing a corresponding increase of

purchasing power, and, therefore, leadiag, in conjunction

with other causes, to a great rise of prices, brought about a
corresponding demand for legal tender currency, which could

not have been satisfied under the stringent provisions of

the Act of 184:4. Contractors were obliged to draw cheques
against their accounts in order to discharge their wage-bill

itself enhanced on account of the rise of prices.” ^ No
doubt, had gold been flowing into the country as the result
of an abnormally favourable trade balance, as it was in fact
flowing into the United States during certain of the war
years, the required basis of legal tender money would, up
to a point, have been provided without any special State
action. In these conditions bank credits could have been
created on behalf either of the State or of private persons,
and prices forced up, without any risk to the banking and
1 Interim Report ojihe Committee on Currency and Foreign Exehanges, p. 5.
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monetary system. The foundation of the pyramid would
have been enlarged, as it were, by automatic process. But
in European countries, except at the very beginning'of the
war, the tendency was towards an outflow, rather than
towards an inflow, of gold. Hence, the required basis of
legal tender had to be provided by other means. To this
end in the United Kingdom currency notes, designed in the
early days of the war for the quite different purpose of

parrying a possible hoarding drain on the part of the public,

were issued by the Treasury in continually increasing quan-
tities. It has already been explained how the sale of

currency notes against bankers’ balances, to be held by the

banks as reserves, would operate. We are now concerned

with the sale of notes required by bankers to meet the cash

demands of their customers. The effect of this sale of notes

against balances plus the resale of the notes by bankers to

customers against deposits was ultimately, after the govern-

ment had spent the balances obtained in exchange for the

notes, to leave both the bankers’ balances at the Bank of

England and bankers’ deposits the same as before. The

government obtained new purchasing power equal to the

value of the notes sold, but these notes, entering as they did

into circulation among the public, did not constitute a basis

for further credit creations in the way that notes sold to

banks and held by them as reserve did. In substance, there-

fore, the sale of notes against balances for passage into public

circulation, while incidentally adding something to the pur-

chasing power of the government, was, in the main, a device

for preventing the pyramid of credit from being broken up

under the pressure of an internal drain. Their issue enabled

the banks to meet the cash requirements of their customers,

consequent on the high prices for which the pyramid of credit

was responsible, without causing a drain upon the banking

reserve of the Bank of England. Given the necessity for

the creation of hank credits in favour of the government

for the purpose of financing war expenditure, these issues

could not be avoided. If they had not been made, the banks

would' have been unable to obtain legal tender with which

to meet cheques drawn for cash on their customers’ account.
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The unlimited issue of currency notes in exchange for credits

[belonging to other bankers] at the Bank of England is

at once a consequence and an essential condition of the

methods which the government found it necessary to adopt

in order to meet their war expenditure.” ^

§ 8. It is a matter of some interest to determine how far,

if at all, the very complicated method of obtaining resources

for the government that I have been describing has different

effects from those that would have been produced by a

straightforward issue of currency notes in direct payment

for the government’s purchases. Apologists of British war

finance have made a great point of the fact that the printing

press was not used in this way and that notes were only

issued in response to business demands. At first sight it

seems that this complacency is justified. For, on the plan

actually adopted, the government’s credits were obtained

in the form of bank balances, and notes were only issued

to support these balances: whereas, if the government

had simply created notes to pay for its purchases, these

notes would have formed a basis for a very much larger

creation of bank credit. This distinction, however, rests

upon the assumption that, if the government had issued

notes in direct payment for its purchases, all the notes so

issued would have remained, as it were, " alive ”. This
assumption is not justified. If the government in any Aveek

had created and paid to contractors 10 million one-ponnd
notes, the contractors, presumably, would have deposited
these notes with their bankers, ody keeping in their own
hands for wage payments the same number as, on the plan
actually adopted, they drew out of their account for this
purpose. The joint-stock banks in turn would have
deposited these notes with the Bank of England, thus
creating balances to their credit there equal to the balances
that, on the other plan, they would have created by book
transfers, and, equaUy with them, available for the purchase
of Treasury bills. So soon, however, as currency notes entered
the Bank of England, they were automatically canceUed and

ExAangelp'.’T’^
OommfHee on Currency and the Foreign
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died. They were paid out by the Bank of England into the
government’s currency note account, from which a corre-
sponding quantity of government securities held there was
transferred in exchange to the Bank of England. To make
our comparison a fair one, we must suppose that this same
rule would have held good under the printing press plan. But
if it had held good, that plan, though involving the creation

of many more notes than the actual plan, would have in-

volved the survival of an approximately equal number. The
only difference would have been that the balances of bankers
at the Bank of England, instead of being created by simple

book transfers, would have come into being through the

agency of extra notes marked for destruction, which, in their

brief span of life, accomplished nothing except to bring those

balances into being. The printing press method, combined

with the proviso that, in the atmosphere of the Bank of

England no currency note can hve, is thus, contrary to

common opinion, identical in its operation and consequences

with the more roundabout policy that was in fact pursued by

the British Treasury.

§.9. Let us now, having studied the mechanism, consider

the essential character of these methods of war finance.

Plainly, the creation of bank credits, whether for the

government directly or for private people who have taxes

and loan subscriptions to pay to the government, is a

mediating, not an ultimate, operation. Its effect is to give

the government more purchasing power, and thus to deplete

the real value of the purchasing power left to private persons.

In this way it enables the government to get possession of

more things and services, and so constitutes, as against the

pubhc, a concealed form of taxation. This taxation, more-

over, is not graduated in any degree and not adjusted in any

degree to the size of a man’s family. It is simply pro-

portionate to income, without even an allowance to very poor

people of a tax-free minimum of subsistence. This kind

of taxation is generally acknowledged to be exceedingly

oppressive to the poor. But that is not all. Besides

drawing too much of what the government needs from the

poor as compared with the rich, finance by bank credits also
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causes a large transfer of real income from one set of people

(mainly the receivers of fixed incomes) to another set of

people. This incidental disturbance is similar to the disturb-

ance brought about by protective duties on agricultural

produce, which, besides causing the consumers of imported

produce to make a payment to the Treasury, also causes the

consumers of home produce to make a payment to private

persons-—^ultimately to the ovmers of agricultural land at

home. Some part of the shifting of distribution can, no

doubt, be corrected by adjustment in the rates of payment

made for various services. Thus, wage-earners can insist

eventually on a rise of money wages more or less conformable

to the rise in prices. But everywi'here the process of adjust-

ment is bound to involve much friction and some loss

of production through industrial disputes
;
and, for some

persons, c.g. debenture-holders as against the holders of

ordinary shares, no adjustment is possible. These consider-

ations clearly show that, on the side of distribution, finance

by the creation of bank credits is much inferior, not only to

ordinary taxes, but even to ordinary loans.

§ 10. It may perhaps be thought that, if, as has just been

claimed, finance by bank credits is, in effect, taxation, though

of a peculiar kind, it should at least be credited with the

superiority wliich that form of finance was shown in Chapter

I. g§ 7-13 to possess over loans as regards immediate depletion

of capital and ultimate discouragement of productive energy.

Prima facie it seems clear that any forced levy is likely to
be provided to a larger extent by cutting down consumption,
and so to a less extent by drawing upon actual and potential
capital, than a voluntary loan would be. Moreover, if the
levy is made by credit creation at a time when considerable
volumes of equipment and labour are standing unemployed,
it may call these from idleness to action, and so create, as it

were, a new real fund on which drafts can be made. On the
other hand, however, if the creation of credit is carried out,
not as a single operation, but as a continuing process, so that
a strong upward movement of prices is maintained for some
time, it may well be that the volume of savings and invest-
ment is, on the whole, contracted. For the rise of prices.
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by enhanciag the money value of tbeir stocks of commodities
causes business men to believe themselves much richer than
they really are, and so tempts them into wasteful consump-
tion. For example, if stocks formerly worth £100,000 have
risen in value to £200,000, the owner of the stocks may think
that he has made £100,000, and, maintaining his stocks at
£100,000 worth, may spend the other £100,000, which, though
it looks like a profit, is really the fruit of eating up half of

his capital stock. Moreover, with a rapidly depreciating

currency, members of the general public are discouraged

from maldng fixed interest loans on debentures and so on—

-

the sort of investment which comes easiest to the inexpert—

and may “ fly from ” currency and investment alike to the

purchase of consumable things. It is generally held that

the post-war currency ddbdcle in Germany, despite of the

gifts that it made to business men, was, on the whole,

inimical to saving.

As regards ultimate discouragement to productive energy

the case for levies through credit creation is again not strong.

Finance by loans, it is true, indirectly involves such dis-

couragement, because loans imply continuing taxes to

provide interest and sinldng fund later on, while finance by

taxation does not. But the paradox of credit creation, at

least on the British plan, is that, though, from the point of

view of the public, it corresponds to finance by taxation,

from the point of view of the government it is, in large part,

finance by interest-bearing loans. So far, indeed, as balances

for the government at the Bank of England are obtained in

direct exchange for currency notes, no interest has to he paid.

So far as they are obtained under Ways and Means advances

from the Bank of England, interest is paid at a more or less

arbitrary rate, which must not exceed 5 per cent. So far as

the creation of credits at the Bank of England and their

transfer to the balances of other bankers enables these

hankers, on the basis of tbeir existing proportion, to increase

their loans to government through the purchase of Treasury

bills, interest at the current rate for these bills has to be

paid. Thus we get three items ; balances bought with notes,

on which there is no interest ;
balances obtained by Ways
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and Cleans advances, on which the interest is limited;

balances obtained by the sale of Treasury bills—a sale made

possible by the creation of a legal tender basis for further

bank credits—on which full interest has to be paid. The

interest accumulating under the two latter heads accrues to

the banking system of the country as a reward for its work

m collecting, as it were, a forced levy on the public on behalf

of the government. The payment of it necessitates taxation

in the future, just as the payment of interest on an ordinary

loan does. Pro tanto, therefore, it is likely to check, in

some degree, the output of industrial energy later on.

§ 11. On the strength of these various considerations it

is generally agreed that, though the creation of bank credits

may be a convenient means of meeting war requirements at

an early stage, before there has been time to organise an

adequate scheme of taxation and public loans, yet, even

apart from its aftermath of monetary and exchange com-
plications, to which reference will be made in Chapter V.,

the method is inherently bad, and a government at war
should restrict it within the narrowest possible limits.

As was indicated, however, in the third section of this

chapter, the fear of popular resentment against high taxation
in an overt form and the fear that an offer of very high
interest for loans will make upon neutrals an, impression
of financial weakness are likely to compel even strong
governments to resort to it in some measure.



CHAPTER IV

GOVERNMBKT CONTROL OR FOREIGN TRAEB RELATIONS

§ 1. Up to this point very little has been said about inter-

national relations. The problems of public finance, other
than the several tax problems discussed in Part 11. Chapters
XIHI.-XX., have been tacitly assumed to be, in the main,
domestic problems. In normal conditions this assumption
is fully warranted. Commerce between the citizens of

different countries does, indeed, take place, often on a large

scale, and capital for enterprises in one country is sometimes

raised in others. Governments, however, do not as a general

rule either make purchases or borrow abroad to any large

extent, nor do they interfere at aU with the financial expres-

sion that is given to the industrial and monetary relations of

their countries in the rates of exchange between different

moneys. In abnormal circumstances, however, such as were

exemplified in the Great War and the years immediately

following it, the position is different. Government purchases

and loans abroad become, or may become, an important

part of public finance. The purpose of the present chapter

is to examine this matter in a brief and summary way.

§ 2. Prior to 1914 the United Kingdom was accustomed to

import large quantities of food and raw material and to pay

for them out of her claims for interest upon loans formerly

made by her citizens to foreigners and out of the proceeds

of the sale of current exports of coal, manufactured articles

and shipping and banking services. la these transactions

the government had little or no direct concern. During the

course of the war there came into existence an enormous

new government need for imports of munitions, and oiir

272
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aggregate need for imports of food, partly on private and

partly on government account, /rose substantially above

what it had been ; while, at the same time, the amount of

labour and capital available for making exports to pay for

these imports diminished. It is true that the gap thus made

between our requirements and our means of payment was

partly filled by making use of that portion of claims to

interest which we were formerly accustomed to devote to

new capital investments abroad. But, even so, it was ex-

tremely difficult to find means of paying for the enormous

extra purchases which we desired to make. This was the

position of the United Kingdom during a great part of the

war period, and it was also the position of more than one

country suffering from grave dearth of food and raw materials

for some years afterwards. The fundamental problem was

to find some way of financing the importation of vitally

necessary foreign supplies. This involved, on the one hand,

obtaining command over additional foreign purchasing

power, and, on the other, conserving for essential purchases

a large part of this purchasing power.

§ 3. in its search for additional foreign purchasing

power the government of the United Kingdom was driven,

before the entrance of the United States into the war, to a
number of expedients, of which the most notable was that of

commandeering foreign securities held m England and either

selling them in the United States or using them as collateral

for raising loans from private persons there. When the
United States came into the war, loans of practically un-
limited amount from the United States Government became
available, and the task of the British Treasury was greatly
simplified. Even then, however,—and much more in the
earlier and more difficult stage—financial considerations,
apart from any others, made it important to insure that the
foreign purchasing power available was not frittered away in
unessential uses. For any such frittering away involved a
corresponding addition to the foreign borrowings of the
British Government, and hence to the burden of the external
nj,tional debt. With other countries the position was
similar. Consequently, the period of the war and the

T
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immediately succeeding years afforded many illustrations of
attempts on the parts of governments to conserve such
foreign purchasing power as they and their citizens succeeded
in acquiring for the purchase of essential foreign goods
These attempts proceeded by way of prohibition or restric-

tion of (1) the importation of relatively unessential goods
and (2) the investment of capital abroad. The first branch
of this policy, which, during the war period itself, the grave
shortage of shipping space must have forced us to adopt
apart altogether from financial considerations, is compara-
tively simple. There is, indeed, the difficulty that the first

£1000 worth of one thing normally classed as a luxury may
really he more urgently needed than the 100th £1000 worth
of another thing normally classed as a necessary. This sort

of consideration makes it impracticable to draw a sharp

line between some things which may, and other things

which may not, be imported. But the difficulty can he,

and in fact was, got over well enough by a system of

licences, under which the importation of different things

is limited in different degrees. The second branch of the

policy, j.e. the prohibition of investment abroad, presents

a more complex administrative problem. If the men of

money are prepared loyally to support their government,

it may be sufficient simply to prohibit the taking up of

new foreign issues and the purchase of securities, whether

domestic or foreign, from non-resident foreigners. This

was all that was done m the United Kingdom during the

war. The recent experience of certain European countries

has shown, however, that this arrangement is not water-tight.

For it does not prevent an exporter of goods or of securities

from leaving the proceeds of his sale on deposit in foreign

banks, or diverting them to the purchase of foreign capital

in foreign markets over which no control can be exercised.

Some governments, therefore, have on occasion found it

necessary to take a further step. They have made permission

to export goods conditional upon the exporter either himself

undertaking to use the foreign exchange, to which the

exports give him a title, in purchasing goods for importatiop,

or npon his seUing the foreign exchange to some form of
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official exchange institution, which, in its turn, only sells it

to people who wish to pay for imported goods.^

^ The reader will have noticed that many of the considerations set out
in this and the preceding chapter are relevant to what is sometimes spoken
of as the “ problem of the foreign exchanges”, and may be surprised that
no direct reference has been made to that problem. The reason is partly
that exchange movements are, in the main, merely symptoms of underlying
functional derangements, and, therefore, unimportant to my present
study, and partly that I have discussed them at length in the essay entitled
” The Foreign Exchanges ” in my Essays in Applied Economics.



CHAPTER V

THE AETEESIATH OE FINANCE BY BANK CREDITS

§ 1. If the creation of hank credits is an objectionable

method of financing a war, it is an intolerable method of

financing the normal processes of peace. So long as it

continues, it involves, as has been explained, the levy of

concealed taxation proportioned to income, the shifting of

wealth from receivers of fixed income to others, and perpetual

difficulty in adjusting the wages of workpeople to always

rising prices. It involves too, in consonance with the

upward movement of prices, a growing depreciation of the

exchanges with goldstandard countries . Finally, by engender-

ing uncertainty both about future prices and about future

rates of exchange, it seriously hampers trade contracts and,

through them, industry. If the process of debasement is

carried far enough, people will come to distrust the govern-

ment currency altogether, so that it becomes practically

valueless, and the whole industrial life of the country is

disarranged. Farmers, for example, not caring to seU wheat

for worthless paper, and, not being able easily to barter it

directly for goods, wiU be tempted only to grow enough of

it for their own requirements. Other producers will be

affected in the same way. There will be government

bankruptcy and industrial collapse, and the whole laborious

edifice of modern economic life wiU have to be built up again

from the beginning. In the light of these considerations,

nobody doubts that, at the earliest possible moment when a

war is over, governments should cease financing themselves

by further creations of bank credit. No doubt, the calls upon

them may be so enormous, as, for example, in Germany
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and Austria under tlie Peace Treaties, that it is politically

impossible for any government to maintain itself in power

and at the same time either to levy, in an unconcealed

form, sufficient taxes, or to raise sufficient loans to enable it

both to meet its international obligations and also to pay its

way. If this is so, continued finance by bank credits will

be unavoidable, in spite of the abyss to which it is sure to

lead. This consideration may well suggest the propriety of

international action designed to ease the burden of distressed

nations
;
but it affords no argument against the view that,

as soon as possible, every government should cease to resort

to credit creations as a source of income.

§ 2. The cessation of credit creations to finance govern-

ment does not, however, by itself necessarily suffice to

stop continued credit expansion. The process of currency

depreciation, which finance by bank credits has started,

may, unless further remedial steps are taken, continue under

its own momentum even after the initiating cause has been

shut off. The most prominent source of danger is floating

debt in the form, in this coimtry, of Treasury bills. The
government may not only have stopped raising new money

% bank credits, but may have ceased borrowing altogether

and be paying its way out of taxation. Even then it may,
on occasions, find itself forced to use credit creation at the

Bank of England as the only means of repaying short-time

advances, which the pubhc and the banks decline to renew.

Thus, if 100 millions of Treasury bills faU due for repayment
at any time, and, instead of renewing them, the pubhc put
the proceeds of the repaid bills to their deposit credits, or,

so far as it is banks that held the bills, if the bankers lend
100 millions more to the pubhc instead of renewing them,
the government will be forced to borrow 100 milhons on Ways
and Means advances from the Bank of England. This means
indirectly an increase by 100 milhons of bankers’ balances
a,t the Bank of England against an unchanged amount of
hahihties. The bankers (outside the Bank of England) are,
therefore, able, if they choose, without weakening their
.proportion, to increase their hahihties by no less than 400
milhons more, and the doors are open for new credit expan-
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Sion. The only Tray in Trhich the gorermnent can prevent
this IS by offering a rate of interest sufficiently high to insure
that Treasuiy bills falling dne shall he renevred. Very likelv
however, they may hesitate before offerir^ a very high rate
for these hills, since this must naturally carry with it very
high rates for money generaUy. Hence*, ccmplde proteetio*n
against further credit expansion is not attained until the
government, besides stopping new creations to finance new
expenditure, has paid off, or funded, floating debt in the form
of Treasury bills and any other short-time obhgations due
from it otherwise than to the Bank of England.^

§ 3. Even if Treasury hiUs axe funded, or if other means
are taken to prevent failure to renew them from enforcing

a resort to Ways and Means advances, the position will

not yet he entirely stabilised. It is possible for credits to

be expanded, not only through an increase in the basis of

cash and balances held by the banks at the Bank of England,

the banks niamtaining their “proportion” at a constant

level, but also through an increase on their part, in this

proportion, i.e. through their accepting a larger volume of

liabilities on a given basis of cash and balances at the Bank
of England. Under the arrangements which prevailed here

before the war credit expansion of this kind was held in check

bythe process described in another connection in Chapter HE.

§ 7. In the days immediately followiag the war, however,

both the external and iuternal drains, of which an aceoimt

was there given, were blocked up. The external drain was

stopped by formal prohibition against the export of gold

after the American exchange was unpegged in March 1919.

The internal drain was prevented from functioning because

’ The funding of that portion of the floating debt which consists in"Wars

andMeans advances fromthe Bank ofEnglandmaj- causeamuch larger ron-

traction of credit than the funding of Treasurj- bills. B SO millions are raised

from the public on a long loan and employed to estinguish such advances,

the deposits of bankers, and also their balances at the Bank of England, wffl

in the first instance be reduced by 50 millions. In order to maint^ their

proportion they would need to cut down their loans to the public by no

less than 200 millions, unites the Bank of England uras prepared io lend io

their late customers. If, however, it made new loans to these people equal

to the 50 millions it had been lending to the government, these 50 miliioia

would come into the balances of the banks, and tbe b^is of the credit'

structure would be exactly the same as it was before.
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bankers, being free to buy currency notes from the govern-

ment in unlimited quantities in exchange for balances at the

Bank of England,we able to satisfy their needs for currency

without calling either gold or Rank of England notes from

the Bank of England’s reserve. If, then, prior to the re-

sumption of free gold export, credit expansions were to be

controlled by any outside factor additional to the discretion

of the banks themselves, further remedial action was

required. This action might take the form either of en-

forcing, whenever credit showed signs of undue growth, a

high Bank rate coupled with whatever action might be

required to make the rate effective in the market, in spite

of the fact that the Bank of England’s reserve position

was unaffected, or of prohibiting any further manufacture of

fiduciary notes. The former method (high Bank rate) leads

indirectly to a stoppage of note manufacture ; and the

latter method (the stoppage of note manufacture) leads

indirectly to high Bank rate. They are really two paths

to the same end. If credit expansion is proceeding rapidly,

it may be wise to begin operating through Bank rate in a

gradual manner, and then to crown the movement by a legal

limitation on the note issue. In December 1919 a limit

through Treasury Minute—^not a formal legal limit—^was

imposed in the United Kingdom on any further issue of

fiduciary currency notes beyond a maximum of 320 mUlions.

§ 4. A system built on this plan is obviously a mere
temporary makeshift. Excessive expansions of credit axe
guarded against, but there is no provision, such as, within

limits, a gold standard provides through the production of

new gold, for additions to the currency to balance long-period
additions to population and wealth. When the immediate
aftermath of the great catastrophe was over, it became
necessary, therefore, here as elsewhere, to determine upon a
currency system designed to last, not necessarily for ever, but
for a considerable period of time. Three principal alternatives
offered themselves : (1) to abandon the gold'standard alto-
gether and use the occasion to establish a system designed

^
to secure a money stable in terms, not of gold, but of “ things
in general ”

; (2) to return to the gold standard at a parity
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adapted to the conditions ruling at the time of the return •

and (8) to return to the gold standard at pre-war parity. By
the gold standard is meant a system under which there are no
restrictions upon the import or export of gold and under
which the Central Bank is under obligation to give and accept
its notes at their face value against gold bullion, though
not necessarily against gold coins for internal circulation.

§ 5. It is no part of the purpose of this book to study
the comparative advantages of a money system based upon
gold and of one “ managed ” in the interests of stable iutemal
prices. Some discussion of this matter will be found in my
Industrial Fluctuations. It is sufficient. to say here that,

in spite of the strong case that can be made out for one or

another type of money in which the value of the currency

rmit is linked to “ commodities in general ”, and not to gold,

no government has hitherto ventured to adopt any such plan.

Since the debacle of the war all governments have professed

an intention to return in some form to gold, and many have,

in fact, so returned. The practical issue has been, not

between gold and something other than gold, but between

gold at pre-war parity and gold at a new parity conforming

to the new conditions.^

§ 6. Let us waive for the present the question what

precisely the parity conforming to the new conditions is, and

postulate only that, for all important European countries,

it was, at the close of the war, substantially less than pre-

war parity. The considerations that have to be weighed in

debating the issue set out above then fall into two groups,

concerned respectively with the goal sought and with the

process of reaching it. Let us take first the goal sought.

There are three main considerations. First, there is the

matter of prestige. It may be argued in favour of a return

to pre-war parity that the adoption of any lower parity

^ Whatever parity is decided upon, choice has, of course, still to he

made between three forms of gold standard, i.e. (1) ,a gold specie standard

with free coinage and use of gold coins, as in England before thewar ; (2) a

gold exchange standard with convertibility into a foreign currency based on

gold ,' and (3) a gold bullion standard with convertibility into gold huUion

at a fixed price, as in England now. (Cf, Hawtrey, The, Qold Standard in

Theory and Practice, pp. 109-1 10.) This issue is, however, a secondary one.
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means deliberate government depreciation of the currency,

and somust reduce general confidence in the financial pro-wess

of the devaluating country. Secondly, there are certain

considerations of fairness. Changes in the value of gold

itself in terms of commodities may, perhaps, be held to be

outside the control of individual governments : but these

governments are certainly responsible for changes in the

value of their money in terms of gold, if before the ivar their

money was based on gold. It may, therefore, be argued that

a government adopting a new parity with a lower gold value

for its currency than prevailed before the war would be

treating unfairly all lenders at fixed interest, whose loans

were made prior to the war, or during its earlier stages before

the currency had greatly depreciated relatively to gold. On

the other side it may be answered that a return to the

original parity would be unfair to borrowers at fixed interest

who borrowed in the period of depreciation, provided that

they did not allow in the terms of their horroiving for the

probability of such a return. These two species of imfaimess

have to be balanced one against another—subject to the

possibility that mitigating devices of the types to be dis-

cussed in § 10 may be introduced. Thirdly, there is to be
considered the effect which the choice of a parity will exer-

cise on the budgetary position of the country. If the debt
contracted during the war in depreciated currency is very
large, and if the depreciation is extensive, a return to pre-
war parity might cause the charges for the service of the
internal debt to be so large relatively to the money income
of the country that it would be politically impracticable to
impose taxes adec[uate to balance the budget.

As regards the process, as distinct from the goal of action,
it is evident that for a country with a largely depreciated
currency to return to pre-war parity threatens dangers much
more serious than would he threatened by the establishment
of a parity conforming to current conditions. For return
involves a relative fall in internal, as compared with external
prices. Such a relative faU may be induced either by a growthm production in the country in question at a greater rate thanm gold-standard countries or by a contraction of credit and
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currency at a greater rate. Plainly, very Httle can be looked
for under the former of these two beads, and adjustment
must be sought mainly on the side of credit and currency.
This does not necessarily imply any active steps on the part
of the country seeking to return to pre-war parity. If after
the war the United States had adopted the poHcy of expand-
ing her bank credits and increasing her issues of fiduciary

notes, Great Britain might have attained to pre-war parity

by means of a purely passive policy. American circulation

of gold substitutes might have caused gold to fall in terms

of things as much as sterling had already fallen, with the

result that gold and sterling automatically came into line.

This Idnd of deus ex machina can, however, in no caise be

reckoned on with confidence, and, if the road backward to

pre-war parity is a long one, cannot even reasonably be

hoped for. In the absence of the deus^ a country wishing to

tread the backward path can only do so by bringing about,

in one way or another, a contraction hi the supply of its own

money. This can be accomplished either by forcing currency

notes into the Central Bank by high money rates and there

transmuting them into government securities, or by buying

them for destruction from the public or the hanks with

balances obtained by taxation—a proceeding which would in-

directly compel people to borrow new balances from the Cen-

tral Bank, and so would force up money rates. The former

of these plans has the advantage that under it we know,

whereas under the latter plan we do not know, how large

the rise in Bank rate is going to be, and so are secure against

inadvertently administering a severer shock to business

than was intended. But, apart from this, the two plans are

essentiahy one. They are both devices for bringing about a

reduction in prices. As such, they must, in some degree, dis-

courage industry ; and the discouragement will be increased

by friction and disputes when attempts are made to lower

wages in correspondence with the price fall. The process

to be gone through on the return journey to pre-war parity

is not a pleasant one either for employers and holders of

ordinary shares in companies, whose dividends—real as weU

as nominal—will fall, or for wage-earners, whose employ-
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ment he threatened. The social evils that it involves

contrihute an important argument agamst the policy ot

return to a parity higher than the parity which is natural

to the conditions ruling at the tune when currency reform

is undertaken.

The above various considerations may be expected to

balance out differently in different circumstances. Those in

favour of a return to pre-war parity will be relatively

strong if the gap between that parity and the parity proper

to existing conditions is small. Eor then the damage done

to financial prestige by deserting the old parity would be

considerable. A government which abandoned it would

seem to be debasing its currency, as it were with a light

heart; and this would suggest the likelihood of its re-

peating the process much more strongly than a debasement

underteken under overwhelming pressure. Moreover, the

evils of transition involved in a return to pre-war parity

of course, be less when the road to be traversed is

short than when it is long : and—^the presumption is—^tlie

budgetary difficulties involved in a return will also be less.

Again, the considerations in favour of a return to pre-war

parity will be relatively strong when the period during wliich

dislocation has ruled has been brief
;

for, the briefer the

period has been, the larger will be the proportion of com-
mercial contracts which were effected in terms of pre-war
money. Obviously, if a new parity had ruled in practice

for a hundred years, much more unfairness would be involved
in going back to the old parity than in accepting the “ new ”

parity. In actual fact, when the war and its immediate
aftermath was over, the United Kingdom alone among the
European belligerent nations was in a position to attempt
a return journey back to pre-war gold wifcli any prospect of
success. Actually she did attempt it, and. in 1926, attained
her purpose. For France and Italy the difficulties and
disadvantages would have been nearly insuperable

; for
Germany and Austria, when the orgy of credit creation
winch took place in the early years of the post-war “ peace
,had died down, absolutely insuperable.

'

§ 7. At first sight it might perhaps be thought that, if
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tlie alternative poHcy of returning to gold at a paritv
adjusted to current circumstances is adopted, there uill be
no problem and no difficulty, provided, of course, that the
essential preliminary condition of a balanced budget is
satisfied. This, however, is not so. For it is highly prffijable
that “ current circumstances ” will, at any given moment
be out of equilibrium. The internal price level will have
risen either too much or too little, relatively to the external
price level, to fit in to the rate of exchange. "When this is so
should our new parity conform to what the rate of exchange
actually is or to what the relative levels of internal and
external prices suggest that it ought to, and is tending to, be ?

Is there a general answer to this question, or does the answer
depend on wMch of the two rival levels is at the time, higher ?

If we elect for what the exchange rate actually is, does this

mean what it is on the day of our decision or what it has been

on the average of a certain period, and, if so, of what period ?

If we elect for what the exchange rate “ ought to he ”, hy

what technique are we to decide between the divergent

teaching of different index numbers, and to set down in

precise arithmetic what parity is proper to the relative levels

of internal and external prices ? These questions have large

practical importance for countries seeking to restore their

currencies to a gold basis at a new parity. They lie, however,

far from the central theme of this book and cannot be

examined here.^

§ 8. One further point remains. When, after a currency

catastrophe, a new beginning has been made, whether the

pre-crisis parity has been restored or a new and lower one

established, the movement which has taken place in the

value of money is bound to have left behind it many

injustices. The question, therefore, arises whether the State,

when it again takes firm hold of the monetarymachine, should

attempt to mitigate these by enforcing a revision of certain

contracts. If throughout the period of disturbance the

country’s money has remained stable in terms of gold—as

with the United States during the GreatWar—^it is practically

certain that no revision will be attempted, even though the,

^ Of. Gregory, The First Year of the Qold Standard.
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value of gold itself may have fluctuated very widely. It is

also practicafly certain that no revision will be attempted

if the country’s money, having varied from its original

parity with gold during the crisis, has at the end been brought

back to this parity ;
for the mere fact that a return to pre-

crisis parity has been found possible of itself implies that the

lapse from it was not extremely great. We may, therefore,

confine our discussion to countries whose money it is found

necessary to devaluate in terms of gold.

I am here using the term
“
devaluate ” with a significance

perhaps somewhat wider than is common. When a paper

money has greatly depreciated from its pre-crisis value, it is

possible to bind it again to gold in three ways. Eirst, the

paper £s in existence—I take £s for convenience of illustra-

tion-may be continued as £s sterling, and it may be decreed

that a £ sterling henceforward shall be convertible into

TO'tr'^^
part as much gold as before. This is devaluation

in the ordinary sense. It carries with it the implication

that, luiless some special law is passed to the contrary,

all contracts which have been made in terms of £s ster-

ling must be discharged in £s sterling of this reduced gold

value. The recent French and Italian devaluations were
of this type. Secondly, the paper £s in existence may be
“ demonetised ”

;
the name sterling, which is taken away

from them, may be allotted to a new money, having the same
gold value as the original £ sterling

; and it may be decreed
that all paper £s in existence are henceforward convertible
into P^'rts of this new £ sterling. The German de-
valuation illustrates this type. Thirdly, a new monetary
unit may be created, e.^. the^ Austrian schilling, with a
defined value in gold and exchangeable against such and
such a quantity of the old money, roughly adjusted to its
current gold value. Under both these two last kinds of
devaluation the holders of the depreciated money are in
the same position as under the first kind. But, wherever the
name of the old standard is retained and transferred to a

existing contracts are prma fade m
.a different position

; becanse, unless a law is passed to thecontrary, it would seem that contracts which were made
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in units of that name must be discharged in such units i e
by dehvery of their original gold value. In the most’ im-
portant case of this type of devaluation, however, namely
that of Germany, the old marks and contracts in terms of
these marks were put by the law on a common footing in
relation to the new stabilised mark. Thus, in all the post-
war devaluations, whatever their detailed form, contracts
in terms of the old money have in fact been devaluated
along with the money itself.

Where one personhas lent money to anotherata timewhen
the real value of that money was high, but receives interest or

a return of the principal of his debt in a devaluated form,

he has clearly suffered a grievance. Exactly how serious

his grievance is cannot be determined unless we know
how far the monetary coUapse was anticipated, and so dis-

counted in the terms of his contract. But, with catastrophic

collapses, it is certain that, before the crisis began and in its

earlier stages, the event will scarcely have been discounted

at aU, and even in the later stages it is very unlikely to

have been discounted adequately. Therefore, it would seem

proper, if the practical difficulties could be overcome, to

provide for a writing-up of contract debts adjusted in some

degree to what the value of money was at the time when

they were made. The " value ” of money for that purpose

should, theoretically, be its value in terms of commodities,

and not of gold, if, over the period covered, these two values

have moved widely apart. But, since, at the best, only a

very rough mitigation of grievances can be hoped for, refined

considerations of this class may he left out of account.

Moreover, it has to be remembered that, after a currency

crisis, there will be outstanding, not only a large mass of

contracts between individuals, but also a large mass of debts in

the form of currency owing to individuals by the government.

Since one of the main reasons for devaluation may well he that

the government would he unable to balance its budget if

these debts—or the interest upon them—were to he paid in

money of the value that ruled when they were incurred, it is

not to he expected that any law for revising contracts will,

write-up debts from the government in a ratio equivalent to
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the devaluation wliich has occurred ; and it is difficult to

defend a policy wliich would write-up debts due from private

persons further than debts due from the government. Hence

a partial wiiting-up of debts to mitigate, and not to remove,

the injury which devaluation has caused to creditors is the

utmost that anybody can hope for. In Germany recent

legislation granted to creditors for private debts, e.g. bond-

holders of companies, who bought their bonds prior to July 1,

1920, a valorisation up to 25 per cent of the original gold

value at the time of purchase, and to holders, who bought

after July 1, 1920, and who, therefore, it is presumed, bought

speculatively, up to 15 per cent. In view of the difficult

position of the State finances creditors of the government

who bought government bonds prior to July 1920 were

granted a valorisation of only 12| per cent, new bond-

holders apparently being granted nothing. Moreover, cer-

tain classes of contracts, which had already been settled

in depreciated money, were reopened in the interest of the

creditors.. Thus mortgages, which had been paid off between
January 1, 1922, and the introduction of the new law, were
revised and revalued up to 25 per cent of their original gold
value. Plainly, however, a policy of this kind cannot be
carried far. To reopen on a large scale transactions which
have been closed, and on the strength of whose closing

new contracts, it may weU he, have been made, would throw
industry into chaos, and could not be attempted with any
prospect of success.^

* Cf. Hargreaves, Etsioring Cunmey Sfondards, pp. 97-98.



CHAPTER VI

rNTERKAIi WAS DEBT AND A SPECIAL LEVY

§ 1. In the rush and difficulty of a modern war statesmen are
certain, for political reasons, to rely predominantly upon
some form of borrowing—^we need not now distinguish

^between normal loans and loans through hank credits—rather
than upon taxation. This was the course followed in every

country—even in the United States of America—during the

Great War. It is a course that leaves as its aftermath a very

difficult financial problem. When a country has a large

internally held national-deht-ther-o are four, lines of actinn

open to it
; (1) repudiation

; (2) provision for the service of

the debt by_currency expansion
; (3) a large special levy

;

(4) provision for the service of the debt out of annual taxes.

When, for any reason, political or other
,
method (4) is

excluded and the choice is between the other three, the case

^lor a special levy is enormously stronger than it is when

hnethod (4) is not excluded. In England method (4) is

actually at work, which proves it to be feasible, and, there-

fore, the case for and against a special levy stands on a

different plane from what it would occupy if our national

debt were, say, two or three times as large as it is. I shall

postulate a situation of this kind, where repudiation and

finance by currency expansion are both ruled out, and the

choice lies between quick* repayment of large masses of debt

by a special levy and the service of debt out'of taxes over a

long series of years. I assume that, whichever plant is

adopted, the intention nill be to distribute the burden

among people of different degrees of wealth in a roughly

,

similar manner.
288
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§ 2. To give concreteness to my discussion I shall relate

it to the actual debt of the United lUngdom. Foreign debt,

the service of which may perhaps be nearly provided for out

of payments to us in respect of our own claims on foreign

governments, I shall leave out of account. As a convement

round figure, we may ;^ut the efiective debt of Great Britain

and Northern Ireland at,some £6000 mUlion, all held inter-

nally. With a debt of this magnitude at 4| per cent, so long

as none of the principal is repaid, £285 million would have

to be raised every year to provide the interest. (Nobody

proposes, however, that the principal shah, be left outstand-

ing Sis a debt for ever. A large national debt weakens the

financial position of a State and makes it difficult for it to

raise money to meet any emergency with which it may he

confronted. Consequently, it has always been the policy of

prudent governments in time of peace steadily to reduce debt.

IVhen the British debt, in the years before the war, stood at

tlie comparatively low figure of £700 miUion, there was no

dispute about this. Every year more revenue was raised than

was needed for current expenditure and the payment of debt

interest, and the balance was devoted, through the agency,

of a sinking fund, to reducing the principal of the debt.

It is agreed that a pohcy at least as strict as this must'be
followed now) In addition to revenue for interest payment
further revenue must be raised for the repayment of principal.

This means that at first we shall require, say, 310 millions

annually, and then, as the debt is gradually paid ofi, a smaller

annual amount. jThat is “ orthodox ” financial policy. In
contrast with it stands the rival policy of a large immedi^
special levy to redeem debt. That policy agrees with ortho-
dox policy in refusing to allow the principal of the debt
to remain outstanding permanently. It differs from it only
as regards the period over which rBpa.3ankUhould-be.spread.

,

Whereas orthodox pohcy would repay a small fraction oHhe
prin£^IJ^l_eyfiryLyea'r and woul^complete repayment in
a period of fifty or a hundred years, the policy of a special
levy would repay a very large fraction of the principal—if
it were practicable, it would repay the whole-Yb^alffi^
tremendous effort. TIus is the tundamental issue, to whrch

TT
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aU questions of the form and method of a special levy, if it ig
decided to make one, are subordinate:; is it, on the’whole
more to the national advantage to discharge a great slice of
debt by a single levy at once, and so to do array rvith the
obligation to pay interest on it in the future, or to repay the
debt gradu^y and face large interest charges for a long term
of years ? (This issue it is the business of the present chapter

1 to examine. I shah arrange my discussion in three parts

:

I shall study firat the effect of a special levy policy rrithout
reference either to equity or to administrative technique

;

secondly, distributive fairness by itself
; thirdly, technique

by itself.^ ' •

“ ' ^

.p§ 3. Before this programme is attacked, horvever, it is

desirable to clear out of the way a popular argument which
rests on misunderstanding. The problem to be faced, it is

said, has an exact analogy in individual hie. A man in debt

to the extent of £6000 borrowed at 4| per cent has to choose

between paying interest and reducing the principal of his

debt slowly—orthodox finance—and paying off the whole

debt at once—the policy of the special levy. It is impossible

to decide which of these two courses would be more .advan-

tageous in any general or absolute sense. The right choice

depends on the circumstances of the debtor. If, however,

he has contracted the debt in resisting an attack by a powerful

neighbour, and if, in the course of the contest, his resources

have been straraed to breakmg-point, the issue is not doubt-

ful. He must repay gradually, for the simple reason that he

cannot repay at once. The United Kingdom, the argument

runs, is in exactly this position. Impoverished as we are

by the losses of the war and its aftermath, the enormous

payments, which a special levy woiild involve, are wholly

beyond our means. This analogy, plausible as it sounds,

misses a vital distinction. I¥hereas the individual we have

been imagining owes the whole of his debt to other people,

the British nation owes the predominant part to itself. So

far, no doubt, as it is indebted to foreigners, its position is

analogous to that of an individual debtor. But, so far as it

is indebted to British citizens—and it is this aspect of the

debt with which we are here concerned—^its position is quite
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different. To repay debt o£ tbis kind involves no drain on

the resources of the community as a whole, because, though

one part of the community transfers resources to another

part, the community as a whole pays nothiug- It follows

that, whereas the impoverishment of an huRvidual may

make it impossible for him to pay off the principal of a debt

due from him, and the impoverishment of a community may

have the same effect on it so far as its debt is held by

foreigners, this impoverishment cannot make impossible the

repayment by the community of a debt held by its own

members. This becomes obvious when we reflect that the

community can, if it chooses, impose on each of its members

a levy exactly equivalent to that member’s bolding of State

debt. Thus, the analogy between internally held national

debt and debt due from individuals is not a valid one.

§ 4. Let us then consider the effects that niay be expected

, irom the imposition oi a speeiai levy to taYfe W'ei paxt oi

'the tasks of orthodox debt finance. Along the lines of the

analysis developed in Part II. it is easy to. see that, distri-

butioual considerations and difficulties of technique being

ignored, the raising.of revenue coupled with its expenditure

in debt repayment implies some net sacrifice. For, apart

from lump-sum taxation, which we saw not to be feasible

on any important scale, all tax announcemeols—^where the

revenue raised is retransferred in discharging internal debt

—

reduce the supply of work, and so check production ;
^ whence

it follows that the damage done by raising a revenue R, ex-

pressed in money, must be greater than R. If the rates of

taxation in a given country are high, not only absolutely, but
also relatively to those ruling in other coimtri.es, the damage
win be intensified by a tendency on the pa,74 of .some rfeh

people to take themselves and their capital iibroad. When
tojneome tax and death duties are added various sorts of
commodity taxes, there .wiU follow, besides a diminution
in fEe^^antity of productive effort, a disturbance in its

direction—a diversion of resoxwees from the sorts of pro-
duction that people would favour if left to themselves—^and,

tjierewith, in general, a further element of real Joss. It
^

Ci. ante, Part n. Chap. V. § 2.
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foUoAvs that, whatever the amount of the internal debt, some
advantage to national well-being will foUow if it can he
ehminated by a process which does not itself involve a real

There is a further presumption that the advantage of
eliminating a large intemaLdebt wonlcLhe-mor-e-than pro-
portionately greater than thaUjoLelimmating-a-smaH-ene

;

because
, while a certain amount of money ea.u Kp lay

taxation of a kind and degree that is only slightlyobstruct
iye, as mpr^.-and more money is required, resort must be
ha’d to. worse and worse kinds of taxation and to more and
more oppressive rates. There can, therefore, be no reason-

able doubt that the elimination, by some costless process

which did' not modi^^^stribuHon, of, say, £3000 million

of the existing internal debt of Great Britain would increase

our national well-being.

§ 5. This merely qualitative result is, however, of little

help as k guide to policy. The process of elimination would

-not in fact be costless, and we need, 'therefore, before we can

decide whether it is worth attempting , to form at least a

rough idea of the scale of the gain which might be looked for.

Now^lFthe contention of ChapterV. § 7 of Part 11., to the effect

that the supply of work is in general fairly rigid, he accepted,

it -will follow thnt large sums can be raised by direct taxation

for the service of internal debt witlnveryjoinch less damage

to work and enterprise, and so to economic welfare, than is

implied in the conventional complaints of busiaesa men about

the oppressive effects of such taxation ups/n industry. ^
the matter of sa'ving it is even arguable that the net effect

ofdebt service transfers—presumed to include some annual

repayment of principal
—

“

will , when distributional as well as

announcement effects are taken into account, be favourable

rather than the reverse, since the repaid principdl will almost

certainly be devoted to new investment, while the funds to

make repayment will be provided at least in part by econo-

mies in consumption.^ Hence, even though the repayment

of £3000 million of internal debt, implying the remission of

some £150 million of annual revenue now requiregLiorJ'lie

serrice of it, i.e. h^ ^fjdiejpresent yield of our irLComedax

1 C£. anie, Part II, Chap. PV. § 10 footnote.
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and super-tax, enabled us to cut down rates of income tax

and super-tax by a half, the net benefit would be on a very,

much smaller scale than is popularly supposed. High rates'

of direct taxation—-when the proceeds are retained inside

the country—are not really very damaging, and even a'

substantiafcut in them is not, therefore, very beneficial. '

§ 6. Tliere~ii~i3so' a further important consideration.

To remove by repayment of internal debt the need for<

revenue equal to half the yield of our present^income tax*

and super-tax would not enable us to reduce therates of these

taxes in anything approaching that proportion : and a like

proposition holds good of death duties. The reason is that,

'

under British methods of assessment, interest on war loan

is assessable to income tax and war loanJioldings to-death

duties ; so that repayment of internal debt, by wiping

out this income and associated capital, would reduce corre-

spondingly the amount of income and oi capital in respect

of'which income tax''an3~death duties are subsequently

le-ned . Priin^acie, indeed, this consideration only suggests

that the cut in tax rates made possible by theY^spay-

ment of internal debt through a special levy would be a

little smaller proportionately than the cut in revenue require-

inehts . This suggestion is, however, a grave underststemehn

It ignores the fact that, since any special levy for^ebt
repaj’-raent is certain in practice to be steeply graduated, the

assessable income and capital destroyed by it would, in the

main, consist of uicome and capital subject to high rates of

super-tax and death duties. This matter has been studied in

detail by Sir Josiab Stamp. Writing in 1 923, and basing him-
self on a levy of £3000 millions scaled in the way proposed by
the Labour Party, he concluded, as the result of a careful and
detailed study ;

“ Eor some time to come, the total annual
loss of duties would be in the neighbourhood of £90 million
to £98 million, and, as the saving in revenue (consequent
upon debt repayment) was put at about £140 million, the
net gain lies between £42 and £50 millions. In other words,
approximately two-thirds of the levy is wanted to ‘ pay its

^

own keep ’ ”
;

i and its effect in enabling rates of taxation in

Current Problems in Finance and Government, p. 265.
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the future to be reduced is only one-third of what it seemed
^ely to be at first sight. The income tax could not, in short,
in consequence of a £3000 niilhon levy, he reduced by more
than Is. in the £. A more recent calculation, carried out by
the Board of Inland Revenue for the Committee on the
National Debt and Taxation, is in close agreement, allowing
for changes in the rates of taxation as between the dates
of the two estimates, with that of Sir Josiah Stamp.i

JjJ'" § 7. Even this, however, is not all. The aforesaid

£50 million of budget savings can only be regarded as

net savings on the assumption that, were methods of

orthodox finance to be continued instead of a special levy,

-the burden of the debt, allowance being made for its gradual

4-epayment under a sinking fund, would remain what it is

'"now. If there is reason to beheve that, imder orthodox

methods, relief would soon be forthcoming to the extent of,

say, 6d. in the £ on income tax, the net benefit to be assigned

to a special levy policy is represented by a reduction in

income tax per £, not of a shilling, but of something inter-

mediate between a shilling and 7d. Hence, it is important

to inquire whether in fact, under orthodox finance, any

substantial relief is to be looked for. Under this head three

principal factors call for study.

First, it is often urged that, as the world in general, and

this country in particular, recover from the effects of the

war, the rate of interest at which it is possible to borrow

money will faU ; that, therefore, the government may hope

to effect a conversion of its long-term debt, replacing, perhaps,

5 per cent obligations by obligations of 4|- per cent or even

4 per cent. In so far as it succeeds in doing this, the amount

of revenue, which will be needed to provide interest on any

given amount of war debt, will be proportionately reduced,

and, consequently, less high rates of taxation will suffice.

This consideration is obviously relevant. But it is very

difficult to determine how important it is quantitatively. A

1 per cent cut in interest rates would represent a gross saving

of some £50 million a year, or a shilling off the income tax.

In view of the long-dating of most government borrowing,^

^ Cf. Beport of the. Oommiltee on National Debt and Taxation, p. 264.
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and of the fact that conversions, no less than a special levy,

commit ravages on the future jdeld of any given rate of iircome

tax, it is certain thatno saving on that scale would be possible

even after the lapse of a long term of years. In the course

of the next decade it would be unreasonable to look to a

saving from true conversions—conversions which purchase

a reduction of present interest merely by the offer of higher

ultimate capital payments are not true conversions— of

more than a few million £s annually.^

Secondly, in spite of the prolonged period of post-war

difficulty, there is ground for hope that the productive power

of this country wili continue to increase in the future as it

has done in the past. Increased productivity wUl involve

increased incomes, and so, it is argued, will make it possible

to raise the same revenue as now by means of much lower

rates of taxation. There is in this contention an import-

ant element of truth
;
but some qualification is necessary.

Plainly, if our national debt were contracted in terms of

commodities, an increase— to take an extreme case, a

doubling—of the productivity of the United Kingdom must

make it easier to budget for the annual debt charges . Whereas,

before the improvement, these charges absorbed, say, one-

twelfth part of the real income of the people, after it they

might absorb, say, one twenty-fourth part
;
and the rates

of taxation associated with them might be roughly halved.

But the national debt is contracted in terms, not of com-
modities, but of money. This complicates the issue. If in-

creased production has no effect in reducing prices, money
incomes will increase in the same proportion as production
increases, and the rates of taxation needed to yield a given
revenue null be diminished to exactly the same extent as
they would be under a system of payment in kind. In fact,

however, an increase of production tends, other things being
equal, to cause a fall in prices, and if, as is to be expected.

The Committee on National Debt and Taxation (Majority Beport),
after a careful study of the position, conclude ; “ We are of opinion, thot
the review we have made of the possibilities of savings from conversions
does not JvstHy the placing of any great reliance upon such operations as
a means of eSectmg a really appreciable mitigation in tho early future ”
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the increase is not confined to this countr}', but is world-
wide, a very considerable fall. But, when prices fall, a given
volume of production is represented by a smaller nmney
income.^ If, for example, production doubles, but at the same
time prices fall by a quarter, the sum of real incomes will be
doubled, but the sum of money incomes will only be increased
to one and a half times the former amount. This does not
prevent the increased productivity from having its full effect

in lowering the rates of taxation needed to finance tiotiylciI

government expenditure, because a government, which still

wishes to buy the same quantity of things and services as

before, wiU now require only three-quarters as much money
revenue. But the position is different as regards government

expenditure on debt charges. The money revenue needed to

meet these is the same as it was before. Real incomes all

round have been doubled, but money incomes have only

increased in the proportion of 3 to 2. Consequently, the rates

of taxation required to finance war debt wiU not be halved,

but only reduced in this latter proportion. It should be

added that an increase in productivity up to double its

existing amount in any short period would be a very excep-

tional occurrence, for it appears that in recent times the

average increase has been about 3 per cent per annum.

There remains a third consideration pointing in a sense

opposite to the above. As a consequence of the war, the

value of gold in terms of things has greatly fallen throughout

the world
;
in other words, gold prices have everywhere

greatly risen. It may be that in future years gold prices,

which are, of course, now equivalent to sterling prices, will,

through the operation of causes acting on the side of currency,

move, by slow degrees, nearer to the pre-war level than, on

the average of slumps and booms, they stand now. If a fall

of prices due to currency causes comes about, the money

incomes, representing given real incomes, of the people must

fall correspondingly. Hence, in order to raise a given money

revenue to meet debt charges, the government will have to

impose rates of taxation higher—perhaps much higher—

than are required now. The heart of the matter can be set

out in a crude statement thus : if prices are halved through
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currenc}’' causes, the tax-payers -will have to pay to fund-

holders the equivalent of treice as many things as they have to

pay now : fund-holders wiU gain and tax-rates will increase

to exactly the same extent as they would have done if prices

had remained constant and aU war obligations had been

doubled in amount. The imposition now of a special levy to

wipe out debt would obviate this,danger. If general prices

are due to fall seriously, this is a very important matter.

The future of prices cannot, however, be forecast with any

confidence. The Committee on National Debt and Taxation

conclude :
" We think that the evidence is sufficient to

indicate that present conditions do not point to any very

strong or definite movement in general prices, such as would

be required to affect in any important degree the case for or

against a capital levy Even this guarded statement is,

perhaps, over-confident.

It is plainly impossible to measure statistically the three

factors considered in the preceding paragraphs. They are all

exceedingly uncertain. Probably, however, no one of them
is of large significance. It, therefore, seems a reasonable, as

it is, beyond doubt, the only practicable policy to set them
off against one another, in effect assuming, in the absence of

knowledge, that they roughly balance. If we do this, we
shall conclude, on the basis of Sir Josiah Stamp’s analysis,

as set out in § 6, that the real effect of wiping out £3000
million of internal debt would be to allow of a cut of about
Is. in the £ off income tex or some equivalent cut off other
taxes, and so to increase economic welfare to the small
extent which we were led to contemplate prior to the analysis
of the-present section.

' § S. Against this benefit from the consequences of a special
levy there have to he set any vU effects that may be attrihnt-;

able to the levy itself. Itjs' sometimes argued that, since
a single levy to wipe out debt must be enormously larger
than the contribution of any single year under the orthodox!
sys^m, the greater size of the levy would cancel the benefit
opis less fre.quent imposition. This contention is, as itl

^
stands, inyalid. A special levy to wipe out debt nius^e

’ Seport, p. 25S.
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assessed on the basis of esdsting facts, on the c^tal that
people have nov, or on the income that they have nov. or.
at all events, by reference to some objective criterion that is
known now. Consequently, whatever different individuals
have to pay—^it does not matter whether they have topay
at once or are allowed to pay in instalments—is ifeed inde-
pendently of their future conduct. Thus, a spedaflCTr of,

say, -200 per cent of a man’s current income is roughly
eqmvalent in jdeld to a permanent income tax of 10 per
cent- But, whereas the permanent 10 per cent tax impHes
that one-tenth of whatever he may get in the future^hywork
or saving will be taken by the government, under the 200

per.^cent single levy, he wUl have to pav a definite amount,

fixed once and for aU
;
and. however much he may mcfease

hislincome in the future, he will not have to pay anything

more . Unless, therefore, people are afraid of furtherlevies. the

levy plan cannot dodamagein-thew^LCOTitPTrip)at.efi. Itmay,

indeed, be answered that the imposition of a large special levy
for the purpose of paying off debt wili create an expectation

that it will be repeated, not merely to wipe off any debt that

the first levy may have left standing,
UnUalso, it may be,

for purposes notppjnae.ctedjrith_debt redemption at all. This

expectation wiU discourage people from saying and so adding

to the capital stock of the country, and this check to capital

will react injuriously on productivity. The injury wrought

in this way viU, it is urgedThe very great. It cannot, more-

over, be prevented by any assurance of the Cabinet, or even

of Parliament, that a repetition of the levy is not contem-

plated, because no government can effectively bind its

successors. There is force in this argument. But it is open

to_a rejoinder. If and so long as a “ capital levy forms

a plank in the programme of an impoftaiit' pohticai-party

,

the fear that a levy wiiPbe imposedjexi'^t': already,^

even arguable that, when once a levy had actually been

made, people would fe3. tbat things were settled, at all events

for a considerable time, andvronld. thereforeJre.actuallx.less

fearful of the future than they_arejnow^-—This-ohjectipnjo a

special levy is not, therefore,_very-fGrmidahle.

§ 9. A second line of argument sometimes adopted is as
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follows. Hitherto, we hare proceeded on the tacit assump-

tion that government policy as to expenditure in the future

would not be altered as an indirect consequence of repaying

internal debt throu^ a spemal levy. It may be urged that

in fact policy^^wiirne mt^ed

—

and that in an injurious

manner. When the annual revenue needed to provide

interest and sinking fund on the debt has been reduced, the

result will be, not lessened taxation, but increased extrava-

gance on the part of the government. Having found that

it is possible to maintain, for example, an income tax at a

standard rate of 4s. in the £, the government will merely use

the saving on debt service as an excuse for more spending ;

so that in the end, instead of the levy being a substitute for

. high annual taxes, it will turn out to have been an addition

to them ! This argument is. from a practical standpoint., a

very important one. There can be no doubt that, when so

large an amount of revenue has to be raised that the tax

system is strained, this fact strengthens the hands of the

opponents of public wastefulness. The argument that “ the

country .cannot afford unnecessary officials”, and so forth,

has a greater backing of votes when the budget is 800 millions

than when it is 200 miUions. It is true that against tMs must
be set the attitude of mind of the spending departments
themselves. With a budget of 1000 millions, such a sum as,

say, 10 millions seems a bagatelle, whereas, with a 200 million

budget, it is a grave matter. This consideration is, however,
outweighed by that just set out. To vdpe out £3000 million

of internal debt would certainly, on the whole, weaken the
country’s defence against government extravagance. This,
however, is not the complete case.

’Not all sorts of govern-
me^ expenditure are waste. A government may easily be
accusedrbflixLravaganci^ecause it has increased its expendi-
ture on educational services, the paym^t ol old age pensions,
orother soc^y ameliorative enterprises. The cry,
cannot afford this”, may, in short, be directed against good
things a.s i^l as agamst hadi It^nSyneverrhappen that it ismorTeffgHtive ag^st the good'tKiHgs-ri^iatTE^^

exarDplerhas""greater success~in vetoing a 10 million
increase in educational charges than in clipping, to the extent
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of 10 millions, the wings of some unduly grandiose ministerial
establishment. This^a real danger. There are, of course,
limits to the extent to which it is for the national advantage
for the government to spend money on social betterment.
But the limits are chiefly, though not entirely, dependent on
the proportion between therealincome of the country and the
real—^using-up—expenditure which it undertakes through the
agency of the government. So far as the budget is swollen by
charges connected with internal debt, budget expenditure

does not cQrre.spnu d. to this real expenditure, because^ as

has been urged many times in this volume, money raised

to meet these charges is not spent in any ordinary sense,

but is merely transferred from one group of citi^mR to

another. This fact not being generally realised, there is a

presumption that the existence of large transfer expenditure

io finance internal debt will cause expenditure on social

be|iterment to be checked more than it ought to be^

Hence, if it should happen thatnew government expenditure

is undertaken in consequence of the relief to the budget

brought about by debt repayment, it is gratuitous to assume

that it will all be mere waste. Some of it, at least, is likely to

be expenditure which ought to he undertaken, but has not

been undertaken hitherto because of the technical difficulty

of enlarging an already enormous budget, coupled with the

inability of the public to understand the distinction between

taxation for real expenditure and taxation for interest on

internal debt. It is true that good government expenditure,

equally with bad, involves a forcing np of tax rates. But,

since good expenditure is, almost by definition, expenditure

the advantage of which is greater than the disadvantage

involved in raising the money for it, this increase of rates

cannot be taken to cancel the original lowering of the

rates for which a levy is responsible. The whole of that

lowering must be coxmted to the levy for righteousness, even

though the country decides, after the lowering has been

accomplished, to put rates up again in a cause that it con-

siders worth the damage to production that high rates

involve. The case for keeping debt nnrepaid, as a means of
^

dragooning spendthrift governments, is thus not made out.
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§ lofA further ohjeetion to the device of a special levyjg

based on the dislocating effects likely to be produced by the

actual process of collecting the very large sum that the levy

contemplates. Upon this matter there has been considerable

misapprehension. It has been asserted, for example, that

any levy plan necessarily involves withdrawing an enormous

amount of capital from industry, thus robbing it of its means

of life. This is not so. Industrial capital consists of factories,

machines, materials, anS. the stores of goods out of which

real wages come. None of these are withdrawn from m-

dustry by a special levy. The rrtmost that can happen is

that so much pmchasing power is taken by the government

from one set of people (the payers of the levy) and handed

over to another set of people (holders of war loan) inside the

same country. This has no direct effect on the supply of

capital to industry as a whole. So much being granted, it is

next argued that working capital would, nevertheless, have

to he withdrawn in large masses from jiarficnlar indminal

concerns, that this capital woidd probably not be immediately

replaced, and that, therefore, many oonoerns might be forced

to close down. This argument is more substantial than the

other, iji points to a real diffict,dty. But the difficulty is

much smaller than the argument suggests. The reason is

that the main part of industry, in this country at aU events,

is in the hands of public companies, and that these companies,

not beiug subject to the levy (though, of course, their share -

holders are subject to it), cannot suffer any withdrawal
of capital. There remain private concerns. So far as the
owners of these possess resources outside tbeir business"
war stock, for example, that is not serving as security for
loans sufficient to meet the levy upon them,-theirJbusiness
need not suffer.) On the strength of an ad hoc investigation
made for them by the Board of Trade, the Committee on
National Debt and Taxation write; "It seems safe to
conclude that, in the ease of private trading concerns (iuclud-
ing private limited companies), the assets which proprietors
could pledge for bank advances are, in the aggregate, far in

^
excess of those actually so employed ”.i None the less, there

' Seport, p, 271,
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must, of course, be anumber of firms practically the whole of
whose resources are locked up in their business, kther directlv
or as collateral for loans. D such firms had tomeet a large levy
all at once, they might be broken, and their business larselv
destroyed. For such firms it would be necessary to make
special provision. This could be done by permittint^ the
Treasury, when good cause was shown, to accept pavment
(with interest) in instalments spread over a definite number
of years. There is no reason, and, indeed, it would be very
undesirable, that this method of payment should become
the normal one. But it might appropriately be used for

the relief of hard cases. In like manner, for imposts, if any
such were included in the special levy, upon professional men
and others whose wealth consisted of the immaterial capital

of personal qualities, thegovernment would,no doubt, hare to

he content with a series of annual paymieuts rather than with

a large lump sum. With reasonable arrangements on these

lines there is little danger that a special levy would damage

any concerns by withdrawing real capita^ from fhem.v^

v' § 11. There remains the argument that, even though a

special levy would not injure industry directly through real

capital, it would injure it indirectly through finance. _Iu

order to raise the money to pay their quotas, people, it is

said, would be compelled to throw securities on the market

to such an extent as to cause a seriousiall in valuey and the

phsuing slump would dislocate arrangements for loans on

collateral, with inevitable repercussions upon industry. This

argument rests, in part at least, qn_amus.CQneeprion. Even

though the levy had ah to he paid hi actual cash, since the]

proceeds would be employed in paying off holders of warl

loan, these people would presumably have about as much
j

money seeking securities as the payers of the levy hadj

securities seeking money. Any momentary gap between the

time of the levy and the time of using it to buy war loan could

easily be adjusted through the banks. There is. therefore,

no reason to tear anything like a general slump in values,

though, of course, some particular securities might suffer

somewhat relatively to others. But this is not the whole

matter. There would be no need to require payment of the
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levy in cash. Payment in war lgan_sii3ci-mmuld_ha even

liimr^eptablc to the Treasmy\_and_paymeniJn_i^^

first-class securities not less_acfieptahle. Arrangements might

. also bo made, as under the German Capital Levy law, by

means of a specially created institution for holding property

on behalf of the State, to permit people who so desired to

pay in other less readily marketable securities, or even in

some forms of real property. Thus, no serious difficulty and

no appreciable injury to industry through repercussions

from finance 7ieed arise. It must be confessed, however, that

a successful propaganda of misunderstanding, or hostility on

the part of banlmrs, might easily bringabout a financial panic,

and so, for a time, general disorganisation. I conclude, there-

fore, that in a favonraUc atmosphere the damage attributable

to the actual process of collecting a special levy would be

small
;
there would be nothing of signifi.cance to set on the

debit side against the benefits associated mth the shilling

cut in income tax which a £3000 million levy would render

possible. If, however, a special levy were imposed in an

unfavourable atmosphere, the damage done by the process of

collecting it might be very large, and would very probably

outweigh the whole of the advantages looked for from it.

§ 12. I now turn to the second part of my problem as

distinguished in § -2, namely, the merits or otherwise of. a<

special levy^, as compared with orthodox finance, from the,

point of view of equity. We are supposing, it will be remera-'

bered, that the general scheme of distribution as between
people of'THfierent grades of wealth is to b.e_as.jaearLy as",

possihlelhe same under both plans. The essential fact is

that a special le\^' takes from a.niimb.er of people a large^Sum
at one blow instead of a succession of smaller sums over a
period of years, the lumu-sum methodjs.triking thc^^geTthis,
period of years by depxLvmgJbenUjeioxehand_QLpropei±y
which would_other-wise-diave-yielded them income. Thus,
whereaswith orthodox financetheburden imposed on different
peo'^s adjusted to their capacity in each year as it com.es,
under the special ievjr method the distribution of it is deter-
mined once for all at theheginning of theneriod . withnut.rp^ar^i
’fo an^mnges in fQrtnne_t.hat-differeiit.peQpIejna.y gubse-
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quently undergo. If equal inteUigence is applied to devismg
a plan for a special levy and a plan for continuing taxes
respectively, it is inevitable, therefore, that the special levy
plan should work out less fairly than the other. Thus, while,
of course, it is as easy to graduate a special levy as to graduate

’

an income tax, it is impossible to take adequate cognisance
under it of family needs. Under an income tax a bachelor,

a father of five living children and a father of five children

who have died are appropriately treated both in each several

year and over the whole period of their lives. Under a special -

levy two men who are bachelors at the moment the levy is

made must be treated alike, although during the period

covered by the effects of it one may continue a bachelor and

the other may become possessed of an enormous family.

This inequality of treatment occurs equally whether we
include or do not include allowances for children in the

structure of the special levy law. Allowances, if made, can

only take accoimt of a man’s family as it stands at the

moment of the levy, not of what it is going presently to

become. In like manner,{whereas under income tax a man
who comes into a piece of good fortune is taxed in consequence

of it, under a special levy, if that good fortune occurs im-

mediately after the levy law has been framed, he is necessarily

treated in the same way as the man to whom no corresponding

good fortune comes at all. Distributional errors of this type

are inevitable under a special levy, whatever basis of assess-

ment is chosen for it.'

§ 13. Again, under the only form of special levy which has

hitherto been wid£ly_advocated,.naiaelyj!dey^ assessed upon

material capital, there is a serious mequity as between

o^ers of this capital and owners of the immaterial capital

of large personal earning power. Bince a speciarievyTDr

dehblrepayment is a substitute for future taxation to provide

for debt service, it is plainly proper that those who have the

power to earn income, since they will benefit from the

reduction of future taxation, should bear a share of the levy.

Unless they are made to do this, the imposition of the levy

will have the effect of substantially altering the burden borne^

by different citizens, to the advantage of those possessing*
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tlie immaterial capital of capacity to do profitable work and

to tbe disadvantage of those possessing material capital as

ordinarily imderstobd/ This shifting of burden is exactly

similar to that which would occur if the policy of a levy

were rejected in favour of the orthodox system of annual

taxation, but the rates on investment income were largely

raised, and those on earned income largely reduced. Of

course, it is open to any one to maintain that the existing

discrimination between the rates of income tax on the two

sorts of income is less favourable to earned income, even

when account is taken of death duties, than it ought to be.

But, if this be so, the right policy is to readjust relative rates

in whatever mamier is thought proper : nobody can believe

that the right adjustment would be attained through a le^’3',

of arbitrarily determined magnitude, confined to material

capital, (it is, indeed, not difficult to imagine a form x>f

special levy which should be based both on material

capital and also on the immaterial capital of trainedTeami^

^ower . It would, however, be unreasonable to require the

revenue officials to value for assessment such an entity as

immaterial capital^ The present worth of a man’s capacity

to earn so much income depends on the man’s expectation

of fife, and so would be different formen in similar occupations

but of different ages. Account would have to be taken too

of prospects of promotion ; and, in strictness, not merely of

existing capacity, but also of capacity to acquire capacity.

Clearly, this is impracticable. •'A second-best solution would
be provided by a levy on capital coupled with a special tax
upon earned income

;
or, what comes to the same thing,

followed by a reduction in the taxation of investment income
but not in that of earned income. This arrangement, how-
ever, is not one that a democracy, interested to rdieve earned
income at the expense of investment income, is at all
lilrely to adopt. Hence, a special levy, which in the nature
of things must be somewhat less fair than continuing taxation,
is Hkely in practice to prove mwih less fair!

’

§ 14. The third and last division of my subject-matter
'Concerns administrative technique.- It may be laid down at'
,^he outset that any levy law is practically bound to prove

'

X
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l^unworkable if introduced during a period of violentjiuctua-
^tions in the value of money

; for such fluctuations will upset
thg^ whole ininntionlirtheJaw_in_theJntervalJ3etweeiL.iis
passage and its application. We assume then reasonably

,

stable monetary conditions. On that assumption, the tech-

'

nical problem to be tackled depends on the particular
form of special levy that is chosen. The main difficulty

presented by a capital levy in the ordinary sense, whether
standing alone or coupled with special imposts upon earned
incomes, is the need under it for a large-scale valuation of

capital wealth. The hardest problem arises in connection

with life interests, which, according to Sir Josiah Stamp’s

estimate, affect somewhere between 15 and 20 per cent of the

wealth that would come under the levy.^ Since the capital

value of these can only be calculated by reference to

the actuariaUy probable length of the life-tenant’s life, the

valuations must necessarily turn out wrong in the great

majority of individual cases.) “ The life-tenant A has a

valuation of £70,000 on his expectation of life, say, 17 years,

and has other property £30,000. Assume that he pays

£35,000, the bulk of which he raises by mortgaging his whole

independent property. He dies the following year, and,

instead of being worth £30,000, his estate is whoUy bankrupt

and his dependents penniless. B’s reversion is valued at

the residual £30,000, on which he pays, say, £5000. The

following year he comes into the full interest and has really

been undercharged by a very large sum.” ^ Even here, how-

ever, there is a way round. In a note prepared for the Com-

mittee on National Debt and Taxation the Board of Inland

Revenue write :
“ An alternative course would be for the levy'

to be imposed, not on the separate interests of individuals and

payable out of their estates, but on the whole value of settled

property and payable out of the settled fund, the rate of duty

both for the settled fund and for the free wealth of the life-

tenant being found by aggregating the value of the settled

property with the life-tenant’s other property This way

of treating the settled property w'onld agree with that now

^ Of. Current Problems in Finance and Government, p. 232. ,

= Ibid. p. 231. " Seporl, p. 249.
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in force for the Estate Duties, and so would introduce no new

principle. Where no life-interests are involved the problem

of valuation is less difficult. For some sorts of property,

-> indeed, it is easy. Thus in respect of capital possessions,

the titles to which are held in the form of securities, a simple

return could be required, and it could be checked to some

extent by the information already in the hands of inspectors

of taxes. For securities for which there is a wide market

values could then be satisfactorily determined by reference

to the prices that had ruled in the market over some assigned

period. For securities that are not often dealt in it would

be more difficult to make a fair valuation. For property not

represented by securities there would have to be an appraise-

ment by government valuers. Private businesses, houses,-

furniture, jewellery, works of art and other such things

would all, so far as it was decided to include them imder the

levy, need to be treated in this way. It would be impossible

to carry through such a general appraisement quioldy, and

it could hardly fail to prove both irritating and expensive.

The difficulties, however, are not insuperable. [At least

three alternative ways of deaHng with them are available.

First, aU persons prima facie liable to levy might be required

to send in a valuation of their properties by some assigned

date. On this valuation they might be assessed in the first

instance. Thereafter, government appraisers might set to

work and gradually, during the course of several years, might
go through, these private valuations and, where necessar3'^,

correct them. After the proper valuation had been finally

determined, any adjustment required on account of the
corrections might he effected by payments from the tax-payer
to the Exchequer, or vice versa. Secondly, the levy might be
assessed in the first instance on the basis of those lands of
property only, the valuation of which presents no difficulty.

Such things as furniture, jewellery and works of art might
be left over till each several property came np for valuation
in the natural course at the owner’s death. Then the ordinary
death duty assessment might be supplemented by a further
^assessment in respect of postponed special levy upon these
things.j The disadvantage of this method is, of course, that
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it makes difficult the proper graduation of the levy. The
rate of levy should vary with the aggregate size of different
properties. If only a part of these properties is hrouc'ht
under review when the main levy is assessed, this cannot°be .

done. Any error that results might, however, be corrected

'

by manipulating the rates at which the supplementary levy
is assessed later on. ^^Thirdly, elements of property which are
exceptionally intractable to valuation might be left out of
assessment altogether, on the ground that, though this would,
undoubtedly, be unfair, yet a certain amount of unfairness
must, as in all tax matters, be endured in order to avoid
administrative complications. Clearly, no one of these
devices is wholly satisfactory, and this fact is, so far, an
argument against the imposition of a special levy based on
capital.)

§''15. A special levy based, not on capital, but on current

and recent income as the object of assessment would be free

from these valuation difficulties
;

for aU that the taxing

authority would need to know is already filed in connection

mth ordinary income ’tax. Considerations of equity, how-

ever, practically rule out of account a special levy assessed

in a merely mechanical way upon incomes. It would be

essential to arrange for the imposition of different rates upon

(given amounts of) different kinds of income, and tins would

involve complicated inquiries into the nature of the sources

from which incomes arose. These might well bulk so large

that this apparently simple form of special levy would in

practice prove extremely complex.

v§ 16. It is not necessary to say much in general summ ary

of this long discussion. During the period immediately

following the war I personally was of opinion that, if it had

been possible to pass with general assent, or with such

measure of assent as was accorded to the Excess Profits

Duty, an Act providing for a levy adequate to wipe out a

substantial portion of the war debt, this would, on the whole,

have been to the national advantage. At the present time,

or as regards the near future, I do not advocate such an

Act',Jor_jhe_iQ]icaEng^ hirst, if it was passed, i^^

execution would be impeded by strong and organised opposi-
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_^n, perhaps backed by some of the banksh ^d, ijLTiew of

the great technical difhculties to be overconie in any_eTent,

it conid not successfully surmount tliis. Secondly, such an

Act, passed belatedly a number of years after the return of

peace, would make people much more fearful of further

levies to foUow the first than it would havWfione it passed

in intimate co^neijjaanjrithjlJieLBiidingijft^^ Thirdly,

whereas in the boom that followed the "vvar prices stood

at a level from which it was highly probable there would

be—as in fact there has been—aJarge recession, so that to

refrain from repayment of internal debt theii meanTallbmng

its real value, and so the rates of tax required to provide

for its service, to increase very greatly, at the present time

there is no strong reason to expect a heavy faU in prices

in the near futured Lastly, British industry is still in an

abnormally depressed con31tion, and m these circumstances

aayllamg whitih inighi Tenfiex iDusxness meU nervous, even
if the nervousness would be, in the main, unreasonable, is

to be deprecated.

^ Cf. ante, § 7.
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to taxation, 100

Champagne, tax on, 72
Civil Service, 21

Coal mines, nationalisation of, 6

Coercion for revenue raising, 54,

55
Cohn, in Economic Journal, re-

ferred to, 188
Collection, tax schemes and costs

of, 126, 135-7

Cologne, land duties in, 183, 186

Colson, M., on cost of collection of

tolls, 49

compensation for; 5-lS; consider-
ations irrelevant to problem, »

10; in times of disturbance, 12|
13; marketvalueand, II ; spociai
Values in relation to, 11 ; taxa-
tion in relation to, 10 ; under
stable conditions, 9-11 ; wind-
fall profits and, 12

diSerent kinds of, 9
insurrection and, 13
invasion and, 13
of particular items within a class,

9-13 ; special cases of, 13
real nature of, 4
use of money and, 3
war-time use of, 3
of wheat crops, 3
of whole classes of items, 13-lS

;

rival pobcies in, 13
windfall profits and, 12
of wool crops, 3

Committee on Currency and Foreign
Exchanges, 1918, Interim lie-

port of, quoted, 260, 265, 260,
267

Committee on National Debt and
Taxation, Report of: amount
of taxation and eSorts of

wealthy men, 92 ; available

assets of private concerns, 301

;

burden of taxation, 146, 147

;

family allowances, 106 ; future

movements in prices, 297

;

inadequacy of earned income
rebef, 107 ; net gain of debt

redemption, 294 ; referred to,

25 n.\ 83 168 n . ; savings

of joint - stock companies,

80 n. ; valuation for special

levy, 306
Majority Bepott, on amount of

relief in taxation in near future,

295 n.

Minority Report, on rigidity of

work supply, 91, 92

Commodities, complementary, taxes

on, 73, 130 ; rival, taxes on,

73, 130
Commodity taxes : announcement

effects of, 96; complementary
commodities and, 73, 130;

differential nature of, con-

sidered, 125-37 ; difficulties of

ideal system of, 135 ;
elasticity

of demand and, 12S, 130, 132

;

general, difficulty of collection,
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Commodity taxes {conid.)—

144 ;
ideal distribution of , 1 33-5

;

as substitute for income tax,

143-7 ; compared with mcome
tax, 135; practicability of sub-

stituting for income tax, 142-

147 ; regressive nature of, 145,

146 ; size of families and, 147

;

yield of, 71, 73

Community, as a unitary being, 52,

54
Companies, joint-stock : effect of

taxation on incomes of, 91 :

income difierentiated against,

159 ;
savmgs of, 79, SO n.

Compensation

;

anti-social activities and, 16-lS

for commandeering ; certam con-

siderations irrelevant to prob-

lem of, 10 ; in times of dis-

turbance, 12, 13 : market
value in relation to, 11

;
prin-

ciples of, 5-18; special values

in relation to, 11 ;
taxation in

relation to, 10 ;
under stable

conditions, 9-11
;
-windfall pro-

fits and, 12
expropriation and, 18

market-value, in case of anti-

social activities, 17

principle of betterment and, 14
'

property rights of ancient origin

and, 16

reasonable expeotatiou and, 15
rotten boroughs and, 15, 18

Complementary commodities, taxes
on, 73, 130

Compound death duties, plans for,

168-70

Compulsory purchases of govern-
ment ; legality of, 7

;
prin-

ciples of compensation, 5-18
Consciousness, states of, as the only

elements of good, 8

Conscription, military and oiiril, 3
Constant returns, theory of inter-

national trade and, 200, 206.
214

Constants, tax, 66 n., 72 n.

Consumers’ surplus

:

loss of, as measure of sacrifice,

129 n. ; under monopoly con-
ditions, 179

taxation and, 61
Consumption: death duties and,

163; immediate and future,
compared, 123

;
proportion of

savings to, 79
Contract debts, return to gold

standard a-nd, 285, 285

Contractors, -war-time, and govern-

ment, 34
Contracts, government, and trans-

fer expenditure, 51

Co-operativesooieties.non-monetary

income of, 102 n.

Cost of administration, revenue

raising and, 55
Cramer, hypothesis of satisfaction

from income, quoted by Mar-

shaU, 114
Credit creation : aftermath of fin-

ance by, 276-87 ;
efiect on

productive energy, 270, 271 ;

evils of prolonged, 276 ; finance

by, oSect on fixed incomes,

269 ; inimical to sa-vings, 209 ;

real nature of, 268; see also

Bank credits, finance by
Currency notes i Bank of England

and, 267, 26S ; direct use of,

in government purchases, 267 ;

early purpose of, 266 ;
issue

limited, 279 ;
main purpose

of, 266
;

purchase of bank
balances by government for,

263
Cuts in expenditure due to taxation,

79, 80

Dalton, Dr., plan for compound
death duties, 169

Dawes Report, German taxation
and, 26

Death duties : announcement effects

of, 197 ; annual lump-sum taxes
and, 164, 165 ; characteristics
of, 161 ; compound, plans for,

168-70 ; effect of time-mcidence
of, 162-5 ; effect upon saving,
162-8 ; effect upon work, 161

;

ethical justification of, 160

;

fallacy concerning, 164 ; in-

come tax and, 107 ; not wholly
paid out of capital, 162 ; rela-

tion to consumption, 163

;

statistics of, and distribution
of property income, 153 ; taxes
on investment income and, 160-
170 ; war loan and, 293 ; vieM
of, 71, 72

Debentures, effect of credit creation

Debt : floating, problem of funding,
278 and n. ; foreign, 19-22

;

internal, 22, 24, 25 ; National,
24, 2o ; «ee National Debt ; war,
20-23, 51, 288-309

Debt conversion, prospects of. 294
295

r , ,
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Debt redemption, rival policies in

2S8-90
Defective status, certain property-

rights and, 15
Degree of progression in taxes, G8,

69
Degree of regression in taxes, 68,

69
Demand, elasticity of : burden of

taxation and, 100 ; commodity
taxes and, 128-30, 132 ; gratis
supply and, 47 ; in relation to
cuts in expenditure, SO ; in re-
lation to economies, 41, 43 ; in
relation to luxuries, 76 ; in re-

lation to protective duties, 226,
227

Demonetisation of paper money,
285

Dependents, aUo-CT’ance for, and
income tax, 104-6

Depreciation, income tax and, 102,
103

Depression, temporary, and import
taxes, 227

Devaluation of money : alternative

plans, 285 ; injustices of, 285 ;

meaning of, 285
Differential charges, social welfare

and, 48 n.

Differential taxation : aggregate
sacrifice and, 126-37 ; between
kinds of expenditure, 125-37 ;

social welfare and. 48
Differentiation : bad in itself, 128 ;

between so-urces of income, 148-

159
Differentiation against sa-ving : and

least -sacrifice principle, 140-

142
;
proposal to eliminate, 164,

155
Diminishing return industries, dis-

services of, 119
Diminishing utility : equal pro-

portionate sacrifice and, 109;

equity in relation to, 8; pro-

gressive tax formulae and, 109
Distribution of income, “ errors

”

of, 118
Distribution of taxation : aggre-

gate sacrifice smd, 75 ;
ideal, 76,

l33
Distributional aspects of tax

schemes. 126, 133-5
_

Distributional considerations : prim-

ary importance of, 98 ; syn-

thesis of, and announcement
considerations, 94-8

Distributional effects of import

duties, 228, 229

Dividend, co-operativesociety, 102fi
Domestic taxes, international re^

actions of, 189-91
Double taxation: as economic

barrier between states, 194

;

in the Britisli Empire, 190 ’

,
Drink, alcoholic, taxation of, 59
Dumping, foreign : since the Great

War, 228 ; times of depression
and, 227

Duties :

compound death, plans for, 168-70
death : annual lump-sum taxes

and, 164, 165 ; characteristics
of, 160 ; and consumption, 163

;

effect of time-incidence of, 162-
165 ; effect upon sa-ring, 162-
168 ; effect upon work, 161

;

ethical justification of, 160

;

fallacy concerning, 164 ; in-

come tax and, 107 ; not wholly
paid out of capital, 162 ; taxes
on investment income and, 160-

170 ; yield of, 71, 72
excise, and taxes on imports, 132,

133, 221
on goods, for enforcing economy,

42, 43 ; relation to direct taxa-
tion, 43

on land, British, 183 ; German,
183

legacy, effect on saving, 168
protective, 220-30 ; definition of,

221 ; effect on community as

a whole, 226 ; and elasticity

of demand, 226, 227 ;
infant

industries and, 224 ; monopoly
policy of rivals and, 225 ; two-

fold character of, 220 ; un-

economical wages and, 225, 226,

227 ; unemployment and, 220,

227
saving, effects on, 162-8; pro-

motion of, intended by, 254,

255
on staple articles, 72
succession, effect on saving, 167

Duty, private : in relation to eco-

nomies, 40 ; in relation to

group, 41

Earnings, effect of new capital on,

81
Economic price, government pur-

chases and, 34
" Economic size ” of country’s

trade, 210
Economics of 'Welfare (Pigou): re-

ferred to, 118, 119, 179; state-

ment corrected, 111 n.
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Economics ; compulsory and volun-

tary, 42 ;
inoidenco of burden

of, 35 ; in commodities, emerg-

ency, 39 ; in services, omorg-

onoy, 38 ;
present and future

,

burden of, 31 ;
relation of

government purchases to, 36,

37 , .

Economy, suitable objects of, m
emergency times, 40, 41

Edgeworth, Professor, expression

quoted, 78; on equi -propor-

tionate sacrifice, 109 n. ; on

effect of import and export

duties, 203 n.

Education: elementary, gratis pro-

vision of, 48, 49 ;
inelastic de-

mand for, 46

free, 21 ;
government economy

and, 299

Efficiency, productive : consump-
tion and, 82 ; in relation to

incomes, 82

Einaudi, Professor, report on double

taxation, referred to, 195 n.

Elasticity of demand : burden of

taxation and, 100 ;
commodity

taxes and, 128-30, 132 ; for

classes of goods, taxes on
foreign trade and, 211-17 ; in

foreign trade, algebraically ex-

pressed, 207-9; luxuries and,

76 ; in relation to protective

duties, 220, 227 ;
taxes on

foreign trade and, 199, 205,

207

Elasticity of savings-demand, 141

Elasticity of work supply, taxation
and, 91, 92, 93, 98

Elementary education
:

gratis pro-
vision of, 48, 49 ; inelastic de-
mand for, 46

Emigration of potential taxpayers,

189, 191

Enjoyment, capacity for, of different

people, 78
Enterprises, government: finance

of, 44-50; rule for fixing fees
in, 50; taxation by means of,

50

Equal net satisfactions : legal sys-

tem and, 62 ; taxation and, 62
Equal proportionate sacrifice, di-

minishing utility and, 8, 109
Equal sacrifice : amount of work

performed and, 107, 109, 110 ;

discussed, 60, 62, 63 ; equal
incomes and, 104 ; fomily
allowance and, 104, 105; income
tax based on, 99-117 ; income-

Equal sacrifice (contd .)

—

utility' curve and, 111, 116 ; in-

vestment income and, 106, 107 ;

J. S. Mill on, 77 ;
principle of,

not given in intuition, 62
;
pro-

gressive tax formulae and, 100

Equi-marginal sacrifice ; canon of,

78, 79, SO, 94 ; formulae for, 80

;

principle of least sacrifice and,

81,82
Equity, principle of ; detailed cir-

cumstances and, 9 ; effect on
capital, 8 ; expanded state-

ment of, 9 ; good in itself, 8

;

legal system and, 62 ;
sense of

security and, 8 ; special levy

and, 303-5 ; stated, 8 ;
taxa-

tion and, 62
Estate Duty : principle of valua-

tion for, 307 ; statistics of, and
distribution of property in-

come, 153
Excess profits duty' : as tax on

windfalls, 182 ; criticism of

American system, 182 ; public
acceptance of, 308

Exoiso duties, toxos on imports and,

132, 133, 221
Exemption : of investment income

from taxation, announcement
effects of, 141, 152

of savings from income tax,

practicability of, 142
Expectation, reasonable, and com-

pensation, 16

Expenditure

;

government; aggregate, 62; mar-
ginal return of, 62 ; range of,

51-5 ;
system of fees and, 51

normal govommont, and national
production, 36, 37

real : defined, 19 ; discussed, 19,

43 ; fees and, 51 ; saving and,
83 n. ; sources of funds for, 26-

32 ;
yield of taxes and, 72

transfer; and fees, 51; and
government contracts, 51

Expenditure tax: compared with
income tax, 138-47

; practica-
bility of substituting for in-
come tax, 142-7

Expenses, income tax and, 103
Expropriation: arguments for, 10;

compensation and, IS
Extravagance, government, 23, 24,

299, 300

Families of tax formulae ; -maximum
yield of, 88 ; preferable mem-
bers of, 87, 88, 90, 92, 93
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Famay allowance : British income-

tax system and, 105,106; equal,
ity of sacrifice and, 104-6 ; in-
come tax and, 104-0

Fees : government expenditure and,
61 ; rule for fixing in govern-
ment enterprises, 50

Finance of public enterprises, 44-
60

Fisher, Professor Irving, on taxa-
tion of incomes, 115, 116

Fluctuations in revenue, loans and,
234

Forced loan : indisoriminating
action of, 256 ; nature of, 256

Foreign capital, influx of, and British
taxation, 190

Foreign debt, 19-21, 24, 25
Foreign exchanges, 275 n., 276
Foreign investment

:
prohibition

of, during Great War, 255 ,-

evaded in certain cases, 274,
276

restriction of, dtjring Great War,
274

savings and, 81
Foreign loans, 30, 31
Foreign securities, sale of, for war

supplies, SO
Foreign trade : government control

of, 272-5 ; increasing returns

and, 202 n.

taxes on, 198-219 ; and elasticity

of demand, 190, 205
theory of, and constant returns,

200
Foreigners :

contribution to revenues under
foreign trade taxes, 204, 205,

209, 210, 214, 215, 216; national

sacrifice burden and, 217, 218
direct taxes on, considered, 192-

197
_ _

possibility of taxing, 132, 133,

192-219 ; from American point
' of view, 217 ; from British

point of view, 216, 217, 218,

219
taxation of : ethical problem, 196,

197, 21S, 219; justified as

compensatory retaliation, 197

;

through taxes on foreign trade,

204, 205, 209, 210, 215

Formulae

:

famibes of tax : roaxinaum yield,

90 ;
preferable members, 87,

88, 90, 92, 93

progressive tax: and diminishing

utility, 109, 110 ;
and equal

sacrifice, 109

Formulae (contd.)

—

tax, 64-70; aggregate sacriSce and
announcement of, 75; aleo-
braic expression of, 65-9 ; de-
fined, 64 ; families of, 06 ; in-
admissible, So, SG ; interaction ,
of, 71-4

France, difficulties of return to gold
standard in, 283

Frankfort-ou-hlain, land duties in
1S3, 186

Fimotion, tax : defined, 64 ; limita-
tions on, 65 ; of equal-sacrifice
income tax, 109, 110

Future sacrifices, taxation and, 77,
79

Gas, supply of, 21
Germany; capital levy in, 303;

ciOTency debMe in, 270;
difficulties of return to gold
standard in, 283 ; financial
strain of Peace Treaty, 277;
internal debt policy of, 24

;

land duties in, 183, 186, 188;
recent monetary legislation in,

288
Gold : fall in value of, since Great

War, 296 ; relation between
sterling and, 282

Gold export : eSeotively prevented
during Great War, 265 ; pro-

hibited after Great War, 278
Gold prices, rise of, since Great

War, 296
Gold standard: definition of, 280;

eSeot of Bank rate under, 264

;

position during Great War,
266 ;

proposed abandonment
of, 279

return to, alternative plans, 282 ;

evils of, and government action,

284; questionof parity, 279-84;

social evils, 282, 283
Good, maxrmum, principle of, 63

Good and evil, embodied in satis-

factions, 59
Government

;

business undertakings of, 44-50

control of foreign trade relations

by, 272-5

emergency expenditure of, and
economies of general public, 37,

38
enterprises of, a means of taxa-

tion. 50 ; rule for fixing fees, 50

expenditure of, aggregate, 52

;

fee system and, 51 ; marginal

return, 52 ; range, 51-5 r

extravagance of, 23, 24, 299, 300
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Government (coii/d.)

—

finance of, its complexity, 4 ; how
operated, 3

normal osponditure of, and eco-

nomies of general public, 36,

37

purchases of, relation to econo-

mies, 36, 37

real receipts of, 33-43

Government Valuotion of Land Act,

1896 (New Zealand), 173

Graduated taxation, Sidgwick on,

113

Grants, to local authorities, 25

Gratis supply : elementary edu-

cation, 4S, 49; general rule

for, 47, SO; inelastic demand
and, 47

;
problem of waste and,

46-S

Harcourt, Sir William, justifies

death duties, 160
Hargreaves, Mr., on restoring cur-

rency standards, 287 n.

Hawtrey, B. G., on. gold parity,

280 n.

Henderson, H. D., plan for com-
pound death duties, 169, 170

Import duties : agricultural, efiect

of, 229 ; distributional effects

of, 228, 229 ; taxes on home
products and, 132, 133 ; versus
bounties, 229

Imports

;

competitive, and unemployment,
221 ; relation to home pro-
duction, 120

restriction of competitive ; effect
on productive power, 223

;

primo/aciepiesumptionagamst,
223

Improved value of land, how dis-
tinguished, 173-5

Improvements on land, land tax
and, m New Zealand, 172-5

Income

;

amount of, and available margin
of tesoniees, 245; as object
of assessment, 64 ; concept of,
101; differentiation between
sources of, 14S-59 ;

“ errors of
distribution” of, 118; fixed,
effect of credit creation on, 269

;

for purposes of income tax, 102
capital and, 102
from property : amount of, 148,

152; amount of, and income
tax, 150 ; disfnbution, 153,
154

;
proposal to exempt from

Income (confd.)

—

taxation, 151-5 ;
proposal to

tax at liigher rate, 154

from work : amount, 14S, 152 ;

effect of tax on, 150

investment : equal sacrifice and,

106, 107 ;
income tax, 106-8 ;

proposal to exempt from taxa-

tion, 151-5

money : as index of real income,

103; as object of assessment, 101

net, defined, 103

real ! money income and, 103 ;

taxation and, 101

saved, and equal-sacrifice prin-

ciple, 158

Income distribution, aggregate gov-

ernment expenditure and, 63,

54
Income tax

:

announcement effects of, 96
bachelors and, 104, 105, lOS

British : criticism of, 102 n.

;

differentiates against saved in-

come, 140 ; foreign invest-

ments and, 190 ; investment in-

come and, 106, 107

cases where impracticable, 136
commodities tax as substitute

for, 144-7

compared with commodity taxes,

135
compared with expenditure tax,

138-47
death duties and, 107

depreciation of capital and, 102,

103
devisable property and, 106, 107
earned, yield, 71

effect on yield of a commodity
tax, 73

equal-sacrifice, structure of, 99-

117
expenses and, 103
family allowance and, 104-6
income, its meaning for purposes

of, 102
interaction with other taxes, 72,

73
invested, yield, 71
investment income and, 108
investment of savings and, 138-

147
laud tax compared with, 176
Jimitations on, 65
manual wage-earners and, 138
marginal utility of income and,

110

preferable to property tax on
admmistrative groimds, 159
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Income tax {conld.)

—

progressive, and income-utility
curve, 112-17

progressive scales of, 65
regressive, and income • utility

curve, 112
regressive scales of, 65
savings and, 138-47
steeply graduated, 72
“ wasting assets ” and, 143

Income-utility curve : ambiguity of
concept, 114 ; equal sacrifice

and, 111-17
;

progressive in-

come tax and, 112 - 17 ; re-
gressive income tax and, 112

Increasing returns : foreign trade
and, 202 n. ; uncompensated
services of, 119

Increment duties on land : ap-
parent, 184, 185 ; continental,

183
;

practical proposal for,

ISS; price level and, 184; as
windfall taxation, 183

Increments of value of land : real,

ISO; suggested partial ex-
emption from taxation of, 187 ;

windfall nature of, considered,

185, 180
Index numbers, ns guide to gold

parity, 285
Indirect damage of taxation, 55
Indirect taxes, undesirability of

phrase, 135
Industrial communities, protective

duties and, 224
Inelastic demand ; burden of taxa-

tion and, 100 ; commodity
taxes and, 126-30, 132; gratis

supply and, 47
Infant industries, protective duties

and, 224, 225
Inflation : difliculty of defining, 258

and n., 259 ;
term undesirable,

269
Insurance, unemployment, and un-

economic wage-rates, 222
Insurance premiums and incomo

tax, 102 n.

Insiu-roction, commandeering and,

13
Interest : changes in rote of, and in-

crement duties, 185; onco-opor-
ntive societies’ capital, 102

high, on u'ar loans, 252, 253

;

on loans, real nature of, 237 ;

on loans, maximum limit of,

233 and n.

Internal debt, 21-5

International reactions of domestic

taxes, 189-01

Intuition : equal-sacrifice principle
and, 62 ; source of least-
sacrifice principle, 62

Invasion, commandeering and, 13
Investment

:

foreign : forbidden during Great •

War, 255 ; restricted durmg
Great AVar, 274 ; savings and,
81

home, restricted during Great
War, 256

of savings, income tax and, 138-47
Investment income : administra-

tive conveniences of tax on,
159 ; British income tax and,
106, 107 ; death duties and tax
on, 160-70 ; effect on saving of
diSerential taxation of, 140

;

equal sacrifice and, 106, 107 ;

income tax and, 108
;

prop-
erty tax versus tax on, 156-9 ;

proposal to exempt from taxa-
tion, 151-5

; proposal to tax
at higher rate, 154; tax on,
effect on saving, 167, 16S;
yield of tax on, 71

Investments, annual increase in, 27
Italy, difficulties of return to gold

standard in, 283

Joint-stock companies : effect of

taxation on incomes of, 91 ; in-

come of, differentiated against,

159 ; sa^^ngs of, 79, 80 n.

Key articles, market price and, 5

;

govommont requisition of, 5, G

Labour, ratio of interchange be-

tween foreign and British, 214

Land : compulsory purchase of, 6

;

rent of, and diminishing return

industries, 119 n.~; “ unde-

^’oioped ”, duty on, 172

Land and Income Assessment Act
(Now Zealand), 172

Land duties : British, 183 ;
Ger-

man, 183, 186, 188

Land nationalisation, compensation

and, 10

Land tax

:

distributional aspects of, 176

I

incomo tax compared with, 176

mortgages and, in Now South

AVales, 172; inNewZenlflnd,172

yield of, with regard to other

taxes, 71

Land values, taxation of, 171-7 ;

in Australia and Now Zealand,

172, 173
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League of I^ntions, problem of

doubio taxation and, 195,

IS®
. • , ,

Least sacrifice, principle of
: _

ns

ultimate principle of toxation,

CO-03 :
difierentiation against

saving and, 140-42; difierentia-

tion between sources of income

and. 149-55; distribution of

taxation and, 74-84; equal sacri-

Cce and, 99; equi- marginal

sacrifice and, 81, 82 ; J._S. Mill

on, 77 ;
optimum distribution

and, 76 ;
relative nature of,

70 ;
tax announcements and,

85-93 ; tax on land and, 176

Legacy duties, British, eBect on
saving, 168

Legal system :
principle of equity

and, 62 ; taxes as part of,

61

Legal tender currency, war-time

demand for, 265, 266

Levies, negative, 65

Loi'y in kwd, 3

Levy, special ; administrative tech-

nique, 305-8 ; based on income,

308 !
considered, m relation to

future of prices, 296, 297, 309

;

dangers of bankers’ opposition

to, 303, 309 ; dislocating eHeots
of collection, 301 ; equity and,
303-5 ; expectation of repeti-

tion, 298, 309 ; family obliga-

tions and, 304 ; fears of busi-

ness community and, 309 ;

future govoroment' extravag-
ance and, 299, 300 ; graduation
difficulties, 308 ; unmatewal
capital and, 304 ; methods of

payment, 302, 303 ; objections

summed up, 308, 309 ; pay-
ment by instalments undesir-
able in general, 302 ;

profes-
sional meo and, 302 ; real cost
of, 291 ; size of, in relation to
benefit, 297 ; slump in values
and, 302 ; valuation of private
effects and, 307 ; war debt and,
28S-309 ; withdrawal of capital
from industry and, 301

Licences for importation during
Great War, 274 ; for raising
capital during Great War,
256

Liquor licences, 15
Liquor Licences Act, Mr. (now Earl)

Balfour's, 14
List, on objects of protective duties,

223, 224, 325

Loan finance -. expansion of bank
credits and, 248 ;

justifiable in

war time, 250; versus tax

finance, 233-51

Loans

;

capital depletion and, 243

cases where necessary, 245

charges on. rich and poor in con-

nection with, 246, 246
conditions where defensible, 232,

235, 236, 244
efiect on capital accumulation, 242
exceptional nature of, 233

forced -. assumed for argument,
241-3 ; inferior to voluntary,

256, 257 ; nature considered, 266
foreign, 30, 31

future taxation and, looseness of

conneetion between, 243
interest on, maximum limit of,

233 and n.

justification of, 246, 247
limitation of period of repayment,

235
place of, in public finance, 233-51

posterity and, 236-40
scrip as collateral, 242
sources of funds for, 241
versus taxes, conflicting interests

of rich and poor, 245, 246
Local rates : diBerentiate against

property, 149 ; in New Zealand,
172, 173; unsatisfactory nature
of, 149

Luxuries ; elasticity of demand and,
76 ; in emergency times, 39, 40

;

restrictions during Great War,
256, 274 ; taxes on, desirable,

100, 235

Machinery, regressive nature of tax
on, 146

Maladjustments of resources be-
tween eaiployments, llS-24

Manual wage-earners, income tax
and, 136

Marginal private net product of
resources, IIS, 119

Marginal return of government ex-
penditure, 62, 65

Marginal sacrifices of taxpayers, 7S
Marginal satisfaction : of income,

111 ; of work units, 128
“ Marginal " shflling in government

expenditure, 52, 53
Marginal social net product of re-

sources, IIS, 119
Marginal tax, formula for, 67
Marginal utility of income, 85 and

n. ; income tax and, 110
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Marginalutilityof taxpayers’money,

73, 77
Market price

:
government pur-

chases at, 5 ; key articles and, 5
Market value, anti-social activities

and, in relation to compensa-
tion, 17

Marshall, Professor Alfred : defini-

tion of true rent of land, 175 ;

hj'pothesis in theory of foreign
trade, 199 ; mentions Cramer’s
hypothesis, 114 ; on bounties
and increasing supply price,

123 n.; on difficulty of valua-
tion of land sites, 176 ; on effect

of import and export duties,

201, 203 n., 206, 207 ; on equi-
table taxation, 77 ; on nature
of English exports. 212 ; on pro-
tective duties, 128 ; on public
and private value of land, 175

;

suggests exemption of improve-
ments from local rates, 155

Maximum good, principle of, 63
Medical attendance, melastic de-

mand for, 40
Members of Parliament, pavment

of, 23
Memorandum on Imperial and Local

Taxes, quoted, 77, 175, 170

Meteorological reports, in war time,

IS
Metropolitan Public Gardens As-

sociation, 176
Iiliddlo classes, taxation and, 83

Mill, J. S. : hj-pofbesis in theory^ of

foreign trade, 199 ; on relation

betu een equal ond least sacri-

fice, 77 ; on tax distribution, 77

Mineral rovnltics, compensation and,

7S
Money ; as index of real income,

10 1 , 103 ; as medium of govern-

mental finance, 3, 4 ;
govern-

ment income in, and in goods,

33, 34 ;
implications of use of, 4

Money income, as object of assess-

ment, 101
Monopoly :

policy of rivals, protective duties

and, 225
power, compulsory purchase of

private, 0

prevention of, better than taxa-

tion of proceeds, 179

profits, private enterprise and, 44

rev'enuo, taxes on, 96, 17S, 179

taxes : announcement aspect of,

178 ; distributional aspects of,

178

Mortgages, land tax and ; in PTew
South Wales, 172; in Neu
Zealand, 172, 173

Munitions, demand for, effect on
international trade, 272

Natioml Debt : fallacious analogy
mth debt of individual, 290 ;

intereston, payable to foreigners
and nationals, 24 ; relation of
increased production to, 296 ;

repa3Tnent of, principle ac-
cepted, 289

National Debt and Taxation, Com-
mittee on

; see Committee on
National Debt and Taxation,
Eeport of

National group, definition of, foi

economic purposes, 192
National production, normal govern

ment expenditure and, 36
National SyslemoJPoliticalEconomy,

List’s, quoted, 223, 224, 225
Nationa^ation : of coal mines, 44;

of liquor trade, 44
Navy, 21
Negative levies, 65
NegatE’e sa\Tng, 81

Net income, detoed, 103
Net product of resources : diverg-

ence between private and social,

118, 120 ; marginal private,

IIS, 119 ;
marginal social, 118,

119
New South Woles, land tax in, 172

New Zealand, taxation of land

values in, 172, 173

Object of assessment, contrasted

with source of taxpajnnent, 102

Old age pensions, 20, 51

Optimum amount of government
expenditure, doctrine of, 53

Optimum distribution of taxation,

76
Optimum emplojnnent of resources,

124
Optimum tax scheme, conditions of

absolute, 94, 95
Ownership, transfer to foreign buy-

ers, 30

Parity : choice of, in return to gold

standard, 280, 281 ;
pre-war,

dangers of retimi to, 281

Parliament, Members of, pajunent

of, 23
Patriotism, war loan subscriptions

and, 253

Pensions : old ago, 51 ; war, 51
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Pleasures, present and future, com-

pared, 121, 122

Poll-tax: considered in conjunc-

, tion with income tax, 72,^ 73 ;

iomaula for, Co, 66 ;
ideal

, aspeot of, 171 ;
optmam condi-

tions of, 89, 93, 96 ;
yield of, 71

' Poor relief, 20, SI

’Postal services, 18, 25, 45

Posterity s loans aud, 23o-40

;

objective and subjective burden

oi loans on, contrasted, 239
' Ptemiuins, insurance, and income

tax, 102 11 .

Price level : increment duties on

land and, 184; loan finance

and, 248

Price movements, special levy and,

296, 297, 309

Prices : governmental control of, 4,

5, 6, 33, 34, 43 ;
relative, dur-

ing war, 35 ;
rise of, during

Great War, 264, 265
Principle of least sacrifice : equi-

marginal sacrifice and, 81, 82

;

optimum distribution and, 79 ;

distribution of taxation and,

74-84

Principles of taxation, 69-63 ;
equal

sacrifice, CO, 62, 03 ; least

sacrifice, 63, 70 ; maximum
good, 63

Private net product of resources,

margmal, 118, 119
Private value of land, defined, 175

Product of resources : marginal
private net, 118, 119 ; marginal
social net, 118, 119

Production, national, in relation to
normal expenses of govern-
ment, 5, 36, 37

Productive efficiency, consumption
and, 82

Productive powers, as source of

government funds, 26
Professional incomes, eSect of taxa-

tion on amount of, 91
Profit on sale of property, income

fax and, 103
Progressmn in taxes, degree of, 68, 69
Progressive income tax, 65; income-

utility curve and, 112-17
Progressive revenue-raising scheme,

and total government expendi-
ture, 63, 64

Progressive tax, when inferior to
other kinds, 89, 90, 96

formulae of; diminishing utility
and, 109, 110; equal sacrifice
and, 109

Prohibition, in U-S-A., 18

Propaganda, to enforce economy,

Property ; amount of moome from,

and income tax, 148, 150, 162 ;

devisable, and income tax, 106 ;

fluctuating value of, and taxa-

tion, 157; distribution of in-

come from, 153, 154 ;
income

from, proposal to exempt from

taxation, 151-5
;

proposal to

tax at higher rate, 164

Property rights : defective legal

status and, 16 ; legal nature of,

7 ; of ancient origin, and com-
pensation, 16

Property tax : administrative con-

venience and inconvenience of,

168, 169 ; versus investment

income tax, 166-9

Proportionate sacrifice, eq'Ual, and
diminishing utility, 109

Proportionate tax, diSerentiation

between sources of income and,

150-56 ; formulae of, 66

:

lower rate preferable in, 88

;

when inferior to regressive and
superior to progressive, 89, 90

Protection
: practical difficulties of,

229, 230 ; theoretical case for,

229
Protective duties : 220-30 j defini-

tion of, 22i; effect on commun-
ity as a whole, 226 ; infantindus-
tries and, 224, 225 ; in relation
to elasticity of demand, 226,
227 ; monopoly policy of rivals
and, 225 ; twofold character of,

220 ; uneconomical 'wages and,
225, 226, 227 ; unemployment
and, 226, 227

Public enterprises, finance of, 44-50
“ Public utility services,” 44
Public value of land, defined, 176
Purchasing power :

eSect of credit creation on, 268 ;

foreign, abnormal war-time need
for, 273, 274

Railways, compulsory purchase o£,6
Ramsey, Mr., on savings, 123 n.

;

on effect of proportionate taxes
on production, 130-32

Bate of tax, average, 66, 67
Rates, local : as differentiation

against property, 149 ; in New
Zealand, 172, 173

Rationing ; as alternative to gratis
supply, 48 ; to enforce economy,
42, 43 ; war loans and, 266

Y
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Baw materials, regressive nature of

tas on, 145
Real expenditure of government,

defined, 19 ; discussed, 19-43
Real income : money income as

index of, 103 ; taxation and, 101
Real receipts of government, 33-43
Real wages, since Great War, 222
Reasonable expectation, and com-

pensation, 15
Regression in taxes, degree of, 6S,

69
Regressive income tax, 65 ; income-

utility oTirve and, 112
Regressive taxes, 6S, 69 ; on

machinerj-, 146 ; on raw
material, 145; when superior

_
to other kinds, S9, 90, 96

Reiehsbank, fiduciary note issue of,

259
Rent of land, 175; diminishing-

return industries and, 119 n.-

Rent-s, true : taxes on, 96 : value
of land in relation to, 175

Reparations, foreign trade taxes
and, 203

Residence : British, in relation to
taxation, 191 ; defim'tion of,

for taxation purposes, 192, 193
Resources, optivium employment of,

124
Bestrictions

:

on imports during Great War,
274

on luxuries during Great War.
256, 274

on purchases ; eSect on saving,

254, 255 ; war loans and, 254-6

Retaliation in taxation of foreigners,

•197

Return of industries : diminishmg,
disser\-ices of, 119 ; increasing,

imcompensated services of, 119

Revenue, least sacrifice and amount
of, 99

Revenue raising, 65, 59
Ricardo, distinction between true

economic rent and profits from
capital invested in land, 175

Rignano, Professor, plan for com-
poimd death duties, 16S, 169

Rival commodities, taxation of, 73,

129
Roads, government maintenance of,

47
Rotten boroughs, compensation and,

15, 18

Royal Commission on the Pinancial

Relationsbetween Great Britain

and Ireland (1896), 100, 145

Roy^ Commission on the Income
Tax, Report of : on appreciation
of capital values, 157 ; ou'vrage-
earners’ income tax, 136: re-
ferred to, 193

Royalties, mining, 6
Russia, indirect taxation in, 147

'

Sacrifice

:

aggregate : amount considered,
90, 91 ; announcement of tax
formulae and, 75: distribution
of taption and, 75; factors
afiecting, 75 ; in widest sense,
51 ; of communi^ in tax svs-
tems, 59 ; varying with in-
comes, 79

definition of, 60
equal : amount of work per-
formed and, 107, 109, 110;
equal incomes and, 104; family
allowance and, 104, 105, 106; in-

come-utility curve and. 111-

117; investment income and,
106, 107 ; J. S. Mill on prin-

ciple of, 77 ; as a principle of

taxation,60, 62, 63; principlenot
,

^ven in intuition, 62 ;
progress-

ive tax formulae and, lOSrUO
equal proportionate, and dimin-

ishing utility, 109
equi-marginal, and principle oi

least sacrifice, 81, 82
future, and taxation, 77, 79
least, amormt of revenue and, 99;

distribution oi taxation and,

74-S4 ; equal sacrifice and, 99

;

equi-marginal sacrifice and, SI,

52 ; J. S, Mill on, 77 ; opfhnuui

distribution and, 76 ; ^timaie
principle of taxation, 60, 61, 62,

63
marginal, of taxpayers, 7S
ultimate and immediate, pro-

duced by taxation, 82

Sacrifice-burden of foreigners under

import duties, 199

Salaried persons, enect of taxation

on incomes of, 91

Samuel, Sir Herbert, paper on bur-

den of taxation, 146
Satisfaction

:

equal net : legal system and, 62

;

taxation and, 62

good and evil embodied in,

marginal, of income, 112

net, of taxpayers, 60, 62

present and future, compared,

121, 122 t

“ virtual ”, and saved income, lOS
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Sntisfnction-yieW of incomes, 114,

115; portly duo to rolntivo

mngnitudo, 115

Saving : . . i »
difterontiation against : least

, Bnorifico principlo and, 140-4- ;

proposal to oliminato, 164,

effect of death duties upon, 1G2-

1G8

oflect of tax on investment in-

corao on, 107, 168

family obligations and, ICO, 107

motives in, ICO, 167

negative, 81

real expenditure and, 83 «.

transfer expenditure and, 83 ii.

Savings ; credit creation and, 269

;

differentiated againstby British

income tax, 140 ;
effect of

taxation on, 79, 80; equal-

sacrifice principle and, lOS

;

income tax and, 138-47 ; of

joint-stock companies, 79, 80n.;

practicahiUty of exemptingfrom
income tax, 142

;
proportion

,
of consumption to, 79

Schoftel, Taxation oj Land Value,

referred to, 175

Scott, Professor, on real nature of

loan repayment, 238, 240
Securities, foreign : commandeered

during Great War, 273 ; sale

of, 30
Soligman, Professor i on excess

profits duty, 182 n. ; on real

nature of loan repayment, 237,
238, 240 ; report on double
taxation, referred to, 195 n.

Sendees : difficulties of including
under a commodities tax
scheme, 144, 145 ; uncompen-
sated, 119

Shipping shortage during Great
War, 274

Sick-club subscriptions, principle of,

Sidgvnck : on graduated taxation,
113, 115; on intuitive know-
ledge of principle of equity, 8,
02 ; on protection in practice,
230 ; on uncompensated ser-
vices, 119

Sinking fund ; buffer nature of,

234; desirability of, 236 n.;
normal for debt reduction,
289

’

Slack in country’s labour resources,
. 27, 28
Slavery, abolition of, 18

Smith, Adorn, on relation between

money and wealth, 4

Social not product of resources,

marginal, 118, 119

Social welfare : differential charges

and, 48 >i.

;

differential taxa-

tion and, 4 S ; the end of govern-

ment, 01 ; legal system and,

62
SokolnikoS, G., on Russian taxa-

tion, 147

Soldiers, real cost of maintenanco

of, 23
South Australia, tax on unimproved

land values in, 172

Sovereignty, private property and, 7

Stamp, Sir Josiah ; estimate of net

gain of debt redemption, 293,

297, 306 ;
estimate of sources

of income, 152 ; on double

taxation of saved income,

1 39 fl
. ;

on national income and
taxation, 25 ; report on double
taxation, referred to, 195

Sterling and gold, relation between,
282

Stock Exchange, discounting of

future returns and, 122
Subsidies to industries. 61
Succession duties, Bntisli, effect on

saving of, 168
Supply, gratis

;
general rule for, 47,

00 ; inelastic demand and, 47
Surplus, consumers’ : as measure

of sacrifice, 129 n. ; taxation
and, 61

Systems of taxation, effect upon
work, 60

Taussig, Professor, on tax yield of

staple commodities, 145
Tax

:

average rate of, 60, 67
bread, 72
champagne, 72
commodity; see Commodity taxes
earned income, 71
equal-sacrifice income, Btracture

of, 99-117
expenditure, compared with in-

come tax, 138-47
foreign trade, 198-210

; elasticity
of demand and, 199, 205, 211,
217

income
; see Income tax

land ; see Land tax
marginal, formula for, 67
on imports ; see Import duties
and Foreign trade, taxes on

proportionate, formulae of, 60
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Tax annoimceiaents, principle of.

least sacrifice and, 85-93
Tax constants, 66 n., 72 n.
Tax finance : in general preferable

to loan finance, 250 ; versus
loan finance, 233-51

Tax formulae, 64-70
; defined, 64 ;

aggregate sacrifice and an-
noimcement of, 75 ; algebraic
expression of, 66-9 ; families of,

66 ; inadmissible, 86 ; inter-
action of, 71-74

progressive, and diminishing util-

ity, 109; and equal sacrifice, 109
Tax function : defined, 64 ; limita-

tions on, 66 ; of equal-sacrifice
income tax, 109, 110

Tax revenue, 57-230
Tax schemes, 64-70 ; announce-

ment aspects of, 125, 126-33 ;

cost of collection of, 126, 135-
137 ; distributional aspects of,

126, 133-5 ; eScct upon vork,
60 ; objective standard of, 69 ;

technique of, 126, 135-7
“ Taxable capacity ” of different

individuals, considered, 133-5

Taxation

:

aggregate sacrifice and distribu-

tion of, 75
annual accumulation of capital

and, 80, 81
burden of, by whom borne, 36
consumers’ surplus and, 01

differential ; between kinds of

expenditure, 125-37 ; social

welfare and, 48
direct, high rates not necessarily

very damaging, 292, 293
distribution of, optimum, 70
double ; as economic barrier

between states, 194 ; in the

British Empire, 190

oflect of, on employment of re-

sources, 119
elasticity of work supply and, 91,

92, 93, 98
equity, principle of, and, 62

fluctuating value of property and,

157

of foreigners, 122, 133, 192-219 ;

ns compensatory rotaliation,

justified, 197 ;
ethics of, 196,

197, 218, 219
future sacrifices and, 77, 79

government enterprises as means
of, so

of monopoly revenue, 178, 179

possibility of future relief in, 294-

297

Taxation (contd.)—
principles of, 59-63

; equal sacri-
fice, 60, 62, 63 ; least sacrifice,
60, 61, 62, 63 ; tnaxiinuin good,
63

property income and, 161-6
quantity of work done and, 86

86, 89, 91
of real income, 101
relief through increased pro-

ductivity, 295
of windfalis, 180-88

Taxes :

.
domestic, international reactions

of, 189-91
ideal distribution of, 133
progressive, 66, 68
regressive, 66, 68
sources of money for payment of,

36
versus loans, conflicting interests

of rich and poor, 245, 246
yield of, 71-4

yield of further : affected by
interaction, 71, 72; affected

by nature of existing taxes,

72 ; data required to estimate,

73, 74 ; income distribution

and, 72
Taxpayers, temperaments of, as-

sumed alike, 78
Teclmique : of British taxation, 130 j

of different tax schemes, 126,

I
135-7 ; of taxation, and pro-

posal to eliminate differentia-

tion against saving, 155

Telephones, compulsory purchase
of, 6

Temperaments of taxpayers, as-

sumed similarity of, 78

Terminable annuities, income tax

and, 102 n.

Tourists, taxes on, 193
Transfer expenditure : defined, 19 ;

discussed, 19-25 ; fees and, 61

;

government contracts and, 51 ;

saving and, 83 n.

Treasury bills, purchase of, through

banlc credits, 260-64

True rent, value of land and, 175

Uncompensated ser%dco3, 119

Unemployment : competitive im-

ports and, 221 ;
insurance

against, uneconomicai wages

and, 222 ;
protective duties

and, 226, 227 ;
wages and, since

Great War, 222

Unimproved value of land, how
distinguished, 173-5
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United States : Bureau of Labour,

.

no ;
customs duties of, 144 ; ui-

flux of gold during Great War,

205: loans to Great Britain,

273

Utility
: , . - ,

dimmisliing, equal proportionate

sacrifice and, 109: progress-

ive tax formulas and, 109, 110

marginal, of taxpayers’ money,

73, 77 ; and income tax, 110

Value of land : improved, how
distinguished, 173-5

;
public

and pnvate, distinguished, 175

;

taxes on, 171-7
“ Value, unimproved ”, of land, 172

Values, current, taxation and, 171
“ Vurtual satisfaction ", saved in-

come and, 108

Wages

;

real, in relation to unemployment
since Great War, 222_

uneconomical: protective duties

and, 223, 220, 227 ; unemploy-
ment insuianoe and, 222

War

:

heavier taxation of the rich dur-
ing, justified, 248

real expenditure in, 23
relative prices and, 35
the Great : abnormal financial

circumstances of, 205, 272

;

allied loans and, 31 ; bank
credits and, 258, 259, 260 ; char-
acter of finance of, 247, 250,
251 ; commandeering of stocks
and, 3 ; defence of loans in, 230

;

emergency expenditure in, 33;
foreign investment controlled
during, 265, 274; gold export
prevented durmg, 2M

;
govern-

ment appropriation of existing
railway material, 29; govern-
ment need of foreign purchasing
power, 273 ; hours of munition
workers during, 28 ; loan de-
vices and, 253 ; real wages
since, 222 restrictions on pur-
chases and, 265, 260, 274; tax-
free_ interest on foreign loans
during, 195 ; windfalls and,
181; women’s work during, 28

War debt, British, 2S9; repudia-
tion of, 288 ; special levy and,
28S-309

^ ’

War fortunes, windfall natvure of,

181, 182

War loan : alternatives to invest-

ment in, 253, 254 ;
interest as

transfer expenditure, 20-22 ;

purchase through bank credits,

260, 261, 262 ;
rationmg and,

256; reasons for variety in,

253 ; restrictions to promote
investment in, 254-6 ; sources

of money for purchase of, 36 ;

technique of, 252-7

War pensions, 51

War profits, windfall nature of, ISl

War-time needs of government, how
met, 3, 6, 7

Waste : apparent and real, 46

;

in consumption of products of

government enterprises, 45, 46
“ Wasting assets ”, inoome tax and,

143
Water-rate, basis of, 46
Water supply, melastic demand for,

46
Weber-I'eohner law, analogy of, 113
Welfare

:

maximum aggregate, the goal of

government, 61

social: differential charges and,

48 n,; differentialtaxation and,

48 ; legal system and, 62 ; the
end of government, 01

Wlieat crop, commandeering of, 3

Windfall profits, commandeering
and, 12

Windfalls : armouncement aspect
of taxes on, ISO ;

defined, ISO ;

distributional aspect of taxes
on, 180 - 88 ; during Great
War, 181 ; integral and partial,

defined, ISl ; taxes on, 96,

180-8S
Women’s work, during Great War,

28
Wool crop, commandeering of, 3
Work done, quantity of, and taxa-

tion, 85, 86, 80, 91

Work supply ; elasticity of, and
taxation,91,92,93,9S ; rigidity

of, 91, 92, 98

Yield of taxes, 71-4
of new taxes : affected by inter-

action, 71, 72 ; data required
to estimate, 73, 74 ; inoomo
distribution and, 72 ; nature
of existing taxes and, 72
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